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ABSTRACT
The demand that institutions of higher education do
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discussion during the 1960s. Unrest within the university and in the
city provoked a number of programs and projects that attempted to
bring the resources of the university to bear on different aspects of
urban life, and even sometimes to make these resources available to
city-dwellers. These activities stimulated further discussion and
controversy. This bibliography is an attempt to bring together those
contributions to this literature that might be useful for those who
have to plan the role of the university in the city in the new
content of the 1970s. The basic concern of the literature review
section is to analyze what the different writers have to contribute
to the self-understanding of planners of institutions and systems of
higher education. The bibliography is divided into 6 parts:
institutions of higher education; higher education in and for the
city; university degree programs and the city; institutional activity
in the'community; planning active institutions; and bibliographies
and directories. Some annotations and an author index are included.
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I. SUMMARY

While not a new idea, the demand that institutions of higher

education do something about the problems of the cities generated

a great deal of discussion during the 1960Is. Unrest within the

University and in the City provoked a number of programs and projects

which attempted to bring the resources of the University to bear

on different aspects of urban life, and even sometimes to make

these resources available to city-dwellers. These activities

stimulated further discussion and controversy. The accompanying

bibliography is an attempt to bring together those contributions

to this literature which might be useful for thobe who have to plan

the role of the University in the City in the new context of the

1970Is.

The basic concern of the literature review is to analyze what

the different writers have to contribute to the self understanding

of planners of institutions and systems of higher education. There

is an interaction between this self understanding and planning the

response of institutions of higher education to urban problems. It

is almost impossible to construct a viable theory of higher education

planning without a clear, consistent view of the place of higher

education in our urban society and of the planner's particular

institution or system in its immediate environment. At the same

time, the planning of practical activities IAA= affect the urban

environment requires an adequate theory, an objective self-under-

standing of the urban-university interface.

It is asserted, but admittedly not proven, in the review essay

that planners lack this self understanding. Evidence for this

assertion is found in an examination of alternative theoretical

bases for planning the urban-university interface.
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The essay also starts with the assumption that the notion

that the University should make a positive contribution to the

resolution of urban problems implies that it must do more than it

does in the course of carrying out its day-to-day operations. Just

being an institution of higher education in the ordinary sense of

the term, just "taking care of business" is not enough. This

assumption conflicts with what is called "the conceit of the univer-

sity," the notion that the historical development of the university

and the contemporary institutional forms which embody that history

are grounded immanent laws, which might interact with but are

basically independent of the forces at work in the unfolding of

the history of society at large.

With regard to issues raised in the literature of the 60ts

this conceit tends to cut two ways: inwardly, in calls for the

University to withdraw from the chaos of the City; outwardly, in

exhortations to the University to save the City because it alone

stands above the forces which threaten the stability of the City.

One basic conclusion of the literature review is that all the

proposals looked at assume, in one way or other, that the Uni-

versity is a freewheeling institution in society. While the

essay does not attempt to prove that this is a false notion,

evidence is presented in Section D which tends to contradict the

conceit of the university.

The review notes that this conceit is also antagonistic to

the notion of planning the urban-university interface because it

ascribes an "independent valuation" to the University, the "idea

of the University." The failure of planners, to confront this
(Ji
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conceit in coming to a self-understanding might explain the gap

in the theory of planning higher education mentioned in Part 10 of

Section A and the derivative character of descriptions of the

interface planning process noted in Part 3 of Section E. The

review does not explore this hypothesis, however.

Another conclusion which can be made from the review of the

literature is that planners should be aware of the dangers inherent

in definitions of the urban-university interface which are based

on concepts like ushared goalslu Iheeds," and qxroblems.0

Finally, it should be noted that this review was written before

publication of the Carnegie Commission report, The Campus and the

City: Maximizing Assets and Reducing Liabilities (McGraw-Hill,

December 1972), and before receipt of the University of Cincinnati

report, University-Community Tension and Urban Campus Form, Volume 1,

by Robert L. Carroll, Hayden B. May, and Samuel V. Noe, Jr.

(October 1972).
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II. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

A. Towards a Self-Understanding

This review is addressed to planners 'rho have to deal with

institutions of higher education in an urban society. The lit-

erature uses the phrase, "the University in the City," to refer

to a single college or university in a particular city, to "inner

city" institutions, to the institutions in a metropolitan region,

and to the collectivity of institutions of higher education in a

society. Vhile at times our focus will shift to reflect these

ambiguities, the underlying concern of this review is to examine

this literature for what it can contribute to a theory of planning

institutions of higher education for an urban society. This theory

is conceived as the self-understanding of planners, those who work

for Federal, state, and metropolitan governments as well as those

employed by state-wide systems and individual institutions of

higher education.

At present such planners in America lack a self - understanding.

Both institutions of higher education and planners, in whatever

institutions they work, receive many role messages. They lack the

means of filtering, interpreting, and acting upon such messages.

The literature under review can be regarded as the vehicle for many

of these messages, particularly those emanating from leading groups

and intellectuals. At the same time it reflects the lack of self-

understanding of the intended recipients, many of whom are also

members of the same leading strata. Overall, the literature gives

the impression of oscillating between strident calls for the Univer-

sity to solve all the problems of the City and muckraking exposes

of the self-serving nature of many of these calls, as well as of the

ways in which universities actually exacerbate the problems of the

City.
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As will be seen, much of the literature is imbued with the

rhetoric of the Great Society. The ideas and programs it discusses

were likewise responses to certain social forces. George Nash, for

instance, traces the causes of university involvement in solving

the problems of the city to the War on Poverty, the Great Society

programs for higher education, the riots in the ghetto, and the

rebellion on the campuses. (6.34)* A number of other observers

also see the increase of university activity in the sixties as a

response to student and Third World unrest. (e.g., Samuel Jackson

(b.19,5) and Patricia Cross (8.1). Most of the observers look

upon this unrest as a disturbance in a basically stable community,

rather than as a challenge to the ability of those in power to deal

with the problems faced by that community. Related to this out-

look is the tendency to reduce the urban-university interface to

the technical question of gathering, interpreting and disseminating

information. This is not the same as achieving a self-understanding

about the relationships between campus and community.

Therefore, it would be well for us to begin by looking over

some of the theories which have been used or which have been pro-

posed for use by planners and universities for arriving at a self-

understanding, for filtering the role messages, the constituency

demands, the social problems or needs which are communicated to

them. In examining these theories it is essential to keep the

following questions in mind: who chooses? for wham? In the

theories we will look at this basic interpersonal concern tends to

be obscured by categories which hide the relations between and

among people which are our basic concern. We will look at seven

* References in parentheses refer to items in the bibliography.
Footnotes follow the article.
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theories: the university as an entrepreneur or economic enterprise,

the theory of the public household, the theory of the educational

and scientific estate, role theory from social psychology, organiz-

ation theory, inter organization theory, and the theory of educational

planning.

1. The University as Entrer-oneur

There are two ways of looking upon the university as an

entrepreneur or economic enterprise. The first is that of neo-

classical economics. If we look upon the university solely as a

firm in the sense Milton Friedman gives to that term, we might

have to end our discussion right here, at least as long as we

maintain the implicit assumption that an active role in the city

entails more than "taking care of business." For as he states

in Capitalism and Freedom, "In such an economy (a market economy),

there is one and only one social responsibility for business-to use

its profits and engage in activities designed to increase its

profits so long as it stays within the rules of the game, which is

to say, engages in open and free competition, without deception or

fraud." (2.40,133) But the market point of view can be used to

construct a theory of the urban university interface, Joseph Lewis,

for instance, argues:

Another way to look at what is happening would be to observe
that colleges and universities are enterprises that respond
to market opportunity. They tend to train the sorts of peo-
ple society wishes to employ in rewarding ways. In so doing
reward opportunities within the university are created. An
external demand or market of sufficient size creates an in-
ternal mechanism within a responding university for meeting
it. An interaction occurs between the external and internal
market that enables participants to move between practice,
on the one hand, or teaching and research on the other. Or
even more frequently, to advise practioners as consultants
and advisors while operating in the university world of
teaching, research and (production management) (the produc-
tion being managed turns out a mix of analysts, researchers,
practitionero and teachers, plus research and analysis services,
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and products, or sometimes experiment, invention and develop-
ment.) This is a self-reinforcing loop and promotes the
growth of both markets, once established, and reduces the
tensions that otherwise exist between the world of practice
and academe. (35.45, viii).

Lewis does not see the universities acting in response to

market opportunities as "single hierarchies or corporate entities

but more as arcades within which individual entrepreneurs conduct

their separate enterprises." The two markets which concern Lewis,

and which are important to our discussion, are what he terms the

"national security affairs market" and the *urban affairs market."

The former is centralized in the federal government, powerful, and

possesses an over-abundance of resources; the latter is diffuse,

weak, and noticeably lacking in sufficient resources to meet its

'heeds." While Lewis is concerned about increasing the flow of

resources to the urban affairs market, he treats the interaction

among the university and these two markets as a fact of life. When

we look at James Ridgewayb The Closed Corporation, we will see

someone who raises questions about the values implicit in these

interactions.

This economic enterprise theory of the university employs such

categories as economic sectors (public, private), levels of govern-

ment (federal, state, local), effective demand, goals and object-

ives. Using these concepts Lewis analyzes what is happening in

the cities in the following way:

It is the aggregate, accumulating daily decisions of the private
sector which determine the form and content of urbanization in
the United States. It is true these are made in a total per-
ceived context which includes constraints and incentives pre-
sented by the words and actions of governments as well as those
balances of advantage and cost, presented by the market place
and social reckonings. But the bulk of economic power is pri-
vate. And government can affect but is not the arbiter of
social costs and gains. The effects are evident enough. It

is, fundamentally, the nature of its enterprise that gives a
New York, Miami or Los Angeles its character. Our public,
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municipal and regional plans are substantially honored in the
breach because they are not made and do not have sufficient
power in the areas where the operational decisions are made
that determine what will really happen.... (I)t is a function
of governments to so arrange incentive systems and corstraints
that the private decisions will make economic sense if they
also serve or at least do not subvert a defined public good.
(35.451 xiv).

It is an important function of the universities to provide

policy analysis to aid government in performing this function.

These analysts are constrained by the "nature" of the "public goal

setting process," a "nature" which Lewis does not analyze. The key

problem which Lewis sees is that the publics which demand the ser-

vice of the state and local governments are not willing, he asserts,

to pay the market price for such services. Therefore, these govern-

ments are unable to present an effective demand for such policy

analysts.

He senses that the publics might be correct in not being willing

to pay for such services. "Alternatives of public form and structure,

of shifts in the partitions of public and private roles in society's

functioning, abandonment of efforts to save or restore old forms of

urbanization, may all be better bets to match the public gropings

towards consensus." He hopes that the infusion of larger numbers of

skilled new men at these levels of the public sector could be more

potent in learning how to move than the placing of them elsewhere.

"These men could eventually be the key to movement toward new

directions if they see the ones we now follow to be defective."

(35.45,xvii): I should hope that by 1971 Lewis would have been

more aware of the sexism in his use of theiword "men." That he

has not escaped the elitist bias of so much of this literature is

not so surprising.
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knother variant of entrepreneurial understanding of the

university can be found in Roland Warren's theory of the social

entrepreneur in the community viewed as a quasi-market. Warren's

categories are: entrepreneural function, financers, acceptors,

exchange, and survival needs. In this theory the social entrepreneur-

like the classical market entrepreneur - takes an idea, gets the

capital for it, gathers the labor, and sells it on the "market."

This theory could be taken normatively as a suggestion for how the

university should operate in the city or as a possible explanation

of such activities as its extension services

2. The Theory of the Public Household

The next theory which might provide a basis for the self-

understanding of planners in the urban-university '-nterface is the

theory of public finance as found in Musgrave 's book of the same

title. The basis for applying a theory of the public household to

universities can be found in Laurence Veysey's The mergence of the

American University.

Only if one ignores the insistence of many American parents
upon their children's success, only if one forgets the invest-
ment of long and arduous labor for higher degrees on the part
of perspective professors, can one define the American univer-
sity as a truly "voluntary" association. One did not take up
life in the university, whether as student or teacher, as one
takes up a casual hobby or civic interest. Consequences of
resignation, to be sure, were by no means as dire as in the
extreme instance of the nation-state, but the record of aca-
demic behavior offers more parallels to the problems of gov-
ernment in the "high" sense that it does to the difficulties
of the voluntary interest group. The university.- in many
respects like the hospital and the factory - falls into an
in-between category of the partially compulsory institution,
one which Tocqueville failed to foresee and which has became
increasingly essential in the lives of most Americans.'
(1.17, 334)
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Musgravels categories include such concepts as allocation,

distribution, stabilization, social wants and preferences, efficiency,

equity. The market theories discussed about dealt primarily with

laiversity outputs to which the "exclusion principle" could apply.

That is, there are some activities from which the university can

exclude people unless they pay the price the university demands.

There are other products of university activities and activities

themselves to which the exclusion principle cannot apply. "People

who do not pay for the services cannot be excluded from the benefits

that result; and since they cannot be excluded from the benefits,

they will not engage in voluntary payments."
2

A prime example of

such an output is the production of information and ideas. The

university can charge a price for people to come listen to a

professor in a classroom, but the university often cannot charge a

price for the use of the teacherls ideas. Musgrave calls the want

for such goods a "social want," and argues that such wants cannot

be filled by the market. Such wants present two difficulties for

those who are drawing up the budget of the public, or in this case

semi public, household: first, the budget-maker does not know the

"true" preferences of the consumer; second, even if the "true"

preferences of individuals could be known, budget makers would not

have any single way of drawing up the budget which would be most,

efficient, in the economist is sense of efficiency. The application

of Musgravels paradigm to the university raises a number of questions

which planners constantly faces and which are implicit in much of

the literature. How does a university get its constituents to

reveal their preferences? Do people know what they need? How does

the university know whether they know? How does the university

validate its knowledge of preferences? Are "urban problems" die to

lack of information about what people "really" need?
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3. The Educational and Scientific Estate

Actually, the question of whether people know what they need

is somewhat out of place in MUsgrave's context. It is however the

starting point for Galbraith's theory of "the educational and

scientific estate," our third possible source for a self understanding.

A few of the important categories in this theory are: power,

control, or influence over inputs; status; social innovation; and

the technostructure. The technostructure:

is a collective and imperfectly defined entity. "It includes,
however, only a small proportion of those who, as participant:,
contribute information to group decisions," This latter group
is very large; it extends from the most senior officials of
the corporation to where it meets, at the outer perimeter, the
white and blue collar workers whose function is to conform
more or less mechanically to instructions or routine. It

embraces all who bring specialized knowledge, talent or
experience to group decision-making. This, not the management,
is the guiding intelligence-the-brain-of the enterprise.
(2.42, 82)

According to Galbraith, the technostructure is extremely

dependent upon educators and research scientists, collectively

known as the "educational and scientific estate." This estate

supplies the trained manpower and the steady flow of scientific,

technological, and social innovations which the technostructure

requires. He sees this dependence as a source of power for the

educational and scientific estate to change society for the

"better." Why should this estate feel the need to work for such

social change? For one thing, large segments of the estate,

especially those associated with the cultural sciences, feel that

service to the technostructure "corrupts" the integrity of

scholarship. For another, educators and scientists are somehow

above manipulation and able to see through the media the techno-

structure employes to manage demand for its goods and services.
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"Me economy for its success requires organized public bamboozlement.

At the same time it nurtures a growing class which feels itself

superior to such bamboozlement and deplores it as intellectually

corrupt." (2.42, 302)

The "new industrial system" is peculiarly able to create social

goals which reflect its needs. At the same time it attempts to

maintain the dominant view that these needs originate from a

pre-existing human nature and are not synthesized by society.

Galbraith sees himself as the great debunker of such a view. And

he sees the role of the educational and scientific estate similarly.

Intellectuals must assume the political task of fighting to fulfill

those needs which the people do not perceive, given their present

state of mystification. The estate has the task and the ability

to reverse the tendency towards public squalor amidst private

affluence, the theme of his earlier work The Affluent Society.

These needs arise particularly in the areas of ecology and

aesthetics. The latter area presents goals which both conflict

with the needs of the industrial system and transcend it. (2.42,

350-360)

Using these categories Galbraith formulates the question of

the role of colleges and universities in the "new industrial state"

as a choice.

Colleges and universities can serve the needs of the techno-
structure and reinforce the goals of the industrial system.
They can train the people and cultivate the attitudes which
insure technological advance) allow for effective planning
and insure acquiescence in the management of consumer and pub-
lic demand. And they can affirm the policy images, including
those on foreign policy, that the latter requires. This is the
line of least resistance; it will be the consequence of a purely
passive response by educators to the development of the indus-
trial system. It will be the consequence of the orthodox view
by the educator of his role. Or colleges and universities can
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strongly assert the values and goals of educated men - those
that serve not the production of goods and associated planning
but the intellectual and artistic development of man. It is

hard to believe there is a choice. (2.42, 383 -38h)

Colleges and universities hold the trump card. They produce the

essential factor of production, educated labor.

Galbraith asserts "only the innocent reformer and the obtuse

conservative imagine the state to be an instl.ument of change apart,

from the interests and aspirations of those who comprise it.

(2.42, 386) Therefore, he argues that it is necessary to turn to

the intellectuals for'the necessary political initiative to assert

society's ',real!' needs. How these intellectuals are able to trans -

tend the class structure of the industrial system, which he des-

cribes, Galbraith does not bother to explain. His implicit assumpt-

ion, most evident in his discussion of aesthetics, seems to be that

the world of ideas, the world of the intellectuals, is somehow'

independent of the system of production. Their initiation into

this higher realm lays a heavy burden upon members of the educational

and scientific estate.

In fact, no intellectual, no artist, no educator, no scientist
can allow himself the convenience of doubting his responsib-
ility. For the goals that are now important there are no other
saviors. In a scientifically exacting world scientists must
assume responsibility for the consequences of science and
technology. For custody of the aesthetic dimension of life
there is no substitute for the artist. The individual member
of the educational and scientific estate may wish to avoid
responsibility; but he cannot justify it by the claim of highsr
commitment. (2.42, 391-392) (emphasis added)

For all its emphasis on planning, Galbraith's soteriology gives

little guidance to universities and colleges in formulating their

goals for society, as opposed to those goals put forth by the in-

dustrial system and the technostructure. The irony of the theory

of the educational and scientific estate is that it is a non-

operational theory. The only internal basis for putting it into
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practice seems to be the power of the estate in the new industrial

system, unless one wants to take Galbraith's dicta as guides for action.

This limitation may be due to the implicit question which we

stated was the basis for Galbraith's theory: whether people in fact

know what they really need? Galbraith is attempting to undermine

the dominant neoclassical paradigm of his discipline, what Kenneth

Boulding calls "the immaculate conception of preference patterns."

But for some "...the issue is not whether the prevailing social and

economic order plays a prominent part in molding people's values,

volitions, and preferences. On this--Robinson Crusoe having finally

departed from economics' textbooks to his proper insular habitat--

there is a nearly unanimous consensus among serious students of the

problem. The issue is rather the kind of social and economic order

that does the molding, the kind of values, volitions, and pre-
,

ferences which it instills into the people under its sway."
3

Galbraith tends to elide the two issues.

4. The "Conceit of the University"

Galbraith's theory is an example of an historical phenomenon

which might be termed the "conceit of the universities," analogous

to the "conceit of nations" mentioned by the Italian philosopher

Vico. "On the conceit of nations, there is a golden saying of

Diodorus Siculus. Every nation, according to him, whether Greek or

Barbarian, has had the same conceit that it, before all other nations,

invented the comforts of human life, and that its remembered history

goes back to the very 'beginning of the world."4
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This conceit underlay at least two of the four contending

self-understandings which Laurence Veysey analyzed in the rise of

the American university. I am referring to what he calls the

"research" and the "liberal culture" schools. The "proponents of

culture" insisted upon a special role as arbiters of civilization.

(1.17, 21) Thorstein Veblen is one of the foremost proponents of

the latter school. His famous definition of the university is

"a body of mature scholars and scientists the 'faculty' -with

whatever plant and other equipment may be identally serve as

applicances for their work in any given case." (2.93, 13) For Vebleu

the issue of the university's role in society is internalized in

the question of the role of teaching in the university. "Hence the

instruction that falls legitimately under the hand of the university

man is necessarily subsidiary and incidental to the work of inquiry,

and it can effectually be carried on only by such a teacher as is

himself occupied with the scrutiny of what knowledge is already in

hand and with pushing the inquiry to further gains." (2.93, 13)

The education of people for careers and citizenship is, therefore,

not a proper function of the university.

Citizenship is a larger and more substantial category than
scholarship; and the furtherance of civilized life is a larger
ana more serious interest than the pursuit of knowledge for its
own idle sake. But the proportions which the quest of know-
ledge is latterly assuming in the scheme of civilized life
require that the establishments to which this interest is
committed should not be charged with extraneous duties; part-
icularly not with extraneous matters that are themselves of
such ,rave consequence as this training for citizenship and
in practical affairs. These are too serious a range of duties
to be taken care of as a side-issue, by a seminary of learning,
the members of whose faculty, if they are fit for their on
special work, are not men of affairs or adepts in worldly
wisdom." (2.93, 13-15)
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In these two schools we see the two aspects of the conceit

of the university which have became merged in Galbraith. On the

one hand, the university is understood as the last outpost of

civilization. On the other, the university's role is not so total

as it is so special that it must be preserved and not sullied by

extraneous interests. There is thus a tendency in self-understandings

based on this conceit, even in Galbraith's, to move in two directions.

Outward to change society, to civilize the unwashed; and inward, to

work to preserve the last sphere of civilization in a decaying

society.

The conceit of the university and the underlying tension bet-

ween its two moments is reflected in much of the current literature.

Consider for example Paul Goodmanls book, The Community of Scholars,

which was so influential in the development of the student movement

in the sixties and thus on the concern for the role of the university

in the city. He begins his discussion, by exploring the implications

of looking at the university as if it were a ',walled city.

The wall itself, the separateness, is inevitable - until society
itself becomes an international city of peace. For the culture
of the scholars is inevitably foreign: it is international and
comprises the past, present, and future. The language, even
though the scholars speak English instead of Latin, has
different rules of truth and evidence that cannot be dis-
regarded when it happens to be convenient. The scholars come
from all parts and do not easily abide the local prejudices.
They cannot always fly the national flag. (3.15, 5)

The university is then defined by its foreignness, and the

question of the university in society becomes one of what trans-

actions take place between society and an alien culture. In

Goodman's scheme one would expect conflict between the community

of scholars and the State. Why then, he asks, did there exist at

the time he was writing in the early sixties so much harmony with

the State and its goals. He proposes that the answer to this
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question can be found in the encroachment of the administration

upon the community of scholars, turning universities into "little

models of the Organized System itself." The administration is

founded on the self-understanding of the university as "a teaching

machine." (3.15, 8) Goodman bases his theory of "community of

scholars" on personal relations.

The reason that these scholarly communities have not been

swallowed up by "social counterforces" is that there still exists

a popular sentiment in them against submitting to outside powers.

Looking back over the history of this sentiment Goodman concludes

that there is a "peculiar constitutional relation between the

community of scholars and society."

Like the Church, the scholars are special and (ideally) free
in society, for they are concerned with matters prior to so-
ciety and beyond society. Education, concerned with socializa-
tion itself, cannot be socialized; and the future of mankind
cannot be socialized. But unlike the Church, the scholars do
not (ideally) have dogma or mortmain on property and 'they do
not wield a/coercive power. As Kant said, they have an 'agree-
ment' with the citizens: to free the mind. Also the scholars
are this worldly, not magicians: their rite is the Commence-
ment into society, and the intellectual virtues are active in
society. (3.15, 39)

Within this constitutional framework Goodman sees two sets of

goals: an implicit set which scholars have for themselves, and an

extrinsic set which society has for scholars. He lists the implicit

goals as mastering the arts and sciences, advancing one career,

coming to a self understanding of one's vocation or profession, and

having a community outside the institutions of the family, the market,

and the polity. Society expects the community of scholars to train

the next generation of workers with the accepted attitudes and with

approximately the right mix of skills demanded by the market, to

supply the leading personnel for the institutions of culture and

government, and to provide intellectual substance to the ideology
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of the rulers. "These two sets of aims) scholastic and social, are

not algays compatible. The social goals are not always) or even

rarely, the ideal goals of culture and humanity. Society is often

impatient with the doctrines and morals of the University community."

(3.15, 50) Goodman feels that society would be wiser and would avoid.

such conflicts, if it changed its goals for scholars to those of

preparing for social change by improving the next generation, offerfulE.

independent criticism, and experimenting in finding solutions to

social problems. Goodman argues, "The university is the amicus

curiae of society, the disinterested professional knowledge that

advises and warns. Who else?.... Traditionally it is the univer-

sity that) just because it has not direct social power, is the

voice of universal reason and criticism." (3.15, 140-141)

There Galbraith argued that the particular social power of the

university in the new industrial system gave it the responsibility

of undertaking a political initiative to better society) Goodman

argues from his vier of the powerlessness of the university that ifc,

should) as a community, assert the higher values and truths, its

"categorical imperatives," and should not involve itself in the

relatively unimportant, transient, goals of politics. This Kantian

view leads to a denial of the basis for all current theories of

educational planning, to be examined below: the premise that

systems of education are means for providing for "social needs."
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Social needs can mean to fit the young into the adult world
as it is, or - as with Dr. Conant's new national needs . to

train them to meet an emergency that the adults have created
but can't handle. The latter, narrower meaning is brute
conscription, no different from ten years of selective service.
The former, more democratic meaning is to make the school a
pallid double of the outside world; in which case it would be
better to stay in the walled city itself and apprentice one-
self to its functions. Why go to college and get a mater-
downed version?version? It is not necessary to plan for Society.
Society is inevitably present in any school and how the
children are, what the children aspire to, what the teachers
have mastered and can teach. (3.15, 151)

Goodman misses the point by attacking tho "social" in "social needn."

WS will return to the concept of "needs" below.

The conceit of the university crops up again and again in

papers dealing with the role of the university in the city. John

E. Bebout, for inotance, looks upon teaching and research as

leading causes of social change. He argues, then, that society's

ability to cope with its present and future problems depends on

the university. If the university is to have the necessary human-

izing effect, its relative autonomy and integrity must be preserved

in order that it be able to assess society's needs, put forth

humane Goals for social change, plan and predict the effects of

such change. (2.6) Byron Johnson puts his discussion of the role

of the university in the context of its orientation to the future,

its organization around disciplines, its global outlook, its role

as a haven for teachers, and the history of the encroachment of

bureaucracy upon the university. He describes the university in

terms such as "pool for intellect," "transfer agent," "producer of

citizens." His answer to the question of what can the university

do is that it can predict futures. On this basis he posits its

ability to contribute the natal view." (6.23)
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Perhaps the most maudlin version of the conceit of the

university is found in Stephen K. Bailey who offers as a metaphor

for the relation of the university to the city, the scene of Christ

weeping over the city of Jerusalem and pondering the things that

would bring it peace. For Bailey, the role of the university is to

make the hearts of urban decision-makers troubled, to promote com-

passion. The university has the "primary obligation to keep social

criticism alive and responsible." He analyzes, quite effectively,

the opposing, dominant view that "feeling," "criticism" is un-

scientific, that it is nothing but "indoctrination." His concept,

hoWever, of what the scientist should do to pursue the things that

will bring "peace" to the city is that they should predict the

probable consequences of urban decisions." Even while arguing for

a compassionate, ethical approach, he finds it very hard to break

out of the prevailing tendency to reduce the question to a technical

problem. This is not to argue that city people don't need such

predictions but to question the equation'of prediction with "peace

making." Perhaps I am giving a more limited definition to science

than Bailey, for he argues

... in the province of human affairs, discomfort is a powerful
motivator of science. To cultivate the capacity of the young
to be uncomfortable in the presence of bigotry and squalor and
disease and ugliness and poverty and ignorance may be the
universities major long run contribution to urban decision
making. (7.b, 7)

Aside from being an elaborate way of restating the old axiom,

"necessity is the mother of invention," this statement contains the

implicit assumption that the young are those who are not troubled,

who are not victims of bigotry, and poverty, and disease, and ugli-

ness. Here Bailey makes an assumption about the place of the univer-

sity in the class structure of society, and the social class origins

of the young people the university processes and of present and
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future urban decision-makers. To get at what Bailey is doing here

I would like to bring into the argument the Thomist definition of

peace: "order based upon justice." Bailey divides order from

justice. He then equates order with "operative basic laws," and

urges the university to search for that order. Justice becomes

compassion or sentiment on the part of those who have for those who

have not. Because the problems of the "have-nots" cannot wait for

the discovery of the basic laws of nature and society, Bailey urges

the universities to act nou: to provide technical advice, to train

urban decision-maktrs, to offer creative, stimulating speculation.

These speculations should not be "utopian blueprints," but an

attempt to keep "attainable dreams" alive. (7.6, 15)

Arguments such as Bailey's provoke counterarguments emphasizing

the inuard-looking aspect of the conceit of the universities. 0.

Meredith Wilson, for instance, contends that crusading is in-

appropriate for the university, that the university corporation's

raison d'etre is to provide a favorable atmosphere for the scholar.

(6.50, 6) The sixties saw a steady stream of books, articles, and

speeches countering the "activist" demands of students and residents

of the inner city. Max Lerner linked these demands to a loss

of belief in the "American dream." (6.28) Morris Abram expounded

another theme of the literature when he argued that the university

must be careful not to tend towards any particular ideology. Abrams

unlike many of the other writers, did see the demands of students

and Third World peoples as raising ideological issues, but he treats

ideology as if it were a straight jacket on "free inquiry."

The Ford Foundation Task Force which produced the Report on

Higher Education for the Department of Health, Education and Welfare

even called upon the universities to disengage from "peripheral
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... activities," and to focus on "educational missions." "The selection

of an institution's basic educational mission must come from within

--and be permitted, and encouraged, from without." (2.31, 84) In

doing this they attacked the "teaching-research-service" outline

of university roles.

We are unimpressed with the sterile discussion of the past as
to whether an institution should orient itself to teaching,
research, or public service. These, after all, are not ends
in themselves, but activities which may be pursued alone or
combined in various ways to achieve a given institutional
mission. An institution devoted to scholarship in the
biological sciences has little reason to pursue public-ser-
vice activities, and might veil decide not to engage in
teaching. An institution devoted to urban affairs might
effectively combine basic and applied research with teach-
ing, the education of the disadvantaged, and an extensive
program of community service. 1jhat it should not have is a
graduate department of psyciology. (2.31, 83)

They resurrect Thorstein Veblin's proposals for establishing separate

institutions for "peripheral" activities.

5. Role Theory

Some people label the "teaching- research - service" approach the

*triumvirate." The term is appropriate because few writers are able

to break away from its hegemony. Turning to our fourth possible

approach to a self-understanding of the university, 14:.: might say that

the triumvirate is the paramount role-message. Role theory primarily

deals with individuals in institutions, rather than institutions in

society.5 It does, however, offer a number of suggestive categories:

role senders, role expectations, sent role, focal person (institution),

received role, role behavior, interpersonal (interinstitutional)

factors, attributes of the person (institution) and organizational

(societal) factors. The notion of role conflict also seems to be a

potentially useful concept in analyzing the subject under discussion.

Katz and Kahn identify four basic types of role conflict: intrasender,
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intersender, interrolei and person -role (institution - role)'. They note

complex forms of conflict can develop in the interaction of these

four, and mention in particular role overload.
6

The size of the

bibliography which accompanies this literature review and which

just skims the surface of the mass of writing that has been generated

on the role of the university in the city, indicates that univer-

sities and people in thth universities were subject to role overload

in the sixties.

The literature which explicitly employs role theory in analysing

the university in the city is rather sparse. Paul Adams outlines a

taxonomy of the roles played by professors. These roles fall into

four categories: scholar, specialized technician, employed professional,

and citizen. The citizen roles of the professor are of two types,

passivist and activist. Among the "actively uninvolved" passivists

Adams distinguishes six sub-groups: (1) nihilist, dropout,

dilinquent, (2) eclectic, pluralist, dually committed, (3) diphasic,

obsessive, partially committed, (4) laissez-faire conservative 0

(5) fearful, paralyzed, (6) disdainer of uncouth activism. The

activists are divided into three types" reactionaries, issues

protestors, revolutionaries (pacifist and nonpacifist). (7.1)

In the realm of university extension, Richard Franklin distinguishes

five different styles of playing the role of "community change

educator." These styles or role alternatives differ with respect

to the modes of relating community agencies and clients. The in-

structor interacts with the agency and provides information to the

client.; the paterfamilias exercises personal, fatherly authority

over the client; the advocate, however, tries to open up the agency

to the client. While seeking to implement decisions for agancies,
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the servitor tries to perform tasks for the client at the sane

time. His ideal style, community change educator, achieves effective

interaction with both agency and client. (26.9) Unfortunately

Adams and Franklin limit their discussion to "role incumbents" in

the university organization, but do not extend it to the organization

in the larger social system.

Daniel Schler is one of the few writers to discuss explicitly

the place of the university in society as a role. He does this in

the context of community development, defining it as "that behavior

of acting units within a given localized area which increases the

interaction, understanding, reciprocal relations, mutual support

and the level and convenience of living among its members."

Role is the action side of status, the exercise of rights and duties.

'While the commonly expected roles and behaviors of the university

are those of researcher;. consultant, and trainer, Schler argues that

the prime role of the university should be to stimulate community

development behaviors, particularly by creating situations conducive

to such behaviors.

He also notes the situations in which the university takes on

its roles in community development; (1) classroom, campus, community;

(2) oll-going community activity; (3, rumblings which are prelude to

such community activity; (4) stimulating and demonstrating ways to

solve or analyze the problems faced by a community. These situations

are affected by a number of context factors; the tradition (or lack

of it) of public service in a particular university; the particular

urban environment for role-sending and role-receiving; the univer-

sityls preparation for negative feedback from the "establishment."

The lack of such negative feedback Schler takes as a good indicator

of whom the university has been serving. As an example he notes
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the role of the university in driving people, especially blacks,

of the farms and into the cities. (26.18) This historical role

of land-grant institution tends to be repressed by advocates of

"urban-grant" universities. Its existence was vehemently disputed

by representatives of land -grant institutions in the recent hearings

concerning the Higher Education Amendments of 1972.

Robert Mitchell and George Nash also speak of the role of an

institution in a similar vein. Mitchell points out six factors which

influence an institution's choice of a role: (1) its purposes,

(2) the preferences, knowledge and ability of those in control,

(3) the degree and type of financial and political dependence,

(4) its credibility, (5) the overall political situation, (6) the

state of technology. He sees the range of possible roles as a

spectrum, with "servitor of a particular local administration"

at one end, and "independent policy innovator or critic" at the

other. 7.30, 72)

In a number of articles George Nash uses a list of four roles

to structure his discussion. These are: educator, neighbor/citizens

provider of services, and model or examplar. Since he adds that

research is the most usual form of university service, Nash's

typology of institutional roles seems to be not much more than the

typical triumvirate, teaching- research - service, cast in the language

of roles Nth an added fillip of conceit in the role of exemplar.

(6.45, 32-33)

Samuel and Julius Nabrit (3.30) analyze university governance

in terms of roles, as does Stanley Ikenberry. (3.19)
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6. Organization Theory

The fifth approach towards a theory of planning in the urban-

university interface is that of organization theory. Some of the

important categories in this theory are structure, intrinsic, and

extrinsic functions, genotypic function, leading system, organization

space, organization climate and culture, and subsystem type.

Talcott Parsons divides subsystems into a managerial system (dealing

with administering and allocating resources within an organization),

a technical system (combining the production, maintenance, and

boundary subsystem functions of Katz amd Kahn), and an institutionpl

system (which plugs the organization into "a wider social system

which is the source of the 'meaning,' legitimation or higher level

support which makes the implementaton of the organizations goals

possible."7 Parsons' distinctions underlie the division we have

made between sections C and D in this paper.

Katz and Kahn define structure "as a relationship between

events or nodal happenings," and function as a "short-hand

description of social structure (referring) to the outcame of

structured activity.
8

They apply the term "intrinsic function" to

the "immediate and direct outcome of a system or subsystem in terms

of its major product," and the term "extrinsic function" to the

effect of these outcomes on the larger macrosystem".... (T)he

major extrinsic function is the part the organization plays as a

subsystem of the larger society)" and is termed the "genotypic

function" of the organization. Genotypic functions can be divided

into four categories: productive or econamic (creating or providing

goods and services) maintenance (socializing people for their place

in society), adaptive (producing the knowledge the system needs to

cope with a changing environment), and managerial or political -
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adjudicating, coordinating, and controlling resources, people

and subsystems).

7. Organizational Functions: Teaching - Research - Service

The triumvirate, teaching-research-service, can be translated

into these categories as maintenance-adaptive-productive, though

the translation must be rather loose. For instance, if one accepts

Galbraith's analysis of the production of educated labor as a major

factor input into the new industrial system, teaching would have to

be seen as a productive function as well as a maintenance I...action.

Many of the arguments about the triumvirate can be seen as arguments

about what should be or what is the major function of the University

taken as the collectivity of institutions of higher education in

society or of a particular institutions. We will turn now to a

brief look at three alternative views of the adequacy of the tri-

umvirate for analyzing the, genotypic function of the University.

Joseph Colmen and his fellow authors use the triumvirate as the

basis of an argument for balancing the functions of the university,

rather than trying to assert one particular function. They see the

need to correct an imbalance towards teaching and research which

does not fully discharge the 'moral responsibility - as a 'member

of the family' to the neighboring community." They argue that the

community must be drawn into organizational mechanisms which will

increase the "optimal interaction of planning, implementation and

evaluation of community action, service and research.... Vays must

be developed through which (1) the community can determine and

express its needs and wishes with respect to the University, (2) the

University can act similarly with respect to the community, (3) agree-

ments can be reached between them." (14.8,5) Herman Niebuhr
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observes that the triumvirate, especially the use of the term

"service," has lost its persuasive potential, even to the point

of becoming ccunter-preductive. He finds the divisions made in

the triumvirate faulty in tiro ways. First, the implicit assumption

that there is a division between "social knowledge" and "social

change," the view that one can know society without changing it or

change society without learning something about. Second, he argues

that research and teaching are really investments in future service.

And calls for general acceptance of the inclusion of research and

teaching in the service category of the accounting systems of

economists.

Yiebuhr does not explore the ideological implications of the

division of "social knowledge" from "social change," but they are

elucidated in 1,Tilliam Birenbaum's sarcastic reformulation of the

triumvirate as it appears in so many college and university

bulletins.

1. Excellence in Teachino Each one advertises the most
superior presentation of all that's gone before.
2. High Adventure on the New Frontier of Learning: A real
university is research-oriented right out there on the cutting
edges.
3. Community Service: The public-spirited outreach by the
hand of Gown to the mind of Town offering the gems of
Excellence and the fruits of High Adventure to the people
living there. (4.5, 44-45)

Bircnbaum links the use of the triumvirate in discussions of the

future role of the university to the current power relations of

society, and the assumption that these relations will not be changed.

In turn, he argues, that this assumption leads to the belief in

technological solutions to current problems, "that an intelligent

application of the present technology would make things work right

and keep the future under control." The triumvirate acts like

blinders to keep the minds of writers and their readers off the
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essentially "anti-city" aspects of the University, and the

disturbing fact that "our universities are essentially servants of

the status quo." 1,Je will return to Birenbaum's thesis shortly.

8. Organizational Models of University Governance

In the realm of organization theory, J. Victcr Baldridge

designates three contending models of the university: bureaucratic,

collegial and political. In his table, which we reproduce on the

next page: he compares the three models, looking at their basic

image of the university, their theoretical foundations, their view

of how change occurs, the place of conflict, their notion of the

social structure and legislative processes in the university, and

their emphasis on policy. Baldridge's thesis is that his political

model e;:plains the organization of power in the university better

than does either the bureaucratic or collegial model. He criticizes

the veberian bureaucratic model for not being able to explain power

which is not based on authority but which originates in threeta,

mass movements, expertise, or emotion. He also argues that the

bureaucratic model does not account for the dynamics within a

social structure or for a change over time. He disputes the

collegial theories of Paul Goodman and John Millstt (3.22) because

they confuse the normative with the descriptive. Their notion of

"round-table" decision-making as the dominant, defining characteristic

of the "community of scholars" does not describe what actually goes

on in the university. Moreover, the collegial model finds it

difficult to handle conflict, failing to see how consensus emerges

from it. Baldridge does not note the irony in his comment an Goodman's

vision of "community of scholars" which animated so such of the

student New Left.
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Despite Baldridgets assertion that his political model has

been able to explain actual events in a number of institutions,

particularly on the boundary of the institution with the environ-

ment, he does not subject its theory to the same theoretical analysis

that he gives to the others. For instance, he does not defend his

pluralist view of the university from such criticisms as those

raised by Bachrach and Baratz. The controversies around their

theory of "non-decisions" raise a number of important questions

about the pluralist model.
9

This criticism is subject to revision,

since I have not been able to obtain a copy of the book-length

versicn of Baldridgets work yet. Aside from his assumption of

pluralism, Baldridge has a basically linear conception of

policy-formation: that it occurs in five stages. Inherent in

this linear view is a reified conception of "policy," based as it

is on hard-and-fast distinction between policy and implementation.

He ignores the manifest and latent functions of policy statements,

and his treatment of bureaucracy as a tool which leaves policy

untouched forgets about the whole literature on goal displacement,

to say the least.

Another category in organization theory which might contribute

to a self-understanding of planning the urban - university interface

is that of organization space: "the social transformation of

physical or objective apace that provides the topography of the

organizatiou...the use of physical space for social objectives."
10

The concept of space is based on the existence of a separation

between entities. Katz and Kahn differentiatf.. four types of

separation: geographical, functicnal, status or prestige, and

power. Although he does not explicitly refer to the concept of

organization apace, William Birenbaum is one of the feu authors
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in the literature, other than architects and designers, who attempts

to analyze the interface in categories which bring out some of the

same aspects which the concept of organization space does. We

will look at his theory of "the campus as anti-city" below.

9. Inter-Organizational Theory

The application of the notion of organization space to

organizations themselves provides a transition to our next possible

basis for a self understanding, interorganization theory. Roland

Uarren uses the following categories in his analysis of the

"inter organizational field": inclusive goals, spheres of interest,

benefits, costs, trade-offs between them, and the technology for

measuring them, control of components; constituencies of the

whole and of parts of the organization; output constituencies;

organization structure; leadership types, innovativeness; explicit

functions; maximizing, satisficing and optimizing values; issue-

outcome interest; salience; and concerted decision-making, the most

"fruitful" basis for studying the interorganizational field.

Naul much concerted decision-making is based on the assumption
that certain inclusive goals should take priority over the
goals of the individual enterprises, in cases where these
diverge. In addition, there may be inclusive goals that can
be pursued, which though not opposed to the individual unit
goals, could not be realized, or at least were not being
realized, by the unconcerted action of individual enterprises.
Thus a part of the raison d'etre of concerted planning is to
make possible the setting and accomplishment of aggregate
Loa's that would not be set and accomplished individually.
Another part is to assure that in certain cases of conflict
between individwl and inclusive goals, the latter will be
given priority."
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While Warren's theory has the potential for contributing to

analysis of the urban-university interface, none of the literature

we have reviewed takes an explicitly interorganizational approach

to the general question of the university in the city.

This potential canes out in the list of questions which Warren

draws out of the "rationale underlying...concerted decision-inaking...

that the process will produce a more satisfactory outcome than would

be the case if the units were left to make their own decisions

independently...."12 What indicators do we have to measure the

satisfactoriness of an outcome? Uhich individuals and groups receive

increased satisfaction from the outcome? Does the satisfaction

have to accrue to all the organizations in the interorganization?

"here does coercion fit into this process? And how does it affect

types of decisions which are reached? Do organizations actually

look at the possible payoff when deciding to coordinate or concert

decisions? Do concerted decisions have a different scope than those

made within an organization unit? And, finally, how do the different

contexts for concerted decision making affect the preceding

questions?

Aalcolm AcNair calls Roland Warren's model of the inter-

organizational field a "common conscience model. n13 He argues

that the notion of concerted decision - making based upon inclusive

goals "assumes that values and perceptions of reality are shared,

that these commonalities are valued, and that deviances by the

component parts can be corrected by invoking a common belief, or

by denying memberships." As an alternative, he proposes an

"instrumental model (which) admits an uncertainty of ends and means and

is perhaps better adapted to environmental situations where these
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conditions are perceived to prevail." McNair and Conrad Seipp

have developed a typology, based upon this alternative model, for

analyzing the "processes" which constitute an entity they call

the "interorganization."

Degree of Agreement Modes of Coordination

High Cooperation &change Auto-
coordination

Medium induction

adduction

negotiat-
ion

arbitration

Lau indifference compet-
ition

conflict

Low Medium High

Degree of Commitment

Defining process as the way "in which separate organizational

entities and interest groups interact over time in the course of

planning,"14 they assert that "variation in agreement and commit-

ment, and combination of these, are key elements in defining the

character of process at any given time." Agreement concerns

"concordance on ends and means, while commitment is indicated by

actually bearing the costs or being willing to bear the costs of

the ends and means agreed upon.

Seipp and McNair distinguish three types of interorganization:

bureaucracy, mutual adjustment, and social conjuncture. The

"ideological characteristics" of these different interorganizations

are: utopian goal constellation, control mechanisms and means of

conflict resolution, basis for inclusive decision-making, basis

for authority, decision- making calculus, type of rationality,

assumptions about the environment, referrant of assumed-end re-

sults, the aggregation problem, premise of action, leadership

function, accountability, posture towards specialization, propensity

for policy change, sources for change, and character of change.
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10. Theories of Educational Planning

Both these interorganizatianal theories clarify important

concepts and issues in the urban-university interface, but none of

the literature under review approaches the WI as a totality from

the point of view of interorganization theory. Likewise, the body

of theory developed around planning educational systems has not

been applied effectively to the literature on planning in the UUI.

Perhaps this is due to the origins of much of the theory on

educational planning in national and regional development planning.

The literature on planning higher education in the United States,

cn the other hand, has not really gone beyond its origins in

administration and institutional research. So we have a situation

in which much of the theory of educational planning is at a

very aggregate level of analysis in its treatment of the role of

educational systems in society, while what is commonly referred

to as higher education planning in this country consists, for the

most part, of highly sophisticated, quantitative models and in-

formation systems for use by university administrators. The

internal dynamics of both approaches are moving them closer but a

huge gap still remains. One of the goals of this review is that

it act as a catalyst for jumping that gap. One catalyst already

in the system is a new book edited by Karl A. Fox, Economic Analysis

for Educational Plann. : Resource Allocation in Nonmarket

Systems, especially Chapter 9, "Objective functions in optimi-

zation models for institutions of higher education." (28.15)
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Samuel Bowles categorizes theories of educational planning

by the assumptions they make about the production of schooling and

the demand for educated labor. 'The choice of a set of assumptions

is the central strategic decision in the construction of a policy

mode." (28.7, 176) Assumptions can determine the data to be

collected, the mode of computation, the questions to be asked, and

sometimes the answers.

Assumptions
about the
production of
schooling Technological Economic

Assumptions about demand for educated labor

Technological Tinbergen

Economic Conventional
manpower - requirements
approach

Linear programming

Rate-of-return
approach

This table clarifies two fundamentally different approaches to

educational planning:

(1) that based on the principle of the maximization of
national income subject to the constraints on resource use;
(linear programming and rate-of-return);

(2) "deterministic" planning taking as given "a taraet of
national income growth and seeking) to derive from it a
required level of educational development." (28.7, 189)

All these methods can be characterized as what Ragnar Frisch

calls "onlooker" approaches to planning, which proceed "as if the

empirical description of the past changes in the system completely

determine the projected change in the future." (28.3, 3) At one

point or another, they assume that the person making the projection

cannot intervene to alter some r.spect of the change the system is

undergoing. Some drop this assumption once it has served its

purpose, usually after step 2 below. The "onlooker" methods tend
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to have four basic steps:

(1) set X% growth rate desired;

(2) using X% growth rate project future state of the system;

(3) .label the results of step 2 "The Plan;"

(4) decide the necessary actions to implement the plan.

The basic fallacy of "onlooker" approaches is that they act as if

the system were deterministic so that it is necessary to "calculate

what is going to happen before we decide what to do." (28.3, 4)

There is yet another theory of educational planning. Gunnar

Myrdal sets out some of the bases for this theory in Asian Drama.

Institutional planning, as I labeled it in an unpublished paper

"Approaches to Educational Planning within the Context of Kenya and

Tanzania," takes the view that "planning is politics, and educational

planning is applied, long-range politics." (28.1, 101) Education

cannot be analyzed or planned in isolation from the four major

institutional systems with which it is involved, that is, the

cultural, stratification, political, and economic institutions of

the community.

Institutional planning thus represents the polar opposite of

"onlooker" planning. Donald Michael notes that this approach

creates a dilemma (almost the mirror image of the dilemma of the

"onlooker").

If we assume that institutional change will be rapid and
pervasive, our plans will be wrong; if we assume inadequate
degrees of institutional change, we cannot plan well.
Nevertheless, we must recognize that the kind of change
that is necessary to cope with our present society wille
not be forthcoming if things continue as they are ncw.'7
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le have by no means exhausted all the possible bases for

coming to a self-understanding of planning in the UUI. My intention

was to point up some of the problems which make such a self-

understanding necessary and to provide an approach to looking at

other possible bases for a self-understanding.

B. DEFINING THE URBAN UNIVERSITY INTERFACE (M).

In this section we will look over some of the literature which

can contribute to a definitiaa of the UUI. Under this rubric, I

include scme of the historical literature, analyses of the univer-

sity in the political-economyi general discussions of the university

in the city, and the all too few attempts at specifying the

variables in the urban university interface.

1. Historical Perspective on the UUI

Laurence Veysey's The Emergence of the American University is

used again and again throughout the literature to provide historical

background when the writer requires it'. Veysey organizes his

study of the development of the American university around the

competition among four alternate views of the university: the

traditional view of institutions of higher education as purveyors

and preservers of mental discipline and pity, (which was, in some

ways, an attempt to maintain the "college" against the onrush of

the "university"), and three visions of "the university" which

emerged in the years 1865 -1890 - -the public service, research, and

cultural models. The necessity for this debate was closely connected

with the grcwing urbanization of the United States in the nineteenth

century. The growing mercantile spirit,of the expanding City

threatened the prestige of the colleges, as well as their economic

survival. At the same time the unpopularity of higher education,
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according to Veysey, gave University people a time to experiment

and to discuss more openly the implications of what they were about

than has been possible since then. The anirzting forces in this

discussion, as we noted above, were three "visions" of the university:

vague, powerful, yet stimulating discussion rhich attained a level

of specificity rarely achieved since. In his analysis of this

debate, Veysey adumbrates a possible explanation for the low level

of creativity in almost all c2 the current literature on the role

of the university in the city. Whereas the participants in the

nineteenth century discussion had genuinely different self-

understandings of the university, and praxes to embody their theories,

"...with the passing years talk about the higher purposes of the

university came increasingly ritualistic." (1.17, 258)

How did Veysey's four rival conceptions of the university

conceive of the relation of the University to 'the City? "Mental

discipline" represented an essentially rural, religious world view

which was being crushed under the weight of growing urban secul-

arization. The utilitarian movement, whose exponents tended to

find niches in the administration and the applied and social

sciences, sought to move the university into the "real world" in at

least three ways.

First, the university would make each of its graduates into
a force for civic virtue. Second, it would train a group of
political leaders who would take a knightly plunge into 'real
life' and clean it up. Finally, through scientifically oriented
scholarship, rational substitutes could be found for political
procedures subject to personal influence. (1.17, 72)

Being practical thus involved the university in the training of the

new urban managers of the Progressive era, and in the social re-

forms of that period. The proponents of the utilitarian model of

the university did not agree about the place of social change

activities.
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The service-oriented university president and the faculty
'radical' both agreed that what they called "real life'
was of prime concern to academic men. This agreement defined
their basic partisanship in the realm of educational ideals.
But one could serve society either by offering training
for success within the existing order, or one could serve
it by agitating for new arrangements. At stake was the
definition of the public interest to be served, and this
question lurked behind the more general notion of the
worth of public service. (1.17, 73-74)

The researchers' vision of the University was based on a

number of assumptions: that "the unknown was worthier of attention

than the known," that "the researcher was making contact with

'reality' itself...in particular phenomena which could be isolated

and then systmatically investigated," and that the human mind

was "a reliable instrument" to measure the world. 0,17, 135-136)

These assumptions lead the researchers into superficially conflicting

directions, towards a profoundly conservative acceptance of society

as it is, and towards a technocratic confidence in their ability

to deal with society.

The researcher created a private, special world for himself;
yet the mainsprings of energy which brought that isolated
world into being were deeply characteristic of the larger
society. The researcher thus maneuvered uneasily between
emphases on duty and on freedan. While cherishing investi-
gation, he usually sought to avoid appearing too radical
in his ideas. (1.17, 141)

Veysey argues that the proponents of research caused two basic

changes in American institutions of higher eelucation: in con-

junction with the public service school, reinforcing the tendency

towards fravtentation and specialization of disciplines; and, in

alliance with the liberal culture school, emphasizing the lib-

eration of the intellect for its own sake. Veysey contends that

the drift towards specialization was samethilg "intrinsic to the

nature of science; the administrators of the new universities were

hardly responsible for it, except in the sense that they did not

exclude scientific knowledge, or knowledge which sought to be
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scientific, from their curriculums." (1.17, 142) He thus

assumes that science is some entity with an internal dynamic

largely autonomous of the historical forces and dominant values

in a society.

In Veysey's interpretation of the liberal culture school its

advocates appear to have a love-hate relation with American society.

While they despised the "materialistic" attitudes of moat americans,

they did sometimes express a belief in democracy, although "it was

usually in a radically thorough -coin& sense which had little to do

with the down-to-earth aspirations of their non-academic fellow

citizens." (1.17, 213) They saw education as the ideal remedy for

the boorishness of American society ".... As culture trickled

downward, the tone of the mass (and of their political leaders)

might gradually be changed." During the "season of reassesament,

1908-1910," as Veysey terms it, the advocates of liberal culture

took a leading role in "'widest flurry of debate about the aims of

higher education ever to occur ao fer in the United States."

,(1.17, 252) Veysey argues that the utilitarians and the researchers

were so quiet because "theirs waa a position of strength, and they

had nothing to gain from entering into the argument."

The actual turning, point in the history of higher education

in the United States, Veysey argues, WAS not 190-1910 but 1e90.

The tuo decades that center on 1900 are hinged in many ways
to the preceding quarter-century of acre scattered and idea-
centered experiment. But around 1890 important signs of
change became visible. Roughly after that year the building
of universities was conducted in an atmcephere of confidence
over means and public demand which permitted (perhaps in-
aured) a new style of carelessness in what had once been
considered essentials of definiticn. (1.17, 258)
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Between the years 1890 and 1910 a new institutional structure was

consolidated in American higher education. The maturation of this

organization was "too powerful and complex to be explained by the

several ideas which had sought to preside over its founding." (1.17,

259) Thus, the four contending visions of the university lost nuch

of their effectiveness in the university as it actually existed,

and the continuing use of the rhetoric they generated became in-

creasingly ritualistic, as noted above.

2. Bureaucratization of the University

Veysey explains the possibility of the debate amen& the four

rival conceptions of the university by pointing to the relative

social disinterest in the university in the last half of the nine-

teenth century. He argues that the new structure of the university

became solidified in the years after 1890 because of the broader

social forces which began to impinge upon the internal organization

of the university. After 1885 the demand for higher education, as

reflected in enrollment trends, rose rapidly. At the same time the

barons of industry began to channel large amount of wealth into

higher education. As a result, numbers of institutions of higher

education were transformed into "expanding corporations which tried

hard not to be businesses." Internally this transformation was

reflected in the development of administration of the university as

a bureaucratic function.

Bureaucratic administration was the structural device which
made possible the new epoch of institutional empire building
without recourse to specific shared values. Thus while unity
of purpose disintegrated, a uniformity of standardized
practices was coming into being. (1.17, 311)
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Veysey points out how dangerous it is to assume that the growth of

bureaucracy was merely an outcome of immediate responses to practical

problems.

...(T)he response to a supposedly 'practical' problem can
actually reveal much implied intellectual and psychological
content; the rise of bureaucracy, at least, should not be
left in the too-simple category of pragmatic 'inevitability.'
Particularly can this be seen by comparing the German Univer-
sities, -s.rith their far smaller nen-academic staffs, to the
American institutions of similar size at the turn of the
century. (1.17, 3114)

Rather, the rise of bureaucracy in the American university was a

response to "certain specific rather unmysterious requirements of

the Americr..n academic situation:" the need to control a diverse

'body of uorkers," and a student body which had never been brought

under control in the old forms, a need qualitatively transformed by

quantitative changes in magnitude and compoaitian, and an un-

certainty about values.

As Michael Katz argues in his analysis of the development of

American education in general, this "imperative" for bureaucracy

presumes certain values. In a way quite similar to Veyeey'a, Katz

sees organizations "as mediators between social change and social

structure....the medium through which groups or classes organize

their reaponae to social imperatives." (2.56, 6, 514) Although

Veysey undermines the common view that bureaucracy is the unintended

result of reaponding to day-to-day problems, he does not take his

analysis far enough, insofar as he thinks that social forces pre-

determine the choice of society's response. He speaks of "the high

command of the university (being) swept along with everyone else,"

as urban society became more secular. His own analysis shows how

this process was not one of simply jumping on the bandwagon, rather
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the "high command"Icame from and represented the interests of the

leading classes. The defeat of the liberal arts and pure research

visions of the university represent more than just "lost opportunities,"

as does the alienation of the "intellectuals" from the university

and from society. A possibly fruitful approach to understanding this

process, and an interesting area of research, would be the appli-

cation of an Antonio Gramsci's concepts of "organic" and "traditional"

intellectuals. One might hypothesize that what took place was the

displacement of the "traditional" intellectuals from leadership in

the universities by the "organic" intellectuals of the leading

classes.
16

Such analysis might find that more than "the worldly

style of aspiration," but a social class, "had merely won another

significant bastion." (1.17, 434) A useful work for pursuing this

line of thought Irould be the Whites' The Intellectual versus the City.

(1.18)

As Veysey notes, the bureaucrat did not eschew ideals or values.

...(H)e assumed that they were being progressively realized
in the existing institutional setting. He spoke of ideals
ritualistically, on a weekly, monthly, or annual basis, in
the manner, as it were, on an Anglican rather than an Anabaptist.
Ritual by no means ccnnotea hypocrisy, but it constitutes a
soothing style of affirmation. It emphaaizea the maintenance
of order and therefore urges that unpleasant realities be
treated with discreet silence -- as in the ludicrous perversion
of the university in the interest of football. Ritualistic
idealism naturally became appropriate to the academic executive,
because the role of manager requires that such a man always
appear confident about his inatitutian. To speak in terms
of doubt or of failure was to violate the most basic require-
ments of his office; to do so would at once disqualify him
from his post. Therefore the only roblens he could ublicl
appraise on their mer tat to marg or anaequential
anes. On the other aide, only lack of institutional responsi-
ElITty enabled a minority of the faculty to flaunt their pes-
simism. Pessimistic idealism, like useless truth, is a
luxury unsuited to the exercise of power. In these terns it
was not 'sincerity' about ideals which divided the administrator
from hie critic, but rather functional necessities of cammand.
(1.17, 437) (Emphasis added)
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Intimately the fact of bureaucratic organization seemed less

important than in whose interest it functioned." (1.17, 388) The

professorial class, the teacher-workers, struggled with the

bureaucracy almost from its inception over control of their work

and over their wages. Jencks and Riesman describe the victory they

have achieved in The Academic Revolution. That this victory has

been a Pyrrhic one Jencks and Riesman also illustrate. In even more

scathing language, do Birenbaum and Ridgeway.

3. The Hegemony of Established Institutions

The Academic Revolution must be studied and mastered by all

those who are seeking a definition of the urban university interface.

Its scope is of such magnites that we could not possibly treat

all of the topics it considers, particularly its contributions to

the discussion of access to higher education, social mobility, and

equal educational opportunity Their discussion of "established

institutions" does have significance for what was timid above about

Veysey.

We see established institutions as the framework and battle-
ground within which most changes in the American system are
now worked out, but we do not see America as ruled by an
interlocking directorate or clique. Established institutions
are a mixed bag, and their ascendancy does not fully define
either the character of modern American life or the expectation's
and aspiration of the young people who will live and work
within them. Yet the hegemony of these institutions does
exclude same possibilities and encourage others. (1.10, 11-12)

This definition of hegemony is quite similar to that of Gramaci.

Behaviors within these institutions have a "national upper-middle

class style: cosmopolitan, moderate, universalistic, somewhat

legalistic, concerned with equity and fair play, aspiring to neutrality

between regions, religions, and ethnic groups." American universities
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tend to share the values which underlie this style, and "turn out

Ph.D.'s who, despite conspicuous exceptions, mostly have quite

similar ideas about what their discipline covers, how it should be

taught, and howl its frontiers should be advanced." Jencks and

Riesman trace out the process by which these national institutions

exert their hegemony over local institutions, and note that univer-

sities, especially their graduate and professional divisions,

promote 'Ineritocratic values," inserting such values into professional

practice. They also alalyze at length how the academic profession

protects itself within the established institutions and professions.

Jenck's and Riesman's definition of "established institutions"

must be kept in mind when examining the critics of the role of the

university in the political economy. Few of them argue that there

is a small group of men who are paying the universities to act as

fronts to advance their interests. Yet, articles like those of

David Horowitz in Ramparts which trace a direct connection between

the "corporate rulinE class, and boards of trustees in universities,"

(2.51) are frequently dismissed by academics as quite unsophisticated,

and not able to explain the complexity of what doea or more usually

does not, get done in the university. So, while much of the critical

literature an the role of the university is not ecianamic determinist,

and to label it as such is to miss the point,

...(I)t needs to be stressed that 'hegemony' is not simply
something which happens,... It is, in a very large part,
the result of a permanent and pervasive effort, conducted
through a multitude of agencies, and deliberately intended
to create what Talcott Parsons calla a 'national supra-party
consensual based on 'higher order solidarity.' Nor is this
only a matter of 'agencies.' The latter are part of macro-
politica. But there is alao a world of micro-politics, in
which members of the daminant classes are able, by virtue of
their position, for instance as employers, to dissuade
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members of the subordinate classes, if not from holding, at
least from voicing unorthodox views. Nor of course does this
only affect members of the working classes or of the lower
middle classes: many middle-class employees are similarly
vulnerable to pressure from 'above.' This process of dis-
suasion need not be explicit in order to be effective. In
civil life as well as 'a the state service, there are criteria
of 'soundness,' particularly in regards to politics, whose
disregard may be highly disadventageous in a number of important
respects. This applies in all walks of life, and forms a
definite though often subterranean part of the political pro-
cess.17

4. The University Corporation

uith this caveat in mind, let us turn to what Elden Jacobson

calls "one of several competent, revealing, and to my mind de-

pressing accounts of academic complicity" with the military -

industrial- complex (15.9, 10n.), James Ridgeway's The Closed

Corporation: American Universities in Crisis. Ridgeway disputes,

perhaps too readily, the common radical view that universities

are "captive technical schools, preparing workers to take up jobs

in companies whose ideals were represented by the businessmen

trustees," (See, for example, Lasch and Genovese (2.51),

O'Connor (2.74), Gintis (2.43; 2.44) and Carnoy (2.20)) and argues

that "today it is apparent that the modern university more nearly

resembles a conglomerate corporation on its own." (2.79, 13)

His general thesis is that as leading members of the corporate

ruling class, university leaders actively promote the military,

political, and ideological interests of that class, as well as its

more immediate economic interests. By the time he was writing in

the mid-s ixties, the bureaucratic system which Veysey had described

at its inception had developed into what Ridgeway calls a "troika."
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Basically, the parts consist of the university, where
products or processes are conceived, the government, which
finances their development, and private business, which make
themselves the finished item.

The emerging forms of corporate organization are very much
in flux, but the professor entrepreneurs, who dart back and
forth from university to government to business, help shape
corporate structures and policies.

The theory is that the activities of the corporations can be
planned and set in motion by scholars who scheme together at
their innards. Other scholars within the government make sure
that the goals of production are worthy, and to control the
activity of the corporations, they bring changes through the
economic machinery. (2.79, 10)

This is Galbraith's "new industrial system" seen from below.

Fidgeway contends that what Joseph LelieS so blightely called

the °national security market" played an important part in tying the

university to industrial and military goals. Although he falls into

the trap of using the rhetoric of the troika in speaking of "Defense

planners," he shows how these planners helped .push the corporation,

including university corporations, into rebuilding our cities and

cleaning vp the environment, into "Peacefare." As an example of

university efforts to get the corporate system to serve the needs

of urban people, Ridgeway examines Robert Kennedy's plan to re-

habilitate the slvns.

Its central feature is to bring outside economic support into
the ghetto and yet promote the illusion of black control. In
fact, the control remains with the large corporations, which
in return for widening their power base are slightly more
beneficient, hiring some blacks but passing an the cost of
their involvement to the consumers through higher prices.
(2.79, 10)

To prove his thesis Fidgeway explores the ties and flaws

among the managers of the university, the corporations, and the

government, as well as the investment and business activities of

universities. He devotes a chapter to a topic which is especially

relevant to our concerns, the companies which have been started by

academics to engage in "social problem solving," for example,
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Simulmatics Corporation, Abt Associate, Sterling Institute, Hunan

Resources Development Company, and the Organization for Social and

Technical Innovation (which produced the report Urban Universities:

Rhetoric, Reality a (2.31) for the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare). "Proprietors of the social-problem-solving

companies springy, quite naturally from the elitist world of the

university. Certainly part of the idea behind the business la to

transfer the attitudes and styles of university life to tfierest

of society.." (2.79, 62)

These companies sell their service primarily to government and

make the pitch that can retool the techniques developed for managing

the complex machinery of the military establishment to the manage-

ment of our cities. A feu of their activities can be defended

as actually increasing the flow of resources to urban dwellers,

but most of them, when they are not relatively harmless rip-offs of

government money, are attempts to find ways to change the attitudes

and behaviors of the "ruled" in the interest of the "rulers," and

to control the unruly.

Pidgeuay gives short shrift to the other sncial problem solving

activities in university-related organizations.

It should be pointed out in their defense that they claim
to be developing options which will permit people a greater
scope of action. But this seems to be a hollow. argument,
for the options reflect the assumptions of the people who
create them. And as even a cursory descripticn of the
activities of the concerns listed above suggest, these are
quite likely to be those of the concerned white humane
liberal who would very much like to have everyone live pretty
much as he does. (2.79, 79)

His chapter on "Urb-Coin," "...a game designed for the Army to

teach U. S. Special Forces how to put down insurgencies in Viet-Ham

cities...now played by school children in Boston slums to help them
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better understand the conditions there," analyzes the activities ci

the University of Chicago, the University of Pennsylvania, Columbia,

Harvard, and MIT in their respective cities. Those who are familiar

with the arguments which have swirled around these institutions and

thej," relations to their communities will probably consider Ridgeway's

analysis to be "onesided." It is. He definitely takes the side of

the community as opposed to that of the university, not putting any

store in the universities' pretension to being neutral, or to repre-

senting a higher or national interest, or even to be representing the

"true" interest of the communities. He contends that the universities

have used urban renewal, urban laboratories and think tanks, real

estate corporations, and the tuition they collect for educating

urban dwellers in ways which have had the effect of obliterating

communities which had once existed, of lessening the control city

people have over their environment, and even to redistribute wealth

from the poor to the rich. Even such a superficially neutral

activity as research is seen as being not onl, fundamentally elitist

(as when Ridgeway describes the urban laboratory as "a zoo of

different sorts of quaint old ethnic types, which they can study

and see what happens when the variables change"), but also as

financially subsidizing the elite (e.g., the Ford Foundation

money which went to endowing chairs for professors at Columbia).

In sum then,

The university has in large part been reduced to serving
as banker-broker for the professors' outside interests.
The charming elitism of the professors has long since
given way to the greed of the social and political scien-
tists whose manipulative theories aim only at political
power. (2.79, 215)
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Ridgeway argues that the only solution to this state of affairs is

to increase the accountability of the universities to the public,

by ending the ability of boards of trustees to perpetuate themselves,

by putting public representatives on such boards, by making their

meetings public, by prohibiting university administrators from engaging

in outside business activities, by giving students a voice in the

governance of the university, perhaps even by doing away altogether

with the bachelor's degree, and by forbidding the conduct of secret

research within the university. His most stimulating suggestion

relates oack to Veysey's description of the university as a

upartially compulsory institution. 11

In the case of the large city universities, it well may
prove useful for the residents of the neighborhoods in
which they exist to view these institutions for what they
are, sort of de facto governments; and in exchange for
suffering their presence, wring some concessions. (2.79, 220)

Ridgeway's suggestion as to what concessions might be sought are not

so important as his argument that if the university is to be seen

as an arm of the State, then people should deal with it as they do

with their government. He does not tell those who work for the

university, however how they should deal with their employer. In

fact, he fails o differentiate the large numbers of teachers and

non - academic employees of the university who are subordinate to the

administrators and professors he excoriates. Almost none of the

other literature, however, deals with this aspect of the urban

university interface. So it is not completely fair to Ridgeway

to raise the point now.

Some might argue that universities have become more sensitive

to the kinds of arguments Ridgeway raises since the time that he

wrote his book in the mid-sixties, and that some have even
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restructured themselves in response to such considerations when

they have been raised by students and neighbors. The literature

indicates that they have certainly changed their rhetoric, but if

there are any reports on multiversities which have handed over the

reins of power to their workers, students, and community constituents,

I have yet to see it. The basic social structure of the urban

university interface as described by Galbraith and criticized by

Ridgeway has not been overturned in the short space of time since

they wrote.

5. The Multiversity

Clark Kerr's "multiversity" is not dead. In his book, The Uses

of the University, Kerr outlined the framework for an ideology of

the university member of the troika. At the outset, he quotes an

important point made by Flexner, one which tends to be slighted by

"conceited" academics.

A University is not outside, but inside the general social
fabric of a given era.... It is not something apart,
something ahistoric, something that yields as little as
possible to forces and influences that are more or less
new. It is on the contrary...an expression of the age
as well as an influence operating upon both present and
future.... Universities have changed profoundly and
commonly in the direction of the social evolution of
which they are a part. (2.57, 4)

Kerr's interpretation of this point differs markedly from, say,

Ridgeway's. Arguing from a pluralist conception of society) he

urges university presidents to work towards a "workable compromise"

among the contending constituencies inside and outside the institu-

tion. He sees this compromise as the framework for solving immediate

problems. "Beyond this lies the effective solution that enhances

the long-run distinction and character of the institution. (2.57, 37)

The most important function of the university president is that of
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"mediator." According to Kerr, the mediator has two tasks, that of

peace and that of progress. Within his institution) which is in-

herently "conservative" but "with radical functions," the president

must serve "progress" by mediating "among the values of the past)

the prospects for the future, and the realities of the present."

(2.57, 37) He is a short of fly-wheel meshing institutions which

are "moving at different rates of speed and sometimes in different

directions." Kerr conceives of this role in a very technical sense.

He has no new and bold 'vision of the end.' The ends
are already given-the preservation of the eternal truths,
the creation of new knowledge, the improvement of service
wherever truth and knowledge of high order must serve the
needs of man. The ends are there; the means must be ever -
improved in a competitive dynamic environment. There is no
single lendt to be discovered; there are several ends in
many groups to be served. (2.57, 37)

Within this framedork) planning the activities of the multiversity

means specifying what is involved in these global goals and searching

for the tools required to attain them.

It is hard to see how Kerr maintains his pluralist pre-

suppositions in the face of what he calls the realities of the

federal grant university)" especially since it has passed beyond

the first phase of "intuitive imbalance)" and is now in the stage

of "bureaucratic balance." One could easily use the phenomena he

describes in his second chapter to make the same arguments that

Ridgeway does. He does not fear that "ideopolis" will lose "its

objectivity and its freedom" as it undergoes "a somewhat reluctant

and cautious merger" with the polis. The multiversity is flexible

enough not to lose its identity when it engages in extension or

continuing education. acts as a cultural center for the city,

advises governments) and produces influential ideas. Kerr does not

ask, however, what is happening to the identity and character of
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the city at the same time.

We will now turn to a consideration of some of the general

discussions on the theme of the university in the city. To do this

we will begin with a contrast between the "pessimistic idealism"

and the "optimistic idealism" which Veysey described at its origins.

6. The University Corporation

M. Birenbaum's Cverlive: Power, Poverty, and the

University explores sane of the negative aspects of the University

impact on the city from the point of view of a declasse.administrator.

Birenbaum defines overlive as

...the nonmilitary counterpart of overkill-a surplus living
power, expressed in the ratio between the capacity of the
country to produce and the fulfillment of the premises it
makes to all of its people, and what it actually produces
and does with its great power. (6.2, 2)

Universities and colleges have a key role in our overlive

society.

The lower schools prepare the elite of overlive's youth to
fit into the colleges and universities. The colleges and
universitier concentrate on the education of the young to
fit into th, overlive way of life. They are atations to
prepare the moat talented people for the next Great Leap
forward into overlive future. As bureaucratic phenomena,
they are beautifully designed to contain and perpetuate
the meanints of the overlive system. They are perfect
forms of the overlive organization, and only when viewed
this way do they make sense. (6.2, 16-17)

Hither education trains the personnel "required to staff and

maintain the overlive machinery ;" its "research is financed by and

generally directed toward the service of overlive'a per structure."

1lhile he is not saying that every activity of the university is

immediately determined by the requirements of overlive, almost all

the activities of the university are quickly coopted to its service.

"overlive universities make a big fuss about their neutrality and

detachment in order to disguise their deep commitment to the future
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of overlie." (6.2, 18)

Given "the centrality of the academic per station and the

landscape of national life," the question of the university's

deciding and planning its activities in the city appears to be more

of a dilemma than a technical question. If one sees these power

relaticns as a prime source of the decay of the city and the

universit-, as Birenbaum does, then one has to ask how it is passible

for an institution like the university to serve the needs of urban

people created by that decay without confronting and seeking to

overturn the very bases fcr the survival of institutions of higher

education.

Perhaps because he concentrates on arguing against those who

are afraid to Let involved in the city, Birenbaum never explicitly

handles this question, nor does he see that hia real opponents

should be thane who seek to use the university as a means of

solidifying and reproducing these power relations. It is all very

Drell to say

Powerlesaneas is at the core of the decay of the ghetto
community. The calcification of per systems in the
inaensitive and irresponsible use of great per have
undermined the campus cemmunity. In both cases, a terrible
Lap has appeared between the values profesped and the
instrumentalities produced for the realisation of those
values.... New institutional forms in ways of accamodating
the educational aapiraticrs of our people must be invented
to bridge this dangerous gap in American life. (6.2, 167)

Birenbaum does not tell planners who work for the powerful how they

are to bring about the creation of such new foams. He presents

a compelling argument for searching for devices which will "enable

those who are affected by (the strategic institutional power of the

university) to control it, or even hold it reapanaible and account-

able," (6.2, 174) but presents little in the way of political

strategy.
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Understanding the place of the university in the per

structure, as he does, he must be criticized fcr not giving

guidance to planners in the tasks he sets out for them. That task

is fundamentally one of overcoming what I call Lev Bronstein's

"Law of Listribution:" "Nobody who has wealth (and I would add

power) to distribute ever omits himself." Birenbaum shows quite

clearly that "the issue in the country is stratification." His

contention that "the issue in higher education is the old academic

prejudices," however, blinds hi.' to the reality that much rhetoric

attacking these "old acail.emic prejudices" against social involvement

can be used and is being, used to make the universities more flexible

instruments for preserving and reproducing that system of

stratification. (6.2, 160) He fails to see the irony that his ovm

book can be quite functional in helping universities to accomodaL

themselves to a changing urban environment without changing their

basic structure, the very structure he blames for the problems of

the cities and of the universities.

Some of Birenbaumfs suggestions, however, inelcate possibly

fruitful lines of thought for those planners who see their task

in the urban university interface as participation in the creation

of new forms and institutions.

Birenbaum argues that what defines a "city" is more than a

certain pattern of Land-use or density of population.

!That counts are the configurations of these elements 2191
other conditions which produce certain attitudes and styles
among the leaders and those led, conditions which influence
attitudes towards these problems and the parameters for
decision making. (6.2, 32)

Urban cultures, styles of living, and behaviors are based an what

Birenbaum calls "the very essence of 'city' ...the promise of a

redistribution of power. The point of mobility, choice, and on-
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going, conflict is the opportunity to change the distribution of

parer the dynamics of 'city' i3 the anhoinh process of power

redistribution." Pram this point of view there are two fundamentally

anti-city institutions within the contemporary American city: the

ghetto and the campus. "Campus organizes the university's out-

rageous presumption that it can and does monopolize the best talents

in order to do what it claims to do. In the great cities this

presumption is obsurd." (6.2, 39 -140) Both the physical structure

and the social system of the campus disrupt and work against the

bases of urban life, as Birenbaum defines it. The university-as-

campus limits, meaninhful alternatives, inhibits participation in

chocsinh its activities, rigidly structures physidal and social

mobility and puts a lou threshold on tolerance for controversy and

conflict. In the university, class and race interact "to create

residential and recreational ghettos circumscribed not only by

wealth but also by color, religious, affiliation and ethnic back-

ground. Styles of life vary among these ghettos, but life within

each is markzd by homogeneity." (6.2, 42-43) It is little wonder

then that these style!' of life are fundamentally anti-city. They

are in turn anti-university.

...(I)n the location and design of the college building,
questions must be asked about the relationship between
the educational activities which will go on in them and
the anhoing significance of existing parks, centers of
commerce and industry, schools, churches, medical centers,
libraries, streets of residence, transportation flaws, and
the places where civic and governmental affairs are conducted.
Hou may the new academic buildings and the activities planned
for them contribute to and enhance the purposes of the existing
community resources and agencies? How may the strength of
the community'a life best be supportive of higher educational
function? (6.2, 176-177)
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Ne sees the community as one of the environments which must be

planned when designing curricula, the other two being the college

itself, and the work environment of the student. 1Iith regard to

the last environment Birenbaum offers some stimulating suggestions

to educational planmrs for removing the existing separation between

work and school

To connect the student's formal education to the ongoing
dynamics of his community - especially when his community
is black and urban - is perhaps the most significant ed-
ucational result a college in the city could achieve.
Through such a connection, the city itself - the spirit and
meaning of it - may in fact become the student's true home.
(6.2, 182)

7. The Savior of Urban Civilization

In contrast to Birenbaum, J. Martin Klotsche presents a more

positive view of the urban university interface, primarily be-

cause he almost completely ignores the disturbing aspects which

Birenbaum at least tries to tackle. Klotsche's book, The Urban

University and the Future of Our Cities was the first book length

presentation of current thinking on the role of the university in

the city. This, in addition to the ritualistic quality of its

discussion so characteristic of the "optimistic idealism" of thF

administrator, accounts for its central role in much of the lit-

erature under consideration. His subject is not the University, the

collectivity of all inatitutions of higher eduzation, as it relates

to the City, but the urban university, "one located in and serving

an urban community." (6.27, 3) He makes the seeming27 taatmlogical

point that the urban university could not exist before the city

emerged. But this point is important in analyzing the development

of urban uni7eraities from institutions which were located in places

which became cities, from the early technical institutes founded in

cities, and from municipal universities. The distinctive features
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of an urban university are that it does not dominate the landscape

physically or culturally; that it has access to the resources of the

city; that its student population is predominately local; and that

increasing demands are made upon it for adult-continuing education.

Klotsche sees the role of the university in the city as "the

advancement of learning," a criterion to be used when deciding which

community demands will be responded to. He appeals to the authority

of Cammager to argue that the urban university should serve "the

larger community of learning" rather than "the immediate community."

According to this line of reasoning, a university which is respected

in the "community of learning" will be supported by its local

community. 7:ithin this wider academic community universities located

in cWes should "assume responsibility for the development of urban

and regional civilization" (as Klotsche quotes Camp:. again).

(6.27, 22) this responsibility gives urban universities the "central

task to understand the city, to analyze its problems, to research

and comment about them, to commit university resources and to

enlist those of the community so that the qualiiq of urban life

can be improved." (6.27, 29) No sooner does Klotsche assert this

task than he draws back lest the university compramise the "purpose

for vnich it exists." There is always the danger that a university

can became too immersed in the problems of its community. It

would indeed be fatal to its historic mission were problem-

solving and local politics to became its primary goal. (6.27, 29)

In other words, the urban university should not let its concern

for the local community overwhelm the place it should have in the

national scene, nor dilute its "central role (which) should always

be that of guardian of the old and discoverer of the new.
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just as Kerr saw the university president as peace keeper and

guide on the paths of progress, Klotsche sees the university as

the institution which is uniquely able to "provide a cannon meeting

ground for the divergent elements of the community (which can)

assist in reaching an objective understanding of theory and policy

for general application elsewhere." (6.27, 30) Not only is the

university able to provide impartial research and innovations, it

alone among urban institutions "comes closer to being able to

identify itself with the whole of the urban scene and a total con-

cern for the city. (6.27, 32) Because of these qualities the

particular capacities of the university become mirrors for the

needs of the cities: providing the trained leadership required

by dynamic urban society, producing the knowledge which is the

basis of an improved quality of urban life, achieving a self-

understanding of urbanization for the urban leadership group and

a "better understanding of all aspects of urban society" for the

general public. These capacities are realized and the needs ful-

filled through such activity as training urban professionals, urban

observatories, urban research, dispersont knowledge to the community

through urban extension and urban agents, and planning, the "urban

campus."

Klotche's version of events concerning the expansion of urban

campuses into their communities differs strikingly from that of

Ridgeway. To read Klotsche on the role of the University of

Chicago in urban renewal, and Columbia University in planning land

use on Morningside Heights, one would think that these institutions

were in the forefront of developing, the new form for improving the

universities' involvement in the city. Mile Ridgeway pillories

these institutions as examples of the destructive ikpact of
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universities on urban communities, Klotsche holds them up as

models to be emulated. He goes on at length about the "positive"

achievements of the urban activities of Columbia and Chicago, and

dismisses the controversies which are too widely known to be

completely ignored with a few lines. He reproduces the goals

stated in a document of Horningside Heights, Inc., to give the

impression of Columbia's concern for its community. While Ridgeway

was writing 7ith the hindsight of the explosion of 1968 at

Columbia, perhaps if Klotsche had been less concerned with

celebrating the role of the university in the city and more con-

cerned with foreseeing the consequences of the activities he was

discussing, he would have seen what Ridgeway saw, that is, that

ilorningside Heights, Inc. was a vehicle for Columbia to maintain

hegemony not only over the community but also over the other in-

stitutions of higher education in the area.

Certainly Klotsche is to be criticized for not even mentioning

Banfield and ?:ikon's analysis of University use of "front"

organizations, like Chicago's Southeast Commission.18 Nor does he

deal with Rossi and Dentler's discussion of the experience of

universities in urban renewa1.
19

Both appeared before Klotsche is

book. Other writings which will help the reader get a deeper view

of the issues which Klotsche skims over include: Perloff's early

report for the University of Chicago (7.38), Kermit Parson's essays

(12.7, 12.8, 1.15, 1.16), and the reports in section 22 of the

bibliography on many university projects.

I have been so critical of Klotsche because he has been so

influential on the literature, and is representative of the strong

strain of "optimistic idealism" in it. Even those planners who

strongly disagrae with Birenbaum and Ridgeway and other critics of
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the university, who believe that their role is not to create new

institutions but to strengthen existing ones so that the benefits

of those institutions can "trickle down" to the community, ouPht

to be very critical of Klotsche. Ritualistic repetition of

cliches cannot be the basis for planning the preservation of

institutions in a dynamic environment, especially when it puts

blinders on with regard to unanticipated and unpleasant reper-

cussions of the activities it is celebrating.

8. Other Views of the UUI

Most of the other general discussions of the place of the

university in the city are neither as long nor as one-sided as

Klotsche and Birenbaum. They can contribute towards coming to a

definition of the urban university interface.

Margaret Mead and Rhoda Metraux contributed a paper to the

Regional Plan Association collection, Urban Research and Education

in the New York Metropolitan Area, Volume Two, edited by Perloff and

Cohen. (15.11) They begin their discussion of 'Town and Gown: A

General Statement" with two questions: can the universities plan

their future in decaying cities? i.e. Can we plan cities without

universities? Ithile all of the other writers we have considered

so far look at the managerial revoluticn within the university as

a prime source of the breakdown of the traditional distance

between the university and urban institutions, Mead and Metraux

point to the research laboratory and the teaching hospital as

organizations which have brought the future and the city into the

university. They note that perceptions of the university have not

completely changed to take account of these changes and the university

still has a "spurious appearance" of aloofness. After a discussion
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of the failures of American planning: the high cost of social

experimentation, and the misuse of projections, which is of

particular use to planners in the UUI, they ask whether it is

possible for the university to take on the "role of active

responsibility for planning" to head off the decline of the city.

To answer this question they ask what models exist for the

relationships for the university to the city. While they do not

find any existing model adequate, they think that the lane grant

university helps to indicate the kind of responsibility that

universities should assume in the city and the different functions

of the presidents point out the diversity of organization that

will be needed to fill this responsibility. It should be pointed

out that most of the writers we have already considered, especially

Klotsche and Kerr, at one time or another get around to discussing

the land grant experience, and its applicability to the urban

university. We will return to this model when we discuss the

proposal for an "urban-grant university." Mead and Metrauxl

discussion of creating a metropolitan plan with universities as

its focal institutions will be discussed in the last section.

In the same volume (15.11) Gerald Breese writes on "Community

Assistance Necessary to Enhance the Effective Role of the Univer-

sity." He emphasizes the need to look at what cities owe to the

university, treating five areas in this domain: (1) payment for

professional services rendered, (2) research topics and priorities,

(3) supply of data and personnel, (4) actually using the results

of research, and (5) regional mechanisms for metropolitan analysis.

He also deals with the community s responsibility with regard to

facilities for institutions of higher education.
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In its Summer, 1965 issue the Educational Record printed a

special supplement containing "Higher Education for Urban America:

Report of a National Conference of Educators, Public Officials, and

other Civic Leaders." Robert 0.1Jood contributed a paper on The

New Metropolis and the New Universityr," (6.51) He presented three

reasons why the university is "an increasingly important focal point,

for bringing coherence and reasnr, to metropolitan affairs: (1)

the relative increase in its size, personnel, and re.soumas; (2)

their new place as "objects of high value in our society; (3) and

their concomitant increase in prestige. These factors are part

of what he calls the 'Persuasive Society.' That is, it is community

life organized and made cohesive by the capacity of men to enlist

or co-opt the support of others, to change attitudes by educatiau,

or communication, to exercise influence increasingly by 'the word.'"

(6.51, 309) He saw the university as having a "peculiar fit" in

this society in which progress depends more upon "self-discipline"

than "external monitoring and control." Wood's theory of the

'Persuasive Society" restates themes developed by such writers as

Galbraith, Goodman and Birenbaum. Unlike Galbraith, Wood raises

the question that the university must ask itself first before it

sets out to reform other agencies of socialization: will the

Academy continue to be "honest" in its role as the Great Persuader?

He also asks the critical questions for the Persuasive Society

which Galbraith does not ask about the "new industrial society":

who controls the access to information, the agencies of choice

determination and shaping of attitude? Despite the relative brevity

of his analysis, he is rm firmer ground when he speaks of the

obligations of the university as the application of research to city

life in a planned way, as institutional citizenship, and as taking

political positions.
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Elden Jacobson's "Higher Education and Urban Affairs. An

Approach for Metropolitan Tqashington" is ostensibly a feasibility

study for an "urban observatory," but it provides an excellent

overview not only of the role of the university in the city but

also of the quality cf discussion on that question up to the time

it was written in 1969. Jacobson quotes Martin Trow's description

of one type of writing in this literature: H... 'inexpensive

moralizing which condemns institutional realities in the name of

high principle and results in irrelevant prescriptions to imaginary

universities with real names." (15.9, 4n) The kind of literature

that is needed, he contends, is one which analyzes and clarifies

the answers to three essential questions:

I. Among the multiple social institutions now asserting on
urban responsibility, what may be said to constitute
distinctive or unique contributions by higher education?
II. Given these presumed strengths, what substantive issues
and/or activities may be derived from them?
III. that structural arrangements seem necessary to maximize
an academic approach to such issues and activities? (15.8, 6-7)

The first question of the distinctiveness of the university

usually conjures up the rhetoric of institutional autonomy and

academic freedom. Jacobson argues that the idea of "academic

freedam" is based on a mode of self -undo- standing of the isolated

scholar with disciples, not on the existing social structure of the

multiversity. Since this institution appears to have sold itself

to the highest bidder, the corporate States it is beside the point

to assert the inherent value of its products of the "freedom

of contract."
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The issue is raised here not as a plea for intellectual
chastity but rather, to suggest enhanced sensitivity to the
problems and interests we finally choose as bedfellows.
For the issue is not so mulh these liaisons per se as it
is their selective nature. All too often the golden
rains that fall from government, foundations and the
corporate world have watered highly circumscribed areas
within the academy. (15.9, 9)

Unlike Kerr, whose concept of the Federal Grant University he is

referring to, Jacobson, points out the irony of asking the university

to solve problems which have very often been created by the

technology it helped devise, and the social structure which this

technology was intended to serve. Not only are "hardward

technologies" inappropriate to the solution of social problems,

but the university is not "a counter-weight" to the military-

industrial complex of which it is a part. Seen in this light,

"autonomy looks like 'fig leaf' which shields: however, imper-

fectly, "self-serving professionalism, individual aggrandizement

and trivial irrele'ancies that too often characterize the academic

life." (15.9, 13-14) Jacobson does not insert the question of how

the university is supposed to achieve the real autonomy which will

be necessary for it to serve its "real" client which "is not the

governors but the governed," as he\quotes Lee Rainwater. (l5.9, 13)

He does not explain ho:; the university's "commitment to objectivity,

rationality, and choice," which give the university the responsiblity

of guiding and modifying the views of its constituencies, liberate

the university from its place in the social structure so that it

can create knowledge which is really useful for the ruled and

develop the critiques of the rulers which he calls for.

His analysis, however, is valuable in bringing the reader to

the point of asking that question. Unlike many of the other

wrAters Jacobson does not assert that the university already has

a total view of the urban university interface though he does
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assume its capacity to do so. He outlines the steps that must be

taken in arriving at a holistic, systems view of the city and shows

her this study cannot meaningfully be conceived in a detached,

"objective" way. Willy-nilly, an urban scientist intervens and so

must ask: in uhat? and on whose behalf Any separation of the

role of "scientist and citizen" is basically schizophrenic. He

summarizes his view of how the university should become involved

in the community in the following way:

University urban commitment:
I. Retains the university's traditional insistence upon the
necessity for self -- definition of its role, both to special-
interest clients and the society at large.
II. Organizes itself around the eco -system concept,
understanding the metropolitan area to be, in some
meaningful sense, 'holistic.' As such, competencies from
the physical and social sciences, and the humanities, are
by definition required for its understanding and for re-
search designed to further that understanding.
III. Must, on occasion, seek to influence as well as
understand. Hence, it willingly affirms the overt con-
sideration of values and goals, believing that research
is not only the vehicle for the discovery of data and
knowledge or se, but is likewise a fundamental tool for
assisting in the clarification of possible choices and the
consequences likely attendant to them.
IV. Implements this concern for a just and humane society
through renewed sensitivity to the publics, both internal
and external, it purports to serve, assisting each to
comprehend the vast differential (sic) that now exists
between our tremendous technological capacity to create_
and our depressing social inability to control. (15.9, L6)

He criticizes the triumvirate, teaching-research-service, for

contributing to the shunting of extension into separate divisions,

the status and structure of which make them poor vehicles for

involving the university in the city and for restructuring the

university as a whole for this a-ivolvement. Nevertheless, he

includes extension divisions'within his list of mechanisms which

Right be usea to carry out the university's commitment to the city:
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1. University extension divisions;
2. University-related research institutes;
3. The "store-front university ;"
I. The urban observatory. (15.92 47-51)

Jacobson conceives of the city as a totality composed of three

important types of relations: man-man, man-nature, man-nature-man.

(15.9, 17) Since he mentions this relational approach in the

context of arguing for a systems view of the city, he does not

develop its potential for specifying the city-university aspect

of the urban whole. It could possibly be an excellent basis for

defining the urban-university interface.

Another approach to the UUI is taken by the OSTI report,

Urban Universities: Rhetoric, Reality, and Conflict, whose

principal author as Mrs. JoanWofford. She analyzes the role of

eleven urban universities in terms of six "constituencies:" "their

immediate community, students, public agencies in the city,

faculty members, presidents, and the business sector." The study

surveys and analyzes the different demands made by these six

constituencies and the different views each has of the urban-

university interface, including the ways in which these demands

coincide and conflict. It comes to the "basic rather pessimistic

conclusion....that universities are unable to respond centrally to

the demands of urban constituencies or to the urban crisis. (7.51,

3) In fact, "none (of the institutions studied) qualified as an

turban university' if by that we mean an institution peculiarly

responsive to its urban context, with all that this implies about

the make-up of its student body, its preparation of students for

urban roles, its service to its immediate city." (7.51, 10)
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Referring back to Veysey's analysis of the outcome of the

competition among the four different views of the university in

the nineteenth century, the authors note a number of "basic tensions"

existing in urban universities: the desire for academic freedom

and for research untrammeled by demands for immediate usefulness vs.

society's demands for help; the specialization of disciplines vs.

the need for a self-understanding based upon totality; a system

which rewards individual performance vs. "the need for inter-

disciplinary team problem - solving;" the use of measurable

criteria vs. the qualitative nature of the problems people face,

the elitism inherent in the notions of "excellence" and "liberal

education" vs. the demand for equal education opportunities;

"Newman vs. the contemporary world;" faculty membership in

international guilds vs. their urban citizenship; the demands of

research vs. the demands of undergraduates for teaching; uncertainty

over the value of the classroom mode of producing education vs.

learning through doing; opening up the university to more and more

students vs. a system of processing them which is not appropriate.

(7.51, 31-34)

This report is one of the better introductions that planners

can use in getting an overview of the WI. Particularly suggestive

is the contrast between both strategies of stability and "strategies

of change." The authors see the faculty as the prime obstacle in

the way of a meaningful response to the demands of the urban

constituents, given its power and what they call the "faculty mode:"

"basic practices in all universities which tend to make faculty

members of anyone of them behave like faculty members of any others."

(7.51, 42) All the new activities which have come into the
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university through the federal grant system, as Kerr describes it,

"have all been absorbed without altering the basic mode...becausa

universities do not respond to a new demand by deciding either to

eliminate an outmoded activity or to take on the new activity.

They respond by adding on to what they are already doing. Little

is jettisoned; most is retained; the new is added on." (7.51, 42)

For those planners who take such "disjointed incrementalimm" in a

normative sense the report outlines same basic "strategies of

stabilityz"

1. inactivity;
2. minimal and/or haphazard response;
3. subversion, such as open admissions which track

students into low level curricula or channel them
right back out;

4. giving the activity demanded to the demanders to
carry out themselves so that it can be claimed,
rejected, or seized depending upon future needs;

5. insulating the activity in a separate division or
even separate organization or institution;

6. responding to the demand without allocating enough
resources to the activity to change the basic
institutional made. (7.51, 13)

Those planners who see the UUI as necessitating changes within the

structure of the university will be interested in the discussion

of "strategies of change:"

1. changing the practices of the institution;
2. engaging in problem-solving and technical assistance

in a non-additive way and with the requisite reallocation
of resources;

3. changing the curriculum;
4. changing hiring policies and reward system;
5. open enrollment;
6. changing structures of decision-making. (7.51, 45-54)

lhile Jacobson provides a basis for defining the UUI in three

relations and 1Jofford in constituencies, neither asks the question

raised by Eugene Johnson: whether the client should be defined in

terms of individuals or organizations? (25.17, 292) Kenneth Haygood

points out two types of definitions of the UUI, thde made in terms

of geography, and those in terms of shared interest. He also adds
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an important Tyarning: "The relationship between a university and

the 'community of which it is a part' cannot be defined in a way

that holds for all universities and still is useful to describe

a single university-community relation." (26.10, 2)

In a planning report for Federal City College in Uashington, D.C.,

Harland Randolph and others present a further complication to the

problems of defining the UUI. They observe that the overlap between

a college and its community is so great that, when it comes to

urban problem-solving the division is purely administrative. They

look at the UUI in tel is of problem areas, which they divide into

specific and general. Their division is not wholly disjunctive.

Specific problem areas are those of university goals, resource

allocation, educational philosophy, and race. General problem areas

concern the desired role and impact of an institution, putting

goals into practice, allocating resources, "asynchronistic

relations" adoption of new processes, legitimacy, and power.

(22.23, 10-15)

9. Specifying the Urban-University Interface

The only explicit attempt to define the urban university

interface is that of Treuting, Hall, and Baizerman in their report

The University and the Community in the Domain of Health, for the

University Urban Interface Project (QUIP) at Pittsburgh.

An interface is those expectations of behavior held in
common by those in the University and those outside of it
on that each can offer the other and how they can 'work
together.' Second, the interface is the process of working
together; third, it is the relationship which results from
joint effort. (7.46, 1) (WEiiiIForiginal)
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They ccr.rectly point out the failure of many other definitions

c the university and the community to specify and distinguish what

they are talking about. In discussing different definitions of the

community, they note an important question which university planners

and decision makers must face, that is, whether they will relate to

the organized or the unorganized community. This leads to a dis-

cussion of the different perceptions of the community held by elements

in the university: the "foreign affairs" or colonial view; the

laboratory viE.r, the community-as-patient approach; and the exclusive

concern with the organized community-small business, corporations, and

voluntary associations. ilembers of the community, likewise, have

different perceptions of the university; as an ivory tower, as a

frontier post in the search for knowledge, or as a service station.

The views that people hold of each other and the expectation
they have of each other determine in large part haw people
will bshave towards eacn other, whether they will work
toketfieF7fid whether a relationship between them xiITTemerge.
Alrof these together are the Interface. There may be
little interface now between the University and the community
because people hold different views of each other and
different or unclear expectations of each other. By examining
the word 'problem,' insight is gained on how different
definitions of a word are related to different expectations
of behavior. (7.I6, 7) (emphasis in original)

TreutinE et. al. note that Ilnbedded in the word 'problem'

are several issues which contribute to a major disjointedness

between the University and the Community. This disjointedness,

in turn, is :t result of the meanings given to the word problem."

(7.46, 8) They argue that many people in the community believe

that there are problems, that the university knows about these

problems and should do something about them, but that it chooses

not to do so. ':bile Treuting et. al. are correct in pointing out

that 'problem' is a sort of division between the university and

the city, it is also an important generator of the UUI.
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Looking back to Jacobson's relational approach, one might say

that they have defined UUI in terms of the man-man relation. An

expectation or belief about another perscn presupposes a relation

vith that person as well as contributes to creating that relation.

Division and opposition do not entail the absence of a relation,

as ireuting et. al. imply, rather a relation contains within itself

positive and negative moments. Their definition of the interface

in terms of a positive relation suggests that their definition is

based on a ,'common conscience model." When people use a word to

mean different things, the situation may not be one of misunderstanding

but of opposing interest. It is one thing to provide a means

whereby one group can understand the languao of another, and quite

another to insist upon joint interpretation. Ibis is not to argue

that agreement, the positive moment of the interface, may not be

a goal for university planners to urge their institutions to

pursue. I am merely trying to point out that the above definition

of the interface assumes that opposition is not a relation, that

the interface does not exist where disagreement exists, and that

conflict is not functional in the solution of problems.

Mese assumptions may or may not represent intellectually

tenable and practicable positions for planners to hold, but they

should be kept in mind when reading Treating et.al's discussion of

the "social process of problem creation." Their analysis of this

process comteracts an assumption inherent not only in most planning

theory but also in much of the literature on the UUI: "that social

problems...exist lout there' waiting to be discovered." They assert,

to the contrary, that "these problems are ?man madel....(7.461 8)

Groups of people use different methods tc collect 'facts" and then

"interpret" them. This "social process of poblem creation" can be
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broken into two stages.

There are many different facts about various things. Alone,
a fact does not have much meaning. It gains meaninG and social
significance through interpretation. Interpretation is a process
of putting facts into a context and organizing them into com-
bination or systems of facts. A system of facts which we
don't like, which Ile see as 'bad,' is called a problem.
(7.46, 8)

Treuting and his fellow authors are not entirely clear whether they

regard "facts" as existing flout there" or as "man- made." 1,Thile they

make a separation between what "is" ("facts") and what "should be"

("problems"), they also put quotation marks around the words

"discover" and "collect" when they discuss the generation of

"facts." The distinction between the "'methods" which community

people use "to learn facts" and the InethodolOgy" used by University

people raises epistemological questions which reflect back on their

previous distinctions between "is" and "ought" and betwedn

"discovery" and "interpretation.fl But they are concerned with

achieving agreement on how to learn the same "real facts" and how

to interpret them.

If problem solution is performed by problem definition, and
joint problem solution is an interface goal, then the social
process of joint problem definition is critical for the inter-
face. without commonality at this point, the university and
the community will rarely be able to 'solve' anything to its
(sic) own satisfaction and that of the other. The interface
then, begins at the point where facts are brought and dis-
cussed and jointly interpreted as problems. Once a common
acceptance of a problem is achieved, strategies for 'solution'
can be sought. Problem definition is, in short, a social
process of negotiation. TThen this negotiation occurs, there
is an interface. (7.46, 10)

Different methods of discovering and collecting facts can lead

to confusion and lack of communication among those who are using

the different methods, a "problem" within their concept of the

interface. inien people do not use the same "research" methods,

giving the same name to different processes, they will be less

likely to arrive at "the same or similar facts," and will thus
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differ in their nraxis. "Many in the university will not act with-

out facts learned from research. Many in the community-and

increasingly in the university too--see research a cop-out from

action, from doing something. (7.46, 10) Treuting et al. see

this as a "major paradox." It is one only if you accept the

epistemological assumptions which underlie their "cannon conscience"

definition of the UUI and its concomitant praxis of negotiation.

In order to correct the misperceptions that community people

have about the University, these authors call for "demystifying

the service which the University can give to the community.H This

task implies an analysis of the assumptions implicit in talking

about the University as a "problem - solver," and spotlighting the

limits of the University.

Trauting et al. contend that there are three beliefs implicit

"in the idea of problem solution," though they don't say whose idea

they are talking about. Be that as it may, the idea presupposes

that the University has the answers, that the problems are solvable

throug: the application of "knowledge, theory, or skill," and that

only some base motive can explain the University's failure to act.

While they seem to be aiming their message at community people and

those in the University who take the side of the community, they

make an important point which writers imbued with the "conceit of

the University" tend to forget.

Most of the so-called social problems discussed at the inter-
face are not amenable to solution 4-imply by the application of
knowledge, theory, or technology. By definition, these social
problems are the creation of people who define a situation or
a system of facts as lba4.1 Thus, personal beliefs and per-
sonal values (or group beliefs and values) are a source of the
problem. Chan in values create the stuff au ,. of which more
problem are created. . 6, 1) emphasis in original
omitted, our own emphasis added)
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Without using the phrase, Treuting et al. are pointing to

what has been called "the revolution of rising expectation." In

Asian Drama, Gunnar Myrdal criticizes the use of this concept to

explain the attitudes and behaviors of Third World peoples. He

argues that it is not much more than Western academicians' attributing

to these peoples what they would feel if they were in the same

position; therefore, what is needed is empirical research on their

attitudes. Myrdal is brought in here because Treuting et al. do

not explain themselves where these inflated expectations about the

university originate. If they are describing the actual expectations

held by community people, their source is probably to be found in

the claims that the 'conceited' university has made for itself.

The points made by Treuting, Hall, and Baizerman would be

better directed at the University. Aimed as they are at community

people and those who take their side vis a vis the University,

they contain the same elitist bias Mary Jean Bowman notes in Ivar

Berg's similar demystification of the University's ability to

promote economic opportunity and social mobility. (19.8, 19.20)

The arguments they do address to the University about the

different views of the community which are held within it are

valuable. Even though they are raised in the context of the field

of health services, they should be studied by planners. In order

to generalize their views, they make a distinction between a want

("a stated request by someone or some group for ncmething") and a

need ("someone's judgement that another person or group or class of

people) is deficient in sane particular way"). (7.46, 2E) Tied

into the use of these ideas is "the idea of 'having a right to do

comethingl." Much of the discussic of hoa the Uaiversity should
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respond to its constituencies is confused by the failure to see

the difference between connecting right with need and linking

rights with wants/demands .

Economists will see that this dist.I.nction is central to the

debate which has gone on in their profession over Musgrave's concept

of "merit wants," which is quite similar to the above definition of

"need." In the UUI, much research has gone into determining and

ranking community "needs" as a basis for deciding on the allocation

of university resources to meet them. (7.46, 30) This approach to

planning in the UUI presupposes profoundly unequal\relations

between the University and the Community.

The concept need...has the function--although not necessarily
the conscious intent - -of prohibiting non-professionals from
discussing and bargaining with professionals.... In this

framework, 'what I want or what we want' has less iiIME
in public debate. Temphasis in original

As the three authors note) the use of "need" in the discussion

funct ins to maintain the hegemony of the professional. (Whether

the concept of "false tIonsciousness" has the same function in that

ever-convenient whipping post, Marxism, is another question.)

While Treuting et al. raise the question of power in terms of

the way in which dominant groups use the process of problem

creation, Elden Jacobson sees the process itself as the expression

of power relations. Accepting for the moment the division of this

process into two stages and the epistemology which divides tact from

value, we can see from Jacobson's analysis that "interpretation" is

the marcise of one's per to apply one's alues to facts, at the

same time creating social power for the irterpreter. "The power

to define what shall be called 'abnormal' or 'a problem' is to

direct, obviously, the structure ..rid process of solution, which

itself alters the larger social body." (15.9, 12) Reading the
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literature, on solving the problems of the city indicates that this

point is not as obvious as Jacobson thinks.

Jacobson's holistic view of the city as a system of relations,

despite his failure to use if fully, also leads him to raise an

important question about the formulation of the relations in the

interface in terms of "problem creation."

...(W)e must find alternatives to the usual formulations of
urban problems and solutions as discrete entities, isolatable
and solvable within a closed context. Such imagery derives
from a piecemeal technology, and imbibes of the notion that
for each problem there must by definition be a srilution. For
reasons that are by now self-evident it appears to be much
more fruitful to utilize the language, and the required re-
search orientations, of processes and their understanding
and manipulation through time. This, in turn, places an
emphasis upon observation, upon analysis, and upon relation-
ships as the essential pre - conditions to planned change.
Solution is thus understood as manipulation of points in
time where processes or systems may be altered their dir-
ection shifted, and where emphasis is placed upon the
prediction of consequences and se "ondary effects that such
shifts and alterations provoke in other sectors of the
ecosystem. (15.91 22, 23)

Robert B. Mitchell's "A Preparatory Waking Paper for A

Conference on the Application of Urban Analysis to Urban Problem

Solving" (7.30) attempts to utilize the approach recommended by

Jacobson. He regards problems "as current manifestations of

mutually complementary, underlying social processes, containing

many 'interconnected feedback loops' whose courses and patterns,

we have barely begun to trace." (7.30, 5) Distinguishing between

conditions (which may or mat not be deplored) and problems (-ditch

spring into existence when a pellon or group set out to change

these conditions), he notes that problem definition itself can be

rather problematic. Defining problems raises such issues as

assigning priorities to particular problems in the face of scarce

problem-solving resources, searching for available instrument

variables, examining existing policies and programs relevant to
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the problem, and foreseeing the issues which may arise in problem

definition when, for example, there are conflicting interests at

stake.

Kirk Petshek's earlier article on urban extension (23.27)

presents an argument for the "needs" approach which Treuting et al.

criticized. Mille he does not want the University to coerce or

impose its values on the Community, he argues that the University

may have to educate the Community as to what it really needs.

The educational task need not be labelled as such, but \can be

performed in specific program for which the need is not ,questian-

ed...." (23.27, 310) Where both groups share the same values the

task of "education" will probably be easy, but in the presence

of value-conflict "a university should be guided by its own

conscience in deciding which activities to engage in." Therefore,

he warns against taking on the Community as a "client." To do so

may inhibit th_. '_,,ersity's assertion of 1.ts values.

The university can contribute greatly to a more effective
delineation of priorities, better use of existing social
agencies, and the setting up of an overall plan for the
community. In this process, it is even more important
that the university call them as they see them; irres-
pective of which sacred cow in the community. must be told
that the results of its efforts do not warrant high priority.
In such an overall approach lies the basic university con -
tribution.... (23.27, 312)

The Second Annual Report of the National Advisory Council on

Extension and Continuing Education; presenting a system for class-

ifying the kinds of problems which occur in the UUI, defines a

problem as "a state of malfunction as contrasted to a desired

ideal, no problem' state." (24.6, 37) Their taxonomy rests on

two assumptions: that problems may be classified separately but

cannot be solved as discrete entities; that government having the

greatest responsibility for solving social problems, must examine
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all aspects of any particular problem The way they group problems

within their system further assumes that many social problems

demand immediate government attention, that the solution must be

'comprehensive, consistent, and integrated," and that there must

be an efficient allocation of national resources. They break

problems down into four main groups: those affecting individuals;

`structural malfunctions, malfunctions in existing systems of

ameliorating previously recognized problems, and malfunctions

"in the social system's control mechanisms." (24.6, 38-39)

The definition of a problem presupposes that the definer has

some goal, some purpose. In fact, problem definition and goal

formulation can justly be considered as two aspects of the same

process. Much of what was written above using the terms "values"

and "interpretation" could just as easily been dealt with in the

contetd of "goals." Likewise, almost every writer on the UUI

discusses some global goals which she or he wants the University

to adopt or considers to be those which the University has

adopted, implicitly or explicitly.

Kenneth Haygood's point about geographical and shared interest

definitions was noted above. While Treuting and the other writers

we have been discussing are concerned with defining this shared

interest in terms of certain mutual proolems or urban problems

which the University might or might not want to address; Haygood

himself sees the question as one of clarifying and choosing goals.

He divides the university's task into six steps:
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1. clarifying national and local community goals;

2. choosing ones which are "legitimate" for the university
to pursue;

3. analyzing their resource requirements;

4./ examining available resources;

exploring paths for obtaining needed resources;

6. asking hotr the university can make the best input of its
resources. (26.10, 6)

This task is affected by institutional objectives and by the

administrative structures adopted to carry them out. Using a

slightly modified version of the triumvirate, teaching-research-

service, Haygood lists the objectives as educational (scholarship,

teaching) service (publications, consultants, special services),

and development (recruitment of faculty and students, financing,

and community good will). (26.10, 35-38) The university can

organizationally internalize its relation to the community by

making it:

the special function of a single employee;

2. the special function of a separate department or unit;

3. part of the existing departmental structure and activity;

4. a link with outside agents in the community;

5. a joint effort of outside agents and university
departments. (26.10, 47)

There is also a "continuum of commitment" whose limits are the

total institution and single individuals within it.

No matter where a particular institution is comrttment to the

UUI falls in this continuum, it should seek to achieve a "fit"

between its community programs and its institutional objectives.

(Planners would have appreciated some criteria for measuring this

fit.)
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In an attempt to measure the goals which institutions actually

say they pursue, Patricia Nash and Sam Sieber did a factor analysis

on the rankings assigned to 75 goals on a questionnaire completed

by 1800 out of the 2300 institutions to which it was sent in 1967-68.

They found that the goals or favored areas of activity fell into

two categorius: (1) scholarship--research and the training of

future scholars; (2) utilitarian education --vocaticnal and "second

change." Their data indicated that the goals "are mutually ex-

clusive." (7.33, 11) The first category tends to be preferred by

institutions with substantial resources, while the second was

chosen more frequently by colleges and universities scoring low

on the Resource Index. The better-off institutions were also less

service-oriented, loc.,:ing at public' relations in terms of in-

creasing their national reputation rather than achieving visibil-

ity in their local community. Commenting on this George Nash

writes:..."fthically an institution can't hope to rank high on the

national scene or be important in Washington if it can't be a model

in its own community." (7.13, 12)

The purpose of this review is to explore what the literature

on the role of the university in the city has to offer the planner

in the way of building a theory of planning in the urban-university

interface. It is not primarily concerned with listing or categorizing

the multitude of activities which universities have undertaken in

the name of "urban involvement." George Nash lists six areas which

summarize what is going on in the area of the campus and the

community:"
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1. associations: ACE, NASULGC, AASCU, APSC;

2. conferences;

3. studies;

4. organizations: Urban Coalition, Urban Institute, EFL,
National Urban League, CEEB, and th..; foundations;

5. Federal government: Office of Education; Talent Search,
Upward Bound; Teacher Co/vs; Urban Observatoriez; Veterans
Administration; 0E0, Title I HEA;

6. other movements on the urban scene: the President's Urban
Affairs Council, Chamber of Commerce, upheaval in the
profess ions, and problem-solving companies. (7.33)

Ha7good outlines the types of community programs universities have

initiated:

1. community studies;

2. community relations;

3. community service;

4. community improvement

a. problem-oriented

i. community organization

ii. special projects

b.* total community oriented

i. community development

ii. community schooling (26.10, 11)

C. MAINTENANCE, ADAPTIVE, AND PRODUCTIVE ASPECTS OF THE UUI

1. Urban Education

Following the analogy made to Katz and Kahn's typology of

organizational functions:, this section will examine what some of

the writers have had to say about the education, research, and

service function: of the university in the city.
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Donald C. Stone states that four kinds of education are "needed"

for urban living:

1. basic providing urban social skills;

2. technical and sub-professional;

3. academic;

4. professional, (15.16, 32)

ere have already discussed the implication of the concept of 'teed."

It underlies many theories,of manpower planning, and could provide a

basis for an approach to planning higher education: measure the

manpower requirements of various projected urban structures, extra-

polate the educational requirements of the projected manpower mixes,

analyze the different resource and organizational requirements of

alternative methods of producing the needed manpower, dram up "the

Plan" and implement it.

Neu Students and New Places, (14.3) a report for the Carnegie

Commit ion on Higher Education) used the following variableq to

estimate the "need" for higher education in large metropolitan areas:

1. present enrollment rates;

2. distribution of enrollment by type of instituti:m (publ:c2
private; two-year college, university);

3. populltivn stock - total and by age group;

4. average rate of population increase;

5. comparison of current enrollments to a range of "optimum
sizes;"

6. relative probable rate 4 of institutional growth -- public/
private;

7. selectivity of entrance requirements;

8. tuition -pith respect to income and tuition in other
institutions.
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Using these criteria the report analyzes how well higher education

is meeting the 'needs" of urban dwellers and concludes that much

more must be dune. Planners will want to read this report for the

overview of urban higher educaticn it provides and to ponder the

re-...oEraLldations it makes for changing access to, location of, and

the mode of producing higher education for city people. talether

they werk for individual institutions, or statewide systems, or

state and metropolitan governments, they will, however, want to

ask if the "needs" approach is the most appropriate for their

organization and its constituencies.

2. Urban Research

we have already discussed the origins of the growth of re-

search as an activity of the University. As George Nash noted in

his analysis of tae results of the survey of university goals, the

leading institutions of higher education in American tend to regard

the research they carry on as their primary contribution to society.

one literature under review contains a strong strain of this kind

of thinking, and of its corollary that the problems of the city

are informational. The job of the university thus becomes one

searching for this information through research, a job which can

best be carried out without undue (as measured by those within

the University) outside interference. None of the writers really

explains whether the grantsmanship and "re( :covering the wheel"

which characterize so much of recent urban research is due to the

University's conceit about its research work, to the need to play

games in order to get grants, or to some complex of factors.
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Much of the urban research carried cn by universities has

become institutionalized in "urban research centerr." The Urban

Institute has put out a directory of these centers. (35.45) The

number of entries doubled in the 18 months between the first and

second editions. The second edition also has a paper by Lawrence A.

Williams on "The Urban Observatory Network," which is an attempt

to set up a nationally coordinated system for conducting research

on the city. Elden Jacobson's paper discussed above also presents

some useful comments on the prospects for this network. The

"Oakland Project" exemplifies a third organizational form for

urban research, one which combines research with direct service

to city government and professional training. Comparing the Urban

Observatory and the "Oakland Project," Francis D. Fisher writes:

The principal difficulty in the program (Urban Observatory)
is to find areas whr!re university-city interests coincide....
Like the Oakland Project, the Observatory program lacks a
place for the university to plug into the city. A full-time
project director helps bridge this gap, but interest and
city capacity for using research is not always available.
The problem is especially acute 'when t' 1 idea for an iLvest-
igation does not originate with ',he city as is the case when
all ten Observatories undertake "network" research to obtain
comparable data on a particular problem. (22.12, 35-36)

If there are difficulties in building an effective interface between

government and university research, the problems of linkint, research

and urban communities, organized and unorganized, are great,

especially because there are so many political questions directly

involved in the organization of such research as well as its sub-

stance. Giving the "researcher's view," Roscoe Brown (15.2) argues

for making research understandable and for involving the community

in its various phases, in order to increase community support for

a project. Sandra J. Garcia and her fellow authors advocate similar

actions, but their reference point is that of the community and
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their goal is the elimination of the exploitation and racism of

so much research and so maw researchers. (15.6)

3. Urban Services

There are similar issues involved in the provision of services

to urban communities by the university. Ireuting et al. point out

that different expectations underlie two different definitions of

"service." Some people use the word "to mean something like

'actively makink, available' and using the resources of the university

and its members for the purpose of working on issues of joint

concern to people within the University and in the Community."

(7.L6, 15-16) ) thers give a more limited denotation to the word,

"providing specific advice, treatment cr intervention.... Common

to both uses of the word service are the notions of 'making avail-

able' and 'of giving, of providing'." Treuting, Fall and Baizerman

assert that there are two "models of service:" urban extension

and the university as a surrogate agency. In the second model the

University administers "human services previously thought to be

the responsftility of government or of private-sector organizations."

(7.46, 17) Dale Knotek has written a check list to guide univer-

sities when setting up and administering such services. (27.13)

John Bebout has developed a typology of urban extension roles:

(1) clearinghouse for communicating information (which is
basic to all the rules);

(2) counselor and consultant;

(3) convener (getting community groups started);

(14) locus for policy seminars and conferenceo;

(5) special education on urban subjects;

(6) general education of urban publics;

(7) demonstration projects. (15.11, 15-34)
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The Ford Foundation sponscr,A the first urban extension :projects.

Its report cn this expe7',.ence (23.10) as influenced later dis-

cussions of the topic.

Kirk Petshek's article in the November 1964 issue of the

JAIP is still the best analysis of urban extension for planners,

even though he uses the "needs" frameuork we have questioned.

Unlike so many of the other writers who sc blithely assert the

University's ability to see "needP:" he bluntly states that this

approach entails problems of resource allocation.

If urban extension is to do more than service clients
according to their desires and their insights, it will
need state or federal help. At east this is tru after
a university has learned, by experimentation, the activities
in which it should engage to be of greatest benefit to the
community and own function; thereafter only a subsidy
will make it possible for urban extension to concentrate on
these kinds of urban problems. (23.27, 305) (emphasis in
original)

Petsheledistinguishes four approaches .uo urban extension: centralized,

loose orgtnization, special experiment, service to "local government

and local groups to the best of the latters' interests." And his

list of roles differs slightly from Bebout's:

The University may exert its i7lluence in the number of ways:
as an advisor to concerned groups or individuals; as a watzh-
dog for community interests; as a coordinator to bring
people together; as a catalyst to energize citizen groups of
quasi-public bodies; as -a gamely to stir civic groups or public
officials to action. (23.27, 307) (emphasis in original)

Urban extension has led many people involved in the traditional

forms of university extension to reassess their function in a

society which is predominately urban. (see 2.22) The papers pre-

sented at the 1969 Mid-Continent Conference on the "Role of the

University in Community Development" contribute to this re-examination.

Glen Pulver states the questions involved in a critical self-

examination, ones which might be asked of all aspects of university

activity:
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(1) does the University acce _Lie status quo, or admit
and act upon the need for institutional change?;

(2) will it study and come to understand the role of protest
and violence in history?;

(3) does it really meat Lo communicate with the "outsiders"
who may have different value systems?;

(4) can it design and implement mechanisms for conflict
resolution?;

(5) will it support faculty members rho became involved in
the cammunity?;

(6) will it financially support the required number of
specialists in community needs? (26.18, 9)

Lee J. Cary sums up the contribution that community development

might make:

It is where people have not decided what resources they may
need or want from the university, where communities have not
had an opportunity to cane together and decide priorities,
where no mechanism for conducting joint enterprisee has been
arrived at that community development can make its major
impact. (26.18, 36)

In other words, he is arguing that community development might

provide a way out of the conflict between a "needs" and "effective

demand" approaches to planning in the UUI.

Urban extension also contributed the movement which brought

about the Higher Education Act of 1965 and Title I of that ac' ±n

particular. Most recent urban extension activities have been

sponsored under that Title. It has also spawned a voluminous

literature of its awn--reports on ez,ch of the various projects,

annual plans by state agencies, annual reports by the National

Advisory Council on Extension and Continuing Education of which

the last, A Question of Stewardship, (24.10) with its comprehensive

review of Federally sponsored programs is the best), conference

reports, and academic studies of Title I. The entries in Section

2L are a representative selection from this literature, made from
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those reports which were forwarded to the ERIC system, and others

ire obtained ourselves.

Some writers look upon urban extension as a means of garnering

increased public support for the university. Villiam Griffith sees

the history of extension activities by land-grant institutions as

primarily one of attempts to obtain increased support from rural

legislators. (2312,9) Theodore Lcui disputes this version of

history and contends that support for expansion of higher education

in America can be better explained by rapidly increasing aggregate

demand for it. After raising a number of sticky questions about

Living organizational form to the university's relationship with

government which arise once it is seen that in the long term, for

the university at large, the service route is not even the most

politically realistic" road, Lowi brings up what he calls the

"central issue:"

To decide anything involving corporate relationships with the
outside world, the university has to have guiding principles
of some sort, and, even at the risk of sounding preachy,
those principles are going to have to found themselves
ultimately upon some definition of the\role and mission of
the university. (27.11, 108-109)

Where planners fit into the process of definition and he they

interpret the definitions used by others has been one of the con-

cerns of this review. Lours own version of the role of the

university is that it should instill discontent. He recognizes

though that not all universities will see the matter in that way,

nor will they all see it the same way. Tie, therefore, offers same

rules of thumb to guide the university in the absence of such a

shared definition of its mission. One interesting suggestion he

makes relates to the "educational estate" theme. He would use the

university's "independence" as the basis for giving it the job of

regulating all claims to expertise, evidence, and public support.
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D. IUSTITMIGMAL ASPECTS OF THE URBAN UNIVERSITY INTERFACE

1. Independent Yardstick, Weathervane or Established Institution

Lowi describes his suggestion as the "TVA concept," which he con-

siders

....a good concept even if TVA itself is a poor example of its
successful usage. The approach comes from a procedural principle
about universities that can be enunciated without waiting for an
agreeable substantive definition to be developed. The principle
service it can render by using its il..ependence before it turns
to services that might require compromising that independence.
TVA was supposed to mean regulation of society by independent
yardstick, by providing essential resources or services at a
price (in that case) against which to determine what a reason-
able price should be among all the private producers of the
same resources or services. (27.11, 110) (emphasis in original)

This notion of the so-called "independence" of the university, which

has already been criticized in other writers, simply contradicts any

holistic view of the urban-university interface. Even if we had not

already looked at the evidence of Jencks and Riesman, Ridgeway, and

could appeal to the analysis of almost all the writers in seetion 2

of the bibliography on the place of the university in the political

econmy, surely the reader must ask why nonwhere in the literature

does anyone offer any empirical proof or a coherent theory which

explains how the university has achieved and maintains its purported

independence. It's not that they try and fail, or that the notion

is offered an an hypothesis. Rather the "independence" of the

university is ritualistically invoked so often and so vehemently

that one begins to wonder if bad conscience is perhaps involved.

The alternatf.ve to the "independent yardstick" view of the

university ic not necessarily that of the "weathervane" blown along

by evanescent fads or by the will of some powerful elite which

cpntrols society. Kravitz quotes Abraham Flexner: "A university

should not be a weather vane, responsive to every variation of

popular whim. Universities must at all times give society, not what
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society wants but what it needs.0 (7.20, 26) The notion that

the institutions of a society create mechanism to reproduce them-

selves is not equivalent to economic: determinism or any of the

various theories of cities. Talcott Parsons points out that

...not only does an organization have to operate in a social
environment which imposes the conditions governing the pro-
cesses of disposal and procurement, it is also part of a
wider social system which is the source of the 'meaning, !
legitimation, or higher level support which makes the imple-
mentation of the organization's goals possible. Essentially,
this means that just as a technical organization (at a
sufficiently high level of the division of labor) is con-
trolled and 'serviced' by a managerial organization so, in
turn, is the managerial organization controlled by the
'institutional' structure and agencies of the community.

While it is beyond the scope of this review to prove or disprove any

of these theories with respect to the University's place in the

institutional structure of a society, it is proper to flag an

assumption which provides the basis for so many proposals univer-

sities and planners are asked to consider.

Horeover, if we accept for the moment as a tentative hypothesis

that the university is part of what Parsons calls the institutional

structure of society and has institutional structures within it,

then some parts of the literature take on a quite different

appearance.

The many invocations of academic high purpose, which Jacobson

observed, might then be seen as stimuli to mobilize the university

to meet the challenges '/,11 new situations are creating for Jencks

and Riesman's "established institutions." John Gardner's speeches

and articles and Clark Kerr's proposal for an "Urban Grant Univer-

sity" fall into this category. Thus, we find John Gardner speaking

in 1969 on the "Agenda for the Colleges and Universities: Higher

Education in the Innovative Society."
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There are no institutions better equipped to serve as a base
for that struggle against national problems than the colleges
and universities, but they have played a negligible role thus
far. The strategic role played by the land grant universities
in developing American agriculture and the rural areas has no
parallel in the cities. (4.3, 5)

Clark Kerr picks up on the theme in a number of articles and speeches

expatiating upon the advantages of the "urban grant" university.

The three defining characteristics of this application of the land-

grant model to urban society are: location, orientation to the city,

and Federal aid. (6.25, 6) An important function of the "urban

grant" university will be to 'bridge the gulf between the intell-

ectual community and the surrounding society." (6.25, 13) Kerr

sees two internal sources of resistance to this proposal (concern

for quality, fear of controversy), and three external ones (decrease

in tax base for local government on account of university land

use, danger to "established institutions" of mixing students and

ghetto people, perceives, and real interference with the prerogatives

of bureaucracy). (6.26, 12-13) Ire have already noted in passing

that the tenuous analogy upon which the "urban grant" proposal is

based totally ignores the history of the land-grant institutions,

particularly their role in depopulating the rural areas of the

country as their service to agri-business undermined the ability

of the small farmer to compete and thus their part in the complex

nexus of historical forces which have brought about the present

situation in our cities. Even those who vehemently deny that the

land-grant institutions so contributed to contemporary urban problems

and rural decline, must recognize that a simple analogy between

urban and rural problems, does not, as Paul Miller points out (6.32),

really provide much guidance in the solution of urban problems.

r\(
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It might be argued that Kerr and Gardner don't have to deal

with such sticky problems because the purpose of their pieces is

to persuade rather than to'analyze. This assertion in noway places

less value on what they say because of its political purpose, unless,

of course, one's value system gives higher ranking to 'pure"

scholarship.

2. Mobilizing Institutions of Higher Education

Of course, the Federal government has taken steps to mobilize

the university also. Thus, there have been the studies conducted

by the National Academy of Sciences on Urban Research and Develop-
;

ment (15.3; 15.4) and by Ur National Science Foundation on

"Improving the Nation's Use of the Social Sciences," (15.13) , and

speeches like that of Norman Beckman in 1968 on "HUD and University

Community Development." (12.2) Some people have been quite

frustrated by he seeming inability or unwillingness of the State

to conduct this mobilization efficiently) effectively, and with the

requisite input of resources. Title I HEA, 1965, for instance, has

been consistently deprived of the full amount of funds which were

originally to be allocated to it. (24.5-10) Others view this

poor performance as quite functional.

The national ruling class is obviously extremely reluctant
to meet this problem (the conflicts arising in American cities)
head-on, fearing that any wholesale attack on local vested
interests (political as well as economic) would set off even
more destructive and dangerous conflicts. So it temporizes,
trying to bribe and cajole local power-holders through such
devices as federal department of urban affairs and transporta-
tion, Ford Foundations, university institute of city planning,
and the like. The results, as should by now (1969) be obvious,
have been and will continue to be minima1.20
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While this formulation of the hypothesis contains elements of

economic determinism and theories of sinister elites, it does

point out the necessity of further research into the ineffectiveness

of much of the rhetoric of mobilization and into the many failures

of many university projects in the city to change the basic structure

of the UUI. The, above quote also implies an intentionality which

may or may not be there. Certainly one would not have to prove that

some controlling elite wanted to use the University to advance its

interests and the rhetoric of the UUI to cool out many of the demands

raised by urban peoples for alleviation of their conditions to test

the extent to which the University and the literature on its involve-

ment in the City have an institutional function.

Equally bignificant in this light is David Popenoets

characterization of the push to institute urban studies curricula

as a social movement within institutions of higher education."

(14.14, 13) (his emphasis) He lists four attributes of s social

movement which also characterize "urban affairs:" a new outlook,

an idealistic vision, an activist commitment, and the lack of

determined fprm of organization. What is striking about his list

is that it omits the social. Who are the people involved in the

urban affairs movement? Whose interest are they' advancing? Popenoe

certainly wants them to advance their awn. "The most important

goal of the urban affairs movement during the next decade is

to became institutionalized into the system." (14.142 18) (his

emphasis) Whether they represent the interests of broader social

formations must wait for further study of the social composition

of the urban affairs movement. The following statement by one of

the leading spokespersons of the movement is certainly suggestive

of its institutional function.
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What I am suggesting is not radical, cause I don't believe
that the ills of university or society require root treatment.
Ills require cures, and we have been so busy in describing
our defects that we have failed to prescribe our remedies.
The result is that ve all know what is wrong but not what to
do about it.

What we need is an experimenting society, which can try out
a variety of solutions to every problem. We have had too much
of a society in which rhetorical overkill forces one to oversell,
and therefore necessarily to underperform, every major social
reform. (15.5, 32-33)

A cynical interpretation of this statement would be that it warns

the rulers that "rhetorical overkill" which intends to give the

ruled the impression that something is being done can create trouble

when they realize that very little is actually be-ing accomplished.

It is significant that the alternative to talking at out doing

something is conceived as "experimentation" rather than "work."

An experiment is practical because it helps us to see in a
particular case how the existing order can be adapted
to clanging circumstance.... Work is not merely a technical
ordering of what is given. It involves the creation of a
new order--a new order which can be created only by a
democratic movement. An experiment which merely orders
what is given does not go beyond what is present. The results
of an experiment can only be applied to improve the operation
of an existing social order.... To solve these problems we do
not need more experiments as much as we need more work which
changes the world. The problem today is not so much to have
knowledge about the world but to create a new kind of world."

My impression is that most planners would disagree with the suggestion

that they seek to change "established institutions" and that, the

dominant self-understanding of planning falls generically into the

category of "experimentation" rather than "praxis," or work." This

is not the place to hammer out a resolution to the question, just

to indicate how it arises when examining how to plan in the UUI.
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3. The University As a Change Agent

Gne practical test of any hypothesis about the institutional

function of the University can certainly be found in the attempts

to use the university as an agent of change. As was seen above,

Galbraith regards 'the educational and scientific estate" as the

prime agency of change in the "new industrial state." There has

yet to emerge any movement to implement Galbraith's vision. The

New Left of the 601s, however, contained many tendencies which

wanted to use their position to University to revolutionize society.

It would probably be oversimplifying and stretching the evidence

to assert that the demise of the New Left conclusively proves

that any strategy using the University as the agent of revolution

is docme to failure. Even at the height of the movement in 1969,

Lasch and Genovese were arguing that the student Left had a simplistic

understanding of tho place of the University in society which

accounts for their unrealistic expectations of using institutions

of higher education directly as vehicles for revolution. (2.59)

They contended that the prime functian of the University had

became the production of an educated work force.

In the last twenty-five years the university has become, in a
special sense of the term a working-class institution. It

trains intellectual and technical workers in the special
skills needed to run the industrial and governmental bureau-
cracies and to carry out all the commands of the managerial
elite. Higher education has become another form of industrial
apprenticeship. (2.59, 22)

This theory became elaborated by another New Left tendency into the

theory of the "new working class," (2.44) which in many ways resembles

a leftist version of Galbraith's educational and scientific estate.

According to this view, the University has the important function of

socializing and training educated workers, who through this experience

come to reject the values of the system. Herbert Gintis and others
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like him see this group as a potential class which may provide the

force for overthrowing "established institutions." They argue

against Ivan Illich's proposal to abolish all schooling, including

institutions of higher education, as a revolutionary act in itself,

(2.53) because he does not understand, from their point of view, the

role of the univerTty in the production system. (2.43)

There are also didcussions of the problems which arise then the

University gets involved in programs for bringing about less global

changes in society. Alan K. Campbell traces the frictions which

arise between the University and urban administrators to lack of

knowledge about the causes and consequences of change, ideological

differences, tensions in the relations of power and in the decision-

making process. (2.18) Lawson Crowe notes that many of the demands

for the University to serve as an agent of social change actually

involve requests to bite "the hand which feeds us." (6.10) Perhaps

this is why the notices that the prevalent response to such demands

has been "academic." Joseph P. Fitzpatrick observes three dilemmas

which arise when the University presumes to act as a social critic:

how can it preserve the dominant values while simultaneously lib-

erating people from the bounds of "conventional wisdom ? "; how can it

ibe "'objective" and "relevant?"; and how can it integrate objectivity

with involvement?" He finds same possible resolutions in the notion

that a new idea may be a v:licle for an enduring value, in the care

which must be taken not to let one vested interest just replace a

former one, and in the contribution the university can make in the

realm of ideas on evaluation and innovation for those who are involved

in actual pzactice. (2.39) We have seen these dilemmas in other

aspects pf the UUI and have noted the problems inherent in the way

Fitzpatrick formulates them and attempts to resolve them.
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Much of the literature on extension in sections 23 and 25-27 of

the bibliography discusses the experience that universities have

had in acting as or sponsoring change agents in communities. It

can be of use in analyzing the institutional function of the Univer-

sity, particularly because it points up the importance of dis-

tinguishing the levels of analysis of institutions--nationall

regional, state, metropolitan, local, and neighborhood--and the

different relations a single university can have on each of these

levels. Other items relevant to this question include: (2.14),

(2.22), (2.23), (6.6). The literature in section 17 deals with

another aspect of the institutional function of the university

which has only been alluded to: the extent to which higher

education socializes and affects the values of students. Since

many writers urge the use of higher education to change the values

of the next generation so that they are better fitted to an urban

environment, these reports should be studied for what they have to

say about the extent to which universities attempt to instill values

useful to "established institutions," how deliberate and how

successful this function may or may not be, and the capacity of

universities to instill values which threaten any particular

institution or the "hegemony of established institutions." (See

also (8.2), (27.33), (16.13), (16.15), and (26.9).

E. PLANNING THE URBAN UNIVERSITY INTERFACE

1. Assumptions and Myths

In 1968 Henan Niebuhr made two asides in his presentation

to the National Seminar sponsored under Title I, HEA, 1965,

summing up the state of planning in the UHT up to that point.

An interesting and valuable piece of empirical research would be

to examine how much the situation has changed since then. First,
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he noted that he knew of no university or school system which

monitored the manpower needs of a changing economy. (6.12, 109)

Since then the fluctuations in the demand for university graduates,

especially the crisis in the Ph.D. job market, have forced a number

of institutions to attempt such monitoring. This activity has more

of the appearance of institutional self-defense than the assumption

of an explicit role in the type of educational planning discussed

in the introduction. At least that is my impression which is

subject to empirical verification.

Second, Niebuhr observed that "...one of the key campus planning

assumptions of inner city universities is that the community does

not exist." (6.12, 113) He aptly describes this assumption as

schizophrenic. Cn the one hand, people in the university tend to

look upon themselves as people of good will, as having the best

interests in the cammanity at heart. On the other, the University

has actively aided and abetted wholesale "urban removal" of nearby

communities. Klotache's The Urban University, discussed above, is

a case of this schizophrenia in its late stages of development.,

In the paper they presented tc the 1972 Conference of the Society

for College and University Planning, Paul Shaw and Louis Tronzo

summarize sane of the recent manifestations of this schizophrenia

and offer same suggestions to planners who hope to cure it. What

Niebuhr called schizophrenia they call myths. Four of these myths

became manifest to them in the experience of the University of

Pittsburgh's participation in a moratorium on construction in

support of a black effort to obtain more jobs in the building

industry. The first myth is "that for their maintenance and

viability, universities need only placate, And build bridges to,

their students) faculty, trustees, and funding sources." (7.43, 5-6)
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To its chagrin Pittsburgh found that the community is o,:,t there

and sometimes able to get itself together to block university

expansion and thereby cost the university time and money.

A seconu myth is that the local institution in unique - -in other
words, the experiences of each urban university is unrelated to
the others. In reality, the patterns of citizen opposition to
the expansion of university physical plants seem to be universal.

(7.43, 6)

Both Columbia and Pitt found their communities questioning the

adequacy of their justification for expansion, their secrecy, their

sensitivity to dislocating people, their predilection for single

(i.e., university) --use facilities, and their methods of dealing

with community opposition.

Thirdly, institutions of higher education have tended to

operate on the belief that "those outside institutional power

bases...have...(no) voice in institutional decision-making."

(7.I3, 6-7) Shaw and Tronzo argue that our "national political

culture" has changed and that there is "a new political ethos"

which asserts the opposite.

The fourth myth is the assumption that those who scream the

loudest are those who are being hurt the most, particularly those

who are being displaced. Pittsburgh found that its plans were

opposed by the city planning department, the mayor and the middle/

professional classes while the intended beneficiaries, faculty and

students, did not defend their institution.
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As a result of these experiences, we conclude that a program
which seeks to define the role and adjustment process of a
growing institution is not fully understood by either the
university or the community. The process requires the
development of a workable and stable interface which permits
the university to understand and help maintain the community's
viability and integrity and vice versa. The result of this
process is the institutionalization of a university adminis-
trative program which provides for regular interaction with
community representatives. (7.43, 8)

Shaw and Tronzo suggest the following steps, based on this con-

clusion, to be followed in pursuing university goals in the UUI:

1. Look upon the community as a "viable force:"

2. Set out guidelines for use within the institutions,
defining the multiple concerns which are related to
campus expansion;

3. Build "confidence and positively (show) how the university
views the community and what it is willing to do to
protect and insure the community's growth and survival:"

4. "Elicit the community's response,fl obtain public consent
for a policy of physical expansion. (7.43, 8-10)

They conclude: "Ile ability of a university to get along with

its immediate neighbors is an historical and crucial aspect of

any town-gown relationship.... The traditional strategy of the

university has been to retreat from the city or to become isolated

from it. This is a posture which should not be continued." (7.43, 10)

2. Planning Accountability and the Idea of the University

Shaw and Tronzo raise the question of "accountability" in

higher education, which like and together with equal educational

opportunity has generated a massive literature of its own.

Kenneth Mortimer's recent paper for ERIC is an attempt to provide

a handle on this body of writing. (7.31) He notes that there are

three major contexts for the term: managerial, accountability vs.

evaluation, and accountability vs. responsibility. Accountability

also involves two major external forces, government and the public,

and a number of internal difficulties: weak academic authority
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structures, vagueness of university objectives, and complex

organizational forms. While much of the literature on accountability

focuses on the individual teacher, the issues it brings out are

central to planning in the UUI. Just as I said above that our

discussion of problem-definition could have been recast in terms of

goal-formulation, this entire review could have been written around

the question of the accountability of the University to the City.

A division might have been nade between those writers who maintain

that ultimately the University is or ought to be accountable to

itself and those who hold .that the University must be held

accountable by other urban institutions.

The first group would argue that there is no such dichotomy

as that made in the preceding sentence and in the implicit

assumption mentioned on page 5 that urban activity means more than

business as usual. Their opposite assumption is that "the idea of

the University" represents the highest expression of the intrinsic

function of the University in society. From this viewpoint attempts

to make the University accountable to the immediate objectives of

other urban institutions, particularly government and the

"voluntary associations" of civil society, represent threats to the

Universityts ability to be truly accountable. Planning the

activities of the University in the UUI thus becomes a question of

operationalizing the "idea of the University." I would argue that

this notion of planning is essentially a posteriori rationalization

of that Myrdal would call an "independent valuation" which is

under attack. As was pointed out in criticizing those writers

affected by the "conceit of the university," and even those like

Jacobson who try to undermine this conceit, none of them present

any empirical or theoretical evidence to prove their assertion that
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the University is able to transcend the social structure of which

it is a part. While they may or may not be able to construct such

a proof, that almost none of the writers see the need to do so

indicates that one or another "idea of the university" operates as

a first principle in their thinking, that the institution of the

University has value for than independent of the desires, demands,

"needs, 7; or goals of other urban institutions and populations,

whether expressed or attributed.

Myrdal bases his theory of development: planning in the Third

World on the assumption that they are dominated by institutions and

attitudes which are also in the realm of independent valuations.

Trom one point of view, development from a traditional to a modern

economy is largely (though not entirely) the creation and expansion

of a sphere of instrumental valuations where previously only in-

dependent valuations reigned."22 He assumes that "...institutions

and attitudes play a different part in Western countries," that

"...developed countries, whether of the Western or the Communist

type, have been able to rationalize beliefs and thereby also

attitudes and institutions- -that is, the whole mode of thinking,

desiring) living, and working--so that inhibitions to developments

and also obstacles have been largely removed."23

I bring Myrdal into the discussion again at this point not

merely to show that we are dealing with a body of Western writing

which contradicts his contention that Western culture has risen

above the "sphere of independent valuations," but also to point

out that those who argue that in the end the University must be

held accountable only to itself dialite the very basis of planning

in the UUI.
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Considered, calculated) rational choice assumes either
that some events have no value in themselves or that
whatever independent value they have is not absolute
but can be compensated for the achievement of rival
objectives. In a world where nothing has a price, there
can be no optimal plan and) indeed, no planning whatsoever.
For that can then be compared are only total sequences,
and even such a comparison would assume a highly developed
capacity for surveying reality and evaluating it024

Given their tenous position in most universities, however, it is

highly unlikely that university planners would be able or would

want to take on the political task of getting their institutions

to adopt the second notion of accountability.

Those responsible for directing the work of planning and
divising and implementing the plan are, of course, never
wholly disinterested and socially detached; they are
themselves part of the social system that is to be reformed
as are the planners and the rest of the articulate citizenry.
They have their own economic and social interests, and share,
to a greater or lesser extent, the popular attitudes that
constitute the obstacles to planning. They also have
political interests and want to maintain and increase their
own power. All this tends to influence and limit their
vision.... The very application of planning, however
imperfect, tends to change these valuations, normally by
reducing the limitation onlanning imposed by the
inhibitions of officials.2)

.s

.(emphasis in original)

This line of reasoning suggests some interesting hypotheses

about planning in the UUI. It would be a valuable piece of research

to examine he planning in the UUI reflects back on itself to

change not only the planning process but also the UUI.

3. The Planning Process

While the number of entries in Part V of the bibliography

indicates that the body of literature on planning institutions of

higher education is growing in volume, there are few items which

deal specifically with planning in and of the UUI. Aside from

planning reports produced by many individual institutions, most of

the important pieces can be found in the three bibliographies
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prcduced for the Society for College and University Planning.

(35.14, 35.15, 35.33) Milo Piercers recent Council of Planning

Librarians Exchange Bibliography (35.36) also refers to more of

relevant literature, though it lacks the extensive annotations

which make the SCUP bibliographies by Fink and Cooke so useful.

In this review we will take a highly selective glance at this

segment of the literature, considering three overviews of the UUI

planning process, then a number of reports on the kinds of activities

university planners have engaged in when taking the community into

consideration, and finally Mead and Metrauxt suggestions for

university planning for metropolitan areas.

Naptahli H. Knox has written what the calls "A Planning

Guide" for urban university communities. The history of planning

the University of California went through three stages: buildings,

campuses, and now campus/community. When he was writing in 1967,

all but two of the California campuses had a *university community

planner," and there existed a post for a "university wide community

planner." He also discusses the economic impact studies done for

Berkeley, Rutgers, Michigan, and Bridgeport, as well as the planning

experience in Wayne State and St. Louis Universities. On the baois

of his reading of planning in these institutions he presents a

diagram of an "ideal planning organization" and a summary of a

"Planning process."

The basic feature of his "ideal planning organization" is that

the general planner should be immediately responsible to the chief

executive of the institution, and have three planners under her

or him: a facilities programmer, planner (designer) and community

planner. He notes on the diagram, which is not discussed ii the

text, that while it is "an optimum organization chart," it should
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be modified for the needs of the college. Even one planner is

better than none." (29.37, 62) Knox defines the planning process

as "the process by which man defines his goals and devises the

means to attain them." He then enumerates the steps which the

university and the community should take to formulate, expose,

clarify, and resolve their respective goals. These activities

constitute the first step in his planning process. Perhaps it

is just a problem of word-choice but he includes all his suggestions

in this first step and never states what should follow. Because

his focus is on the immediate environs of the university, rather

than the city as a whole, he provides the basis for a geographical

definition of the UUI which is useful to planners. This places

the responsibility for creating a "university planning area" upon

the community and its planners, and suggests the follaying criteria

for delineating this area: number of students, faculty, and staff

resident; amount of business transactions generated by university

people in the area; university related or oriented industries

and businesses; and tracts of land desired for university

acquisition. (29.37, 63)

Knox sees the need for joint university-community planning

in the burdens the university places on the community. He

doesn't note any difference between this way to approach UUI

planning and the "beginning of institutional-environs planning"

at Chicago, which, like its imitators at Penn and Columbia, sought

"to stem the tide of neighborhood change and restore social and

physical balance to their environs." (29.37, 60)

In a paper written for a course in City and Regional Planning

at Ohio ;state University, Ronald H. Miller presents en outline of

"processes for Comprehensive Urban and University Planning," which
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was derived from a Northwest Regional Education Laboratory report

edited by John Sandberg. This procedure involved five phases:

1. Conceptualize needs and priorities;

2. Formulate plan, including

a. agreeing on agency roles and functions,
h. specifying citizen participation roles and procedures;

3. Implemer.t the plan;

L. Evaluate the results;

5. Modify the original plan. (7.29, L)

Mr. Miller also takes from the same report a list of practical

suggestions to guide university planners in cooperative endeavors

with city planners.

Larsen and Reitan outline a similar process for planning

community services: define institutional mission, involve

community action groups, develop programs, identify internal and

external information sources. (27.15) It is not clear whether

Knox, Miller, or Larsen and Reitan regard their models as des-

criptive or normative, or some mix of the two. They all have the

aura of having been transplanted from other types of planning

without real consideration of what makes the UUI a different realm

for plannin;. Ilhat is the function of these vague summaries of the

"planning process" in planning literature?; in the literature

under review? The answer is not clear, except that they do seem

to give planners in the field something to latch onto in a crunch.

Vhether they contribute to a self understanding of planning or to

the creation of "a management tool for total university participation

in the problems of the city," called for by Jerome P. Cavanagh

(6.142 313), is open to discussion.
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1. Tools of the UUI Planner

The items found in section 10 of the bibliography will provide

an indication of the state of the art of planning physical fac-

ilities, and those in Part E (Sections 28 -3L) of the various

aspects of planning higher education. It would be outside the

purview of this review to assess this entire body of literature.

Rather we will select for examination same of the papers describing

the tools planners have used to carry out their work in the UUI.

Keith Robin describes sane of the methods used to sample community

desires, to give the community an input into university planning.

These include advisory committees, coordinating councils, and

community studies. (7.39) Sylvia Obradovic discusses three

similar strategies for involving, 'ethnic minority communities:"

the community advisory committee which brings in people as

consultants; the charette in which the community is in the majority

and community leadership directs a multidisciplinary group of

academic and professional experts; and cooperative research

carried on by academic researchers and the community people who

have requested the research. (7.36)

In a planning study for Federal City College in Washington, D.C.

Peter G. Nordlie reports on the results of a survey of the people

involved in or affected by the college. Faculty, staff, students,

and administrators were interviewed to obtain the perceptions of

the college's objectives, the Obstacles facing it, college-

community relations, decision-making process, students motivation,

curriculum and staff motivation. (22.19) Helen .Astir (7.4) reports

on a similar survey of community people. Another useful document

for planners puruing this line of inquiry is the American Council
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on Educatial's N.Illidelines for Institutional Self-Study of In-

volvement in Urban Affairs," by Martin Jenkins. (6.1) This self-

study is seen as an important first step, providing a framework

for involvement in the community. The relevant questions in the

following areas are presented in the report: administration,

organization, curriculum, faculty interests and skills, community

participation, inter-organization, policies, facilities, and

finances.

As part of the Pittsburgh QUIP a series of forums were held

to bring together people from the community and the university

to develop the means for getting regular and reliable readings of

the urban community's goals and for continuously mediating between

emerging goals and the policy-making processes of universities and

other key institutions of the community." (22.16, 2) The report

on the experience gained in these forums by Steele Gow and Leslie

Salmon-Cox closes with four guidelines "gleaned from the forum

series:"

1. Universities should act upon the basis of the distinction

'between doing something with the community and doing something

to it or--paternalistically---for it;" (emphasis in original)

2. To earn credit for community service, universities should

deal with the problems and goals expressed by the community, and

realize that "doing research of general scholarly value on the

cammunityu (emphasis added) will not gain community good-will

"when that particular community gets no more, or no more direct,

benefit from it than do all other communities or society in general;g
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3. Universities must actively intervene if they are to

elicit input from the unorganized segments the community; the

intervention must include sharing power in making decisions and

policies as well as consultation;

4. "...(U)rban universities and colleges should enter into

a partnership with their communities to establish jointly governed

organizations through which to engage in collaborative community

service and the pursuit of community goals." (22.16, 69-74)

Many urban institutions of higher education have joined

together in consortia to pool their resources for the attainment

of certain common goals, quite often the amelioration of conditions

in the metropolitan area in which they are located. This form of

interorganization creates qualitatively different kinds of problems

for planners within the constituent institutions and for planners

working directly for such consortia. James Paltridge has done a

useful study of eight such consortia. He found that three shared

goals were frequently stated for such interorganizations; in-

creasing access to higher education for urban students, developing

programs for these new students, and doing research on the city.

Within member institutions these goals were not all actually

shared nor understood in the same sense. In fact a number of

academics saw the consortium as a tool for competing with other

institutions and for grantamanahip. (31.12, 50) In 1970 Lewis D.

Patterson compiled a bibliography for ERIC an consortia, which

also discussed the ratimale behind them and some of the practical

problems encountered up to that time. (31.)3) A number of

references to the literature on this form of WI interorganization

will also be found in Section 31 of the bibliography.
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5. N3trate,ic Planning" for the U.U.I.

As was mentioned above, Margaret Aead and Rhode Metraux

suggest a way to develop a regional plan with universities as the

"focal group of institutions." (15.11, 22) Their design for

such a plan would make each university "a center of activities

that reach far out in contrasting ways." Among the possible

routes for instituting such a planning process they suggest:

expanding the roles of the presidents of the different institutions,

using one university as a model for 4zapping" its UUI, or integrating

all institutions of higher education in the region "into a mult-

ifaceted multi-level relationship." The design for the last

approach would have to be "unbounded," not dependent on any

"single focus, institution, task, complex of buildings, form of

financing, or type of leadership; and providing for ongoing, self-

perpetuating, and self-rewarding activities." The plan must

include mechanisms for arousing the community when "internal slow-

down or failure" appears. They argue that locatint5 reaponsibility

for the region in its universities will help build citizen ident-

ification with the region and pride in its being well-planned. They

provide a fiat of fourteen ways to eribody this responaibility in

appropriate activities which will be an "intricate network" in-

volving the various institutions. In a sense they are calling for

a new form of UUI, which they term a "complex."

It must include universities, colleges, professional schools,
museums, laboratories, social agencies, and zo ant and the major
institutions of the city and region, in which each grows as the
other grows and each is vividly and responsibly local and
conspicuously and responsibly related to the whole.

It will be necessary to have a comprehensive name, a new term
of reference for the expanding responsibilities of the univer-
sity complex that can be invoked to define and sanction'each
new plan.... (15.11, 35)
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Julian Martin Laub's recent book, The College and Community

Development, represents an excellent beginninE, for carrying out

Aead and Metrauxt vision of planning. It certainly deserves longer

consideration than has been given to some of the trivia in this

review. Our purpose has been to clear away some of the detritus

so that the materials which are really useful to UUI planners,

like Laub's, will stand out clearly. Rather than give Laub an

inadequate consideration I will simply report the tasks he sets

for himself in the book, and urge planners to read and judge for

themselves how well he carries them out- bearing in mind that it

is a first step in a direction which much of the literature we

have reviewed has obscured and obstructed.

The purpose of this study is twofold: first, to describe the
social and economic impact of the college on urban and rural
communities and second, to predict institution-related inputs
that are basic to this impact. (11.4, 1)

Educational planners, town planners, and those "planning the

deliberate input of economic, social, and human capital into an

area" are the intended beneficiariea of his analysis. He notes

that he does not cover all the social, economic, and political

factors which these planners would have to deal with; instead he

selects acme of the factors important to community development.

Although his examples are meetly small towns in upper New York

state, his approach should be quite suggestive for planners in

metropolitan areas.
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The only obvious lacuna in Laub is the absence of an explicit.

consideration of the Caffrey-Issacs model for estimating the

economic impact of an institution of higher education on its

community, (11.2) and the number of studies which have employed

that approach. These reports, found in Section 11 of the biblio-

graphyy are also very useful for planners, though they do not take

as wide a cut across the UUI as does Laub.

While many planners will turn to Laub, Caffrey-Isaacs, and

the book edited by Karl A. Fox mentioned in the introduction

(28.15) to find the kind of tools so desperately needed in planning

the UUI, especially for building links among university planners,

educational planners, and facilities planners, it is important

that planners understand that such techniques cannot be separated

from particular self-Ainderstandings of planning, that these

writers have to be analyzed for their implicit theories of the

UUI and subjected to the same kind of criticism as was made of

the rest of this literature.
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INTRODUCTION TO BIBLIOGRAPHY

Most of the items for this bibliography were selected from

Resewch in Education, the monthly listing of ERIC acquisitions.

These are indicated by a six digit number beginning with ED. Using

this number the reader can find a longer abstract of the document

and information on its availability from the ERIC Document Re-

production Service. The search covered issues of RIE from 1966

through July 1972. Other items were gathered less systematically,

but hopefully no important books have been omitted. A number of

articles appearing in academic journals have probably been missed;

and the paucity of entries in Section 13, on what the university

can do about the environment, reflects more upon our search methods

than upon the literature in this area. Despite its size, then,

this collection is not exhaustive.

The annotations are based upon a reading of either the

oriLinal document or the ERIC abstract. Mere an item is discussed

in the review essay, it has been marked with an asterisk (*).
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PART I. INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1. Historical Development of Higher Education in America

1.1 Bailyn, Bernard. Education in the Forming of American Society.
Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 1960.

1.2 Brubacher, John S. and Rudy, Willis. Higher Education in

Transition: A History of American Colleges and Universities,
1-6367:19=New York: Harper & Row, 196U, 52OPP.

1.3 U. S. Bureau of Higher Education, OE -DHFW. Trends in Post-

secondary Education. Washington, D.C.: U. S. Government

Printing Office, 1970, ED 054 761.

Relevant papers discuss access to higher education,
financial barriers, institutional constraints on
educational opportunity.

1.4 Devane, Villiam Clyde. Higher Education in Twentieth Centuri
America. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University
Press, 1965, 211pp.

1.5 Eddy, Edward D. Colleges for Our Land and Time: The Land-
Grant Idea in American Education. New York: Harper &
Bros., 1958.

1.6 Fawley, Paul C. The Chancing Purposes of Higher Education."
Arizona State University, 1971, 7pp.

Traces historical development and purposes of higher
education from colonial to contemporary times.

1.7 Handlin, Oscar and Mary F. Handlin. The American College and
American Culture: Socialization as a Function of Higher
Education. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1970, 104PP.

1.8 Harclebroad, Fred F., et. al. A Study of Historical Background,
Current Status, and Future Plans of Developing State Colleges
& Universities Final Report. American Association of State
Colleges and Universities. Washington, D.C.: 1969.

Shows general change characteristics, present and developing
curricular programs, finance, administrative organization.

1.9 Hodkinson, Harold L. Institutions in Transition: A Study of
Chance in Higher Education. Berkeley: Carnegie Commission
on the Future of Higher Education, 1970, 169pp. ED OW 282

Part I. Longitudinal analysis of institutional chara-
eteristics, such as
1. Type of institutional control,
2. Level of degree offered,
3. Type of program offered,

4. Sexual composition of student body,
5. Student enrollment.
Part II. Discusses the questionnaire, methodology,
representativeness.
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*1.10 Jencks, Christopher and David Riesman. The Academic Revolut-

ion. Garden City, New York: Doubleday & Co., 1968, 580pp.

Traces development and rise to power of professional
academics. Explores implications for society. Important
for those mho view question of the university in the city
as one of social class and social power.

1.11 Kolbe, Parke Rexford. Urban Influences on Higher Education
in England and the United States. New York: Macmillan,

1928, 25411).

1.12 Kreytbosch, Carlos and Sheldon Messinger, eds. The State of

the University. Beverly Hills: Sage Publications, 1970.

1.13 Mayhew, Lewis B. Higher Education in the Revolutionarx
Decades. Berkeley: McCutcheon Press, 1967.

1.14 Parsons, Kermit C. 'Universities and Cities, the Terms of
the Truce Between Them," The Journal of Higher Education,
314:14, April 1963, 205-216.

1.15 . "A Truce in the War Between Universities and
Cities," The Journal of Higher Education, 34:1, January
1963, 16-28.

1.16. Perkins, James A. The University in Transition. Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1966, 89pp.

*1.17 Veysey, Laurence R. The EMergence of the American University.
Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1965, 505pp.

1.18 White, Morton and Lucia. The Intellectual Versus the City.
Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press and the
MIT Press, 1962.

Examilles anti-urban attitudes of leading American in-
tellectuals from past to present.

Cross-references: 6.143, 7.51, 9.5, 9.8, 25-29

2. Political Economy of Hier Education

2.1 Abrahams, L. and L. Schweppe. AdStlisLimitse
of State Support of Private HalheiUWIEWied.Wiiiflia*Caiii
Lcademy for Educational Development, Inc., 1970, 88pp.

2.2 ACIR. TederaLim and the Academic Community: A Brief
Survey." Washington, D.C.: Advisory Commission on Inter-
governmental Relations, 1969.

Questionnaires sent out to examine treatment of state and
local government and intergovernmental relations by univer-
sity political science departments. Results indicate this
area given poor treatment.
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2.3 Allen, James E. "Federalism in Education - Role of Federal
Government." Denver: Education Commission of States, 1969,
ED 031 797.

2.4 American Council on Education. "The Federal Investment in
Higher Education: The Need for a Sustained Commitment."
Washington, D.C.: ACE, 1967. FD 016 447.

2.5 Astin, Alexander and John L. Holland. 'The Distribution of
Wealth in Higher Education," College and University,Ninter
1962, 113-25.

*2.6 Bebout, J E. Teaching and Research, Their Influence on
Social Change. Boston: Center for the Study of Liberal
Education for Adults, 1967. ED 011 366.

Social change primarily generated by teaching and research.
University is key to society's ability to handle its
problems. Therefore, preserve its independence. Values
and pclicy should provide framework for study and research.

2.7 Beck, Carlton E., et al. Education for Relevance: The Schools
and Social Change. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1968, 260pp.

2.8 Benet, James. "The California Regents: Window on the Ruling
Class." Change, February 1972, 22-27.

Discusses socio-economic class of regents and whether
their class interests interfere with their function of
representing interests of whole community and whether they
live up to "the professed principles of American democracy."

2.9 Blaug, Mark, ed. The Economics of Education. Baltimore:
Penguin, 1968.

Contains many basic pieces on theory and methodology.

2.10 Bowen, H. R. The Finance of Higher Education. Berkeley,
California: Carnegie Commission on the Future of Higher
Education, 1968.

Deals with financing e uudents and institutions.

2.11 Bowen, W. G. The Economics of the Major Private Universities.
Berkeley: Carnegie Commission on the Future of Higher
Education, 1968.

2.12 . "Commentary: How Should Higher Education Be
Financed?" Washington, D.C.: American Association for
Higher Education, 1970. ED 038 086

Criticism of "Finance and Aims of American Higher Educationil
by Howard R. Bowen. 'Free Education" inconsistent with
notions of equity. More equitable policy-hih tuition for
those who can afford it and substantial aid -Go those who
can't.
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2.13 Bowman, Mary Jean. 'The Land -Grant Colleges and Universities
in Human Resource Development," Journal of Economic History,
22, 1962, 523-46.

Applicable to "urban grant" discussion.

2.14 Boyd, Robert D., ed. Beyond the Four Walls: Adult Educators
as Urban Charialimits. Madison: Bookstore, University
Extension, University of Visconsin, 1969. ED 029 232

10 papers discussing: changes in perspective in urban
extension, links between non professional and professional
workers, political issues, commitment, change agent traits,
finances, present service-teaching mix, communication.

2.15 Brubacher, John S. The Courts and Higher Education. San
Francisco: Jossey -Bass, 1971, 150pp.

2.16 Byrnes, James C. "On the Growth and Financing of Post-
Secondary Education: Vho Pays, Student or Taxpayer?"
Syracuse: Syracuse University Corporation, April 1971,
12pp. ED 052 706

2.17 Callahan, Raymond. Education and the Cult of Efficiency.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962.

*2.18 Campbell, Alan K. Politics of University Involvement in
Social Change. Boston: Center for the Study of Liberal
Education for Adults, 1967. EV 011 365

Different perspectives often lead to tension when university
Lets involved in political sphere. Sources may be lack of
understanding of social change, ideologies, and structure
of power and decision-making.

2.19 Caplow, Theodore and Reece J. McGee. The Academic Market lace.
Neu York: Basic Books Publishers, 1 .

2.20 Carnoy, Martin, ed. Schooling_in a Co orate Society: The
Political Economy or ucat an er wit. New York:
David McKay Co., 1972, 303pp.

A series of essays on social mobility, equal opportunity
in the labor market, equal opportunity in education, and
alternatives for changing the structure of schools. The
general thrust is that the schools serve as instruments
p preserve the prevailing economic and social structure
of society by socializing children tor their future roles
in that society.

2.21 Cartter, Allan M., et al. The Economics of Higher Education.
New York: College Entrani,TrIcaminatica Board, Hay 1967.
ED 017 954
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2.22 Center for Agricultural and Economic Development. Role of
the Universities in Social Innovation. Report of a seminar
on the University and the Transformation of Social and
Political Institutions. ED 030 804

Tfhat role for land grant universities in urban society?
Topics include: information requirements, necessities for
university to meet challenge, constraints, public involve-
ment, role of resource vs. that of activist, emphasis on
human resources, community as client.

2.23 Center for Research and Development in Higher Education,
Proceedings of the 1Cth Annual College and University
Self-Study Institute. Conference on the College and
University as Agents of Social Change. Berkeley: 1968.

ED 025-222

Conference questions: "hat happens to administrator who
takes partisan stance? or stays out of fray? What admin-
istrative response? What guidelines for action? that
likely situations? internal/external consequences? i.fiat

future role for university as primary change agent?

2.24 Chambers, A. N. "Appropriations of State Tax Funds for
Operating Expenses of H.her Education, 1970-71."
Washington: National Association of State Universities
and Land Grant Colleges, October 1970, 34PP.

2.25 Cheit, E. The New Depression in Hither Education. Berkeleya
Carnegie Commission on the Future of Higher Education, 1971.

2.26 Colberg, Marshall R. Human C ital in Southern Development,
1939-1963. Chapel HIM nivers ty of anti arolina
Press, 1965.

2.27 College Entrance Examination Board. Economics of Higher
Education. Hew York: 1967. ED 032 027

2.28 Counts, George S. Dare the Schools Build New Social Order?
Neu Yorks John Day Company, 1932.

2.29 Daniere, Andre. Hi r Education in the American &sm.
New York: Random ouse,

2.30 Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Toward a Lank
flanf,e Plan for Federal Financial upport for Hither -Education.
A Re ort to the President. Wash an, D.C.: U. S. Govern-
men r 6 0 ce, 9.

*2.31 Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Eep9rt on Higher_
Education. 1TashinLton, DX.: U. S. Government Priniin.
=7-1971, 1369p. ED 01i9 718

Analysis of current state of higher education for purpose
of deciding where to go from here.
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2.32 Dunham, E. Alden. Colleges of the Forgotten Americans: A

Profile of State Colleges and Regional Universities.
Carnegie Commissian. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1969.

2.33 Education Commission of the States. Hither Education in the

States, 2:4, May 1971, 28pp. ED 052 751

Legal ccnposition of state agencies governing higher
education. Tables comparicg state tax funds spent in
higher education.

2.34 Elam, Stanley and Michael H. Moakow, ed. Employment Felations

in Higher Education. Bloomington, Indiana: Phi Delta Kappa,
1969. ED 014 695

2.35 Etzioni, Amitai and Murray Milner. "Higher Education in an
Active Society. A Policy Study. Final Report."
Washington, D.C.: Bureau of Social Science Research, inc.,
1970. ED 040 695

Part I - Effects of federal aid to higher education on
class, racial and opportunity inequality, social mobility
and degree distribution,

Part II - Strategy of cross comMitment to (1) year of
national service (2) greater protection of teaching from
research, (3) balance between technical and liberal arts
education,

Part, III - Relaticmship among (1) selectivity (2) standards
(3) measures to advance opportunity, equality, (4) organis-
ational structure of colleges and universities,

Part IV - Measures for increasing separation of teaching
fray research. Discusses distributional effects of federal
aid and policy issues involved in balancing teaching,
research and service.

2.36 TcoAE41411J40.1914111S411kn441LNIAc11111. Society:
Three Poli4ertaegeIrxei-erortolicy
ftesearch, Tune 1970, 152,Pp. ED 047 618

2.37 Eulau, Heins and Harold Quinley. State Officials and Higher
Education: A Sury of the ..ilaciug and tations of
o ...7 e 5 tes. g MM US on.

Rew cork: Meiraw.Zill, 1976.

2.38 Federal Interagency Ccnmittee on Education. federal Agencies
and Black Collegssi Fiscal Year 1969, Revised. Washington:
Federal interagency Committee on 'Education, January 1971,
56pp. ED 047 634

Contrasts support gives to white and black institutions.
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*2.39 Fitzpatrick, Joseph P. "Hoe: Should Higher Education Function
as a Social Critic?" Paper presented at American Association
for Higher &location's 24th National Conference on Higher
Education, Chicago, Illinois, March 1969. ED 028 712

*2.40 Friedman, Ailtan. Capitalism and Freedan. Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 19b2.

2.41

Chapter on "Government and Education" presents neo- classical
economist's arguments for market mechanisms in production and
distribution of higher education and professional training.

1 and Simon Kuznets. Income from Independent
Profesatnal Practice. New York: National Bureau of
Economic Research, 1945.

*2.42 Galbraith, John Kenneth. The New Industrial State. New York:
Signet, 1967.

Describes importance of uiveraity to expanding economy.
Aeeerta possibility of social reform initiated by "education-
al and scientific estate," 4I8PP.

*2.43 Gintis, Herbert. "%wards a Political Ebonomy of Education:
A Radical Critique of Ivan Illich's Deschoolin Societ ."
Harvard Education Review, 42:1, February , - o.

Offers arguments against strategy of social change based
an changing educational institutions. Discusses immediate
political strategies of educational reform.

*2.44 . "Nev Working Class and Revolutionary Youth."
--maw-R. Radical Political Economics, Summer 1970.

Argues that higher education produces a class which
rejects its values and may provide force for social
change in advanced industrial countries.

2.45 Glenny, Lyman A. "State Government and Control of Higher
Education." Paper at American Education Research
Association, February 4*7, 1971, 12pp. ED 047 390

Presents outline of model comprehending universe of
post-secondary education.

2.46 Greeley, Andrew M. "Intellectuals as an 'Ethnic Group'."
New York Times Magazine, July 12, 1970,

Criteria for defining membership in intellectual elite.

2.47 Green, Edith. "The Educational Entrepreneur-A Portrait."
The Public Interest, Summer 1972.

Discusses "Education-Poverty-Industrial Complex."
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2.48 Hansen, W. Lee and Burton A. Weisbrod. BehefitaL_CastAand
Finance of Public Higher Education.
Publishing Co., 1969.

Examines hypothesis that institutions of higher education
redistribute income from poor to rich, even when system
appears equalizing.

2.49 Harris, Seymour E. and Alan Levensohn, ods. Education
and Public Policy. Berkeley: McCutchan Publishing Corp.,

1965, 347PP.

2.50 "The Nature and Purpose of the University; A Discussion
eiemorandum Interim Report." Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Harvard University, 1971, 18pp. ED 0148 818

*2.51 Horowitz, David. The Universities and the Ruling Class.
San Francisco: Bay Area Radical Education Project, 1969.
(Pamphlet reprint of two articles from May and August 1969
issues of Ramparts). 17pp.

Disputes "pluralist" interpretation of the role of the
universities. Argues that "corporate ruling class"
controls universities.

2.52 Hudgina, G. and 1. Phillips. Pe le's Colle es in Trouble:
A Financial Profile of the Ma ion a tate nivers t es and
land-Grant Colleges. Washington, D.C.: NASULGC, 1971,
)Opp. ED 052 733

*2.53 Illich, Ivan. Deschoolinglocalt. New York: Harper & Row,
1971.

Or see his article 'Schooling: The Ritual of Progress."
Pew York Review of Hocks, December 3, 1970, pp. 20-26,
where he argues that university performs role of keeping,
institutionalizing and reproducing social myths.

2.54 Joint Economic Committee. The Ecauszica of Federal Subsidy
Programs. Part 4-Higher Eiri.s.cnand Manpower Subsidies.
Tashington, D.C.: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1972.

"Federal Kid to Higher Education: An Analysis of Federal
Subsidies to Undergraduate Education," by David S. Aundel,
attempts to develop framework for policy-making for higher
education based on criteria of appropriateness and effective-
noszl. Appropriate with respect to social goals, effective
in terms of influencing behavior. These criteria indicate
policy of aubsidizing lower and moderate income youth.

"Higher Education Subsidies: An Analysis of Selected Programs
in Current Legislation," by Robert W. Hartman, examines Basic
Educational Opportunity Grants, State Scholarship Incentive
Program, Institutional Assistance, Insured Loan Provisions
of HEA 19720 especially in terms of horizontal equity and
econasic efficiency.
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2.55 Joint Economic Committee. The Economics and Financing of
Higher Education in the U.S. A compendium of papers sub-
mitted to the Joint Economic Committee, Congreee of the
U.S. rashinLton, D.C.: U. S. Government Printing Office,
l919, 681pp.

Overview of basic issues in the economics of higher education.

*2.56 Katz, Michael B. Class Bureaucracy and Schools: The Illusion
of Educational Change in America. New York: Praeger, x.971.

*2.57 Kerr, Clark. The Uses of th'F: University. Cambridge, Mass-
achusetta: WFWRTErversity Press, 1963, 1140pp.

Seminal.

2.58 Kerr, Clark, et. al. "Me University in America." Santa
Barbara: Cat-Friar the Study of Democratic Institutions,
1967, 44p.

Collection of opinions by 'big nameal.

*2.59 Lasch, Christopher and Eugene Genovese. ulhe Education and
the Univeraity We Need Now." New York Review of Books,
October 9, 19b9, 21-27.

Summarizes leftist criticisms of current social role of
university. Discusses strategies for changing role of
university and problem of university in social change.

2.60 Levin, Henry A., Jack W. Omman. "Alternative Methods of State
Support for Independent Higher Education in California Phase
III of a Study of State Aid to Private Higher Education."
Sacramento: California Coordinating Council for Higher
Education, 1970.

2.61 McConnell, T. R. The University and the State - A Camparative
Study. Berkeley: University of California, 1966.

Discusses nature and manner of outside pressures. Offers
suggestion including one that institutions choose which
social needs they will address.

2.62 McFarlane, Villiam H. and Charles L. Wheeler. Legal and
Political Ismael, of State Aid for Private Higher Education.
Atlanta: SREB, 1971, 79pp. ED 052 696

2.63 McGrath, Earl J. The Liberal Arta College and the Emergent
Caste Sntem. New York: College Press, Columbia
University, Institute of Higher Education, 1966, 69pp.

2.64 Malian, John P. "Current Proposals far Federal Aid to Higher
Education: Same Political Implications." Washington, D.C.:
American Association of Junior Colleges, 1970, 25pp.

A conference paper.
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2.65 Mallan, John T. and Frank Creason. "Supervision-Education as

a Vehicle for Social Change." Columbus: Ohio State
University, 1967. ED 011 473

Views education as type of manipulation, affecting be-
haviors with social consequences, thus justifying public
expenditures.

2.66 Miller, Delbert. "Down and Gown: The Power Structure of a
University Town." American Journal of Sociology, 68:4,

January 1963, 432-443.

2.67 Milner, Murray. Effects
Social and EducintatorquaLty.ew-:CercIter for
Policy Research, June 1970, 2) p. ED 046 363

Examines the effects of federal aid to higher education on
1) class inequality, 2) racial inequality, 3) inequality of
opportunity, 4) :social mobility, 5) distribution of degrees.

2.68 Minter, 'T. John, ed. C... - and Ca itol: Hither Education and
the State. Boulder, o ora o: era a e amm se ion

for Higher Educaticn, 1966. ED 025 009
es ern

Seven papers and annotated bibliography: including univer-
sity and state government, institutional identity, politics,
federal aid, resource allocation.

2.69 Moos, Malcan C. and Francis E. Rourke. The Camp:s and the
State. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Praia, 1959, 41w7---

2.70 Mushkin, Selma, ed. Economics of Hier Education. (DHB'i -OE

50027) Bulletin No. 5, WashiLgton,15X.: U. S. Government
Printing Office, 1962.

2.71 National Association of Manufacturers. Hier Education:
Public Policy Re t. New Yorks National Association for
.lanufacturers, July 1971, 16pp.

Price of higher education should conform to costa. Calls
for aid to those unable to pay price and for deferred
tuition.

2.72 National Aesociation of State Universities and Land Grant
Colleges. Higher Bducation and PutpalluE22Ees. Washington,
D.C.% NASUIGC, 1969. ED 034 939

Calls on universities, professional societies and educational
associations to:
1) Analyse social needs to find their roles in society;
2) determine fcr themselves the most effective set of social

goa ]a;
3) define general areas beat sit` tied for federal activity;

4) strengthen institutions through planning.
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2.73 Neu York State Education Department. "The Voucher System and
Hither Education in New York State." Albany: 19701 33pp.
ED 048 829

2.74 O'Connor, James. "The University and the Political Economy."
Leviathan, March 1969.

Argues that institutions of hither education and their
outputs have become central in government intervention
into economy.

2.75 Orvit,, P., ed. Financint_Higher Education: iklternatiNes
for the Federal Government. Iowa City: American College
Testing Program, 1971, 390pp. ED 050 688

2.76 Pechman, Joseph. "The Distributional Effects of Public Higher
Education." Journal of Human Resources, Summer 1970.

2.77 Phay, aobert E. North Carolina Constitutional and Statutory
Provisions with Respect to Hither Education. Chapel Hill:
Institute of Government, 1972, ltilpp.

2.78 Richardson, Elliot L. "Toward A Federal Policy for Hither
Education," Washington, D.C.: HEW, 1970, 16pp. ED 049 675

States that financial problems are most important and gives
four principles tuidint the federal government in dealing
with them:
1. equalizing opportunity for all Americans to receive a

higher education;
2. support for diversity in higher education;
3. enhancement of the independence of colleges and

universities;
14. national needs for skills produced by hither education

determine allocation of federal resources.

*2.79 Ridgeway, James. The Closed Couoraticn: American Universities
in Crisis. New York: Random House, 196B, 273pp.

Muckraking expose-of university ties and service to military-
industrial complex.

2.80 Ritterbush, Philip C., ed. Talent :Taste: How Institutions
of Learnini Misdirect HumaRPaourcea. Washington, D.C.:
Acropolis Books, Ltd., 1972.

Collection of papers on the production of human resources
by institutions of hither education for a market economy.

2.81 Salem College. 200th Annivereary_Conference on Education.
Irinsten-Salem, North Carolina: The Authors, 1972, 56PP-

2.82 Sanders, John L. "Analysis of An Act to Consolidate the
Institutions of Hither Learning in North Carolina.
Sessron Laws of 1971. Chapter 1244." Chapel Hill:
Institute of Government, 1971, 28pp.
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2.83 Schwartz, Eduard. 'The Cool Schools." Change, February 1972,
28-33.

Discusses problems of changing society through counter-
institutions like radicalized universities.

2.84 Shirley, John ti. i'dxicati.taleratives in a Chan in Culture.
Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 67.

First chapter (ED 017 074) deals with university-government
cooperation. Traces source of conflict to unclear goals.

2.85 Siegel, Barry N. "Towards A Theory of the Educational Firm."'
Paper presented to the annual meeting of the Western Economic
Association, Berkeley, California, August 1966.

2.86 Southern Regional Education Board. Financing Higher Education.
Atlanta: Southern Regional Education-Board, 1966. LT 045 022

2.87 Southern Regional Education Board. Summary of State Legislation
Affecting Hi er Education in The South,1970. Atlanta:
Southern Re onal Education Board, 1970, 44pp. ED 044 085

2.88 Southern Regional Education Board Proceedings. A Symposium
on Financing Hi er Education. Atlanta, Georgia: Southern
Regiona Education Board, 1969. ED 038 943

2.89 Tax Foundation, Inc. Public Financini, of Higher Education.
New York: Tax Foundation, Inc., 19b6. ED 043 309

2.90 Thomas, Asir:'. and A. J. Thomas, Jr. "Private Higher
Education and the Constitutions; Constitutionality of
State Aid to Private Higher Education." Austin: Texas
College and University System, January 1969, 19pp. ED 046 354

2.91 Tray, Martin A. "Preliminary Findings From National Surveys
of American Hither Education," Berkeley: Carnegie Commission,
January 1971, 32pp. ED 048 823

Student and faculty attitudes.
Improving undergrad education.
Political attitudes and disruption.
Governance/student participation.

2.92 Usdan, Michael D., et. al. Education and State Politics.
New York: Teachers College Presal 1969. ED 029 391

Survey of twelve of fifteen most populous states indicates
open conflict near between different education levels over
allocation of resources, post-secondary education, teacher
training, trend towards conflict needs to be headed off by
statewide coordination.
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*2.93 Veblen, Thorstein. The Higher Learning in America. New York:
Hill & Pang, 1965.

2.94 'Jattenbarger, J. L. and S. V. Martorna. The Laws Relating
to Higher Education in the Fift States: January 1965 -
December 19 7. Los Angeles: UCLA ERIC Clearinghouse,
October 1970, 36pp. ED 044 097

Summary for each state.
Patterns: Community junior colleges separate entities;
legislative approval of new institutions; many states have
state-level coordinated agencies; concern growing about
scholarship funds; some separate vocational-technical schools.

2.95 7eimer, firthur M., ed. "Conference on the Role of the University
in Economic Growth." Bloomington, Indiana: Bureau of
Business Research, Graduate School of Business, Indiana
University, 1966, 39PP.

2.96 WICHE. Summary of State Legislation Affecting Higher Education
in the West: 1970. Boulder: VICHE, September 1970, 57pp.
ED 044 094

Interpretive summaries of legislative actions.

2.97 Zurcher, Louis A. & Charles M. Bonjeans, ed. Planned Social
Intervention: An Interdisciplinary Anthology. Scranton,
Pennsylvania: Chandler Publishing Company, 1970. ED 057 291

(Thirty articles also appeared in Social Science Quarterly,
December 1969). Topics include: role of social scientist
in social intervention, policy, planning, criticism,
program evaluation. Methodological issues.

Cross-references: 3.15, 3.16, 3.20, 5.2, 5.10, 6.2, 6.37, 7.1, 7.6,
7.23, 7.28, 7.33, 7.34, 7.37, 7.42, 8.2, 12.6, 16.13, 16.15,
Sections 17-19, 23.32, 23.33, 25.5, 25.14, 25.16, 25.22, 25.29,
25.30, 28.2, 28.21, 28.25, 29.17, Section 30, 35.19, 35.37,
35.38.

3. Internal Governance and Policy Formation

3.1 Abram, Morris B. 11222E13/2lIllzlnCrisiJs. New York:
College altrancelbcaminaard;1-954°. ED 037 180

rues for social. involvement without idealogical bent as
a response to student unrest.

3.2 Adelson, Marvin, et. al. "A Pilot Center for Educational
Policy Research. Final Report - Parts I & II." Santa Monica,
California: System Development Corporation, 1968. ED Olt'
622 & 623.
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3.3 American Academy of Arts and Sciences. The Assembly on
University Goals and Governance. A First Report. Boston:
The Authors, 1971, 51pp. ED 048 830

3.4 Anderson, James G. Bureaucracy in Education. Baltimore,
Maryland: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1968, 217pp. ED 030 951

*3.5 Baldridge, J. Victor. 'Models of University Governance:
Bureaucratic, Collegial, and Political." School of
Education, Stanford University, 1971. ED 060 825

Criticizes dominant bureaucratic and collegial models.
Offers political model instead, emphasizing complex sot.1,1
structure, power pressure, legislative and executive stages.
Empirically tested at NYU, Portland State, and Stanford.
Expanded version: Academic Governance: Research on In-
stitutional Politics and Decicion-Making. Berkeley,
California: McCutchan Publishing Corporation, 1971.

3.6 . Power and Conflict in the University. New York:
Tilley, 1971.

3.7 Brubacher, John S. Bases for Policy in Higher Education.
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1965, 144pp.

3.8 Chambers, H. M. '*trends among the States in Governance and
Coordination of Higher Education." Illinois State Univer-
sity, Department of Education Administration, May 1971,
18pp. ED 052 683

Darns that centralization represents grab for power.
Argues against hierarchy as model of organization.

3.9 Conant, James B. Shaping Educational Policy. New York:
McGraw -Hill, 1964, 139pp.

3.10 Corson, John Jay. Governance of Colleges and Universities.
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1960, 209pp.

3.11 (no listing)

3.12 The Board of Trustees. "Interim Report of the Commission
on University Governance." Durham, North Carolina: Duke
University, 1970. ED 040 655

Includes discussion of board/university/community relations.
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3.13 Fisher, Ben C. "Duties and Responsibilities of College and
University Trustees." Raleigh: North Carolina Board of
Higher Education, 1969. ED 038 095

Deals with 1) role of finance, long range planning, etc.;
2) general financial and academic responsibilities; 3)
responsibility to faculty, administration, students; 4)
special responsibilities to public institutions; 5) control,
lines of authority, legal and legislative authority relations.

3.14 Glenny, Lyman A. "The Anonymous Leaders of Higher Education."
Berkeley: Center for Research and Development in Higher
Education, 1971, 27pp. ED 057 730

Presidents and governing boards do not always exercise
actual control.

*3.15 Goodman, Paul. The Community of Scholars. New York:
Random House, ITO.

3.16 Graham, John B. "An Account of the Events Surrounding the
Development of Regulations on 'Disruption' by the Trustees
of the University of North Carolina." Chapel Hill: The
Author, no date, (1969 or 1970), mimeo, 12pp.

3.1i Gross, Edward and Paul V. Grambsch. University Goals and
Academic Power. Washington, D.C.: American Council on
Education, 1968. ED 014 127

A study of administrator and faculty perception of
university goals; based on questionnaire survey.

3.18 Hartnett, Rodney T. The New College Trustee: Some Predictions
for the 1970s. A Research Consideration of Some of the
Possible Outcomes of Greater Diversity on College Governing
Boards. Princeton: Education Testing Service, 1970, 84pp.
ED 045 013

Negroes, women, young people on boards of trustees. Con-
cludes that continued increases of these people on college
governing boards will probably tend to have a liberalizing
influence on the overall orientation of most boards. Data
gathered from 1969 survey of over 5000 trustees.

3.19 Ikenberry, Stanley O. "Roles and Structures for ParLicipation
in Higher Education Governance: A Rationale." University
Park, Pennsylvania: Penn. State University, August 1970,
14pp. ED 045 023

Considers some issues of structural change: absence of
widely shared understanding about the meaning and purpose
of the institution, weakening of forces of tradition,
goals and values diffuse, question of jurisdiction,
problem of autonomy of authority vs. shared influence, and
centralization vs. dissent.
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3.20 Jennings, Robert E. and M. M. Milstein. Educational Policy
Makin; in New York State with Emphasis on the Role of the
State Legislature. Final Report. Buffalo: SUNY, December
1970, 300pp. ED 052 544

Legislators and interest group leaders have different
perceptions of locus of power.

3.21 Knowles, Asa S., ed. Handbook of College and University
Administration. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1970, 2v.

3.22 Kugler, Israel. Higher Education and Professional Unionism.
Washington, D.C.: American Federation of Teachers, no date,
unpaged.

3.23 Lee, Eugene C. and Frank M. Bowen. The Multicampus University:
A Study of Academic Governance. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1971.

3.24 Lieberman, Myron. "Professors, Unite! Harper's Magazine,
243:1457, October 1971, 61-70.

3.2

Unionization of acadmics.

. Re resentational S stems in Hither Education.
Washington, D.C.: National Education Association,
Division of Higher Education, 1968, 7pp.

3.26 McConnell, T. R. "The Redistribution of Power in Higher
Education: Changing Patterns of Internal Governance."
Berkeley: University of California Center for Research and
Development in Higher Education, 1971, 73pp. ED 0148 842

Discusses shifts in university priorities, civil authorities,
governing boards, faculty unionism, and academic senates.

3.27 and Kenneth P. Mortimer. she Faculty in University
Governance. Berkeley: University of California, Center for
Research and Development in Higher Education, 206pp. ED 050 703

Presents general political model of decision making based
on case studies. Topics include: faculty oligarchies,
uho rules and haw, faculty-administration and faculty -
trustee relationships, external constraints on decision-
making, decentralization of decision-making, administrative
leadership and style, principle of representative government.

3.28 Millett, Jchn. The Academic Community. New York: McGraw -
Hill, 1962.

3.29 Moses, Stanley. "Towards a New Conceptual Framework for Ed.
Power." Paper at American Society for Public Administration
Annual Meetings April 18, 1970, 33pp. ED 048 634

Advocates new approaches which offer opportunities for
learning and personal development outside of the
traditional K-16 sequence.
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3.30 Nabrit, Samuel M. and Julius S. Scott, Jr. Inventory of
Academic Leadershi : An Analysis of the Boards of Trustees
OT30 Predominantly Negro Institutions. A anta, Georgia:
Southern Fellowships Fund, 1W0.50 0 664

Describes structures and methods used by boards in dealing
with problems peculiar to their institutions. Tried to
identify: chief characteristics of governance personnel,
perception of tasks and responsibilities as trustees,
priorities, role functions.

3.31 National Association of State Universities and Land Grant
Colleges. "Statement on Student-Faculty-Administrative
Relationships." Washington, D.C.: The Authors, 1969.
ED 033 675

Discusses implications and obstacles to changes in governance.
Three models of college/university government (academic
community, independent constituency, city council).

3.32 Board of Governors, The University of North Carolina. The
Code, July 1972, 3!4pp.

3.33 Board of Governors, The University of North Carolina.
"Delegations of Duty and Authority to Boards of Trustees."
1972, mimeo, 8pp.

3.34 Ohm, Robert E. "Organizational Goals- -A Systems Approach."
Indiana University: National Conference of Professors of
Educational Administration, 1966. ED 010 710

View of goals as undefined "giveno" changed to one of goals
as intrinsic functions in the ad..:Inistrative process. Goals
and constraints shape decisions and have an identifiable
function in system.

3.35 Pollitt, Daniel H. "The University of North Carolina
'Disruption' Program in Action: A Case Study and Some
Concerns." Chapel Hill: The Author, May 1970, mimeo 8pp.

3.36 The President's Task Force cn Higher Education. "Priorities
in Higher Education." Washington, D.C.: August 1970,
4Opp. ED 045 010

Three priority levels: immediate, continuing, institutional.

3.37 Pafky, David M. Race Relations in Hither Education. Syracuse,
New York: Syracuse University, 1972. ED 060 773

Focus on black faculty in mixed schools. Based on national
survey. Multivariate and anthropological analyses. Raw data.
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3.38 Rosser, James M. "Higher Education and the Black American."
Lawrence, Kansas: University of Kansas, 1971. ED Obl 401

Problems for black person of self-concept, identity. Need
for higher education to stress quality, human outcomes
rather than products, capacity for decision.

3.39 Rourke, Francis E. and Glenn E. B.00ks. The Aare erial Re-
volution in Higher Education. Baltimore: ohns Hopkins

Press, 1966, 154p.

3.40 Stoke, Harold: in "Viewpoints for the Study of the Admin-
iAration of Higher Education." Eugene: University of
Oregon, 1966. ED 013 482

3.41 Stroup, Herbert. Bureaucracy in Hi er Education. New York:

The Free Press,

3.42 Susman, Varren I. "Is Increased Participation in Decision
Making Enough?" Washington, D.C.: American Association
for Higher Education, 1970. ED 039 847

Recommends looking beyond students to community needs.

3.143 Williams, Robert Lewis. The Administration of Academic Affairs
in Higher Educa'Aon. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan
Press, 19b5, 182pp.

Cross-references: 2.34, 2.90, 4.12, 7.13, 8.1, 8.5, 25.25, 29.57,
Section 32, 35.17, 35.39

4. Views of the Future

4.1 Allen, James E., Jr. "Higher Education--A View from Washington."
Washington, D.C.: American Council on Education, 1969.
ED 033 674

4.2 Caffrey, John G. Alteratsfiliodicaticorte.
Washington, D.C.: er can Association or er ucation,
1970. ED 039 856

Proposed Modela: 1) experimental model-city as university,
2) university "relevance," 3) education for leisure, 14)
shelter, 5) producer of workers, 6) training group survival
school, 7) self-service supermarket with an inspection
station at end, 8) factory.

*4.3 , ed. The Future Academic Community. "ashington,
D.C.: American Council on Education, I)4,9, 327pp.

Includes 'The University and the Cities," by John V. Gardner
and "Cities in Crisis and the University," by Constantinos A.
Doxiadis.
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4.4 Carlson, "illiam S. The Munici al Universit . l'ashington,

D.C.: Center for App.]. c Research in ucation, 1962, 110pp.

Projects future course of urban hither education on the
basis of an analysis of past development and contemporary
(1962) trends.

14.5 Enrich, Alvin C. C, ius 1980 The Sha-of'te Future in
Higher Educationewezny or ucational
Develocrienr;179.

4.6 Hirsch, l'erner et. al. Inventing Education for the Future.
ChicaL,o: SciFiTe-Tesei7775iociaticn, 17)67". ED 021 1150

1) Illy changes are needed: longer lives, increased auto-
mation, new technology, increased leisure;

2) nays to bring about needed changes: computerized in-
struction, games, improved planning and forecasting;

3) inhibiting facilitating factors: traditional mobility;
social values; attitudes of legislators, teachers and
parents.

4.7 Morphet, Edgar L. and Charles 0. Ryan. Designint Education
for the Future ro. 1. Prospective Changes in Society by
1980. Nell York: Citation 1-reaa, 1967. LID 022 576

4.8

Projections in areas of natural resources, population,
medical sciences, economy, governmental and non- governmental
political orLanisaticns, urban and metropolitan development,
industrial rclztiona, comminicaticna, transportation, technology,
information syatemag humanities.

and , eda. Deei in Education for the
Future No. 2. Im licationa for uca on o rots . c iv°

MIELE! °city. `err York: t on rests,

Chapters by Medsker, Harrington, Reller and Corbaily
treat higher education.

4.9 President's Committee on the Future University of Massachusetts.
Report. Boston: University of Massachusetts, 1971, 127pp.

4.10 SPFB. "Higher Education for the Future: Reforu or More of
the Salile?" Atlanta: The Authors, 1971. 4) 056 640

Cocterence proceedings dealing with higher education and
nanpo'er needs, accessibility, national service, costs, etc.

4.11 . The Future South and Hier Education. Atlanta:
Southern ReTnnal Education Board, lsta, 1570p.
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14.12 Stanford Research Institute. "Alternative Futures and
Educational Policy." Menlo Park, California: Educational

Policy Research Center, 1970. ED 036 358

Summarizes alternative futures. Analyses implications for
educational policy. Six major tasks: attack global
problems, control technology, alter values and views,
establish goals, fulfill subgroup demands, educate for
future contingencies.

Cross-references: 6.15, 23.19, 25:32

5. Community Colleges

5.1 Adkins, 7,inthrop P. et. al. "ale Institution: Six Alternatives."
Junior Colle1e ResZiFFE7Revieu, 5:9, May 1971, 16pp.

ED 04B-857

Six alternatives to current patterns in the community
college.

5.2 Bromley, Ann, ed. aatSantassioncrADith
Issues Confron ink, efica s union o eve.

Gainesville: University of Florida, 1971, 159pp. ED 049 730

Lectures on junior college as change agent, "open door,"
fees and accesa, planning, student needs.

5.3 California State Coordinating Council for Higher Education.
A Consideration of Issues Affectin Laliforaia Public Junior

0 Pn WIC CO: u ore,

5.4 Carnegie Commission. The Open-Loor Colleges: Policies for
Ccmmunitz Colleges. Berkeley: Carnegie CoMiTisaion on
Higher baucation, June 1970, 74pp. ED 048 846

5.5 Education Commisaien of the States. "Community and Junior
Colleges in Perspective." Denver: Education Commission
of the States, April 1971, Opp. ED 050 698

5.6 Gleaner, Edmund J., Jr. This is the Community College.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1965. ED 026 063

0verviet of community colleges: context, definition,
opportunities for terminal students, responsibility to
community, teaching, administration.

5.7 Hickman, liarmette and Gustave fl. Lieake. "Current Status
of Community College Organization, Control, and Support."
1969. ED 032 041

Concludes that slot/down occuring in rate of increase in
number of junior colleges, that patterns of coordinst!_on
and control chancing, and that relative number of tac,-year
technical schools increasing.
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5.8 J'llsen, Arthur H. "Urban Community Colleges Go Aulticampus."
Junior College Journal, 36:3, rovember 1965, 9pp. ED 011 768

Liscusscs relative advantages, degrees of autonomy and
efficiency of three patterns: multi - college, multi branch,
multi-program.

5.9 Peterson, Basil H. et. al. "Critical Problems and Needs of
California Junior=riges." ED 011 449

Identifies and ranks most critical problems and needs:
a) instruction,
b) research and development,
c) evaluation,
d) instructional offerings,
e) financing.

5.10 Fadner, n. and L. S. Niller. "Resource Requirements for a
Universal Two-Year College Program," Demand and Supply in
U.S. Higher Education, Carnegie Commission on the Future
of Higher Education. Berkeley, California, 1971.

1,11 Read, Betty. 'The Community- Junior College." New Mexico:
Albuquerque Public Schools, 1969. ED 035 394

Discusses history, principles, and problems.

5.12 Reed, Robert H. The Urban Community College, 1969: A Study
of 25 Urban Community College Systems. Rouston: Caudill
Rowlett Scott, 1969.

Cross- references: Section 8, 18.4,,23.17, 23.24, 32.21, 35.4

PART II. HIGHM EDUCATION IN AND FCC THE CITY

6. General Discussicn of Universit Involvement in Urban Affairs:
he roe Cana .

6.1 'tmerican Council co Education, Office of Urban Affairs.
"Guidelines for Institutional Self-Study for Involvement
in Urban Affairs." Washington, D.C.s The Authors, May 1971.

Urges need for self-study as well as involvement in the city.
Suggests topics to examine: administration, organisation,
curriculum, faculty interests and skills, community part-
icipation, inter - organisation, policies, facilities and
financea.

*6.2 Birenbaum, Villiam M. 211Ellyes122nrijcnetgLuAthe
University. New York10,59,-2 p.

6.3 Birenbaum, William, Colin Greer, Warren Rovetch, and Kevin
White. "Confrontation: The Campus and the City," Change,
1, January 1969, 6-19.
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6.4 Brownell, E. "Higher Education and the Community: The
Identification of Learning with Living," Journal of Higher
Education, 30, December 1959, 469-480.

Argues for more involvement in cal:amity life.

6.5 Campbell, Duncan. "The University and the Community."
Edmonton, Alberta: University of Alberta, 1969. ED 037 b06

Discusses roles, demands for services, lifetime learning,
public involvement.

6.6 Campbell, i :onald F. "Higher Education and the Demand for
Social Action." llashingtcn, D.C.: American Association for
Higher Education, 1969. ED 027 852

University must avoid extremes of total withdrawal and be-
coming community service atatian. protectinb scholars
in some way from community demands, university can provide
its members with time for community action and even employ
sane full time activists for liasion with camtwalty. Or

start spin-off organization to bet involved in community
development and diffusion of knowledge.

6.7 Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of leaching. "The

University at the Service of Society." Nev York, New York:
1967.

University cannot avoid the task of developing a public
service philosophy. Dangers of over commitment: high coots,
alighting of other goals, "loss of the university's re-
putaticn for objectivity." One rule of thumb: take on
projects flowing from and feeding back into teaching and
research.
Posaible policies: (1) integrated campus housing (2) haven
for dissent (3) project management when no one else can do
it (4) focus for leadership in solving urban problems.
Things to avoid: (1) hunting far federal contracts for
empire-building (2) self-conception as resource bank of
skills on-call (3) taking a long-run reaponsibility for
managing completely external projecta. Many kinds of
pressure on university to take on more public service
activities.

6.8 Ccasmager, Henry. "Is Ivy Necessary?" Saturday Review,
September 17, 1960.

6.9 Congdon, Paul U. "Same Possible Responses to Social Needs
from academia." Vashington, D.C.: AAHE, March 1971, Tpp.
LD 050 674
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6.10 Crowe, Lawson. "The University and Society: On Biting the
Hand That Feeds Us." ITashinctcn, D.C.: Council on
Graduate Schools in the U.S., 1969. ED 036 254

rotes "academic" response to demands for university to
assume problem-solving, change -agent roles. Public
expectation of "social technoloby" can be met by problem-
oriented research.

6.11 CumminLs, Thomas Jr., ed. The University in Urban Society.
Easton: Center for the Study of Liberal 'Educ;ticn for
_Cults, 1567.

6.12 Deppe, Donald A. and Marco J. Cbst, eds. The University in
Urban Ccnmunit Service: Partial Proceedin of a rational
Teminer. Co ece Par , :laryland: Co erences an ti utes
Division, University College, University of Maryland, 1969.
ED 029 209.

Conference report sponsored under Title I HEA. Discusses
needs of cities, practical aspects of program planning; and
evaluation,

6.13 Dreg:, Donald P. The Definition of the Role of the Universities
in the Solution of Urban Problems. College -Station, Texas:
Texas A & M Research Foundition, 1969.

Summary of "vhite papers" and results of a conference.
Title misleading.

6.14 Duhl, Leonard J. "The University and the Urban Condition.
Educational Record, Supplement, Summer 1965, 330-334.

6.15 Gardner, John V. "Universities as Designers of the Future."
Educational Record, 48, Fall 1967.

6.16 "The Univereity's Role in Urban Affairs."
Vashington, D.C.: American Council on Educatico, 1969.
Paper for 51st A.C.E. Meeting, 1968. ED 022 421.

Universities have neglected or half-heartedly dealt with
cities; reasons, institutional barriers: special interest,
ignorance of cities, faculty power and habits limiting off
campus involvement, previous priorities; should use teacher
and student resources for "urban task forams."
Included in Caffrey, J. The Future Academic Community. (4.3)

6.17 Garth, Donald R. et. al. "The Urban Grant College: A
College lAthoutliiiii." Los Angeles, California: Ombudsman
Foundation, 1969. ED 037 173.

Recommends new educational model using community as
laboratory and students to provide service.
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6.18 Hester, James M. "rhe City and the University." Speech
given before the San Francisco Planning and Urban Renewal
Association, 1968. ED 029 5o6

University should work to create leadership camnittd to
living in and making city libable. Describes work at NYU
as prototype of future urban university - research, physical
design, services, professional training, cczferences, adult
education, cultural events.

6.19 Jackson, Samuel C. "Is the University Superfluous in the
Urban Crisis?" Remarks before Annual Meeting of the Council
of University Institutes of Urban Affairs, Dallas, lexas,
April 17, 1972, 18pp.

6.20 Jacobson, Fobert L. 'The Role of Higher Education in Solving
the Urban Crises," published proceedings of the 1967 Morgan
State College Conference on Higher Education and the
Challenge of the Urban Crisis.

6.21 Jantsch, Erich. "Integrative Planning for the 'Joint Systems'
of Society and Technology - The emerging role of the Univer-
sity." Cambridge, Massachusetta: Sloan School of
Management, Mad 1969, 131pp. El) 029 614

University may need internal rerttucting to find a place for
itself in changing world. It have to turn to politics
and political thteraction i'eArernment and industry,

taking lead in adapting society to new technology. Author
suggests some innovations which may pave the way to new role:
pilot system laboratories, policy atudie3 centers, new
teaching and research areas joining technology and policy.

6.22 Jaspers, Karl. 'the Idea of the University. Edited by Karl W.
Deutach. Translated by H.A.T.Seiche and H. F. Vanderschmidt.
Boston: Beacon Presa, 1959, 1351v.

*6.23 Johnson, Byron. "The Vitality of a City: Challenge to
Higher Education; Challenge to Education: A New Approach."
San Francisco: California University Medical Center, 1967.
ED 024 346

U.S. system followed European model of separation frcm city,
also had primarily rural concern. Recommends univeraity
form interdisciplinary teama to deal with particular problems.

6.24 Jmes, Stanley L. "Inner City: The University's Challenge,"
Journal of Cooperative Extension, 6, Fall 1968, 155-163.

Urgea univeraity to atop inculcating mistrust of the city,
create urban affairs programs, train teachers for the inner
city, and reaeareh causes and soluti(ms to urban problem.
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*6.25 Kerr, Clark. "The Urban-Grant University: A Model for the
Future." New York: LUNY, 1968. ED 025 198

Universities seem less concerned with cities than they were
thirty years ago. Need "urban-grant university" to focus on
city problems-architecture, space, health, poverty, equality,
and recreation. !Mould offer: (1) curricula, (2) research,
(3) experiments related to city. Cooperation with city high
school teachers and students. Need non-political trustees and
Federal aid.

*6.26 . "Higher Education in the Troubled City." Berkeley:
Carnegie Commission on the Future of Higher Education, 1968.
ED 025 199

*t.27 Klotsche, J. Martin. The Urban University - and the Future
of Cur Cities. New York: Harper & Row, 1566. ED 014 till

Profiles urban university. Discussea urban scene, city
needs, university resources, campus, students, and arts.
Seminal.

6.28 Lerner, Max. "The Colleges and Universities and the Urban
Crisis." Iowa City, Iowa: American College Teasting
Program, 1969. ED 032 824

6.29 Lieberman, Bernhardt. 'The University is Not a Highway
Department," Science, 168, April 17, 1970, 316.

6.30 Luria, S. E. and Zella. 'The Role of the University: Ivory
Tower, Service Station, or Frontier Post?" Daedalus
Winter 1970, 75-83.

6.31 Mead, Margaret and Rhoda Metraux. "Town and Gown: A General
Statement," in Perloff and Cohen, Urban Research and Education,
Volume 2. (15.11), 42pp.

6.32 Allier, Paul A. "Informal Education: The Rural Precedent and
the Urban Challenge." Prepared for the 4th HEW Forum,
January 1968. ED 030 030

Proposal for urban grant universities depends on analogy
between rural and urban problems which doesn't in itself
tell how to solve urban problems. Analogy does indicate
need for development design and use of community as classroom.

6.33 Miller, S. M. "Economic and Political Prospects of the Poor."
Paper presented at Conference on Social Change and the Role
of Behavioral Scientists." Atlanta, Georgia: May 4-6, 1966.
ED 021 927

Institutional changes in education and social service
organizations affect rediscovery of poverty, economic
status, elitism, political participation.
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6.34 Nash, George. "The Role of the Title I Program in University
Involvement in the Urban Crisis." Talk delivered to the
State Title I Directors Meeting, Hot Springs, Arkansas,
October 1969, 19pp.

General discussion of university role folloued by comments
on Title I.

6.35 and Danualdorf. The University and the C.
Final report. Washington, Eri--Fareau of Social Science
Research, 1971, 300pp. ED 059 69t

Presents in depth case studies on trhat nine diverse
institutions have done about urban problems in their areas.

6.36 Newman, John Henry. The Idea of a Universit . Garden City,
New York: Doubleday Company, 2), 465Pp.

C.37 Niebuhr, Herman, Jr. "The University in Urban Development."
Paper presented at Wayne State University Centennial
Symposium on "The City as Environment," Detroit, November
1967. ED 024 321

University should see itself as producer of skilled manpower.
Need now to change recruitment, reward structure and academic
proLrams as well as to take risks. University must address
needs of its neighbors who live near it.

6.38 UNC-C. The University and the Development of the Modern City.
Charlotte, North Carolina: University of North Carolina at
Charlotte, 1966.

Addresses presented to University Forum

6.39 Ortega Y Garnet, Jose. Mission of the Univerait . New York:
W. W. Norton and Company, PP.

6.40 Parson", Kermit C. and Mrs. Georgia K. Davis. "University
and Cammunity." SCUP Journal, I, December 1970, unpaged.

6.41 Patton, Robert D. The University in an Urbanized America."
Journal of Higher Education XXXIV, November 1963.

6.1.2 Peterson, Basil. "Social Needs and Academic Responses: Closing
the Gap." l'ashington, D.C.: American Association of Higher
Education, April 1971, 5pp. ED 050 671

Recommends opening schools to minorities, remedial and
counseling programs. Notes weariness with being subjects
of research and need to involve calamity in research.
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6.43 Ross, Hurray G. "The University and Community Service."
Paper delivered at Annual Meeting of Association of
Universities and Colleges of Canada. Montreal, October 30-
November 3, 1967. ED 017 866

Concept of Community Service affects character of whole
university - number and kind of students, focus of research,
pace and nature of university greuth.
Traditional German emphasis on research and graduate work and
British emphasis on the student and teaching, while still
evident in the modern university, have been dominated by a
third emphasis, the American concern with serving the needs
of a rapidly developing democratic society, which has cul-
minated in the multiversity. Implications of partial sur-
render of dispassionate objectivity, scholarships and in-
tellectual growth.
Services university is uniquely equipped to render: theoretical
studies, pure research, recruitment of able students, adult
education, improvement of educational system, expansion of
graduate and professional studies - likely to be of immerse
value to community.

6.44 Taylors Robb, ed. University and Community. Proceedings of a
Conference (April 25-26, 1963) under the aua";ices of the
Association of Urban Universities and the Johnson Foundaticn.

6.45 Tobia, Peter H. The Universit in Urban Affairs: A S
Brooklyn, New Yor : St. Jo s nivers y, n.d.

positm.

6.46 Trau, Martin. Sell, Book, and Berkeley." American Behavioral
Scientist, May-June 1968.

6.47 Trueblood, David Elton. The Idea of a College. Net York:
larper, 1959, 207pp.

6.43 Ilmaton, William. "The Role of, the University in Urban Affairs."
Paper delivered at Arlington State College, Texas, October 166.

6.49 Tlipple, James B. and Doris S. Chertow. She University and
Community Service: Perspectives for the Seventies."
Neu York: Syracuse University, 1970.

Publicly responsible education in service and cannunity
problem-solving. Increased community financial support
leads to expectation of greater responsiveness on part of
institution.
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6.50 Pilsen, C. 'Meredith. "The School, the Scholar and Society."
'lashington, D.C.: National Association of State Universities
and Land Grant Colleges, 1968. ED 025 190

Specialization facilities academic program response to
community needs. New chances required to meet growing
needs, especially to create environment which will result
in students who apply knowledge.

*6.51 ?Toad, Robert C. "The New Metropolis and the New University."
Educational Record, Supplement, Summer 1965, 306-311.

6.52 Ylvisaker, Paul. 'coercing Academic and Urban Affairs,"
Educational Record, Supplement, Summer 1965, 299 -30S.

Cross-references: 1.14, 1.15, 3.12, 3.15, 3.42, 4.2, 4.3, 4.5, 4.12,
15.9, 17.14, 23.12, 23.27, 23.28, 24.2, 24.17, 25.2, 25.3,

25.17, 25.23, 25.24, 25.28, 25.29, 26.3, 26.18, 26.21, 31.17,

35.7, 35.14, 35.15, 35.33, 35.41, 35.44.

7. The Interface Between Community and Institution

*7.1 !dams, Paul L. "Professors and Citizen Activiam." Paper
presented at 61st Annual Meeting of the Southern Society of
Philosophy and Psychology, Miami, Florida, April 5, 1969.
ED 028 747

7.2 Adrian, Charles R., ed. Social Science and Communit Action.

East Lansing, Michigan: Michigan State University, 19 ,

55pp.

7.3 ACUI. Communiversity. Proceedings of the 46th Annual Con-
ference of the Association of College Unions International,
1969, 218pp. ED 046 316

Collection of papers on relations between college union and
society, minorities, and change.

7.4 kstin Helen, et. al. "The Role of College-Community Relation-
ships in Urban Higher Education. Volume III. A Community
Survey of l'ashington, D.C. Final Report." Washington, D.C.:
Federal City College, 1969, 85pp. ED 041 570

7.5 Aub.e.xia, N. P. and S. E. Burr, Jr. 'Problems of City Univer-
sities," School and Society, 89;, January 28, 1961, 37-38.

*7.6 Bailey, Stephen K. "Urban Decision Making, The University
Role." Boston: Center for the Student of Liberal Education
for Adults, 1967, /4pp. ED 011 364

Divides modes of influencing decision-making into long-range
(pointing out problems, searching for underlying causes) and
short -range (technical advice, training decision-makers).
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7.7 Baker, Brownell. The College and the Community: A Critical
Study of Higher Education. New York: Harper, 1952, 248PP.

Dated but still useful.

7.8 Benezet, Louis T. "Higher Education is Not a Commodity."
Washington, D.C.: American Association of Higher Education,
March 1971, 5pp. ED 050 675. Speech.

7.9 Blake, Virginia, et. al. College and Community: A Study of
Interaction in Chicago. Chicago: University of Illinois,
Department of Urban Planning, 1967, 189pp.

7.10 Boston University Metrocenter. The Urban University and the
Urban Community. Boston: Boston University Metrocenter,
1966. ED 025 692

Six seminars:
1. university-city relations,
2. university adult education as force in shaping city,
3. role of Federal government, university and community

in control of delinquency and community development,
ti. university commitment to community relations, especially

with respect to parking problems,
5. role of university in arts,
6. future role of B.U.

7.11 Chase, TqillimnTJ. "Design for Regenerating a City."
American Education, March 1970.

7.12 Cleveland Foundation Committee. Survey of Higher Education
in Cleveland. Cleveland, Ohio: The Authors, 1925, 4480
plus appendices).

Feuer (35.13) considers this a "useful...example cf the
type of in-depth study which is so sadly lacking."

7.13 Collins, Charles C. "A Redefined Board for A Redefined
Community." 1969. ED 038 132

Proposed representation of community as well as students,
faculty, and administration on trustee boards.

7.14 Connery, Robert H., ed. The Corporation and the Campus;
Corporate Su ort of Hi her Education in the 19701s. Proce-
e ing of the Academy of Politica Science, o . XXX, No. 1,
New York: Academy of Political Science, May 1970, 187pp.
ED 043 300

Opens with papers on challenges to university raised by
urban problems. Second section deals with financing and
third with "The Corporate. Viewpoint."
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7.15 Franklin, Richard and Paula. "Urban Decision-Making, Findings
From a Conference." Washington, D.C.: National Training
Laboratories, 1967. ED 011 626

Focuses on methods of training for involvement in problem-
solving process. Discusses alternative conceptual frameworks
and strategies.

7.16 Greater Philadelphia Movement. How Institutions of Higher
Education Contribute to the General Economic, Social and
Cultural Betterment of Greater Philadelphia, Philadelphia:
The Authors, 1966.

7.17 Hahn, Alan J. "Community DecisionMaking Systems," November
1970, l6pp. ED 054 406

Haw to work with community systems of decision-making through
identifying participants (typically local government, interest
groups, private agencies, state and federal government, chur-
ches, unions, voluntary association, citizens/voters), under-
btanding structures (mass participation, monolothic, puly-
lithic, pluralistic) and tracing out stages (10).

7.18 Herrscler, Barton R. and Thomas M. Hatfield. College - Community

Relations. Washington, D.C.: American Association of Junior
Colleges, 1969. ED 032 888.

Discusses serving community needs, public relations,
improving communications through advisory c,..amittees.

7.19 Kimbrough, Ralph B. "Community Power Systems and Strategies
for Educational Change." Paper presented at Planned
Curriculum for Youth, 1966, Conference, New York: Columbia
University, July 1966. ED 025 551

Educators must assume leadership role in bringing about
change in education. This requires working with groups
outside of school system. Persuasion has not brought about
chalge very often and educators must now evaluate other
political strategies in light of their goals. Must take
time to talk to influential people in the community. A
cohesive group can be effective in an open sys.em.

7.20 Kravitz, Sanford L. "Urban Institutions as University Clients."
Boston: Center for the Study of Liberal Education for
Adults, 1967. ED 011 363

Urban institutions need manpower and information, both of
which universities can and should provide. Recommends
training more workers, redefining work relations, searching
for new bridges to community.

7.21 Kysar, John. "Mental Health in an Urban Camuter University,"
Archives of General Psychiatry, November 1964.
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7.22 Lauverys, Joseph A. and David G. Scanlon, eds. Education in
the Cities: The World Yearbook of Education, 1970. New York:
Harcourt, Brace and World, 1970. ED 059 322 n.a.

7.23 Lazarfeld, P. F. and Wagner Thielens, Jr. The Academic Mind:
Social Scientists in a Time f Crisis. New York: The Free
Press of Glencoe, 19

Focus on political intervention in the university.

7.24 Learn, Elmer T% "Planning and Acquisition Problems for a
Graving University,u 1968. ED 037 042

Discusses peculiar problems presented by communities around
universities and how to deal with them.

7.25 Levi, Julian. "The Influence of Environment on Urban
Institutions," Educational Record, April 1961.

7.26 Mann, Peter B. "Higher Education in Black and White: A
Seminar Report." Washington, D.C.: American Association
of Higher Education, 1972, 31pp. ED 059 662

Reports conference of S.E. Regional Council of AAHE.

Recommends three goals for leaders of higher education in
the Southeast: equal access, end to racially dual systems
of higher education, combating white racism.

7.27 McDaniel, Reuben R., Jr. and James E. McKee. "An Evaluation
of Higher Education's Response to Black Students."
Bloomington, Indiana: Student Association of Higher
Education, Department of Higher Education, School of Ed-
ucation, University of Indiana, 1971. ED 057 739

Contends that white institutions' responses not meaningful,
coherent.

7.28 Miller, Harry L. and Roger R. Woock. Social Foundations
of Urban Education, Hinsdale, Illinoinrress,1970,
433pp.

*7.29 Miller, Ronald H. "Processes and Guides for Comprehensive
Planning of the Urban University and the City." Columbus,
Ohio: Ohio State University, 1971, unpublished, 19pp.

Concerned with physical planning of university and its
neighborhood, particularly how university planners should
work with city planner and what data is needed. (19pp.)
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*7.30 Mitchell, Robert B. "A Preparatory Working Paper for a
Conference on the Application of Urban Analysis to Urban
Problem Solving." Philadelphia: Center for Urban Research
and Experiment, University of Pennsylvania, March 1972.

Discusses problems of defining and analyzing urban problems,
current state of urban planning and problem-solving,
capacity of educational institutions to assist.

*7.31 Mortimer, Kenneth P. "Accountability in Higher Education."
Washington, D.C.: ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education,
February 1972, 60pp. ED 058 465

Notes three contexts (14.1nagement, evaluation, accountability),
external forces (government, public), internal difficulties
(weak authority, vague goals, complex organization).

7.32 Myers, Ernest R. The Role of Colle6e -Community Relationships
in Urban Higher Rducation)hase IT - Exp_loratory Planning.
An Exploratory Study of an Urban University Prototype.
Washington, D.C.: Federal City College, March 1971, 128pp.
ED 059 409

Notes three kinds of activities: reciprocal relations,
priorities, and evaluation.

*7.33 Nash, George. 'The Relationship of Knowledge and Action:
The Proper Role of the Instttutions as an Agent of
Change." New York: June 1969, mimeo, 25pp.

7.34 Newmann, Fred M., Lcnald W. Oliver. "Education and Community."
Harvard Educational Review, 37:1, 1967. ED 011 327

Disputes current notions of educational reform. Discusses
how education mirrors and contributes to social problems.

7.35 New York State Association of Junior Colleges. Conference
Report on the Annual Conference of the N.Y. StiTTIiii3Fration
o1 Junior Colleges. Niagara Falls, 1960. ED 025 243

Advice to faculties re community service:
1) realize they have power and take part, 2) cooperate
with other institutions, 3) work with community groups
already active, 4) join civic, religious, or political
organisations, 5) provide counseling and consultation.

*7.36 Obradovic, Sylvia M. "New Strategies in Educational Planning
and Research Involving Ethnic Minority Communities."
Minneapolis, Minnesota: American Educational Research
Association, 1970. ED 041 084

Discusses three strategies: community advisory committees,
charettea, and research done by citizens and academicians
together to define community goals.
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7.37 Pellegrin, Foland J. "Community Power Structure and Ed-
ucation/Al Decision Making in Local Community." Eugene:
University of Oregon, 1965. ED 010 218

Discusses different views of community power. Summarizes
research done in three eormunities.

7.38 Perloff, Harvey S. The University of Chieago and the Surrounding
Community. Chicago: Program off` Education and Research in
Piing, 1953, 35pp.

*7.39 Robin, Keith. "Community Participation in the Community
College." 1971, 29pp. ED 053 722

Seminar paper. Explores definition of "community."
iescribes methods of sampling community input: advisory
committee, coordinating council, community study.

7.40 Rudman, Herbert C. and R. L. Featherstone, oda. Urban
Schooling. New York: Harcourt, Brace, and WorIa71968.

029 602

Collection emphasizes ties between urban university and
city schools. Chapters discuss urban school problems,
university role with respect to city school systems,
school reorganization, collective bargaining, school
administration, Negro perceptions, social status, in-
tellectual development, disadvantaged students, evaluation,
guidelines for university involvement.

7.41 Sanders, Irwin T. "The University and the Community." Issues
in University Education. Charles Frankel, ed., New York:
Harper & Brothers, 1959.

7.42 Sexton, 'atricia Cay', comp. Readings en the School in Society.
Engleux>d Cliffs: Prentice-MITI W, 272pp.

*7.43 Shaw, Paul C. and Louis A. Tram°. "Community Constraints
on Academic Planning: Myths and Realities." Paper
presented for presentation at 7th Annual Conference of the
Society of College and University Planning, Atlanta,
August 1972, lOpp.

7.44 Smith, Charles U. "Race Relations and the New Agenda for
Higher Blucation." Phi Delta Kappa, 47:8, May 1965.
ED 019 388

Recommends scientific analysis of desegraticn, study of
its feasibility, specific practices to vercame in-
atitutianal racism.

7.45 Stemnock, Suzanne K. "Citizens Advisory Committees."
Washington, D.C.: American Association of School
Administrators, 1968. ED 031 811

Discusses committee composition, location, and formation.
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*7.Lo Treutini, I!. S., 1'. T. Hall, and ;1. L. Baizerman. The
University and the Community in the Domain of Heartii.
University Forum Background Paper. Pittsburgh: Office
of the Secretary, University of Pittsburgh, December 1971,

44pp.

Examines concepts behind "interface" in general and in
health context.

7.47 UCLA. University Extension. Urban Plannin,- Who Makes
Decisisons in Our Metropolis? Co erence tep p

June 1967. ED 023 951

Part of nine campus study of urban problems. Conference
gathered key LA decision-makers to identify critical
problems and possible solutions.

7.48 Valiance, Theodore P. "Structural Innovations in Higher
Education to Aeet Social Needs." Yashington, D.C.: EPIC

ClearinEhau,e on Higher Education, December 1970, 34pp.
ED 044 539

Discusses innovative organizational responses of nine
institutions to rocial needs.

7.49 l'inkelstein, Ellen. "A Community4niversity Model for Urban
Preschool Education." February 1971. A Paper at America
Education Research Association Meeting, February 4-7, 1971,
Nell York, 14pp. ED 047 373

A possible university role in the city.
Describes preschool program with joint university/calm:unity
decision-making and planning.

7.50 Wirt, Frederick M., ed. Future Directions in Community
Power Research: A Collpiuim. Berkeley: Institute of
Governmental Studies, University of California, 1971.
ED 054 529

Papers argue for redirection towards aggregate data
analysis away from case studies. Topics: loose ends
in theory, problems in concepts and measurement,
decision-making, budgets, urban renewal, computers,
pluralism.

*7.51 Vofford, Joan V., et. al. Urban Universities: Rhetoric,
Reality, and Conflict. Washingtem, D.C.: V. S. Government
trinting Office, 1976, 65pp. ED 039 861

Examines demands of urban constituencies, historical
development of universities, structural constraints, and
change strategies.

Cross-referenefti! 1.11, 1.14, 1.15, 1.17, 1.18, 4.4, 4.5, 12.1,
12.2, 12.3, 15.9, 18.37, 22.8, 22.17, 22.19, 23.27, 23.28,
24.2, 24.17, 25.17, 25.22, 25.23, 25.28, 26.2, 26.3, 26.10,
26.18, 26.20, 27.1, 29.37, 31.17, 35.7, 35.14, 35.15, 35.33,
35.41.
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8. Community Colleges and the Community

8.1 Cross, K. Patricia. 'The quiet Revolution." Berkeley:
Center for Research and Development in Higher Education,
1969. ED 036 249

Discusses student influences on institutional response
to community.

8.2 Hankins Joseph U. Selee-e,:i Urban Problems and the Public
Community College7-7a.D.Drissertation, Columbia VEIVWFeity,
Pew York, 1967. ED 027 509

How much can and do junior colleges affect housing employ-
ment, and education in 28 largest U.S. metropolitan areas.
Author assumes duty to be change agents. Causes of lack of
action include youth of institutions massive task of pro-
cessinh applications, lack of facilities and/or funds as
given by colleges. Author blames poor planning, conservative
attitudes and makes recommendations to improve performance.

8.3 Harlacher, Ervin L. The Communit Dimension of the Community
Colle e. Englewood r: f s: Prentice4tall, 1969, 151pp.

226

General overview.

8.4 Horvath, Ronald J. "Community Relations: A Practical Approach."
1969. ED 035 395

Suggests method for using faculty and students for liaison
with community when institution cannot afford full-time
public relations personnel.

8.5 Los Angeles City College. "The Role of the Community College
in the Urban Revolution." Los Angeles: The Authors, April
1968, 53pp. ED 044 096

Conference proceedings dealing with organisational climate
(freedom, responsibility), student aid, innovative curricula,
human relations.

8.6 Mansfield, Ralph. Annual Planning Conference. Chicago:
Chicago City College, December 2-4, 1967. ED 021 538

Discusses ways a community college can approach urban
problems: 1) serving educational needs of the con pity,
2) helping economic state of the community - education for
jobs.

8.7 Mayhew, Lewis B. "Community Colleges in Urban Settings."
Stanford University. Calif crnia: Community College Planning
Center, June 15, 1964. ED 016 457

Discusses possibility of locating junior colleges in
central cities where they can meet urban needs for re-
training, adult education, transfer, creating informed
electorate.
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8.8 Mcdsker, Leland L. and Dale Tillery. Breaking the Access
Barriers: A Profile of Two-Year Colle es. Righatown,
Vat "cersey: -.1cGraw- i 1 . 78

Includes discussion of place of junior college in city life.

8.9 Nenefee, Selden and J. Kenneth Cummiskey. Tomuunity
Relations and Services in the Junior Colleges; Selected
Proceedings from Two Workshops." Washington, D.C.: Assoc-
iation of Junior Colleges, 1969. ED 032 068

Discusses importance of cooperation between community and
institution as mutually reinforcing with community servicea.
Also deals with questions of planning and administering
attempts to carbine college and community resources.

8.10 Poueche, John E. et.al. "Accountability and the Community
College: Directions for the 701s." Washington, D.C.:
....merican Association of Junior Colleges, January 1971,

48pp. ED 047 671

Deals with accountability of instructor to see that
students attain certain goals.

8.11 SREB. "The Black Community and the Community College: Action
Progreso for &pending Opportunity. A Project Report."
Atlanta: Southern Regional Education Board, October 1970,
6Opp ED 045 786

Investigates use of community colleges by southern blacks,
and ways to encourage attendance and attention to needs of
black students.

Cross-references: 7.35, 7.39, 10.8, 16.14, 18.29, 18.44, 21.1,
22.11, 23.17, 23.24, 25.13, 27.10.

9. Traditiana14 Black Institutions (m)

9.1 Egerton, John. "Black Public Colleges: Integration and Dis-
integration. A Report." Nashville, Tennesaee: Race
Relations Information Center, June 1971, 32pp. ED 052 268

Eight of the 33 Negro public colleges experienced decline
in enrollment. Describes perpetuation of the dual system
of higher education: duplicating courses, drawing funds
from same public treasury.

9.2 Jaffe, A. J. et. al. Negro Higher Education in the 1960's.
New York: IS-327rick A.-Praeger Publiahers,apbu. ED 037 488

Studies education of southern blacks in TBIa, growth
factors, influeuees on separation, and policy implications
of findings.
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9.3 Josey, E. J. "A Plea for Educational acellence." The
Quarterly Review of Higher Education Among Noes, 35:3,
July 15b7. ED 020 295

LeMelle, Tilden J. and Wilbert J. The Black College: A

Strategy for AchievingRelevancy. New York: Frederick A.
Praeger Publishers, 1969. ED 037 489

Rationale and design for black higher education development.
Ties educational renewal with Black community and social
development. Black higher education reassessed to offset
negative ideas and establish be for solving problems.
Topics treated - traditional Negro college, ideology for
Black educational development, design for Black educational
renewal, problem of support the future, educational planning
for Black community, Black white relations, pluralistic
democracy.

9.5 Offize for the Advancement of Public Negro Colleges. Public
Negro Colleges: A Fact Book. Atlanta: The Authors,-1-971,
23pp,

Reports history, enrollment, degrees, graduates, programs,
facilities, faculty, finances of public black institutions.

9.6 Office for Advancement of Public Negro Colleges. Service
Through Opportunity. Atlanta: The Authors, no date,16pp.

Presents "the dividends from investmenta in public Negro
colleges" through atoriea of public service of graduates.

9.7 Patterson, Frederick D. Develo ent Pro ama at Ne o In-
stitutions. Washington, D. a onal asocia ion of
State and Land Grant Colleges, 1969. ED 034 510

Many Black colleges and universities seriously in need of
funda.

9.8 Southern Association of Colleges and Schools. Black Colleges
1.111.122141h; From Tragedy to Promise. An Historical and

a ca eview. utnora, PP.
EU-653 230

Reviews work of Association with TBIs and changea occuring
during process of accreditation.

9.9 sm. "Special Financial Needs of Traditionally Negro Colleges.
A Task Force Report." Atlanta: SR B, Institute for Higher
Educational Opportunity, 1969. ED 030 390

Formerly all-black schools need special and basic operating
funda to have part in changing society, to produce more
employable graduates, to improve academic quality. Report
euggeete alternate funding schemes.
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9.10 Williams, Donald T., Jr. "Black Higher Education: Whence
and Ilither." Minneapolis, Minnesota: American Educational
Research Association, 1970. ED 040 232

Recommends that different tyres of institutions concentrate
on serving different constituencies.

Cross-references: 18.20 25.9, 27.16, 31.3, 35.35

10. University Facilities and the Community

10.1 Brubaker, Charles William. 'Vhat's Happening to the Campus -
How Physical Facilitiea are Changing in Response to New Needs."
Chicago: Perkins andWill, Architects, April 1968. ED 019 835

Discusses effects on campus planning of changes in educational
methods and society's demands on institutions. Outlines
desitan suggestions.

10.2 Dahnke, Harold L. et. al. Higher Education Facilities Plannink
and Management Manuals. Preliminary Field Review Edition.
Boulder, Colorado: WICHE, 1970. ED 057 751

10.3 Dober, Richard P. and Thomaa R. Mason. Space Utilization Ind
Programming. University of Guelph LonkRange Development
Plan. Toronto: Project Planning Associates, Ltd., 1965.
6U22 332

University-vide apace inventory system which establishes
apace requirements for teaching and research, points out
hou much and where apace is available, picks out highest
returns to renovation.

10.4 Gardner, Wayne E. et. al. Federal Assistance for Educational
Plannin. Ac uir ---za Developing Sitea and Construciin
ac lig ties. as g on

Guide to federal financial assistance programa: enabling
legislation, agency addresses. Dated.

10.5 Hardy, Leslie P. "A City Zones for University Expansion."
College and University Business. XX, June 1956, 30.

10.6 Hurtt, Spencer M. 'The Impact of Institutional Growth on
Urban Land Use." Urban Land, XXVII, January 1968, 3-10.

10.7 Marcase, Michael P. "Role of Community in Facilities Planning."
Memphis, Tennessee: Educational Facilities Planners, 1969.
ED 035 224

While discussion related to community involvement in planning
public school facilities, problems and solution relevant
to higher education facilities.
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10.8 Parker, Floyd G. and Max S. Smith, eds. Planning Community
Junior College Facilities: A Look into tie 21s entury.
East Lansing: MSU, Continuing Education Service, 196t3.
ED 024 395

Sixteen papers on site selection, impact of innovation,
ccmmunity involvement, systems planning.

10.9 Schwehr, Frederick E. "Planning Educaticnal Facilities."
The Journal of Experimental Education, 31:2, December 1962.
ED 022 325

1. Planning of educational facilities is seen as flowing
from educational goals.

2. Physical facilities survey: program type, enrollment
projections, faculty.

3. Three planning study procedures preceding budget
a. survey of present facilities
b. facilities quality study (analyzing, e.g.

heating, wiring)
c. analysis sketch:

i. rationale for educational program
ii. cos` estimates

iii. statement of program
iv. graphics analysis

10.10 Sondalle, Marvin P. Plannini, Programming, Designing the
Community College. Seatt e: University of liashington,
July 1967-. 1D 013 639

Facility planning for a new campus.

10.11 Spaeth, Raymond J. Untitled paper on Campus Planning in
Planning 1958. Chicago: American Society of Planning
Officials, September 1958, 148-152.

10.12 Ileinstock, Ruth. Space and Dollars An Urban Universit
L. ands. Case studies of lduca ona aci I les, Number 2.
ew York: Educational Facilities Laboratories, Inc., 1961.

ED 014 868

Discusses areas of concern when planning expansion of urban
institution: vertical vs. horiacntal, conversion of in-
dustrial buildings, parking, optional use, and predicting;
future apace requirements.

Cross-references : 6.2, 7.29, 35.29, 35.32, 35.47.
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11. University Finances and the Community

11.1 Bonner, Ernest R. 'The Econcmic Impact of a University of Its

Local Community." Journal of the American Institute of
Planners, 34:5, September 1568, 339 -313.

Studies impact of University of Colorado on Boulder.

11.2 Caffrey, John and Herbert H. Isaacs. Estimatink the Impact of
a College or University on the Local Economy. Uashington,

D.C.: American Council on Education, 1971.

11.3 Educational Systems Research Group. TimIellictoftheUrsitr
of Pittsburgh on the Local Economy. Washington, D.C.: The

Authors, 1972, 1pp.

*11.4 Laub, Julian Martin. The Colle e and Communit Bevel° ent: A

Socio-economic Analysis for Ur an an egiona Grow-h.
New York: Praeger Publishers, 1972, 304pp.

Planning the impact (social and economic) of a college on
its community.

11.5 Merchant, Ronald. The Economic Impact of Spokane Community
College upon the Spokane Metropolitan Area, 1969. ED 029 646

Study, attempting to show importance of SCC to economic
growth of Spokane, tested and did not reject 4 hypotheses:
1) SCC grew faster than city, 1963-68, with respect o

population, employment, investment, retail sales;
2) SCC will remain important to city economy;
3) 1568 spending by SCC at least $5,000,000;

4) SCC attracts at least 2000 students.

11.6 Aischikow, iiichael K. "A Regional Impact Model for Measuring
the Flay -of Funds and Incase Effect Generated by Institutions
of Higher Learning." The Annals of Regiunal Science, 1:1,
December 1967, 196-211.

11.7 Strang, Villiam A. The University and the Local Economy: A
Study of the Economic Interaction between the University of
Viscamin and the Dane County Economy. l'isconsin EconoNy
Studies No. 4. Madison: Bureau of Businesa Research and
Service, September 1971.

11.8 Tarrant County Junior College: Its Economic ,act in Its
Service Area. Ft. Worth, Texas, ipi. ED V.* O45

Discusses educational as well as direct and indirect
economic influences.

Cross-references: 2.95, 4.11, 7.24.
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12. Federal Urban Programs and the University

12.1 Arnstein, George. "How Colleges Can Reach Out to Troubled
Cities," College and University Business, 47, September 1969,
51-63.

Discusses hew universities can get involved in Model Cities
e.g., facilitating citizen participation, sharing facilities,
providing technical assistance.

12.2 Beckman, Norman. "HUD and University Community Development."
Address Before Naticnal University Extension Association,
Miami, Florida, July 1968; 18pp.

12.3 Dobbins, Charles G. The University, the City, and Urban Renewal:
Report of a Regional Conference Sponsored by the American
Council on Education and the West Philadelphia Corporation,
March 25, 1963. Washington, D.C.: American Council on
Educafion, 1963, 58pp.

Focuses on Philadelphia.

12.4 A Guide to Federal Funds for Urban Programs at Colleges and
Universities. Ilashington, D.C.: American Association of
State Colleges and Universities and American Council on
Education, April 1971, 108pp. ED 051 I98

More than seventy federal programs.

12.5 Giammetteo, Michael C. case pt of a Model City Complex.
Portland, Oregon: Northwest Regional Education Laboratory,
1968. ED 031 805

Defines complex as combination of school and non-school
institutions and facilities. Gives examples.

12.6 Miller, Paul A. "Reflections on the Federal Government and
Higher Education." AGB}L-teclits, 10:1, September 1967.
ED 014 3.146

Discusses three aspects of relation (legislation, institutional
adaptation to sources of support, specialization) and five key
issues for future (categorical aid vs. support for institutions,
rewards for grantsmanship or scholarship, long-run effects of
government support, finances, public service).

12.7 Parsons, Kermit C. "The Role of Universities in City Renewal,"
in Taming Megalopolis, ed. by H. Wentworth Eldridge. Vol. II,
New York: Praeger, 1967.

12.8 p and Georgia K. Davis. "Ms University in Urban
Change." Minerva, July 1971.

Discusses work of university organizations in district renewal.

Cross-references: 2.47, 7.38, 16.17, 16.18, 22.5
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13. The University and the Natural Environment

13.1 Conservation Foundation. The Colleges the Community, and
Conservation. Washington, D.C.: The Authors, 1967, 94pp.
ED 030 797

Discusses using available technology and governmental programs
to manage use of natural resources. Federal support goes to
those with a strong program, data, grass roots support,
support of influential people, widely distributed support,
good timing.

13.2 Sternhart, John S. and Stacie Cherniak. The Universities and
Environmental Quality-Commitments to Problem Focused Ed-
ucation. A Report to the President's Environmental Quality
Control, Washington, D,C.: U. S. Government Printing Office,
1969. ED 055 768

Multidisciplinary programs which have been tried and how
the government can encourage them. Success requires control
over faculty reward structure and freedom to innovate.
Federal money may be working against these kinds of programs.

PART III. UNIVERSITY DEGREE PRCGRAMS AND THE CITY

14. Urban Curricula

14.1 "Target for the 701s." Papers at Nineth Annual Meeting of
American Association of State Colleges and Universities.
Washington, D.C. : AASCU, 1970, 86pp. ED 046 332.

Papers on black students and urban higher education.

14.2 Bisconti, Ann S. Washington Area Universities and the Community
Urban Programs and Courses in Eleven Institutions of Higher
Learning. Washington, D.C.: Bureau of Social Science Re-
search, Inc., 1969. ED 029 596

Inventory of urban programs and courses, including basic
education, "cultural enrichment," higher education,
vocational guidance and education, professional training,
health and legal services for poor. Also analyses and
coordination for urban projects.

*14.3 Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. New Students and New
Places. Highstown, New Jersey: McGraw-Hill, 1971.

Reports on metropolitan needs for higher education and
recommends policies for expansion.

14.4 Carnegie Commission on the Future of Higher Education. Less
Time, More Options, Education Beyond the High School.
Berkeley: The Authors, 1971.
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14.5 Carnegie-Mellon University. 'Building From Strength: A New
College for Carnegie-Mellon University." Pittsburgh, 1967.
ED 017 532

A design for a new college of Humanities and Social Sciences.

14.6 Center for the Study of City and Its Environment. General
Statement and Course Announcement, 1972-73. New Haven:
Yale University, Institute for _Social and Policy Studies,
1972, 3Opp.

14.7 Colmen, Joseph G. "Higher Education and the City in the
Seventies." Paper presented at National Seminar on the
University in Urban Community Service, University of Maryland,
1968. ED 024 320

Orientation to modern social problems will require curriculum
changes. Pressures: student activism, manpower needs of
society. Universities should provide integration in learning
and working for public service, education about social problems,
research on these problems, community services in cooperation
with other public agencies, interdisciplinary analyses and
solutions to urban problems, and liberal education. Included
in (6.12).

*14.8 and Barbara Wheeler, eds. Human Uses of the
University: Planning a Curriculum in Urban and Ethnic
Affairs at Columbia University. New York: ColuMbia
University Urban Center, 1970, 329pp. ED 049 348

14.9 Dada, Paul O.A. "Evaluation of Courses and Programs Offered
Under the Auspices of Wayne State University and the
University of Michigan at the University Center for Adult
Education, Detroit, Michigan." Ann Arbor: Department of
Community and Adult Education, n.d. ED 054 398

Courses not oriented to jobs or community problems, more
resources should be spent on lower class, also need
teacher orientation.

14.10 Duncan, Karen. Community Action Curriculum Compendium.
Washington, P.C.: United States National Student Association,
1968. ED 032 020

Describes and categorizes 59 community projects at 48
institutions for which academic credit is given.

14.11 Grier, George and Eunice. "The City as an Educational Tool:
The Earlham College - Washington Center Experimental Course
in Urban Problems." Washington, D.C.: The Washington Center
for Metropolitan Studies, 1963, 31pp.

14.12 Institution for Social and Policy Studies. General Statement.
New Haven: Yale University, Fall 1971, 2 m4-7
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14.13 Kroepsch, Robert H. and Ian M. Thompson. 'Urban and Minority
Centered Programs in Western Colleges and Universities

1969-70.1 ED 034 615

Surveys more than 160 institutions in 13 western states

*14.14 Popenoe, David, ed. "The University and the City: Current
Perspectives on Urban Studies and Higher Education."
Urban EducatiL-.10 6:1, April 1971, 115pp.

Entire issue devoted to urban ou-ricula.

14.15 Purdy, Leslie. "A Student Volunteer Services Bureau." Los

Angeles: UCLA, September 1971, 24pp. ED 053 719

Describes alternative to comprehensive community college
education in which students engage in supervised, volunteer
work in community.

14.16 Slavet, Joseph S., ed. The Urban Crisis and Urban Affairs
Education. Boston University Urban Institute Monograph
TITR3ETon: The Urban Institute, 1969, 58pp.

14.17 Spurr, Stephen H. Academic Degree Structures: Innovative

Approaches: P7inciples of Reform in De free Structures in
the United States. Carnegie Commission. New York: McGraw -
Hi

14.18 Sweet, David E., et. al. Minnesota Metropolitan State College.
Prospectus II, St. Paul: MMSC, 1971. ED 057 340

Description of new type college: entire metropolis is
campus, degrees given for competence not course hours,
will educate adults who have completed the equivalent of
the first two years in one way or another, will use
available facilities in metro.

14.19 Tamminen, Paul G. "A Guide to Resources for Undergraduate
Academic Reform." Washingtcn, D.C.: American Council on
Education, June 30, 1970, 15.p. ED 044 086

14.20 Wyman, Walker D. "Planning Graduate Programs Around Regional
Problems Through the Establishment of Regional Research
Centers in the Emerging State Colleges and Universities in the
Cutover Area of Wisconsin, Minnesota and Michigan. Final
Report." River Falls, Wisconsin: Wisconsin State University,
1969. ED 030 405

Problems of isolation and lack resources faced recently
urgraded normal schools. Study looked at feasibility of
graduate programs focussed on regional problems. Found
administrative but not faculty support. Area Research
Center stimulated research. If most interested institutions
started, others should follow suit.

Cross-references: 2.2, 2.31, 8.10, 13.2; 15.5, 26.1.
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15 Urban Research

15.1 Berns, Robert S. 'The Study of the University as a Model for
Community Mental Health." New York: American Orthopsychiatric
i.ssociation, :March 19, 1968. ED 019 688

Explores aspects of cemunity mental health within the
structure of the university and the role of the community
psychl.atrist.

15.2 Brown, Roscoe C., Jr. "How to Make Educational Research Relevant
to the Urban Community -- the Researcher's View." Paper
presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Educational
Research Association, New York, February 5, 1971, lOpp.
ED 049 347

Advocates explaining r,:urpose and scope of research to
community residents and giving them opportunities to be
involved in conceptualization, data collection, inter-
pretation leading to support for research.

15.3 Committee on Social and Behavioral Urban Research. A Strategic
broach to Urban Research and Development. Washington, D.C.:
National Academy of Sciences, 1969, 100pp.

15.4 Committee on Ur:aa Technology. Long-Range Planning for Urban
Research and Development: Technological Consideratinns.
Washington, D.C.: National Academy of Sciences, 1969, 94pp.

*15.5 Fleishman, Joe:. L. 'The Study of the City: The Teaching Role
of University Urban Research Centers." Address to Symposium
on the Role of University Based Urban Centers. Harvard-MIT
Joint Center for Urban Studies, June 5, 1970, 33pp.

15,6 Garcia, Sandra J., et. al. "Research in the Black Community:
A Need for Self - Determination.'' Revised version of a paper
presented at the Annual Conference, Western Psychological
Association, Vancouver, British Columbia, June 21, 1969.
ED o55 954

Demand growing for racks to control research done in their
community. Control equals decision over what, why, and by
wham. Caused by middle-class framework, blindness to history,
and failure to use research to iLarease community welfare.
Scientific racism still rampant. Reduce exploitation through
black participation, designing research for practical
application, informing population of results, and making
white researchers examine black culture.

15.7 Healy, Patrick. "City-University Co-operation: The Urban
Observatory Concept," Speech presented to Intergovernmental
Seminar on Federal Statistics for Local Government Use,
Washington, D.C., October 1968.
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15.8 Hester, James M. "University Research and the City: A

Report from the President of NYU." New Yr,rk: New York
University, 1967. ED 031 131

* 15.9 Jacobson, Elden. "Higher Education and Urban Affairs. An
Approach for Metropolitan Washington." Washington, D.C.:
Washington Center for Metropolitan Studies, 1969. ED 028 753

Feasibility study for "urban observatory." Information
flows from satellites in community to Center out of which
canes research and educational programs for the community.

15.10 New University Conference. On Radicals and Research. NUC
Papers No 2. Chicago: RWTOWRITFniENRECe, 1970,
18pp.

*15.11 Perloff, Harvey S. and Henry Cohen. Urban Research and Education
in the New York Metropolitan Region. A report to the Regional
Plan Association, 2 vole, New York, 1965.

15.12 Rossi, Peter. "Researchers, Scholars, and Policy Makers,"
Daedalus, Fall 1964.

15.13 Special Commission on the Social Sciences of the National
Science Board. Knowledge into Action: Improving the
Nation's Use of the Social Sciences. Washington, D.C.:
U. S. Government Printing Office, 1969, 95pp.

15.14 Tumin, Melvin. "Research on Racial Relations," The American
Sociologist, May 1968, 117-124.

Argues that university was doing research as early as the
1940's which portended casing racial crisis, but which was
not used by government.

15.15 Watson, Bernard C. "Urban Education: Its Challenge to the
Research Community." Minneapolis, Minnesota: Educational
Research Association, 1970. ED 039 300

Argues for research that can be used by administrators.

15.16 Wood, Robert. 'The University's New Role in Urban Research."
Speech delivered to Association of Urban Universities,
Detroit, November 1967.

Cross-references: 2.31, 6.42, 7.50, 17.13, 21.13, 21.16, 22.7, 22.12,
22.18, 25.6, 26.5, 31.5, 35.45.
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16. Training Urban Service Workers

16.1 Adams, Frederick J. and Gerald Hodge. "City Planning In-
struction in the United States: The Fioneering Days,
1900-1930," Journal of the American Institute of Planners,
31, February 1965.

16.2 Adams, Raymond S., et. al. Canmun#y, Develo ent and the
Training of 7eacEiia the Disadvan ale : A Final sport --
Part IV. Columbia, Missouri: University of Missouri,
College of Education, 1970, 204pp. ED 050 303

16.3 Airlie House Institute on University Training, 1969. University
Trainin in PPB for State and Local Officials: A S o.=is.
Uas Eton, D.C.: T e Ur an Ins t tute, pp.

16.4 Alexander, Aaron C. "A Summary of the Types of 'Paraprofessional
Training' Provided by Junior and Senior Colleges and Univer-
sities in the Areas of Health, Education, and Welfare during
Academic Year, 1970-71." Washington, D.C.: U. S. Government
Printing Office, 1971. ED 055 166

Information base for New Careers program service delivery.

16.5 Association of American Medical Collegea. "Report of the
Association of American Medical Colleges Task Force to the
Inter Association Ccamittee on Expanding Educational
Opportunities in Medicine for Black and Other Minority
Students. II Washington, D.C.: The Authors, 1970, 47pp.
ED 042 401

Discusses keeping minority students in pre-med tracks,
6iving them financial aid, reeuiting, and establishing
regional opportunity center.

16.6 Bowles, Frank and Frank A. DeCoata. Between Two Worlds.
Berkeley: Carnegie Ccamissicn, 1971.

Studies training of black professionals.

16.7 Burns, Marta A. "New Careers in Human Service: A Challenge
to the Two-Year College. A Preliminary Report." University
Park: Pennsylvania State University, March 1971, 87pp.
LM 049 732

Identifies and examines programs preparing paraprofessicnals
for human service occupations.

16.8 Carnegie Commission on Future of Higher Education. Higher
Education and the Nation's Health Policies for Medical
an Dental Eiducatian. er e ey:
1.21357 ED 046 360

raw- cto er 1970,
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16.9 Chronister, Jay L. "In-Service Training for Two-Year College
Faculty and Staff: The Role of the Graduate Institutions."
Charlottesville: University of Virginia, 1770, 14pp.
ED 044 093

Recommends graduate institution cooperation in planning
in-service programs near two-year schools.

16.10 Cohen, Audrey C. "College for Human Services: A Model for
Innovation in Urban Higher Wucation." New York: Women
Talent Corpe, May 1967. ED 012 870

Training of women from ghetto areas for preprofessianal
jobs in hospitals, welfare agencies, and schools. See also
"College for Human Services: A Model for Innovation in
Urban Higher Education" (1969) (ED 049 457) and "Human
Service Institutesvf.. An Alternative for Professional
Higher Education* (March 1970) (ED 053 711) by the same
author. Also 'The College for Human Services: A New
Concept in Professional Higher Education for Lad-Income
Adults" (October 1970) (ED 049 458) and by Barbara Valton,
"Second Annual Report" (1969) (ED 049 437) and "Third
Annual Report" (1970) (ED 049 436).

16.11 Felton, Nadine. "Career Incentive Plan for Higher Education
of Non-professionals." New York: New York University,
New Careers Development Center, 1967. ED 021 917

Discusses how to build career ladder into teacher aide
program. Problems: aide orientation to career, length of
college program, tuition. Some solutions: give credit for
experiential knowledge, work out arrangements for 16 credits
p.a. towards B.A., tuition fund.

16.12 Getzels, J. "Education for the Inner City: A Practical
Proposal by an Impractical Theorist." The School Review,
Autumn 1967, 283-299. ED 025 451

Need to prepare various educational professionals to under-
stand oun and others' roles and problems in inner-city.
Important to facilitate co-ordination by putting in teams
with pre-established working relations. This will also
increase their effectiveness in bringing about change.
Putting them in one by one will increase tendency to adapt
to status quo. Calls for Ndescostration and induction
school" to prepare new educational personnel and keep up
flow of information between university and city schools
and thug facilitate introduction of new ideas.

16.13 Havelock, Ronald G. Training for Chanse Agents. A Guide to
the Design of Training Programs in laducition end Other
Fields. Ann ArImr: Institute for Social Research, Univer-
iniR Michigan, 1971. ED 056 259

Framework for designing training programs for change agents.
Particular came of change agentr in state education agencies
discussed.
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16.14 Institute for Local Self Government. "Some Who Dared; Community
College Involvement with Public Service Aspects of the
Urban Problem in California." Berkeley: The Authors,
1969. ED 032 873

Recommenda that junior colleges train for public jobs.
Discusses criteria for developing programs and examines
programs at 5 California colleges.

16.15 Jablonsky, Adelaide, et. al. "Imperatives for Change, New York
State Education CoMgace on College and University Programs
for Teachers of the Disadvantaged." New York: Yeshiva
University, 1967. ED 012 271

Presents 4 major concerns: attitudes, and behaviors, people,
techniques, and curriculum.

16,16 Joint Committee on Education for Government Service. 1967
Annual Report and Minutes. Washington, D.C.: U.S.D.A.,
1967,16pp.

16.17 Keatenbaum, Sara. "Institute for Urban Service Aides. A
Project of Georgetown University under Title I HEA 1965."
Washington, D.C.: Georgetown University, February 1967.
ED 014 641

Describes pmiect to train poor as "subprofessicnals" with
hoped side-effect that they will became community leaders.

16.18 Koch, Hosea S., et. al. 'Urban Development Assistant Project."
Baltimore, Essex: Baltimore Junior College, Essex Community
College, 1967. ED 012 171

Describes and evaluates two -year junior college training
program for urban renewal assistants. Points out potential
for training for public service careers, but improved
coordination with public agencies required.

16.19 Morphet, Edgar L. and David L. Jesser, ed. Preparing Educators
to Meet Eaerging Needs' Reports prepared for the tovernoris
Conference on Education for the Future, 1968. New York:
Citation Press, 1969. ED 031 445

Thirteen papers mostly dealing with teacher education,
curriculum, and instruction techniques for changing needs
of society.

16.20 Senterfitt, Pam and Allen Toothaker. "A Training Plan for
Campus-Community Organisers." Washington, D.C.: U. S.
National Student Association, 1969. ED 032 021

Describes training program which takes college students
into poor communities to open communication and find ways
financial and technical resources of universities can be-
came more accessible to poor. Campus-Cammunity Organizers
identify skills in university work with community members
to conatruct programs to benefit both.
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16.22 Stewart, !ard and John C. Honey. University-Sponsored
Executive Development Programs in the Public Service.
"ashington, D.C.: 1966, /5pp.

16.23 Stone, James C. Teachers for the Disadvanta ed. Series in
Higher Education. Spn rancisco: Jossey-Bass, Inc.,
1969, 275pp. ED 049 329

Describes training projects to prepare teachers of dis-
advantaged children.

16.24 "elbourne, James. 'The Urban Information Specialist Program:
First Year." College Park, Maryland: University of
Iaryland, June 1971, 75pp. ED 051 830

Hot: library education might address its social responsibilities.

Cross-references: 2.80, 7.15, 9.6, 22.12, 25.7, 26.15, 32.12.

17. Educating Urban Citizens

17.1 Barton Allen H. Stud in the Effects of ColjegatiTIA
ilethodologioal Exam at an o C angina,

Ilew Haven: Hazen Foundation, 1959.

,malyses Jacob, P. E., (17.5).

17.2 Clark, D. "The 'Cooling Out' Functic of Higher Education,"
American Journal of Socioloa, 14494 1960.

17.3 Committee on Assessing the Progress of Education. "Citizenship
Objectives." Ann Arbor, Michigan: National Assessment of
Educational Progresa, 1969. ED 033 871

Sets out methodology for determining desired citizen
attitude and behavior. Offers own list of objectives for
9 year olds through adults.

17.4 Dreeben, Robert. On Mat Is Learned in School. Addison -
','es ley, 1968.

Fresents general model of education as screening and
socialization mechanism.

17.5 Inkeles, Alex. "Social Structure and the Socialization of
Competence," Harvard Educational Review, June 1966.

17.6 Jacob, Philip E. Changing Values in College: An Explorator:7
Study of the of College Teaching. New York: Harper,

17.7 Leland, C.
Develo
;Mute
1969.

A. and M. M. Lozoff. College Influences on the Role
rAxter,entofU:aduates."-Stanford, California: In-

----tFStie,Wtfrfortuzaan Problems, Stanford University,
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17.8 AcConnell, 7. R. "Do Colleges Affect Student Values?" Change,

March 1972, p. 9.

17.9 McDermott, John. "The Laying an of Culture." The ration,
March 10, 1969, 7pp.

Argues that one function of university is to suppress local
am_ popular culture in the interests of national, elitist
culture.

17.10 liartin, 7arren Bryan. "Education as Intervention." Berkeley:
Center for Research and Development in Higher Education,
198. ED 026 000

Students required to accept values emphasizing work, com-
promise, pluralism as means of power, fame and wealth.
Student success judged by acceptance of institutional
values. Internal and external pressures on university
might force changes in organization: authority structures,
disciplinary boundaries:, student teacher relation.

17.11 Parsons, Talcott. "ihe School Class as a Social System: Some
of Its Functions in American Society," Harvard Educational
Review, Fall 1969.

Seminal. Applicable to analyzing functions of higher education.

77.12 Shaw, Paul C. 'The Urban University Student: A Political
Profile." Paper prepared for presentation at Annual Meeting
of District of Columbia Sociological Society, Howard Univer-
sity, .1ay 13, 1972, 18pp. + appendices.

?eports research on activity of Pitt students during Fall
1970 elections.

17.13 Tumin, Melvin A. "An Inventory of Research and Theory Regarding
the relationship between Education and Citizenship."
ED 010 425

Identifies variables. Develops model. Discussed problems
in model (diversity cf goals, ideal vs. actual, comparison
across cultures, difference among action as to goals chosen).

17.14 Charles V. "Educating the Urban Student for the Urban
Tay of Life." Beaton: Center for the Study of Liberal Ed-
ucation for Adults, 1967. ED 011 367

Urges university to educate leaders from and for all levels
of community, involve itself with current controversial com-
Aunity issues, teach activists the benefits of reasoned
thought, teach thinkers methods and techniques of effective
action. Presents case study an school integration in Syraclises
Neu York and 2 programs pertaining to community leadership
development.

Cross - references: 1.7, 1.10, 2.73 2.17, 2.20, 2.43, 2,44, 2.53, 2.56,
2.59, 2.63, 2.65, 2.74, 14.3, 25.14, 25.28.
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18. Access to Higher Education.

18.1 American Council on Education. Higher Education for Everybody?
Issucs and Implications. Washington, D.C.: The Authors,

1970, 133pp. ED 045 016

Papers for annual A.C.E. meeting dealing with programs,
needs fcr higher education, quality, admissions, politics
of decision making, finances, and reform.

18.2 Association of American Medical Colleges. Minorit Student
Opportunities in U.S. Medical Schools, 15 - 1. Washington,
D.C.: The Authors, 1970, 162pp. ED 046 322

Results of questionnaire sent to 101 med schools -- 98 respcnded.

18.3 Association of University Programs in Hospital Administration.
"A National Program to Expand Educational Opportunity in
Hospital and Health Care AdmiAistration." Washington, D.C.:
'Ihe Authors, 1971, 57pp. ED 0;2 732

18.4 Beal, Rubye N. "Open Admissions in the Cammunity Junior
College." Paper presented at American Personnel and
Guidance Association Convention, Atlantic City, New Jersey,
April 1971. ED 055 296

Community colleges have introduced innovations such as:
(1) increased access to post-secondary education, (2) end
of "grading" as punitive system, (3) individual progress
at am pace, (4) stimulation to learn, (5) focus on in-
dividual develop -Went, (6) well-trained "student personnel
workers," (7) good teachers, (8) participation.

18.5 Bryant, M. Howard. non Expanding Access to Education for
Financially Disadvantaged Students." Charlottesville:
University of Virginia, 1971, 15pp. ED 051 318

0ifers practical approach for distributing financial aid
to disadvantaged students based on identifying them and
their enrollment pattern.

18.6 Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. A Chance to Learn:
An kction Agenda for Equal Opportunity_in Higher-EallEiMn.
Neu Ycr : :icGraw -Rill, 1 0.

18.7 Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. Quality and Equality:
Revised Reccrimendations -- New Levels of Federal Res on-
si ity for Hi her 0 cation. A Supptiment to the
S ecia teort the Carne ie Commission on Hi er Education.
Hightstown, New Jersey: McGraw -Hi 1 pp. all 0 IP

Discusses financial aid to students and institutioas,
counseling and talent search programs, projections of
future funding needs.
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18.8 City University of New York. The Open Admissions Story; 1970
at the City University of New York. New York: CUNY,

December 3, 1970, 95pp. FD 048--B2-0

18.9 Coleman, James S. "]he Concept of Equality of Educational.
Opportunity." Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University, 1967.
ED 015 157

Examines the concept in terms of its meaning to society.
Sees change from provision of equal learning facilities to
responsibility for compensatory programs.

18.10 College Entrance Examination Board. Barriers to Higher Education.
New York: CEEB, 1971, 159pp. ED 555-6914

Conference papers discussing organization, admissions,
predicting success, test scores, and finances in context
of equalizing access to higher education for poor and
minorities.

18.11 College Entrance Examination Board. "Financing Equal
Opportunity in Higher Education." New York: The Authors,
1970, 53pp. ED 046 333

18.12 Crossland, Fred E. Minority Access to College. New York:
Schocken Books, 1971, 139pp.

18.13 De"itt, Laurence B. "A Lottery Systam for Higher Education."
Syracuse: Syracuse University Research Corporation, May
1971, 8pp. ED 053 643

Proposes lottery as random admissions procedure to assure
equal opportunity.

18.14 Driscoll, Brian Michael. "Study of the Admissions Practices of
Colleges and Universities in Regard to Paroled Ex-Offenders."
Morehead State University, Kentucky, 1971. ED 060 801

34% return on questionnaire sent to 2,229 colleges and other
institutions of post-secondary education about admissions,
cooperation with r-r:iaal institutions, and financial aid.
Catalogue.

18.15 Dyer, James S. "Assessing the Effects of Changes in the Cost
of Higher Education to the Student." Santa Monica: RAND
Corporation, June 1970, 18pp. ED 045 012

18.16 Educational Testing Service. Graduate and Professional ScLc'ol
Opportunities for Minority UUNETZ.7i710117227:ational
Testing Service, 17971, 240pp.

18.17 Egerton, John. State Universities and Black Americans: An
u into Dese e atian and t for Ne., .-8 in 100

Public Universities. Sou ern
May 1969.

a on ep Service,
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18.18 Etzioni, Amitai. ';;Tine Aspects of the Policy of Open

Admissions." Vashington) D.C.: AAHE, March 1971, 19pp.
ED 050 696

Discusses economic barriers, image of "open admissions" as
"for blacks," standards, compensatory education) questionable
relation between admissions and social advances, differential
admissions, two-year colleges) mix between professional and
vocational training, and teaching requirements under new
system.

18.19 Perrin, .,chard I. A Decade of Change in Free-Access Higher
Education. New York: College Entrance Examination Board,
1971, 81pp. ED 052 758

18.20 Friedman, Nathalie and James Thompson. The Federal Educational
Opportunity Grant Pro ram: A Status Resort Fiscal Ye 1970.
Final Re ort. ew Yor : :ureau of App Social Researc
Min la niversity. ED 056 253

Stud: of hou well ECG program was increasing access to higher
education. Seven chapters: evaluation, research, methodology,
LOG students, ECG institutions, financial aid) policies-
practices-packagingl site visits, program success. Biblio-
graphy.

18.21 Godard, James II., et. al. The Negro and Higher Education in the
South. Atlanta: Southern Regional Education Board, August
1377 ED 017 047

Recommends that educational leaders in, the region aim for
providing equal higher education opportunities for Negroes
in the South through compensatory education, planned unitary
system of higher education, resource inptri into equal
opportunity.

18.22 Hartman) Robert IT. Credit for College; Public Policy for Student
Loans. A Report for the Carnegie Commission on Higher
Education. New York: McGraw -Hill, 1971, 152pp.

18.23 Healy, Timothy S. will Everyman Destroy the University?"
Saturday Review, December 20, 1969, pp. 54-66, 67-69.

13.24 Henderson, Also and Natalie Gumas. Admitting Black Students
to liedical and Dental Schools. Berkeley: University of
MITOinia, 1971, 166pp. ED 049 717

18.25 Human Affairs Research Center. "The Expansion of Equal Ed-
ucational Opportunities; An Evaluation Study of the Now York
State Nigher Educatiori Opportunity Program." Final Report)
Part 2. Neu York: The Authors, 1970, 49pp. ED 051 763

le.26 Kerr, Clark. "Should Everyone Be Able to Gc to College?"
Honolulu: University of Hawaii, January 1970, llpp. ED 050
651
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18.27 Kester, Donald L. "Social Demand Analysis, Cost-Benefit Analysis,
and lImpaler Analysis Converge to Present a Clear Mandate- -
The Open Door lust Remain Open." 1970, 26pp. ED 045 070

18.28 Klingeihofer, Edwin L. "Do Race and Economics Decidelalo Gets
LThat?" Palo Alto: College Entrance Examination Board,
January 12, 1971, 2Opp. ED 047 644 1

18.29 Kuusisto, Allan A. "Report of the Conference on Two-Year Colleges
and the Disadvantaged." Albany: State Education Department,
June 1566. ED 017 247

Discusses need for institutional commitment to making
education available to disadvantaged and to ensuring their
success. Also practical considerations such as flexible 1

admissions criteria and pre-admissions counseling.

18.30 :iartyn, Kenneth. "California Higher Education and the Dis-
advantaged: A Status Report." Sacramento: California
Coordinating Council for Higher Education, 1968. ED 025 570

Programs to increase access to higher education: recruiting,
finance, motivation, tutoring, training, admissions criteria.

18.31 Martyn, Kenneth A. "Increasing Opportunities in Higher Education
for Disadvantaged Students." Sacramento: California State
Coordinating Council for Higher Education, July 1966. ED 012 590

Defines disadvantaged in terms of family income and place of
residence. Points out areas where improvement needed: re-
cruitment, tutoring, student projects in community. Host
disadvantaged California college students enrolled in junior
colleges. Recommends greater sensitivity to financial aid
and parent contact.

18.32 Moynihan, Daniel P. "On Universal Higher Education." Washington,
D.C.: American Council on Education, October 8, 1970, Speech, '

45pp. ED o45 019

18.33 National Urban League. "Statement of the Board of Trustee.,
Pational Urban League on Open Admissions in American Colleges
and Universities." New York: The Authors, February 1970,
6pp. ED 050 682

Urges open admissions.

18.34 Aely York State Education Department. Hiker Education Opportunity
Pro-ram 1970-71. Interim ;report. Albany: The Authors,
January 97 1 pp. ED 711-

18.35 . "Higher Education Opportunity Progma. Part One.
Final Report." Alb4ny: The Authors, 1970, 71pp. ED 043 306

Program provides grants to institutions to recruit economically
and educationally disadvantaged i.udents. Reports history,
proposed evaluation preoeuurez, preconditions for success,
problems.
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18.36 New University Conference. Open Up the Schools. NUC Papers

No. 3. Chicago: NUC, 1971, 55PP.

Collection of papers setting out analysis br.,hind and re-
porting on attempts to implement program to increase
access to and restructure post-secondary education.

18.37 Nichols, David C. Ind Olive Mills, eds. The Campus and the

Racial Crisis. Washington, D.C.: American Council on

Educatian, 1970, 309pp.

Collection of papers discussing racial issues faced by
institutions of higher education and their responses.

18.38 Nunez, Rene Comp. "A Proposal of Guidelines for Reordering
Educational Process of Recruitment and Admissions."
Long Beach, California: California State College, 1969.

ED 031 :321

Higher education has an obligation to meet educational needs
of Chicanos. Theory and/or practical steps towards equity,
relevance, and accessibility outlined, including recruitment
and admissions plans for forming committee, proportional
representation, and financial support. Guidelines and
admissions criteria for faculty, students, uld staff outlined.

18.39 Department of Health, Education; and Welfare. !Equality of
Educational Opportunity -- Summary." Washington, D.C.: The
Authors, July 2, 1966. ED 015 953

Includes discussion of: (1) academic characteristics and
racial preferences of future teachers and (2) negro higher
education.

18.40 O'Neil, Robert M. 'Beyond the Thres )1d: Changing Patterns of
Access to Higher Education." Waslaington, D.C.: American
Council on Education, 1970. Speech at Annual Meeting, 8pp.
ED 046 346

18.41 Panos, R. J. and A. W. Astin. lAttrition among College Students."
Washington, D.C.: American Council on Education, 1967.
ED 0Th 113

Concludes that dropouts frtmi poor backgrounds have no plans
for graduate school, and generally lower grades in secondary
school. Positive peer relationships, participation in
activities, faculty concern for students, and certain admin-
istrative policies are related to student persistence in
college.

1842 Beyer, Philip R., ed. Open Admissions and Equal Access.
Iowa City: American College Testing Program, 19 1. Papers
at 1970 National Conference of AAHE, 109pp. ED 051 747
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18.43 Riess, Louis C. "Project College-Bound, A Financial Assistance
Program for High School Graduates Attending 1967 Summer
Session." Pasadena City College, California, 1967. ED 019
967

Basic difference in Pasadena project was use of money as
motive: to bridge summer gap between high school and
college and overcome trauma of trrlsfer to middle-class
oriented institution.

18.44 Rislov, Sigurd. "Administrative Problems in Relation to the Open
Door Policy of Community Colleges." Report of the Drive-In
Conference. Letroit: Wayne State University, October 28,
1966. ED 019 071

Discusses problems of achievement, background, reading
programs. Describes basic preparation cow se and exper-
imental general education program.

18.45 Rosner, Benjamin. "Open Admissions at the City University of
New York." ITashington, D.C.: American Association for the
Advancement of Science, December 1970, 13pp. ED 050 676

18.46 Schrag, Peter. "Open Admissions to What?" 'Tashington, D.C.:
AA E, March 1970, Opp. ED 050 697

1847 Sedlacek, William E., et. al. 'Black and Other Minority Ad-
missions to Large Universities: Three Year National Trends."
College Park, Maryland: Cultural Study Center, University of
Maryland, 1972. ED 061 1409

Survey of Fall 171 admissions indicates same level of 4% as
1V10. Fewer blacks entering college. Study of social
change and admissions practices.

18.48 Shell, Karl, et. al. "The Educational Opportunity Bank,"
National Ta=urnal, March 1968.

18.49 Shulman, Carol H. "Open Admissions in Higher Education."
Washington, D.C.: ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education,
June 1971, 20pp. ED 051 440

Reviews issues on ballis of annotated bibliography of 43 items.

18.50 Spady, "Educational Mobility and Access in the U.S.:
Growth and Paradoxes," American Journal of Sociology,
November 1967.

Presents evidence that intergenerational mobility in years
of schooling has not increased since 1900.

18.51 Stanley, Julian C. "Predicting College Success of Educationally
Disadvantaged Students." Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University,
September 1970, 45pp. ED 043 295

Tee, scores, grades, persistence. Argues that admission to
selective colleges should be based substantially on test scores
and high school grades regardless of ethnic or socioeconomic
barkground.
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18.52 Weathersby, George B. "Student Tuition Models in Private and
Public Higher Education." September 1970, 27pp. ED 046 066

Discusses use of mathematical models.

18.53 1Tillingham, Warren W. "Educational Opportunity and the
Organization of Higher Education." Palo Alto: College
Entrance Examination Board, Jude 1970, 39pp. ED 043 276

Issues involved in implementing educational opportunity:
functions of higher education, universal access or
universal attendance, curriculum, local vs. regional
colleges, autonomy vs. control, who will pay?, access
criteria. Presents findings of national study on access
to higher education.

18.54 . Free-Access Higher Education. New York: College

Entrance Examination Board, 1970, 250pp. ED 044 080

Describes degree of accessibility of all institutions in
U.S. and estimates population in commuting distance of
more open institutions. Attempts to measure extent to
which higher education serves the population.

18.55 Watley, Donjvan J. "Black and Non Black Youth: Finances and
College Attendance." Evanston, Illinois: National Merit
Scholarship Corporation, 1971, 21pp. ED 052 713

18.56 Young, Kenneth E. "Access to Higher Education." Washington,
D.' American Association of State Colleges and Universities,
Al. A t971, 66pp. ED 052 710

Correlates access with student characteristics: age, sex,
race, religion, residence, SES, educational preparation.

Cross-references: 1.3, 1.10, 2.9, 2.10, 2.12, 2.16, 2.20, 2.21, 2.38,
2.48, 2.53, 2.54, 2.55, 2.57, 2.67, 2.70, 2.71, 2.73, 2.76,
2.78, 2.80, 5.2, 5.4, 6.18, 7.26, 7.44, 8.8, Section 9,
29.14, 29.15, 35.37, 35.38.

19. Economic Opportunity through Higher Education

19.1 Anderson, C. Arnold. "A Skeptical Note on the Relation of
Vertical Mobility to Education," American Journal of Sociology,
66, hay 1961. ED 560-70

19.2 Asbell, Bernard. "New Directions in Vocational Education, Case
Studies in Change." Washington, D.C.: Office of Education,
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1967. ED 020 326

Presents studies of 5 locally initiated programs.
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19.3 Bane, Mary Jo and Christcrher Jencks. "The Schools and Equal
Opportunity," Saturday Review of Education, 55:38, October
1972, 37-42.

Article based on research presented in Jencks et. al.,
Inequality: A Reassessment of the Effect of Family and
Schooling in America, Basic Books, Octeler 1972.

19.4 Becker, Gary S. Human Capital. New York: National Bureau of
Econanic ReseaFETW

Seminal.

19.5 . The Ecoriamics of Discrimination. Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 1957

19.6 . Human Capital and the Personal Income Distribution.
Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, 1967.

Recent restatement of human capital approach.

19.7 and B. R. Chiswick. "The Economics of Education and
---TETTIEtribution of Earnings," American Economic Review,

May 1966.

19.8 Berg, Ivar. Education and Jobs: The Great Training Rat ea.
New York: Prdeger, 1969.

Disputes correlation between education and productivity.
Analyzes relation between education certificates and job
hiring and advaucement. Warns that programs aimed at
ameliorating poverty by giving poor more educational
certificates are self-defeating.

19.9 Committee for Econanic Development. Raising Low Incomes throuEh
Improved Educationi_A Statement on National Policy. New York:
September 1965. ED 019 396

Urges greater public and private efforts to improve and
extend educatiln, including post-secondary, which CED
considers instrument for raising productivity and, thereby,
incomes.

19.10 Dauwalder and Associates. "The Administration and Planning of
Vocational-Technical Education in Pennsylvania."
Pennsylvania State Board for Vocational Education, 1964.
ED 018 63t1

19.11 Eckland, Bruce K. "Social Class and College Graduation: Same
Misconceptions Corrected," American Journal of Sociology, 70,
July 1964, 36-50.
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19.12 George Peabody College for Teachers. "Vocational Education
in Utah, A Survey Report." Nashville, Tennessee; The
Authors, 1966. ED 016 785

Fourteen areas of vocational Technical education were sur-
veyed, including trade and technical education in post-
secondary schools. Study concerned with state
programs, and policies. Current status and major recom-
mendations for each area are presented.

19.13 Greiber, C. L. 'guidelines for Vocational-Technical Programs."
Wisconsin Board of Vocational, Technical, and Adult Education,
November 14, 1967. ED 017 673

Policies, procedures, regulations applying to development
of technical programa in Wisconsin. Document should be
useful in program planning. Goals Prd procedures set out.

19.114 Hancch, Giora. 'Personal Earnings and Investment in Schooling,"
The Journal of Human Resources, Summer 1967.

19.15 Henderson, Alto D. "Social Chance and Educating for the
Professions," School and Society, February 1970, 92-98.

19.16 Jencks, Christopher. "Social Stratification and Mass Higher
Education," Harvard Educational Review, Spring 1968.

19.17 Journal of Political Economy. Supplement. October 1962.

Collection of seminal articles on investment in human
resources, particularly through education.

19.1C Katz, Joseph, et. al. No Time for Youth: Growth and Con-
straint in =le Students. San Francisco: JoeseyBass,
196d.

19.19 , H. A. Korn, C. A. Leland, and Max Levin. Class,
Character, and Career: Determinants of Occupational Eace
in College Students. Stanford, California: Institute for
the Study of Human Problems, Stanford University, 19b9.

19.20 Johns, roe L., et. al., eds. Economic Factors Affectint_the
Financing ofirEation. Gainesvilg, Florida: National
Educational Finance Project, 1970.

Chapter by .lary Jean Bowman criticizes Berg's (19.8) under-
theory and his methods. Her argument, however, seems

to strengthen the contention that educat4inal certificates
are a poor tool for alleviating poverty.
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19.21 Lipset, S. A. and R. Bendix. Social Mobilit in Industrial

Society. Berkeley: University of California Press, 19 9.

19.22 Miller, Herman. Rich Man Poor Man. T. Y. Crowell, 1964.

19.23 Miller, S. A. "Credentialism and the Education System."
Paper presented for American Orthopsychiatric Association,
1967. ED 018 169

Recommends structural reforms to remove credentials' barrier
to social mobility. ,IrF,ues against credentials as measures

of productivity.

19.24 Piore, Michael J. "Jobs and Training," in Beer and Barringer,
eds., The State and the Poor. Winthrop Publishers, 1970.

Presents "dual labor market" theory which seeks to explain
how education is (or is not) translated into productivity
and income.

19.25 Reich, Michael. The Economics of Racism," in David Gordon. ed.,
Problems in Political Economy: An Urban Perspective.

Leiinbton, Massachusetts: D. C. Heath and Company, 1971,
pp. 107-113.

Empirical test of Becker's explanation (1').5) for dis-

crimination. Questions its ability to explain questions
like the allocation of resources to public services like
higher education.

19.26 Ribich, Thomas. Education and Poverty, "Jashington, D.C.: The

Brookings Institution, 1968.

Argues that schooling ineffectual in overcoming poverty.
Does not emphasike higher education.

19.27 Rice, D. 0. and P. E. Toth, eds. "The Emerging Role of State
Education DepPrtments with Specific Implications for
Divisions of Vocational Technical Education." Columbus:
Ohio State University, 1967.

Reports cm. conference.

19.28 Sewell, H. and Vimal P. Shah. "Socioeconomic Status,

Intelligences and the Attainment of Higher Education,"
Sociology of Education, Winter 1970, 1-23.

19.29 Taylor, Lee. Urban-Rural Problems. Belmont, California:
Dickenson Publishing Campani7-1968.

Economic and cultural problems arise when rural poor migrate
to cities. Author recommends possible solution of encouraging
migrant youth to aspire to higher and vocational education.

19.30 Thurow, Lester C. Poverty and Discrimination. Washington, D.C.:
The Brookings Institutxon, 1969.

19.31 . 'The Theory of Grants-in-Aid," National Tax Journal,
er 1966.
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19.32 Peiss, Pandall. "The Effect of Education on the Earnings of
Black and Whites," The Review of Economics and Statistics,
May 1970.

Offers empirical evidence that education (in general) not
worth the cost to blacks.

landham, Douglas M. Education, Equ.a21212 and Income Redistrib-
ution A Stud of Fublic Hi er nffikation. Lexington,
Massac usetts: Heath, P

Cross-references: 1.10, 2.9, 2.10, 2.20, 2.26, 2.31, 2.38, 2.41, 2.48,

2.53,
6.33,

2.54, 2.59,
6.37, 18.50,

2.63, 2.70, 2.74, 2.76,
24.18, 27.23, 31.17

2.78, 2.60, 2.95,

20. Programs for Minority Students

20.1 Altman, R. A. and P. O. Snyder, eds. The Minority Student on the
Campus: Expectations and Possibilities. Denver: VICHEI

1970, 219pp. ED 046 547

20.2 Lrnstein, George and Charles Mosmann. "Learning to Cope with

the Urban Crisis," College and University Business, 46,

April 1969, 85-100.

Presents methods for dealing with institutional racism in
recruitment and curriculum.

20.3 Haettenschwille, D. L. "Counseling Black College Students in
Special Programs," 1970, 14pp. ED 049 474

Advocates an outreach approach.

20.4 Lombardi, John and Edgar A. Quimby. "Black Studies in Cammxnity
`Colleges. PREP -- 26." Washington, D.C.: U. S. Government
Printing Office, 1971. ED 055 579

Origin and purposes, curriculum, suggest improvements,
current issues.

z0.5 Resnick, Solomon. "Black Power and Education: The SEEK
Experience at Queens College." New York: City University
of New York, May 19(0, llpp. ED 044 455

Account of confronts'ion over SEEK, a remedial program for
black students.

20.6 RoLinson, Jacie. "The SEEK Program: A SEEK Student's View."
New York: City University of New York, July 1970, 16pp.
ED 044 456

S.udent's account of the futile confrcntation.
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20.7 SPEB. "The College and Cultural Diversity: The Black Student
on Campus: A Project Report." Atlanta, 1971. ED 055 563

Report on innovative non-remedial programs for minority
ztudents. Categories: (1) recruiting and adadssions;
(2) instruction; (3) counseling; (4) campus living; (5)
graduate and professional schools.

Cross-references: 2.38, 3.38, 6.42, 7.27, 7.44, 8.11, Secticn 9,
14.13, 16.5, 16.6, 16.10, 25.22.

21. Programs for Disadvantaged Students

21.1 American Association of Junior Colleges. "Community College
Programs for People Who Need College: Articles an Community
College Programs for the Disadvantaged." Washington, D.C.:
The At`hors, 1970, 90p10. ED 045 084

21.2 Astin, Alexander W. "Open Admissions and Programs for the
Disadvantaged." Washington, D.C.: AARE, Aarch 1971,
Speech, 18pp. ED 050 692

21.3 Astin, Helen S. "Educational Progress of Disadvantaged
Students." Washington, D.C.: Bureau of Social Science
Research, Inc., August 1970, 77pp. ED 043 082

21.4 Cartey, [Wilfred and Anne Morrison. "Compensatory Education
Programs in Higher Education: A Nationwide Survey."
New York: Columbia University Urban Center, February 1970,
25pp. ED 058 334

Surveyed 185 4-year institutions, predominantly white, in
or near cities about courses and programs it ethnic studies,
admissions policies, compensatory services for disadvantaged
students, and community-nlated projects.

21.5 Christensen, Frank A. "'Me Developnent of an Academi Support
System for Educationally Disadvantaged Students." April
1971, llrp. 050 211

A paper presented at convention of American Personnel and
Guidance Association, Atlantic City, New Jersey, April 1971.
Places emphasis on daveloping basic skills -- reading,
writing, critical thinking.

21.6 Dispenzieri, Angelo, et. al. "An Overviel of Longitudinal
Findings on a Speairdollege Program for Disucivantaged
Students.n February 1972, unpublished paper, 27pp.
ED 047 078
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21.7 Gordon, EimundIl. The Higher Education of the Disadvantaged.
New Dimensions in Higher Education, No. 28. Durham,

Forth Carolina: Duke University, April 1967. ED 013 350

Surveys literature, noting conflicting trends (recrnitment
of disadvantaged, rising admissions criteria). Annotated
bibliography.

21.8 Harclebroad, Fred F. 'Disadvantaged Students: What Makes for
College Survival." l'Iashingtc,, D.C.: AAHE, March 1971,
llpp. ED 052 509

Speech delivered at conference of AAHE.

21.9 Harris, Beatrice and Lawrence Brody. Discovering and Developing
the College Potential of Disadvantaged Hi. School Youth: A

Eeport of the Fourth Year of angitudina t y on the Col ege
Di_scovery and Development Program. New York: City University
of New York, Divisinn of TeacEi-Education, Tune 1970, 152pp.
ED 042 824

Fourth annual report describes the educational progress of
students admitted to the program. Data on socioeconomic
background and previous achievement were collected and analyzed.

21.10 Holland, Nora. Students at a Disadvantage in Higher Education with
Special Reference to Social Work Programa. New York: Council
on Social Work Education, 1972, 72PP.

21.11 Knoell, Dorothy M. '"Toward Eduzational Opportunity for All."
Albany: State Uni ;ersity of New York, 1966. ED 011 454

Repo7-ts research on two-year program for urban disadvantaged.
Summvrizes 6 background papers and sets out guidelines for
establishing and developing SUNY urban centers.

21.12 Melnick, Murray. "Higher Education for the Disadvantaged:
Summary." Hempstead, New York: Hofatra University, Center
for Study of Higher Education, April 1971, 148pp. ED 052 695

Reviews success of Upward Bound students and performance
of disadvantaged students in college.

21.13 . 'Review of Higher Education for the Disadvantaged."
September 1971, 17pp. ED 054 288

Paper for American Psychological Association Conrention,
Washington, September 7, 1971. Says more and better
controlled studies of their achievement are needed, pre-
ferably longitudinal, offering clear information an the
extent: of remediation employed.
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21.14 ilissouri, University of. College of Arts and Sciences. 'Report

on Transitional Year 1969-70." Kansas City, Missouri:
University of Missouri - Kansas City, 1970, 19pp. ED 049 673

_Program to assist students from inner-city high schools when
they first attend the university.

21.15 Tomney, M. C. and J. T. Okedara. "A Report on Programs for the
Disadvantaged in the Oregon State System of Higher Education."
Portland: Office of Academic Affairs, November 17, 1969,
109pp. ED 044 067

Defines "disadvantaged". Summarizes barriers to higher
education, values behind the programs, and evaluation
mechanisms.

21.16 Spuck, Dennis IT., et. al. "Description of a Compensatory College
Education Program for the Disadvantaged and Its Associated
Research and Evaluation Program." Claremont Graduate School,
California, 1969, 7pp. ED 042 827

Forty students admitted in 1968 with full financial support.
Research objectives: (1) evaluate and account for areas of
success and failure, (2) make research available locally and
nationally, (3) provide basis for change in this and other
program:3.

21.17 Trent, '7illiam T. "College Compensatory Programs for Disadvantaged
Students." I7kshington, D.C.: ERIC, September 1970, 18pp.
ED 042 932

21.18 Williams, Tlobert L. "What Are We Learning from Current University
Programs for Disadvantaged Students?" Knoxville: University
of Tennessee, 1968. ED 074 342

Small efforts being made to meet needs of high risk students.
Programs need full support. Students should be integrated
into University community. Must fight apathy. List of
university programs attached.

Crops- references: 16.2, 16.15, 16.23, 18.29, 23.8, 25.26, 25.31, 31.2

PART IV: INSTITUTIONAL ACTIVITY IN THE COMMUNITY

22. Cammunitx_Projects and Programs

22.1 1JNC Aids Black Businessmen." The News and Observer,
North Carolina, August 27, 1972, p. TV-9.

Neus story about Chapel Hill Busineaa School's "Venture
Management" program.
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22.2 Bard, Norton. "Extending Psychology's Impact through Existing
Community Institutions." Paper presented at the 76th AnnuaL
Convention of the American Psychological Association,
San Francisco, September 1968. ED 024 345

University can providJ ps,chological services through
community institutions and may be more economical and
effective in so doing. In this, CCNY worked wit}: police
to train and support officers to intervene in family crises.

22.3 Barnes, Curtis and Allen Splete, eds. 'The University and Social
Pesponsibility." Interim Report. Syracuse, New York:
Syracuse University, 1969. ED 027 467

135 Syracuse University programs aimed at urban problems.
Five categories: educational opportunity, disadvantaged,
community problems, comminAy leadership, university-
neighborhood relations.

22.4 Belgum, Harold J., et. al. An Inventory and Assesament of Youth
Development Centers at Colleges and Universities in the United
St( NS. Uashington, D.C.: Office of Child Development, 197 17
m U55 303

Topics: (1) how administrators view youth development centers,
(2) what are existing centers doing, (3) degree programs,
(4) youth specialists, (5) rise and fall of university based
youth development centers, (6) national system and its
feasibility.

22.5 City College of New York. The CUNY College Adapter Project: A

Descri tion and Consideration. Final Ite ort. Springfi-qd,
Virginia: IS,

Program of work and :services for Youth Corps and NrTA trainees
to help prepare them for college provided link between
university and manpower program.

22.6 Clemens, Donald J., ed., and others. Seminar on Urban Trans-
formation. Paducah Junior College, Kentuc719-687-75-023 772

Paducah Junior College under grant, Title I, Higher Education
Act, began in 1967-68: (1) seminar series for community
leaders an urbanization problems which was expanded to (2)
lecture series cm community problems (3) use of research
facilities to collect data on community, thus creating working
ties between college community and city administration (4)
"experimental program in performing arts in disadvantaged
areas" as basis of future goodwill when undertaking action
to solve community problems. Lecture aeries makes up most
of report, concerns urban renewal in St. Louie, low-income
housing project and civic beautification and attraction of
industry.
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22.7 Columbia University. "The Urban University: A Report on the
Activities of the Urban Center, September 1, 1967 - June 30,
1970." ED C5b 719

1966: Ford Foundation extenerxi $10 million in credit to
Columbia to help University get more involved in urban and
minority problems. September 1567: Urban Center started
for purpose of increasing University awareness and ability
to deal with city. Center originally conceived of and
operated as a help and catalyst for actions carried out by
other parts of the University. Report contains rationale
for Center's taking on active role.

22.6 The Committee on the University and the City. The University and
the City. Cambridge, Hassw,husetts: Harvard, Today
Publications, 1969, 36pp

Interim report on Harvard's activities.

22.9 Cox, Eric. 'The University and the Decaying Ame..ican City,"
Educational Record, Fall 1964, 395-400.

22.10 Edirards, Gordon. 'The University and the Ghetto." Paper presentcd
at the rational League of Cities Annual ringress of Cities,
Neu Orleans, Louisiana, December 1968. ED 029 205

duffalo Sto:efront Experiment (Title I HEA) intended to open
channels between university and community. Programs included:
high school equivalency, remeaal reading, tutoring, computer
training. Used upwardly mobile community people on steering
cammittee. 'University of the Streets" classes: business,
math, black his tor.. Three lessons: begin small and don't
promise anything, get as much community involvement as possible,
don't move faster than "community policymakers."

22.11 Elsner, Paul A. "The Peralta Colleges Inner City Project: A
Demonstration Project." W°,shington, D.C.: American
Association of Junior Colleges, December 1970, 86pp.
ED 0147 673

First of four reports in The Urban Community College Project
Series.

*22.12 Fisher, Francis D. An Impression of "The Oakland Project:"
Considerations Important to the Design Projects Linking
Universities and City Government. Washington, D.0 : The
Urban Institute, February 1972.

Describes five-year project which placed Berkeley graduate
students in Oakland City government. Discusses problems and
lessons of project, especially its utility to city and studviit,
and "alternative university-city structures."
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22.13 Governmental Pesearch
in the Camumity.
1969. ED 03) 493

22.14

"Role of the University
I." Lincoln, Nebraska: Ihe Authors,

Examines acme programs connected with school/community
role. Technical expertise not enough to resolve problems
and conflict. Conf74t.ting values and interests exist.
Describes programs -- faculty assisted and advised local
governments, research on state government problems, intern-
ship programs.

. "Pole of the University in the Community. II."
Lincoln, Nebraska: 11,e Authors, 196y. ED 034 494

Shows areas of cooperation between University of Nebraska
and City of Lincoln and problems in relationship. Areas
include joint staff meetings, university faculty-staff
assistance to city, campus-city police cooperation. Main
problems -- forming cooperative structure, communication.

22.15 . "Role of the University in the Community. III."
Lincoln, Nebraska; The Authors, 1969. ED 034 495

Describes Center for Urban Affairs at Omaha and other
activities of University.

*22.16 Gas, Steele and Leslie Salmca-Cox. A University and its Community
confront Problems and Goals. Pittsburgh: Office of the
Secretary, UrTiversity If Pittsburgh, June 1972, 75PP.

Reports on results of community forums which were part of
) university-urban interface program.

22.17 Guthrie, Robert V., et. al. Feasibility
and Curricular Amplification: "The St. Louis Project." Final
Report. 15752Z979r

Feasibility study of small exurban college setting with
residence unit in inner city to broaden course woe.,
participate in community development as community members,
provide workers for agencies in community to supplement
existing services and meet unmet needs. Study indicates
more feasible to rent or lease than to buy. Costs, courses,
services, administration discussed.

22.18 Higher Education Center for Urban Studies (Bridgeport, Connecticut),
Final Report. ED 056 302

Pro ram to open up higher education to model city residents
and staff of anti poverty agency. Citizen participation.
Staffing. Unique thing about program is assistance to
faculty in understanding special problems of students.
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22.19 Nordlie, Peter G., et. al. "Role of College-Community Relationships
in Urban Higher Education. Volume II, A iStudy of Federal
City College." Washington, D.C.: Federal City College,
1969. ED 041 571

7esults of FCC survey to see what people involved or
affected by college considered desired goals, obstacles,
and other relevant role topics. Interviews with faculty,
staff, students, and administration: perception of
objectives, obstacles, college-community relations,
decision-making processes, students' motivation, curriculum,
staff motivation. Findings carried out to specific tasks
(program design ?rid evaluation tasks and problem definition
studies).

22.20 Perry, Yvonne and Edward Cahill. The Camminity Leadership
Seminar: A Report on a University-Community Joint Venture.
Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, Human Resources
Center, June 1971, 142pp. ED 053 367

Program for training indigenous leadership in coping with
the problems of urban society is described.

22.21 University of Pittsburgh. University-Urban Interface Program.
Pittsburgh: April 1972, lopp.

Brochure describing program monitoring five projects: (1)

minority and community services, (2) campus development
(3) communications, (4) long-range community goals, (5)
university governance for response to community.

22.22 Office of the Secretary, University of Pittsburgh. University-
Urban Interface Program. Phase II, Interim Report (April
lid - June T571). Pittsburgh: September 171, 152pp.

Presents overview of program, its context, conceptual
framework, methodology, organization, and project summaries.

*22.23 Randolph, Harland A., et. al. "Role of College-Community Relation-
ships in Urban High7FRaucation. Volume I, Project Summary
and Overview. Final Report." Washington, D.C.: Federal
City College, 1969. ED 041 569

Presents general background and research tasks for
analyzing process of college- community interaction.

22.24 Rayburn, Wendell G. "A Private University Responds to the
Educational Needs of the Community." Paper presented
to Higher Education Seminar at Eastern Michigan University,
December 3, 1968. ED 056 666

Iiscusses responsibility of private institutions of higher
education to contribute to Equal Educaticnal Opportunity,
problems of Detroit's minorities, and University of Detroit
projects and programs aimed at their educational and social
needs.
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22.25 Raymond, George M. and Ponald Shiffman. "The Pratt Center for
Canmunity Improvement: A University Urban Action Program,"
Pratt Planning Papers. Brooklyn, New York: January 1967.
ED 028 345

Center founded (1963) to spread information on urban
renewal, to gain community trust, and to increase community
input into decision-making. Resulted in Bedford -Stuyvesantls
beine, most prepared for Model Cities. Lessons: "importance
of consistency of purpose, comprehensive goals, community
organization, political neutrality, flexibility in rate of
progress and in funding"' need for operational more than
basic research, communicatim rith bureaucracy.

22.26 Smith) Pobert D. "A Statement on the Concept of an Urban
Te3.ecommunications Center." ,Par,:f presented at the National
Association of Educational Broadcasters 47th Annual Con-
vention. Miami Beach, Florida, October 1971.

Urban Telecommunications Center could offer city: (1) media
facilities to learn how to and to produce programs, (2)
coordinate and combine community resources, (3) traffic
control and other public functions.

Cross-references: 6.18, 7.4, 7.49, 11.2, 14.10

23. Extension and Continuing Education

23.1 Bebout, John. "Urban Extension: University Services to the
Urban Community," American Behavioral Scientist, 6, February
1963, 24-45.

23.2 . 'The Idea of the Urban Extension Service," Urban
Research and Education in the New York Metropolitan Region,
PeTIRT and C&en, eds., 82pp. plus App.).

23.3 Deines, Vernon P. "Urbanization, Planning and Higher Education
Extension, General Considerations in Community Action."
Manhattan, Kansas: Kansas State University, 1967. ED 016 180

Discusses community development and urban

23.4 Dennis, Lawrence E. "The Other End of Sesame
Washington, D.C.: AAHE, March 1971, Epp.

extension.

Street."
ED 050 672

Speech on television for continuing higher education.

23.5 Drazek, Stanley J. She Agony of the Inner City: Mat Can
Continuing Education Do?" College Parke University of
Maryland, 1967. ED 015 377

Series of addresses from a panel program. Discusses
programs at Wisconsin, Rutgers, and UCLA.
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23.6 Eklund, L. R. and D. R. McNeil. "The University and Residential
Education. The University and Continuing Education."
Neu Brunswick: Rutgers University, 25pp. ED 049 405

23.7 Elliot, Lloyd H. "Accreditation or Accountability: Must We
Choose?" December 1970, 18pp. ED 047 603

A paper in favor of part-time and continuing education.

23.8 Ellison, Priscilla B. The Oran e Extension Center: An Experiment
in Higher EducationFY Lamar State Co eke of Technology.
Beaumont, Texas: Lamar State College of TechriTggy, May 1970,
153pp. ED 046 324

Emphasizes educationally disadvantaged youth.

23.9 Ferver, Jack C. "Needed: An Urban Extension Service; Trends,
Problems and Yossibilities under Title I of the Higher
Education Act of 1965." A paper presented at the Regional
Title I Conference: St. Louis, Missouri, March 1969.
Madison, Uisconsin: Wisconsin Title I HEA Administrator,
1969. ED 030 817

University service projects can help solve community problems,
but need more money and more programs. Potential exists to
turn Title I into urban extension linking all concerned
institutions.

23.10 Ford Foundation. Urban Extension, a Report on Experimental
Programs Assdsted by Ford Foundation." New York: The
Authors, 1966. ED 011 095

Ford gave grants to eight universities to develop urban
extension progrems. Most attempted to help local communities
create structures for the War on Poverty. Urges universities
to increase ability to help state and local governments fit
community action programs to Federal requirements. Asks
how universities can function effectively in urban affairs.

23.11 Frizzell, John Kitchener. An Or anizational Model for the
Integration of Extension ystems in the Skate of Oregon.
Ph.D. Dissertation. Wisconsin University, Madison, 1966.
ED 024 005

Study of att_ ies of continuing education and cooperative
extension pe. Jnnel to merger in general and to particular
model for merger developed in study. Principles used in
deriving merger model were: coordinative, scalar,
functional, staff and line.
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23.12 Griffith, William S. "Our Society's Future -- Implications for
the Administration of Extension Programs." Madison:
University of Wisconsin, 1967. ED 011 638

Urges universities and their extension divisions to lead
attack on public problems. Extension methods have helped
increase food production in developing nations. Primary
technical assistance needed. Education aimed at population
control instead of agricultural technology. University
leadership requires broader cooperation, new lines of
communications, wise allocation of limited extension resources,
planning for future needs.

23.13 Helsby Dean. "The Societal Dimension, A Program of Continuing
Education for the State University of New York." Albany:
State University of New York, 1967. ED 011 641

New York State University master plan -- programs for
those who have not achieved initial educational and
occupational objectives.

23.14 Illinois, University of. Extension and Public Service in the
University of Illinois. Urbana: University of Illinois,
1967. Phase I Report. ED 023 346

Because of demands made by its environment and growth in
actual service function, university needs tc, examine and
decide on its role.

Studies UI's activities -- used structural approach:
personnel, finances, clientele, technology, specific
programs. Results indicate deep but unplanned involvement,
varied clientele, so many techniques as to make gauging of
effectiveness impossible. Specific external problems and
institutional responses examined.

23.15 . Extension and Public Service in the Univ,rsity
of Illinois. Urbana: University of Illinois, 1967.
Phase II Report. ED 023 347

Contains specific recommendations and outline of master
plan involving: camnitment by those at top, machinery to
implement and coordinate, policy and program improvements,
feedback and adjustment.

21.16 Kreitlow, Burton and Teresa MacNeil. "A Model for Educational
Improvement in Extension." Madison: University of Wisconsin,
April 1970, llpp. ED 043 829

Idea is traced from entry point into system to where it
becomes part of action program. Model includes social
change mechanism.
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23.17 Lauroesch, William. "The Two Year College -- Its Role in
Continuing Education." Amherst: University of Mass-
achusetts, May 1971, 17pp. ED 052 1469

23.18 Levin, Melvin R. and Joseph S. Slavet. Continuing Education.
Lexington, Massachusetts: D. C. Heath and Company, 1970,
139pp.

23.19 Liveright, A. A. Learning Never Ends; A Plan for Continuing
Education. New York: Delacorte Press, 1968. ED 037 657

Institutions of higher learning should meet needs for
continuing education. Foresees College of Continuing
Education by 1980 combining continuing education and
community services. Four institutes (Occupational and
Professional Development, Personal and Family Development,
Civic and Social Development, Humanistic and Liberal
Development) with 4 centers (Counseling and Community
Referral, Research and Professional Development, Metropolitan
Studies and Problem Solving). Presents aspects of this plan
and ideas for their development.

23.20 . "The Uncommon College: The College of Continuing
Education at Metropolis University." 1966. ED 018 697

23.21 Modesto Junior College, California. "An Analysis of the Character-
istics of the Unemployed and Undereducated as They Relate to
Program Planning for Continuing Education in Modesto."
December 3963. ED 020 452

23.22 Morton, John R. University Extension in the United States.
University of Alabama Press, 1953.

23.23 Murphy, James P. "Alpha Community College: A Model to
Demonstrate the Organization and Operation of a Continuing
Education Program." September 1969, 23pp. ED 0148 853

23.24 "The Ehergence of Continuing Education/Community
Service/Adult Education as is Community College Function."
September 1969, 13pp. ED 048 854

Discusses historical development of community college
functions.

23.25 Oregon State Educational Coordinating Council. "Coordination of
Continuing Education and Community Services in Oregon."
Salem, Oregon, 1968. ED 029 246

Need to avoid duplication, institute formal .coordination,
expand services to those disadvantaged not covered (conflicts
with 'self - supporting' policy). Educational agencies must
accept responsibility for and get adequate staff for multi-
service programs. Need for local coordinating councils in
addition to state council.
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23.26 Pace, Lois Ti. "Women's Needs in Continuing Education."
Ft. Collins, Colorado: Colorado State University,
August 1966. ED 019 551

Study sought /to determine how women felt needs for educaticnal
opportunity relate to employment outside the home, stage in
family life cycle, and level of education based on question-
naire. Perceived needs were significantly related to educat-
ional level but not to family life cycle or to employment
outside the home.

*23.27 Petshek, Kirk R. "A New Role for City Universities - -Urban
Extension Programs." Journal of the American Institute of
Planners, November 196475W-316..

23.28 Ratchford, C. Brice. Sole of State and Land Grant University
Extension Services in Eliminating Rural Poverty." University
of Missouri, Columbia, November 1967, 2Opp. ED 042 519

Land-grant universities have performed the most important
university outreach function in America. University never
serves as an instrument of direct social action but can be
a vital force/ in bringiag about action on the part of in-
dividuals, organizations, and institutions through its
educational activities. Through Extension Division,
university can work in 4 major areas -- public affairs
education, training leaders to work with the poor, direct
work with the poor, modifying community organizations.
Relevant to discussion of applying land-grant model to cities.

23.29 Richards, John R,, et. al. "Continuing Education Program, in
California Higher Education -- Delineation of Functions,
Coordinating, Finance." California State Coordinating
Council for Higher Education, 1963. ED 015 713

Delineates functions for junior colleges, state colleges,
the University of California.

23.30 Sharon, Amiel T. College Credit for Off-Campus Study. Repati.
uashington, D.C.: ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education,
March 1971, 18pp. ED 048 520

23.31 Valley, John R. "An Inventory of External Degree Programs and
Proposals." Princeton, New Jersey: Educational Testing
Service, 1971, 33pp.

23.32 Waters, Elzberry, Jr. "Application of Demand Analysis in
Marketing Continuing Education." Washington, D.C.: George
Washington University, 1969. ED 028 403

Written and graphic analysis of question of increasing
budget and tuition for off-campus degree programs, emphas-
izing elasticity of demand, contribution to profit, break-
even, and multiple demand functions. Basis was laid for
extending model to other off-campus activities.
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23.33 Uebster, Thomas G., et. al., eds. Contiv ing Education: Agent
of Change. Prcceedings of the National Conference on
Continuing Education in Mental Health. Washington, D.C.:
U. S. Government Printing Office, 1971. ED 057 345

Conference centered on role of continuing education in
promoting mental health in a changing society.

Cross-references: 2.14, 35.18, 35.26

24. Title I, Higher Education Act, 1965

24.1 Battistelli, V. P. and J. R. Minnis. "Evaluation and Review
of Title I, HEA 1965, Florida, 1966-70." Tallahassee,
August 1970, 52pp. ED 045 932

24.2 Bradley, N. E. and P. R. Martin. "The Identification of
Community Needs in Tennessee: Statewide Report on a
Community Service and Continuing Education Program."
Knoxville: University of Tenneesee, State Agency for Title
I, May 1967. ED 018 467

Suggests some types of college level programs to assist in
devebping communication among public officials, community
leaders, and higher education personnel.

24.3 Donaldson, John W. and Lionel G. Pellegrin. "A State Plan for
Community Service and Continuing Education Programs under
Title I of Higher Education Act 19653 Submitted by Louisiana."
Louisiana State ComMission on Extension and Continuing
Education, June 1967. ED 017 883

24.4 Florida State Department of Education. The 1966 Annual Plan and
Program of the State of Florida for Title It_thegialer
Education Act of 1965. Tallahassee, 1966. Ef.)C2-

24.5 National Advisory Council on Extension and Continuing Education.
First Annual Report. House Doc. No. 90-110. Washington, D.C.:
U. S. Government Printing Office, 1967.

Reports Council actions during first year of Title I HEA
1965 activity.

*24.6 . Second Annual Report. House Doc. No. 90-329.
lIashington, D.C.: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1968,
12pp.

Reports on programs and priorities of second year Title I
activities and reviews other Federally supported extension
and continuing education programs. Appendix B presents
system of classifying urban problems.
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24.7 . Third Annual Report. House Doc. No. 91-161.
'ashington, D.C.: U. S. Government Printing Offie, 1969,
28pp. ED 031 687

24.8 . Fourth Annual Report. House Doc. No. 93,-407.
Washington, DEC.: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1970,

35pp.

Defends accomplishments of Title I program 1966-1970.
Calls on Administration or Congress to restore appropriation.

24.9 . Fifth Annual Report. House Doc. No. 92-163.
Washington, D.C.: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1971,
65pp.

Reports on status of Council review of Federal programs,
FY 1970 Title I program. Appends report by Community
Service and Continuing Education Branch, U.S.O.E., state
administration, policies and procedures, problems and
priorities, finances, and evaluation of program.

24.10 . Sixth Annual Report. Washington, D.C.: U. S.
Government Printing Office, 1972, 112pp.

Includes "A Question of Stewardship: A Study of the Federal
Role in Higher Continuing Education," which examines issues
of coordination, legislative base, grant administration,
urban extension, student financial aid, and independent study
plus specific programs and program areas.

24.11 North Carolina Board of Higher Education. North Carolina State
Plan for Title I of the Higher EducatioriATtofT975.
FY 1970. Raleigh: The Authors, 1969, 24Pp.

24.12 . North Carolina State Plan for Title I of the Higher
Education Act of 19657FY 1971. Raleigh: The Authors,
1970 27pp. plus Appendices).

24.13 . "Report of North Carolina's Community Service and
Continuing Education Programs under Title I of the Higher
Education Act of 1965, 1966 - 1972." Raleigh: The Authors,
1972.

24.14 Oliver, Leonard P. Title I of the HEA of 1965: Its Promise and
Performance. Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation. University
of Chicago, July 1970, 3Opp. ED 042 110

Discusses the origins of HMI evaluates its status.
Special problems in funding, advising, and administration.

24.15 Simpson, Bert K. Analysis of the Understanding Acce tame, and
Im lementation of t e Puzyoses o Ti e I H 1 . Un-
published Ph.D. Thesis. San Diego: U. S. International
University, June 1970, 177pp. ED 044 609
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24.16 University of South Carolina. Community Service and Continuing
Education plsConductedtitutisoffroranonligim
Education in South Carolina. Progress Report. Columbia:
The Authors, Hay 1971, 103pp. ED 050 327

24.17 Sprackling, Marvin S. A Final Re ort of the Triple Two Project,
A Project under Title I HEA of 19 . Kearney State College,
Nebraska, May 1967. ED 019 554

To determine perceived needs in south central Nebraska for
programs of community service or continuing education and
to examine Title I as it might relate to them. Specific
needs, most often voiced, which could be developed under
Title I, were: police schools, training of local governing
boards, community workshop on recreation and services to
youth.

24.18 State University of New York -- Farmingdale. "Special Programs
under Title I, HEA of 1965." Farmingdale, New Yorks 1967.
ED 015 353

Three daytime non-credit programs in education for community
service: training for nurses' aides, hard core unemployed
women, and teachers' aides.

24.19 University of Tennessee. Progress and Evaluation Deport: A
Summary of Activities in Tennessee under Title I HEA 1965.
Knoxville: August 19 . ED 012 3

24.20 . A Summary of Activities in Tennessee under Title I
of the Higher Education Act of 1967Nand Progress and
Evaluation Report. Knoxville::. 1968. ED 027 461

History and evaluation of 38 university extension programs
under Title I, FY 1966, 1967, 1968. Also recommendations
for new methods of finance, administration, and choosing
Title I programs.

24.21 . A Summary of Activities in Tennessee under Title I
HEA 1965. Third Progress and Evaluation 'eport. Knoxville:

130, 1450. ED 047 256

24.22 . "Annual Amendment to Tennessee State Plan Fiscal
Title I HEA of 1965." Knoxville: June 1970, 240

ED 042 103

24.23 . 'Title I HEA 1955: Annual Amendment to Tennessee
State Plan Fiscal 1972." Knoxvillq: July 1971, 28pp.
ED 053 351
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24.24 University of Georgia. Georgia State Plan for Community Service
and Continuing Education for Fiscal 1968 under Title I HEA
1965. Athens: 1967. 115514632

Georgia state agency sponsored conferences to identify
problems and assign priorities. Rank order of broad
problem areas: community development and planning,
occupational competence of local government officials,
human relations among organizations and socioeconomic
groups self-realization, family life.

24.25 Ilelch, Franklin Weldon. Implementation of Title I of the Higher
Education 'Act of 196 in Tennessee. Ph.D. Thesis. Florida
State University, Tallahassee: 1967. ED 028 400

Case study includes discussion of limitations on Title I
implementation: University of Tennessee was named state
agency, few functions relegated to advisory councils,
research emphasis, lack of personnel, poor ccmmunication,
and lack of experience. Significant correlation between
funds and planning with people outside University, population
density and numbers of participants who were urban pro-
fessionals and community leadere.

24.26 ?Test Virginia State Agency for Community Service and Continuing
Education Programs. Title I, Higher Education Act of 1965,
Community Service and Continuin Education; Annual Re ort
for Fiscal 1968. Morgantown, West Virgin:1.a: 196
ED 035 842

24.27 Whipple, James B. "Title I of the Higher Education Act of 1965:
Evaluation of the Present Program: Reccmmendaticns for the
Future." 1970. ED 036 682

Shows weaknesses in evaluation procedures and new approaches.
Author feels evaluation of Title I impossible due to lack of
direction, leadership, or system. Recommends -- "create
viable system, establish active leadership."

Cross-references: 6.12, 16.17, 22.6, 22.10, 23.9, 26.18, 26.19, 27.24,
31.17

25. Adult 'and Community Education

25.1 Association of University Evening Colleges. Radical Changes in
Higher Adult Education. Norman, Oklahoma: The Authors,
1971, 129pp. ED 958 547

Proceedings 'of annual meeting AUEC. Considers external
degree as radical change, their forms, and changing patterns
in university organizations as they affect evening college.
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25.2 Blair, George E. "An Urban Education First Principle: Community
Education Centers." Albany: New York State Education Depart-
ment, Office of Urban Education, 1968. ED 039 293

Recommends urban education centers to provide supplementary
educational programs for those beyond school age.

25.3 Burch, Glen. "Challenge to the University: An Inquiry into the
University's Responsibility for Adult Education." Notes and
Essays on Education for Adults, 35. Brookline, Massachusetts:
CSLEA, 1961. ED 028 407

Trends in continuing education. TThat should be role of
"community of scholars: in society? Trends: cooperation
and coordination. Proposal for four-dimensional education
system: elementary, secondary, higher, continuing.

25.4 Caplan, Eleanor K. "Options for Evaluation of Adult Education:
Research of Subjective Judgment." Minneapolis, Minnesota:
Adult Education Research Conference, 1970. ED 036 768

Examines different views of evaluation held by funding
agencies and institution personnel. Recommends compromise
based on common goal: effective program.

25.5 Carey, James T. Forms and Forces in University Adult Education.
Brookline, Massachusetts: Center for the Study of Liberal
Education for Adults, 1961, 226pp. ED O17 286

Forces which favor or impede the growth of adult education
in American higher education.

25.6 Carpenter, milliam L. and Sudarshan Kapoor. "Graduate Research
in Adult Education: and Related Fields (1950-1966)."
Tallahassee: Florida State University, 1966. ED 010 681

Briefly describes research reports and summarizes findings.
Areas covered -- "'agency and program analysis and evaluation,
program development and planning, community development and
camnunity services, adult education practices, methods and
techniques, adult educator, clientele analysis, and adult
learning."

25.7 Center for the Study of Liberal Education for Adults. The College
and its Community; A Conference on Purpose and Direction in the
Education of Adults. CSLEA Occasional Papers, No. 16.
Brookline, Massachusetts: CSLEA, 1968. ED 021 204

Participants in "sister-college plan" for training adult ed-
ucators, sponsored by Negro College Committee on Adult Educat-
ion: University of Wiscrnsin, Syracuse University, Norfolk
State College, Tuskegee, and Opportunities Industrialization
Centers. Fund sources: Title I, Adult Education Act, 0E0,
Administration on Aging, Department of Commerce. Adult educat-
ion has to be sold project by project. 'We must accept the
commitment that continuing education and retraining are pro-
per functions of universities."
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25.8 Coalition for Adult Education Organizations. "Imperatives for
Action." Washington, D.C.: The Authors, 1969. ED 034 156

Urges system of lifelong learning. Sets out tasks for
Coalition.

25.9 Daigneault, George H. "The Changing University: A Report on
the Seventh Annual Leadership Conference." Brookline,
Massachusetts: Center for the Study of Liberal Education
for Adults, 1959. ED 031 625.

Presents papers given at conference, plus summary of dis-
cussion which followed papers. Adult education activities
marginal in university, more public relations or fund raiser.
Suggests ways to make adult education increasingly central
concern of the university.

25.10 Desmond, Thomas J. "Proceedings for the Annual Meeting of the
Association of University Evening Colleges on the Evening
College, University and Community Relations." Dallas,
October 1965. ED 022 113

Contains summary of discussion on problems.

25.11 Festine, Armond Joseph. A Study of Community Services in the
Community Colleges of State Universit of New York.
Ed.D. Thesis. Syracuse University, New York, 9 8.
ED 021 157

Assesses stated commitment to provide community service
programs in adult education. Studied correlation between
number of programs and community size, age of college,
other colleges in community offering programs, and means
of financing programs. Found most effort went into
financial support of adult education, least into community
development.

25.12 Gordon, Morton. "Daytime School for Adults, A New Program
Dimension at University of California - Berkeley."
Brookline, Massachusetts: Center for the Study of Liberal
Education for Adults, 1967. ED 012 429

Discusses problems and distinctive features of daytime
program set up in 1964.
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25.13 Griffith, Tiilliam S. "Adult Education: The Challenge to the
Junior College." Address presented at the Third Annual
Illinois Junior College Conference. Rockford, Illinois:
October 1968. ED 025 691

While adult education in junior colleges increasing, pro-
grams tend to be restricted to classroom because of concept
of adult education as inferior canmunity service, paucity
of creativity, poor reimbursement programs, lack of co-
ordination with other adult educators, and lack of training.
Proposals: (1) distinguish adult education and community
service, (2) strengthen other adult education programs and
tell them what you're doing, (3) provide unique courses,
(4) study community problems and tailor courses to meet
them, (5) get administrators involved.

25.14 Havighurst, Robert J. and Betty Orr. Adult Education and Adult
Needs: Research Reports. Brookline, Massachusetts: CSLEA,
1960. ED 027 456

Part of Kansas City Study of Adult Life. Studied role
performance and motivations of adults, why middle-class
people are attracted to adult education, and challenge to
adult education of affecting socially needed citizenship.

25.15 Heppell Helen M. "Community Education Project, A Report to the
Rosenburg Foundation." San Diego City Schools, California,
1966. ED 011 094

Reports on three-year community education project in south-
east San Diego. Most successful techniques involved
person-to-person contact, like home calls.

25.16 Ingham, Roy J. Institutional Backgrounds of Adult Education:
Dynamics of Change in the Modern University. Notes and
Essays on Education for Adults,-30. Brookline; Massachusetts:
Center for the. Study of Liberal Education for Adults, 1966.
ED 027 496

Conference papers on analyzing institutional characteristics,
sources of power, student attitudes, organization, and
university role in social change.

25.17 Johnson, Eugene I. ',The University, Adult Education, and Our
Society of Cities," Adult Leadership, March 1966, 290-292.

25.18 Knowles, Malcolm S. "Higher Adult Education in the United
States: the Current Pictures Trends, and Issues."
Washington, D.C.: American Council on Education, 1969.
ED 034 145

Analyzes literature from 1960-1968: historical perspective,
relevant forces, trends in literature, issues.
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25.19 Knox, Alan B. "Critical Appraisal of the Needs of Adults for
Educational Experiences as a Basis for Program Development."
New York: Columbia Teachers College, 1967, ED 022 090

Nhile social problem indicates need, inaividuals are better
unit of analysis in setting up program. Distinguishes ways
of meeting needs.

25.20 McMahon, Ernest E. "Needs of People and their Communities -- and
the Adult Educator. A Review of the Literature of Need
Determination." New York: Syracuse University, 1970.
ED 038 551

Focuses on community development and education. Analyzes
several aspects: how to determine individual and community
needs, relevance to community, definition of need (rather
than interests or desires), evaluation tools. Issue of
relevance closely looked at. Annotated bibliography presented.

25.21 Miller, Harry L. 'Participation of Adults in Education? A Force
Field Analysis." Brookline, Massachusetts: Center for the
Study of Liberal Education for Adults, 1967. ED 011 906

Participation or non-participation motives seen as products
of positive and negative forces which shape educational needs
and desires.

25.22 . "New York Universityts Harlem Seminars." New York:
New York University School of Continuing Education, November 8,
1967. ED 01I 652

Discussion groups tested the feasibility of extending
university informal adult education into the poverty areas
of New York. Results suggest extension can serve as a
connecting link between the dominant culture and excluded
under-class. Program mist be heavily subsidized.

25.23 Miller, Paul A. "The University and Adult Education." Durham,
New Hampshire: New England Center for Continuing Education,
1966. ED 011 618

Adult education at point of collision in university-between
historic sentiment (faculty) and pressures of putlic affairs
(administrators). Regional center in New England could be-
come model laboratory.

25.24 . "Adult Conferences and Community Problans." College
Park: University of Maryland, December 1969, llpp. ED 042 078

Challenges higher adult education to include urban strategies.
How far should the university go?

25.25 Open University. The en University. Prospectus 1971. Walton,
Bletchley, Bucks England 1 November 19 9, 2pp. ED 042 411

Describes governance, policy, and philosophy of institution
geared to adults engaged in full time work for pay and at
home.
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25.26 Rhodes, Harvey B. Retraining the Undereducated Adult: The

Development and Implementation of a Retraining Program for
Undereducated and Unemployed Adults by a Community College.
Ed.D. Thesis. Berkeley: 1968, 640pp. ED 047 202

25.27 Smith, Harold K. "Pi Plan for Developing a Program of Adult
Education to Meet the Needs of a Local Community." New
Brunswick, New Jersey: Rutgers University, 1968. ED 037 600

Looks at data from public school adult education programs
in 142 cities with goals such as "civic responsibilities,
broader educational background, vocational competence
training, increased economic efficiency, enriching the
quality of life, promote better physical and mental health."

25.28 Southern Regional :ducation Board. The Emerging City and Higher
Adult Education. Atlanta, 1963. ED 023 959

Higher adult education needs to be concerned more with
values and attitudes than with skills; liberal more than
vocational. Need to educate students about city and
educate more of city population.

25.29 Tolley, William Pearson. "American Universities in Transition
and the New Role of Adult Education." Fourth Mansbridge
Memorial Lecture, University of Leeds, England, June 16,
1966. ED 019 556

Greatest trend in universities today is continuing education.
Forces behind growth: more leisure time, paperback revolution,
preparation for retirement, demand for new skills for rapid
changes in business and industry. Library for continuing
education at Syracuse University indicative of rising concern
for special needs of part-time adult students. Expanded
higher adult education will lead to a growth in university
presses, sponsored research, international programs, and
concern for metropolitan problems and urban extension.

25.30 Totten, Fred W. The Per of Community Education. Midland,
Michigan: Pendall Publishing, 1970.

25.31 Venn, Grant, et. al. "A Comprehensive Plan for Solution of the
Functionally Illiterate Problem." Washington, D.C.: Office
of Education, March 1968. ED 019 603

Voluntary adult basic education program for the educationally
disadvantaged. Estimates that 2.7 million in target pop-
ulation in 1975, that peak annual cost will be $235 million,
that programs can reach 13 million people over 20 years.
Using single criterion of income increases, potential
annual benefits of program are about 4 times annual cost.
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25.32 Tlhite, Thurman J. IThe Future of American Adult Education."
Title I Newsletter, 12. Knoxville: University of Tennessee,
September 7, 1967. ED 014 625

Author predicts 10 future events that will mark the trans-
formation from opportunity to reality of education for all
Americans: (1) Federal Government will emerge with primary
responsibility for adult education, (2) more institutions
will offer advanced degrees in adult education, (3) by
1980, 20% of adult population will be engaged in at least
one program, (4) adults will be paid to go to school as an
ordinary practice, etc.

Cross-references: 2.14, 6.11, 7.10, 14.18

26. Community Development

26.1 Beran, D. L. "Community Development in Colleges and Universities
in the United States." 1967. ED 024 860

Study of community development curricula in 41 schools: 12

with curricula, 24 offered services; 6 traininL; 2 under-
graduate and graduate; 6 only graduate; 2 mainly training.
Problems: time, money and staff.

26.2 Biddle, William W. and Loureide J. Biddle. The Community
Develo ent Process: The Rediscovery of Local Initiative.
Tim- York: Holt, Rinehart, Winston, 196

Two case studies of community development process:
Appalachia and northern industrial city. Concepts defined;
process outlined for small groups. Explores relation
between community development and academic fields and
professions.

26.3 Buck, Roy C. and Robert A. Rath. "Community Developmnt:
Problems and Prospects of a Commonwealth Conference."
University Park, Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania State
University, 1965. ED 032 465

Conference papery on needs, methods, objectives, role and
resources of universities in urban areas in relation to
community development problems and prospects. Concerns for
deficiencies in several areas -- knowledge, leadership,
government quality in urban life. Discusses land use,
urban design, economic development, costs and benefits,
and cooperation among urban groups to improve leadership.
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26.4 Coady, M. M. Masters of their Own Destin : The Story of the
Antigonish Movement of Adult Education through Economic
Cooperation. 1939, 1960 rev. ED 027 476

Community organization carried out by St. Francis Xavier
University through study clubs and cooperatives. Rural
model with possible urban applications.

26.E Connor, Desmond M. "Some Current Concerns in Community Development:
An Agenda for Research and Review." Toronto: Ontario
Institute for Studies in Education, 1969. ED 037 659

Outlines several issues and research needs.

26.6 Court, Michael. Community Development at the University of
Uh.shington: A Case Study and Criti ue of Plannin Im-
plementation, and Evaluation Techniques 19 0 -9, with
Recommendations for Future Procedures. M.B.A. Thesis.
Seattle: University of Washington, 1970, 127pp. ED 047 242

26.7 Cron, John A. The Hannibal Community Survey: A Case Study
in a Community Development Technique. Case Study No. 1.
Columbia, Missouri: Extension Division, University of
Missouri - Columbia, 1969, 31pp.

26.8 . A Three-County Planning Program. Case Study No. 2.
Columbia, Missouri: Extension Division, University of
Missouri - Columbia, 1971, 37pp.

*26.9 Franklin, Richard. ',Toward the Style of the Community Change
Educator." Paper presented at the National Seminar on
Adult Education Research. Toronto, February 1969. ED 025 721

Five different styles: (1) instructor, (2) paterfamilia3
(3) advocate, (4) servitor, (5) community change educator.

*26.10 Haygood, Kenneth, "The University and Community Education."
Notes and Essays on Education for Adults, 36. Brookline,
Massachusetts: CSLE1, 1962. ED 028 346

Defines, describes, discusses problems university programs
in community, especially those related to community development
(community service, reform, relations, organization).
Categorizes institutional objectives: education, service,
institutional development.

26.11 Hill, Daniel. "A Study of Community Resource Development and
Community Service Program Coordination between Cooperative
&tension end Community Colleges in New York." Columbia,
Missouri: Missouri University, 1970, 86pp. ED 043 805

Defines areas where coordination might occur. No evidence
of overlap in program content, but did overlap on suburban
middle income clientele.
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26.12 Hughes, Robert G. Leadership in Community Development. Ft.
Collins, Colorado: Colorado State University, M.Ed. Thesis,
1968. ED 023 947

Survey of client leaders about their expectations concerning
extension approaches to solving problems -- individual group,
key person. Results indicated community leaders did not
expect "service" as much as Extension people thought but
wanted what is termed "group and key person orientation."

26.13 Littrell, Donald W. The Theory_and Practice of Community Develop-
ment: A Guide for Practitioners. Columbia, Missouri:
Extension Division, University of Missouri - Columbia,
no date, 40pp.

26.14 Michigan State University. "Community Resource Development;
Proceedings of National Extension Workshop." East Lansing:
1966. ED 031 616

Training workshop to develop comprehensive framework and
tools for community resource development.

26.15 National Training Laboratories. Annual Laboratories in
Community Leadership Training 1966. Reading Book.
'Washington, D.C.: The Authors, 1966. ED 011 101

Applies elements of laboratory training to needs and role
demands of c amnunity change agents.

26.16 Phifer, Bryan and Fred List. Community Development: A New
Dimension of Extension. Columbia, Missouri: Extension
Division, University of Missouri - Columbia, 1970, 31pp.

21.17 Pinnock, Theodore James. 'Human Resources Development -- an
Emerging Role for Black Professionals in Higher Education."
Paper presented at the First National Congress of Black
Professionals in Higher Education, University of Texas,
Austin, Texas, April 1972. ED 061 404

Expanding role of university adult and continuing education.
Provision of social skills for citizens in changing society.
Reed also to look at broader questions.

*26.18 Pulver, Glen C. and others. The Role of the University in
Community Development. Washington, D.C.: Adult Education
Association, 1969. ED 029 588

Papers presented at Mid-Continent Conference on title theme.
Pulver's paper used Milwaukee as example of urban complexity
and noted need for university to have a number of "specialists
committed to developing trust between its programs and services
and those it wants to reach." Noted need for university to
examine itself critically.
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26.19 Senecal, Robert and Harry Smith. New Dimensions in Community
Development. Minneapolis, Minnsoa:Nenanversity
extension Association, 1966. ED 010 680

Report from conference on role of university extension in
community development. Discusses adult education aA it
relrtes to implementation of community development proposals
under Title I of Higher Education Act, 1965. Describes
community involvement and relations projects at University
of Oklahoma, Michigan State University, West Virginia
University, Southern Illinois University, University of
Wisconsin. Suggests prospecta and directions of university
based community development programs.

26.20 Shiner, Patricia, et. al. "Community Development in Urban Areas:
A Summary of PTht Journal Articles and Book Chapters."
Columbia, Missouri: Missouri University, 1969. ED 034 135

Citations and abstracts of 78 pieces -- both developing and
developed nations included. Topics: participation, policies,
community structure, theories of planned change, roles
descriptions of urban programs.

26.21 Weaver, John C. 'The University and Ccmmunity Development."
Washington, D.C.: National Association of State Universities
and Land Grant Colleges, November 1970, 19pp. ED 047 598

Speech outlining dangers of university involvement in
community service: identifying decision-makers in public
sector, hostility among groups, decision-makinge dis-
couraging what seem to be unwise moves on the part of the
community and encouraging the implementation of the decisions
reached as a result of university research.

26.22 Whitford, James R. 'Toward a More Restricted Definition of
Community Development." 1969. ED 039 416

Calls for clear recognition of community development workers'
techniques and limitations. Community development -- process
which worker helps bring about. Must became interdisciplinAry
approach in both implementation and theoretical formulation.

Cross-references: 6.31, 7.2, 7.11, 8.6, 8.7, 12.1, 12.2, 16.2, 16.17,
16.18, 16.20, 25.20.

27. Community Services

27.1 Axford, RogarIg. College - Community Consultation. Dekalb,
Illinois: Enlightenment Press, 1967. ED 612 874

Document is outgrowth of conference ant the role the college
can play in working with the community of which it is a part;
the effective use of faculty as consultants on industrial
development, population expansion, housing; guidelines for
the organization and operation of local citizen advisory
committees.
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27.2 Burney, Leroy E. "The University and Community Health Services,"
American Journal of Public Health, March 1966.

27.3 Compton, J. Lin, et. al. "Same Trends in Community Service
Programs in Community Colleges in the U.S. A Quantitative
Assessment and Some Qualitative Views." 1970, 53pp.
ED 043 322

27.1k Department of Commerce. Higher Education Aid for Minority
Business. A Directory of Assistance Available to Minorities
by Selected Colle iate Schools of Business. Vashington, D.C.:
April 1970, pp. ED 0 62

27.5 DeWitt, Laurence, B., et. al. 'The Potential Role of the School
as a Site for InteiTaTIRg Social Services." Syracuse, New
York: Syracuse University Research Corporation, March 1972,
62pp. plus appendices).

Appendices on " Community College and Community Services" and
"University Centers for Community Education Development."

27.6 Distasio, Patrick J. and Barry Greenberg. "Community Services:
A Center for Community Development." Washington, D.C.:
American Association of Junior Colleges, 1969. ED 032 053

Review and evaluation of concept of a center. Objectives
of center: "determine adequacy of existing programs,
involve more people in existing programs, make institutional
changes only after trial run of experimental programs,
improve feedback to insure relevancy, develop organizational
structure and administrative procedure and workshops."
Review of 2 programs plus description of additional programs.

27.7 Donnelly, Brian. Quinsigamond Community College Community
Educational Services Center. Worcester, Massachusetts:
Quinsigamond Community College, September 1969, 36pp.
ED 058 870

Discusses effort to establiah Center, funded by Title
HEA, 1965, to offer special education services to minority
and lax- income groups in local area.

27.8 Farmer, Martha L., ed. Counaeling Services for Adults in Higher
Education. Metuchen, New Jersey: Scarecrow Preen, 1971,
172pp. £D 053 365

27.9 Goldman, Leroy Howard. "Cultural Affairs: A Vital Phase of
Carnality Services." 1969. ED 035 393

Successful cultural programs will improve public relations
and promote community support for college.
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27.10 Goodrich, Andrew L. A Survey of Selected Community Services
Programs for the Disadvantaged at Inner-City Community
Colleges. Ph.3. DissertaiW1713E37TMiF7177546166

*27.11 Gove, Samuel K. and Elizabeth K. Stewart, eds. The University
and the EMerging Federalism: A Conference on Improving
University Contributions to State Governments. Summary,
Background Papers, and Speeches. Urbana, Illinois:
University of Illinois, The Institute of Government and
Public Affairs, July 1972.

27.12 Institute of Urban Studies. Guide to University of Texas System
Resources for State and Local Government. Arlington, Texas:
The Authors, University of Texas at ngton, April 1970,
67pp.

27.13 Knotek, Dale H. "Community Services." Minneapolis: University
of Minnesota, Department of Student Unions, 1969. ED 039 872

Checklist of community services program and administration
and supervision procedures offered as guide for those who
wish to establish or improve their own programs. Suggests
haw colleges can utilise their facilities with community,
involve community, faculty, students in planning and
developing programs, establish goalNcoordinate and adminis-
trate college and community activities.

27.14 Kopel, Bernice H. Home Economists Workin with Low-Income
Families and Implications for Col ege Food an r tion
Curriculum. Ed.D. Dissertation, July 1970, 147pp. ED 043 763

27.15 Larsen, Howard B. and Henry M. Reitan. "Planning Community
Services." Seattle: University of Washington, Center for
Development of Community College Education, August 1971,
81pp. ED 057 773

Lists four steps in planning process: define institutional
goals, involve commurtty, develop programs, identify internal
and external infcwmation scurcee.

27.16 LOW, Gilbert A., Jr. 'Toward University Students and the
Community Service Project." Journal of Negro Education,
36:4, Fall 1967. ED 015 399

Five-year project in second precinct of Washington, D.C.,
1961-66, to mobilize and assist churchea in area, survey
needs of residenta and help them solve problema, contribute
to family development, initiate program for self-help,
develop model for other communities, provide training
facility for students.
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27.17 McKee, James. "University Resources and Human Relations
Committees." East Lansing: Michigan State University,
1967. ED 036 248

Discusses use of university resources to improve relations
among community groups -- primary resource, education, to
open new lines of communication and to bring together
concerned people. Communication increases changes of
finding solutions. SiLnificant and difficult role of
university -- critic and redefiner.

27.18 ilyran, Gunder A. "Community Services: An Emerging Challenge
for the Community College." Washingtcn, D.C.: American
Association of Junior Colleges, 1969. ED 032 051

Defines community service aspects: "(1) permeation,
sensitivity, and commitment to community problems and
potential in college; (2) penetration, integration of
college in community; (3) education." Suggests move
away from semester credit and single base campus and
formal admission requirements.

27.19 . "Community Services in the Community College."
Washington, D.C.: American Association of Junior Colleges,
1969. ED 037 202

Reviews concepts, definitions, problems, issues and
challenges. Author feels "community services aspect
affects most clearly the socioeconanic structure of the
community." Services should affect groups not normally
reached by conventional college programs. New organizational
approaches required which can affect the traditional approached
of the entire college.

27.20 Revlein, Pauline, et. al. "Home Economists in Community Programs."
Washington, D.C.: American Home Economists Association,
1969, 79pp. ED 049 409

27.21 Shaw, Nathan C. and J. Kenneth Cummiskey. "Community Involve-
ment: A Leadership Responsibility for Community Services.
Working Papers, #51 Mobilizing College and Community
Resources." Washington, D.C.: American Association of
Junior Colleges, 1970. FD 038 117

Recommends colleges and local leaders share increasing
responsibility for providing community services. People
would support college more, and more resources brought to
bear on problems through sharing of both college and com-
munity facilities. Information on available resources and
serviees plus personnel exchanges could be provided by a
community services center.

27.22 Shaw, Nathan C. Cammunit Services Forum Vol. 1, No. 1-6.
1,4shington, D.C.: Amer can Assoclat on of Junior Colleges,
1969. ED 032 034

Discusses administration, organisation, responsibility, informa-
tion exchange, National Council on Community Services,
California programs, training.
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27.23 Stanton, Charles M. "Community Service and the Need for a Human
Resources Center." Beverly, Massachusetts: North Shore
Community College, September 1970, 21pp. ED 046 378

Discusses incorporating community service experience into
the academic program of the community college through a
human resources center.

27.24 Whipple, James B. "Community Service and Continuing Education:
Literature Review." New York: Syracuse University, 1970.
ED 038 550

Reviews literature in EPIC clearinghouse on Title I of the
Higher Education Act of 1965: relationship between community
service and continuing education, responsibility for community
service, essential ingredients for an effective statewide
system of community service and continuing education, trends
and stagnant areas for universities.

Cross-references: 6.43, 6.49, 7.35, 7.46, 7.49.

PART V: PLANN Th!G ACTIVE INSTITUTIONS

28. Educational Planninh

28.1 Adams, Don, ed. Educational Planning. Syracuse: Syracuse
University Press, 1964, 152pp.

Collection of papers giving international overview of
theory and practice.

28.2 Anderson, A. The Social Context of Educational Plannia.
Paris: I.I.E.P.

28.3 Armitage, Peter, Cyril Smith, and Paul Alper. Decision Models
for Educational Planning. London: Allen Lane, The Penguin
Press, 1969, 1t4pp.

Treats subjects of deciding on numbers of places in higher
education, impact of raising school-leaving age, predicting
demand for and supply of teachers. Criticizes "onlooker"
approach to forecasting in planning. Offers alternative
method of rational plan formulation.

28.4 Beeby, C. E. Planning and the Educational Administrator.
Fundamentals of Educational Planning Series No. 4.
New York: UNIPUB, 1967. ED 030 182

National educational planning has many aspects, five of
which are discussed from the point of view of the admin-
istrator: (1) long run national planning, (2) preparing,
adopting, executing plan, (3) political aensitivity, (4)
safeguarding rights of children with respect to social
needs, (5) system capacity to implement plan.
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28.5 Bliss, Sam W. "The Extent and Utilization of Management Information
Systems and Planning Programming Budgeting Systems in State
Educational Agencies." Denver: Improving State Leadership
in Education, April 1971, 26pp.

28.6 Bolton, Dale L., ed. The Use of Simulation in Educational
Administration. Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill, 1971.

*28.7 Bowles, Samuel. Planning Educational Systems for Economic
Development. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University
Press, 1969.

28.8 Brooks, Richard D. "Comprehensive Planning in State Educational
Agencies. A Rationale and Discussion of the Planning Function
and Structure within State Education Agencies." Madison:
Wisconsin State Department of Public Instruction, 1968.
ED 031 042

Basic principles and guidelines for educational planning;
capacity for planning; need for comprehensive planning,
planning process.

28.9 Caldwell, Michael S. "Input, Evaluation and Educational Planning."
Columbus, Ohio: OSU Evaluation Center, 1968. ED 025 043

Education programs may be seen as inputs to process resulting
in desired change. Eight criteria: legality, congruence,
legitimacy, compatibility, balance practicability, cost-
effectiveness.

28.10 C,.rpenter, Margaret B. and Sue A. Haggart. "Cost-Effectiveness
Analysis for Educational Planning." Santa Monica, California:
RAND Corporation, 1970. ED 038 870

28.11 Clough, D. J. and W. P. McReynolds. "State Transition Nodel of
an Educational System Incorporating a Constraint Theory of
Supply and Demand." Ontario Journal of Educational Research,
Vol. 9, 1966.

28.12 Cook, Desmond L. "The Impact of Systems Analysis on Education."
Columbus, Ohio: OSU Educational Research Management Center,
1968. ED 024 145

28.13 Eastmond, Jefferson N. "The Process of Education Planning:
PROJECT DESIGN: Interagency Planning for Urban Educaticnal
Needs, #31.h California: Fenno City Unified School
District, 1968. ED 03b 769

Steps: assess needs, identify priorities, link immediate
problema to be aolved to long-range plan.
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28.14 Educational Testing Service. State Educational Assessment
Programs. Princeton: The Authors, 1971. ED 056 102

Assessment activities in 50 states analyzed: goal-setting,
PPBS, statewide testing, centralized control. Problem areas:
coordination, financial incentives, sensitive data, goal
confusion and conflict.

*28.15 Fox, Karl A., ed. Economic Analysis for Educational Planning:
Resource Allocation in Nonmarket Systems. Baltimore:
The Johns Hopkins Press, 1972, 376pp.

28.16 Fresno City Unified School District. Summary: PROJECT DESIGN.
Educational Master Plan, Fresno 1969. Volumes A B, C.
California: 1969. (A) ED 038 775, (B) ED 0313 776,

(C) ED 038 777

Volume k summarizes activities of two-year planning project.
Volume B describes seven major factors identified in project
as crucial to educational planning. Volume C summarizes
present and future educational needs of community, recommends
activities to meet these needs.

28.17 Garuge, finandalT.P. A Functional Analysis Df Educational Adminis-
tration in Relation to Educational Planning. Paris: I.I.E.P.,
1969. ID 057 420

Study of the effect of interpersonal relations on educational
planning, of types of organization and planning, and of their
impact on plan formulation and implementation.

28.18 Guba, Egon G. and Daniel L. Stufflebeam. Evaluation: The Process
of Stimulating, Aiding, and Abetting Insightful Action.
Bloomington, Indiana: Reading Program, School of Education,
1970. ED 055 733

Problems in evaluation: definition of setting, design,
criteria. Proposals to solve problems of definition and
design. Topics include: decision settings, evaluation
strategies, structure of deaign (information collection,
organization analysis, reporting) criteria for juttng
evaluations (validity, reliability, sign-Uicance, scope,
efficiency.) CIPP.

28.19 Harman, ly. G. 'Three Approaches to Educational Resource
Allocation." Ontario: University of Toronto, Institute
for the Quantitative Analysis of Social and Economic
Policy, 1968. ED 040 1491

Main approaches to educational planning are social demand,
manpower forecasting, coat-benefit.

28.20 Jennings, Robert E. "Alternative Poles and Interagency Pelation-
ships of State Education Agenciea in Comprehensive Statewide
Planning." Denver: Improving State Leadership in Education,
'day 1971, 37pp.
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28.21 Johns, Roe L., et. al. Dimensions of Educational Need.
Gainesville, Florida: National Educational Finance Project,
1969. ED 036 007

Different authors look at specific aspects and levels of
educational need: school financing, problem ni eaucational
need, early childhood, basic elementary and secondary
education, exceptional children, culturally deprived
vocational education, cammunity junior college education,
adult and continuing education.

28.22 Kaufman, Roger A. and Richard J. Harsh. "Determining Educational
Needs: An Overview." San Dimas: Planned Leadership for
Evaluative Department of Goals of Education, 1969. ED 039 631

Three preliminary models for assessing needs presented.
Analyzes steps agency can use to identify and define criteria
for relevant educational goals to base a program on.

28.23 Knezevich, S. J. "Systems Analysis and its Relationship to
Educational Planning." Banff, Alberta: Western Canada
Administrators, 1969. ED 036 895

Views systems orientated administrator as change agent,
innovative strategist.

28.24 Kraft, Richard H.P., ed. Strate ies of Educational Plannin .
Proceedings of the Annua Conference on e onamics of

Education. Tallahassee: Florida State University,
Educational Systems Development Center, 1969. ED 027 615

Eight papers: effect of environment on performance, evaluation
and budgeting, PPBS, manpower and vocational education
planning, economics of project planning, facilities planning,
demand analysis.

28.25 LeVasseur, Paul M. "A Study of Inter-relationships between
Education, Manpower and Economy." Paris: OECD, 1967.
ED 021 310

Discusses G.A.M.E. (Global Accounts for Manpower and
Education) Educational Planning Model: (1) structural
relations within and among three systems, (2) approximation
of actual planning process. EXamines planning decisions
for consistency; iterations to arrive at consistent,
balanced plan.

28.26 Macleod, Betty, ed. Demography and Educational Planning.
Toronto: Ontario Institute for Studies in Education,
1970, 274pp. ED 046 135

28.27 Manaergh, Gerald G. "Systems Approaches to the Management of
Public Education." Michigan: Metropolitan Detroit Bureau
of School Studies, Inc., 1969. ED 031 788

Oriented to public school planning.
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28.28 McNamara, James F. Mathematical Programming Models in Educational
Planning." Paper presented at American Educational Research
Association 55th Annual Meeting, New York, February 1971.
ED 057 437

Application of mathematical programming to educational
planning.

28.29 Hiller, Donald R. "The Educational System and its Environment."
Burlingame, California: Operation PEP, 1968. ED 022 248

Discusses relations between yiucational system and anvironm
rent, focusing on functional and organizational aspects.
General rationale for systems approach to education.

28.30 Hood and Powers. Cost-Benefit AnaJysis of Education. Washington,
D.C.: National Center for Edmcational Statistics, DHEr,
March 1967. ED 012 519

Discusses difficulties of goal definition, process analysis,
cost measurement. Despite difficulties, optimism exists
for developing a comprehensive quantitative model of the
American educational system.

28.31 Horphet, E. L. and D. L. Jcsser. Cooperative Planning for
Education in 1980 -- Objectives, Procedures, and Priorities.
Denver, Colorado: Designing Education for the Future,
November 1967. ED 018 008

28.32 Mushkin, Selma J. and James R. Cleaveland. Planning for
Educational Develo ent in a Plannin. Pro: arming, Budgetinp,
System. TTash gton, D.C.: NEA, 196

28.33 OECD. Organizational Problems in Planning Educational Development.
"ashington, D.C.: OECD Publications Center, 1966. ED 025 011

Conference papers examining organizational problems arising
from joining of education and economic development.
Discussed administrative problems, role of education plans
in social development, centralization vs. decentralization,
research.

28.34 Study Group in the Economics of Education and Educational
Investment and Planning Programme. Social Objectives in
Educational Planning. Washington, D.C.: OECD Publications
Center, 1967. ED 057 475

28.35 OECD. Efficien in Resource Utilization in Education. Education
and Development Technical Reports. Vashington, D.C.: OECD
Publications Center, 1969. ED 057 473

New management techniques: OR, cost-effectiveness,
facilities use, admissions, applications, simulation,
factor analysis.
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28 .3 6 University of Pennsylvania. General Design for an Education
Plannin Programming-Budgeting System. Philadelphia, 1968.
a) 037 12

28.37 Pfieffer, John. New Look at Education Systems Analysis in Our
Schools and Colleges. Poughkeepsie, New York: Odyssey Press,
1968. ED 033 590

28.38 Piele, Philip. 'Planning Systems in Education." Eugene, Oregon:
Oregon University, Center for Advanced Study of Educational
Administration, 1969. R & D Perspectives, Fall 1969, pp.
4-6. ED 025 855

Literature review of 16 items on applying planning systems to
education.

128.39 Riffel, J. A. and E. Miklos, eds. Social Goals Educational
Priorities, and Dollars; Planning Education in the Seventies.
Proceedings of the Invitational Conference on Educational
Planning Sponsored by the Alberta Human Resources Research
Council (Edmonton, Alberta) and the Canadian Council for
Research in Education (Ottawa, Canada). ED 057 421

Paper topics include research and policy, need to plan,
institutional response to planning, approaches to educational
planning.

28.40 Stone, Richard. Demographic Accounting and Model Building.
Educetion and Development Technical Reports. Washington,
D.C.: OECD Publications Center, 971. ED 057 472

Framework for integrating demographic and social statistics.
General purpose is to show numerically where society is
going. Specific purpose is to provide base for education
and manpower planning, policy, and research.

28.41 Temkin, Sanford. "A Comprehensive Theory of Cost Effectiveness."
Administering, for Change Program. Technical Paper.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Research for Better Schools,
Inc., 1970. ED 040 505

Presents nine examples of decision-making situations.
Summarizes recommendations for coming up with and processing
"data types" needed for educational decision-making.

28.42 Thonstad, T. Education and Manpower. London: Oliver and
Boyd, 1968.
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28.43 Tokmakian, Harold. 'Interagency Education Planning: Community
Planning Process: PROJECT DESIGN. Interagency Planning for
Urban Education Needs, #34." California: Fresno City
Unified School District) 1969. ED 038 772

Describes planning process as related to physical, social, and
educational needs. Describes existing decision-making process
plus evaluates and presents an alternative to intergovernmental
planning. Reccmmends improved interagency planning in educat-
ion, health, recreation, welfare, transportation, housing;
land use, and economic development. Develops models for
optimum community planning process and a community planning
data register to assess present conditions, chart practical
recommendations.

28.44 VanWijk A. P., R. S. Russell, and R. M. Atcheson. The Use
of Simulation Mode)3 Educatimal Planning." Toronto:
Systems Research Inc., June 1971.

28.45 Vincent, Howard. Program Budgeting for Education -- State and
Local Governments. Washington, D.C.: National Center for
Educational Statistics, DHEU, September 15, 1966. ED 012 970

The availability of financial information pertaining to
allocation of educational resources in the private and
public sectors of the economy and the effectiveness of this
allocation.

28.46 Wallace, Richard C., Jr. and Richard J. Shavelson. "A Systems
Analytic Approach to Evaluation: A Heuristic Model and Its
Application." Syracuse, New York: Eastern Regional In-
stitute for Education, January 1970, 53pp ED 058 292

Presents brief review of evaluation theory, description of
general systems theory, and a general model for educational
evaluation.

28.47 Vebster Maureen M. "Three Approaches to Educational Planning:
A Review and Appraisal of the Demand-for-Places, Manpower-
Requirements, and Rate-of-Return Approaches to Educational
Planning." Syracuse: Syracuse University, March 1970,
88pp. ED 044 769

Views approaches as complementary rather than as discrete
alternatives. But even when taken together they fail to
constitute an adequate basis for planning.

28.48. Williams, Gareth L. "'Towards a National Educational Planning
Model." Paris: OECD, 1967. ED 021 311

Discusses OECD involvement with national educational planning
activities which has led to "systems approach." Manpower"
and "social demand" approaches not about educational planning
but about criteria for choosing goals of educational system.
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28.49 Wise, Harold F., Robert Gladstone and Associates. "A Program

Design for Comprehensive Planning for Education in Florida."
TIashington, D.C.: The Authors, 1967, 21pp.

28.50 World Conference of Organ of Teaching Profession. 'The Role of

Teacher's Organizations in Educational Planning." 1966.

ED 011 873

Questionnaires submitted to 33 teachers organizations (29
countries) on framework, scope, control, financing, etc. of
educational planning. Responses reported briefly.

Cross-references: 35.12, 35.21, 35.24, 35.31

29. Higher Education Planning

29.1 Abrahams, Louise. "On the Use of Large-Scale Simulation Models
for University Planning." Review of Educational Research,
41, 5, 1971, pp. 467-478.

29.2 Academy for Educational Development, Inc. "Survival through
Change: A Case Study of a Privately Supported Urban
University's Plan to Fight the Budget Squeeze." New York:
1971, ED 055 549

29.3

Four categories of recommendation: (1) finances: better
use of resources and space, active fund-raising, recruit
students; (2) academic program: urban-oriented curriculum,
increased teacher productivity and participation in problem
solving; (3) management: administrative reorganization,
planning, leadership; (4) community involvement: more public
service.

"Toward an Agenda for a National Planning Effort
in Higher Education; Phase I. Interim Report." Washington,
D.C.: The Authors, June 30, 1969, 46pp. ED 048 839

Finds that the most successful planning is done by some
state agencies and regional organizations; institutions of
higher education do a great deal of planning of uneven
cuality; there is no coherent set of plans for carrying
out the major Federal programs affecting higher education.

29.4 . Study of the Feasibility of Establishing a National
PlanairgCoHigher Education. Final Report.
Washington, D.C.: The Authors, 1969. ED 041 568

Asses'l capacity of education and governmental leaders to deal
with enrollment, financial, and planning problems in next
ten years. Determines feasibility of planning congress to
develop national policies and strategies. Seminars conducted
to find out current status of higher education planning and
hoar planning efforts are coordinated at national level.
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29.5 Alden, John IT. "Systems Analysis in Higher Education: Some
Concerns." Washington, D.C.: American Association for
Higher Education, 1970. ED 040 673

Warns that systems analysis may increase need for centralized
authority and highly structured activities leading to further
alienation and dehumanization.

29.6 Barton, Allen H. Organizational Measurement and Its Bearing
on the Study of College Environments. New York: College
Entrance Examination Board, 1961.

29.7 Baxter, Alfred W., Jr., and Associates. Management Techniques
and Educational Decisions; A Report Prepared for the
Chancellor of the California State College System.
Berkeley, 1963, 50pp.

29.8 Bolin, John G. "Institutional Long Range Planning." Athens:
University of Georgia, Institute of Higher Education, 1969.
ED 033 670

Outlines basic components of long range plan: plan purposes,
assumptions, functional definition of institution's nature
and purpose, critical analysis of current status and des-
cription of developing trends, projections, objectives,
guidelines for evaluating and revising the plan. Discusses
problems which can lead to failure. Shows how institutional
planning fits into larger organizational scheme.

29.9 Brotherton, F. Philip and Charles W. Brubaker. "Analyzing
Master Plan Influences." Junior College Journal, 37:8,
April 1967, pp. 22-27. ED 025 124

Illustrated outline of college planning process emphasizes
influences on design: (1) program, (2) scheduling, (3)
development and finance, (4) state of the arts, (5) location,
(6) climate, (7) transportation, (8) community needs, (9)
community influences.

29.10 Brumbaugh, A. J. "Establishing New Senior Colleges." Atlanta,
Georgia: Southern Regional Educational Board, 1966. ED 011
407

29.11 Carter, Launor F. "Planning Dilemmas in Higher Education."
Washington, D.C.: American Association for Higher Education,
1970. ED 040 671

Discusses relationship of educational planning to problems
on national level: national policy, demand projections,
financing, politics, influence of change. Suggests specific
techniques: systems analysis, operations research,
mathematical models, economotric analysis.
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29.12 Casasco, Juan A. Plannin- Techni ues for University Mama ement.
vashington, D.C.: American Council on ucation, 1970.
ED 041 188

Outlines need for elements of comprehensive planning and
methodological approach. Twenty-one case studies of computer
assisted planning.

29.13 Centner, S. I., et. al. Systems Analysis and Higher Education
Planning. Toronto: Systems Research GToup, 1969. ED 035 205

Discusses components and implementation of CAMPUS and their
relation to planning, programming and budgeting. Describes
problems that can be handled.

29.14 Chambers, M. M. Financing Higher Education. New York: Center
for Applied Research in Education, Inc., 1963. ED 031 913

Presents where funds can be obtained, how they are spent,
some obvious trends, brief review of historical background,
some current controversial issues, certain roles higher
education will play in the econagy in the future, ways and
means of providing support and public policy for support.
Bibliography.

2?.15 Collins, Charles C. "Financing Higher Education: A Proposal."
Los Angeles: University of California, 1970. ED 037 206
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loans covering operating costs for students while in college
to be repaid when they are working, surtax added to borrowers'
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equal-share contribution from borrower's employer to pay back
loan.

29.16 Cook, Desmond L. "Some Economic Considerations in Educational
Project Planning." Paper presented at Annual Conference on
the Economics of Education, Strategies of Educational Planning.
Florida State University, July 1968. ED 024 123

Economic aspects of selecting, terminating, and funding
educational projects, especially dealing with time, coot
reliability, and performance, maximization under constraints.
Exploding costs in "research- development production" sequence.

29.17 Disler, Donald D. Polities and Problems in California Higher
Education: The Performance and Possibilities of the Master
Plan, 1960 -POTI. Davis: Institute r--erGovRialinrEirs,
University of California, 1971, 32pp.
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Tclucation: Is It 'Cost Effective'?" 1969, 2Opp. ED 054 518

Notes limits en use of current PPBS techniques in higher
educati -'n. Suggests applications: goal identification,
evaivatiin, budget structure. Queries effects of PPBS cn
_onizational power and authority.

29.12 Et_yre, Vance A. "Information Requirements of the University
Planning 2nvironment." October 1970. A paper presented at
t:71c Institute of Management Sciences, Los Angeles, October
19-21. 1970, 13pp. ED 047 378

2.20 Feinstin, Otto. Hi her Education in the United States. Lexington,
liassachusetts: D. C. Heath and Company, 1971, 196pp.

Focuses on state higher education planning.

29.21 Fincher, Cameron. "Planning in Higher Education." Athens:

University of Georgia, 1966. ED 012 090

Notes major issues involved: conflicting goals, appropriate
type of planning, understanding change process. Sets out
criteria for determining priorities and guidelines for
carrying out planning.

29.22 Gulko, '7arrentr. The Resource Requirements Prediction Model
(RDPii-1): An Overview. Boulder: 71CHE, Gctober 1970.

29.23 Haggart, S. A. "Developing a Program Budgeting System as an Aid
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November 1969, Thpp. ED 052 725

29.24 Heywood, Stanley J. "Possible Solutions for Financial Crises of
the Public Sector of Higher Education." Vashington, D.C.:
American Association for Higher Education, 1970. ED 040 669

29.25 Hirsch, Verner Z. "Program Budgeting for Education." Los
Angeles: University of California, 1966. ED 011 145

29.26 Holm, Donald S. "Management Ideas and Techniques for Higher
Education." liashingtce, D.C.' National Association of
State Universities and Land Grant Colleges, 1969. ED 035 351

Sees cost reduction as necessary solution to financial
problems. Eleven problem areas listed; among them are
traditional attitudes, roles and notions on part of faculty,
departments and administrators about amounta needed, spending,
of funds, wastes, use of available reaourcea.
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29.27 Horowitz, H. "Can the Behavioral Sciences Aasist Planning?"
Society for College and University Planning, August 1907.
ED 018 082

Considers under heading of relationship between college
planning and the behavioral sciences: the campus site plan,
group attitudes and preferences, space relationships,
flexibility and obsolescence, campus political environment.
:.yeas :there behavioral science can contribute: simulation of
group relationships, the contextual map, building safety and
role conflict, attitudinal sampling.

29.28 Huff, Robert A. "Program Budgeting: Promiaea and Problems."
'7ashington, D.C.: American Association for Higher Education,
15'70. :D 040 672

Advantages: (1) relates casts to output, (2) permits analysis
of facts of changing existing programs or launching neu
programs by identifying marginal coats, (3) allows institutions
to develop plane and present requests for funding in a manner
which justifies financial requests in terms of outputs rather
than inputs. Problems: (1) benefits of programs matter of
subjective judgment, (2) trap of technocracy -- analysis
control by virtue of cost data they are able er willing to
supply, (3) coat may not be justified by decisions made on
basis of neu information.

29.29 . "Inventory of Educational Outcomes and Activities."
Preliminary Draft. Boulder, Colorado: WICHE, January 7971,
38pp. :D 01:7 649

Definition and measurement of oatccmes of higher eriucation --
instructiomal, research, and public service.

29.30 and Charles ". Manning. Hither Education Planning
and Management Systems: A Brief &planation. Denver:
1/ICHE, Ay 1972.

29.31 Inman, Joseph C. "Some Principles of Planning for Colleges
and Universities." Chicago: Cresap, McCormick, and Paget.
January 1971, 13pp. ED 01s8 817

29.32 Johnson, C. B. and 1,7. G. Eatsenmeyer. Management Information
Systems in Higher Education: The State of the Art.
Durham, North Carolinas Duke rtiversity Press, 1969.

Collection of papers. Emphasises developing MIS, data
collection, and modeling.
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25.33 Judy, Richard 7. "Systems 'analysis and University Planning."
liashington, D.C.: American Educational Research Association,
November 1967. ED 017 027

'.pplies systems analysis to planning for the Health
Sciences Faculties of the University of Toronto. Model

which c,uantitatively assesses the resource implications
of alternaive plans for improving health science programs.

29.34 Judy, Richard 17. and Jack B. Levine. A New Tool for Educational
Administrators. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 19t6.

25%35 Kessel, Vicki and O. G. Mink. She Systems Approach to Organization
Development: Formulating Goals and Deriving Cbjectives."
Paper for the American Educational Research Association,
February 1971, 26pp. ED 047 632

The Administrative and Organizational Systems (A0S) model.

29.36 Knorr, Oven A., ed. Long Range Planning in Higher Education.
Boulder, Colorado: 'Astern Interstate Commission for Higher
Education, 1965. ED 026 847

Proceedings of annual institute on college self-study for
university adninistrators. Papers on (1) design and change,
(2) planning, (3) coordination, (4) physical plant, (5)
financial planning, (6) systems analysis.

*29.37 Knox, raphtali H. 'The Urban University Community: A Planning
Guide," Coll Eke and University Busineso, 42:4, April 1967,
53-63.

29.35 Yocnic, H. E. "A Systems Model for Management, Planning, and
Resource Allocation in Institutions of Higher Education."
East Lansing: 115U Division of Engineering Research, 1968.
1 027 831

iiathentatical model of university resource utilization as
part of general socioeconomic system, system of equations
relating output to resource costs.

29.39 Laurence, Ben and Dennis Jones. 'Planning and Management Systems
in Higher Education: The l'ICHE Program." Boulder:
'!estern Interstate Commission for Higher Education,
February 7, 1971, 14 pp. ED 047 640

29.40 Lawrence, Ben, ed. arum others. Outputs of 'dither Education:
Their Identification, Measurement; and Naluation.
"ashingtan, D.C.: ,.iserican Council an Educat ion, July 1970,

127pp. ED 043 296

Papers from a seminar.
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29.41 Lins, L. Joseph. "The Role of Institutional Research in
Planning. Proceedings of Annual National Institute
Ilesearch Forum." Madison: University of Wisconsin, 1963.
ED 016 367

The role played by institutional research in campus planning,
student admission and follow-up studies, faculty evaluation,
inter-institutional cooperation, and adaptation to new
developments in education.

29.42 Martin, :nrren Bryan. "Priorities and Perspectives: Planners
Discuss issues at St. Louis Conference." Berkeley: Center
for Lesearch and Development in Higher Education, 1970.
ED 041 572

Summarizes seminar on statewide planning and coordination
for higher education. Major concern -- how to accomplish
statewide planning and coordination foruhat ends?

29.43 liattheus, James Edward. "An Input-Output Study of Selected
Community Junior Colleges." Gainesville: University of
Florida, Institute of Higher Education, 1971. ED 055 581

Study from "exemplary community colleges" to identify input
and output variables, determine relationships, lay basis
for future, mere rigorou$ hypothesis testing.

29.14 Uc Intyre, C. J. and J. B. Haney. "A Study of the Implications
and Feasibility of the Full Application of Technological
f.ids to the Solution of Staff, Space, and Curriculum
Problems Associated with a Rapidly Growing Urban University."
Chicago: University of Illinois, March 1967, 104PP.
a) 014 228

Plannini, and implementation of office of instructional
resources. Objective: to provide university with
necessary instructional resources and media.

29.45 Midwest Research Institute. '$a22/PLANTRAN; A Computer Assisted
Planning System for Higher Education." Kansas City,
Missouri: The Authors, December 1970, 1,30pp. ED 048 824

Manual for a planning simulation system for higher education.

29.46 Millett, John D. 'Planning, Programming, Budgeting, for Ohiola
Public Institutions of Higher Education." Columbus: Ohio
Board of Regents, May 1970, 218pp. ED 043 284

29.47 Minter, ". John and G. Ben Lawrence, eds. Management Information
S stems: Their Develo ent and Use in the aministration of
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29.48 .:olnar, riclrew n. "Systems Applications in Higher Education:
Implications for Pesearch and Development." Paper presented

at tie :Tierican Educational Research Association Annual
:611 York, February 1971. ED 054 643

Pitfalls of applying systems analysis to problems of
information explosion and equal educational opportunity --
educational policy is a very broad area; long-run goals may
conflict with immedi,Ae political pressures; decentralization
anC horizontal orgarv_ze.don of education may inhibit application
of systems techniques evolved in industry; human element
crucial; information does not always affect performance.

29.49 rewton, F. D., et. al. "14odels for University Systems Planning."

Col.kL;e Park, Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania State University,

Cctober 1970, 22pp. ED 0414 816

:athematcal model to predict future enrollments and degree

production.

29.50 O'reill, June. Yesource Use in Hi er Education; Trends in
Output and Inputs, 19-30 to 196 er eley: Carnegie
Ommission on Iii6her Education, 1971, lObpp.

29..51 Pace, C. Robert. "An Evaluation of Hither Education: Flans and

Perspectives." Los Anceles: Center for Study of Evaluation,
1;39. ED 037 188

29.52 Palola, Ernest G., et. al. 'The Reluctant Planner: The Role
of Faculty in IETrational Planning." Berkeley: Center

for Research and Development in Higher Education, 1968.
nD 025 212

Study of statewide planning at 81 schools finds: (1)

planning done through ccrnittees; separate ones for faculty
anC administration; (2) faculty more involved tf administration
encourages during development of new campus or in periods
of role change; (3) facultr more willing to participate in
qualitative, goals planning.

29.53 . "Qualitative Planning: Beyond the Numbers Game."
The research Reporter, 3:2, 1968. I) 025 994

Three crises facing higher education: (1) quantitative:

growth, (2) fiscal: crunch; (3) qualitative: purpose.
Planning introduced to deal with first two tends to be
cuantitative. To get more faculty involvement you need
Lroaderl. qualitative planning.

29.54 . M.- er Education b Desi. : The Sociolc of Plannih
Statewide ucatfon. er e ey: Center or

Researc ana ve omen in er tducation, 1970. ED 040 692

Analyzes significance of planning on operation and
development of institutions with experience in planning.
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July 197b,755Fp. ED O14 780

22.56 Peterson, Marvin W. "The Potential Impact of PPBS on Colleges and
Universities." The Journal of Hier Education, 42:1,
January 1971, 1-20.

29.57 Peterson, Richard E. "The Crisis of Purpose: Definition and Uses

of Institutional Goals." Washington, D.C.: ERIC, October 1970.
15pp. ED 042 934

Delphi Technique as goal determination strategy.

29.58 Pinnell, Charles and Michael Wacholder. Guidelines for Planning
in Colleges and Universities. Volume I. Planning System.
kustin: Coordinating Board, Texas Colleges and Universities,
1963. ED 024 119

Outlines hither education planning system, integrating
management and program, physical and financial planning.
Conclusions: (1) planning, system essential to management,
(2) need to create "top" level administrative position of
planning and analytical studies" to implement plan, (3) need
for data base, (14) planning should be dynamic and iterative.

29.59 . Guidelines for Plannin in Colle es and Universiiia.
we IITThmagement inancia int,. Austin:

Coordinating BT:::iid, Texas Colleges and Universitiea, 1968.
ED 0214 120

Techniques of program and financial planning, emphasizing
Goals, reports, management, PPB, organizational development,
and staffing.

29.60 Public Policy,,Research Organization. ;lore Scholars per Dollar.
Irvine: The Authors, February 1971, 605pp. ED 051 776

Examines Maya to deal with increasing enrollments.

29.61 Rath, G. S. Management Science in University Operations."
Management Science, 114:6, 1968, 373-384.

29.62 Schultz, T.Iy. "Resources for Higher Education: An Ecanamistid
View." Journal of Political Economy, 26:3, May-June 1968,
327 -147. ED MI 19)

Seven useful propositions for planning and finance:
education as human capital; three major functions of higher
education are talent (1) discovery, (2) instruction, (3)
research; little increase in productivity of labor entering
higher education; foregone earnings; demand projections un-
certain; use rate of return to guide educational planning;
education affects distribution of income.
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29.63 Schure, Ala.-ander. "Systems Applications in Higher Education."
Paper at American Educational Research Association, February
1971. ED 047 596

29.64 Smith, Lester S. 'The Allocation of Financial Resources in
Higher Education." 1967, 3Opp. ED 017 981

29.65 Smith, Robert G. dtjJriasColleean-sitv-Plannin. Report on a
Joint Study by Colgate University and American Foundation for
lianagement Research. Hamilton, New York: Colgate University,
1969. ED 031 136

Study of university planning practices, literature review,
analysis of business planning, expert opinions. Trial
planning, process developed for Colgate.

29.66 Southern Regional Education Board. "Effective Use of Resources
in State Higher Educations Graduate Education, Community
Colleges, Education for Blacks." Atlanta: The Authors,
August 1970, 47pp. ED 045 025

Symposium papers.

29.67 S7stems Research Group. The Development and Implementation of
GAIIUS: A Computer Based Planning and Budgeting Information
System for Universities and Colleges. Toronto: The Authors,
August 1970, 87pp. ED 047646

29.68 Tabor, C. Dwight, Jr. "Feasibility Study of Simulation Model
for Planning on an Urban Campus. Final Report." Atlanta,
Georgia State University, 1972. ED 060 823

Coats probably outweigh benefits of existing models. CAiaTS
amd"ICHEls RRPH look promising. Both based on induced-
course-load-matrix (ICLM) which was tested.

29.69 Taylor, William. 'Policy and Planning for Peat-Secondary
Education -- A European Overview." Strasbourg, France:
Documentation Centre for Education in Europe, December 1970,

57pp. ED 047 577

29.70 Thompson, Robert K. 'Nigher Education: 'n Operating System
Study Utilizing a Dynamic Simulation Model," in A. N.
Schrieber, ed., Corporate Simulation Models. Seattle:
Office of Publications, Graduate School of Business Admin-
istration, University of Maahington, 1970.

29.71 Tickton, Sidney G. 'The Need for Planning at Private Colleges
and Universities." Association of American Collegea, 1963.
ED 035 200

Discuaaes changes in population, jobs, enrollment, economy
as they might affect the average liberal arta college.
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29.72 Ward, Robert C. "Long Range Planning -- Finances, Higher
Education." Lexington, Kentucky: University of Kentucky,
1969. ED 033 653

Notes crisis areas: educational opportunity, management,
accountability, control, government, waning public support.
Predicts states or regions will not be able to finance
higher education from taxes in next ten years. Recommends
extending financial planning period to ten years.

29.73 17ICHE. Implementation of NCHEMS Planning and Management Tools
at California State University, Fullerton. August 1972.

29.74 Whittenberg, John S. and Anne W. Schumacher. Guidelines for
Planning a Task-Oriented Information System. Alexandria,
Virginia: lthittenberg, Vaughan Associates, Inc., March
1969. ED 027 925

Objectives: propose task-orientation to integrate research,
identify major decisions and ccncepta in choosing a system,
make up planning guide. Functional requirements of system,
system planning model.

29.75 1:illiams, Harry. Planning for Effective Resource Allocation in
Universities. Washington, D.C.: American Council on
tducation, 1966, 78pp. ED 014 158

Cross-references: 2.30, 3.342 6.1, 6.31, 7.42 7.29, 7.32, 7.36, 7.38,
7.392 7.432 7.452 8.9, Section 10, 18.52, 22.19, 23.32, 24.2,
25.14, 25.19, 25.20, 25.21, 25.27, 25.31, 26.6, 26.10, 27.14,
32.1, 32.12, Section 34, 35.12 35.32 35.142 35.152 35.222 35.292
35.32, 35.33, 35.35, 35.36, 35.43, 35.47.

30. Planned Educational Change

30.1 Baskin, Samuel, et. al. "Innovation in Higher Education -- revelcp-
menta, ReseaRT7ind Priorities." New Dimensions in Higher
Education /119. rurhan, North Carolina: Duke University,
April 1967. ED 013 380

Four easaya of particular aspects of innovation in higher
education: goals of change seekers and resisters, examples
of operative innovations, processes and problems, priorities.

30.2 Benezet, Louis T. "Continuity and Chance; The Need for Both."
Ilashington, D.C.: American Council an Education, 1969.
ED 022 422

Paper for 1968 A.C.E. meeting. Notes major changes in higher
education in last 30 years (growing systematization, large
increase in federal funds, faculty more professional, changed
student attitudes), constant factors (teaching methods,
purpose of universities, general character of students who
believe they're at critical point in history). Maintains
that continued strength of higher education requires: planned
diversity, public understanding, internal cooperation. Included
in Caffrey (4.3) .
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30.3 Bertrand, Alvin L. and Robert C. Von Brock, eds. "Models for
Educational Change. Monograph 2." Austin, Texas: Southwest
Educational Development Corporation, 1968. ED 025 361

Areas investigated: (1) culture in relation to education,
(2) apply social organization and interaction theory to
education, (3) actions to implement planned social change,
(4) diffusion process in education.

30.4 Bhola, H. S. and V. E. Blanke. "A Report of Conference on
Strategies for Educational Change." Columbus: Ohio State
University, Research Fonndation, September 1966. ED 012 376

30.5 Broudy, Harry S. "Criteria for the Theoretical Adequacy of
Conceptual Framework of Planned Educational Change." 1967.
ED 010 914

Educational change considered as scientific knowledge
presupposes exploration of difficulties in meeting of
accepted scientific criteria. Conceptual framework
should consider inherent difficulties of psychological
and social analysis. Two approaches: extrapolation, criticism.

30.6 Clark, David L. and Egon G. Guba. "Effecting Change in Institutions
of Higher Education." Bloomington: National Institute for
the Study of Educational Change, 1966. ED 028 685

Systematic change requires certain clearly defined activities
which are not going on in higher education. Paper presEnts
eight-category classification scheme to describe change process,
current state of required activities, conflict between logical
change and university culture and behavior, strategies for
change which preserve university culture.

30.7 Clark, David L. and John E. Hopkins. "A Report on Educational
Research Development and Diffusion Manpower, 1964-1974.1!
Bloomington: Indiana University Research Foundation, 1969.
ED 039 371

Discusses supply of such personnel and their roles. Emphasizes
elementary education.

30.8 Crookston, Burns B. and WillardIT.Blaesser. "An Approach to
Planned Change in a College Setting." Tempe, it. Collins:
Arizona State University; Colorado State University, 1969.
ED 035 926

Outlines elements of planned change and ways to consider
change. Notes major strategies for reaching change: (a)
increase driving forces, 00 decrease restraining forces,
(c) cambinatiom of two.
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30.9 Culbertson, Jack A. "Organizational Strategies for Planned
Change in Education." Paper prepared for the Conference on
Strategies for Educational Change. Nashington, D.C.:
November 8-10, 1965, Kipp. ED 010 915

Outlines four strategies: a national education academy, an
institute for the study of educational innovation, a plan to
facilitate state and national policy development, applications
of operations research to local school district problems.

30.10 Eiden, Terry L. and Joanne M. Kitchell eds. Knowledge Pro-
duction and Utilization in Educational Administration.
Papers presented at University Council for Educational
Administration, Career Development Seminar, Portland, Oregon,
October 1967. ED 024 112 1

Some papers deal with general question of implementing new
knowledge, others within context of educational organiiations.

30.11 Evans, Richard I. and Peter K. Lepman. Resistance to Change in
Higher Education. San Francisco: Jossey -Bass, 1967.

30.12 Fairweather, George W. Methods for Experimental Social
Innovation. New York: Johalliley & Sons, 1967.

30.13 Galbraith, Jay R. "Path-Goal Models as a Basis for the Desip
of Organization Reward Systems." Paper presented at l.)

Path Goal Symposium, American Psychological Association
Convention, San Francisco, August 1968. ED 024 082

Paper argues path-goal models are useful in research and
design of operative reward systems because they relate policy
choices to path-goal attitudes to behavior.

30.14 Griffiths, Daniel E., ed. Developing Taxonomies of Organizational
Behavior in Education. Final Report. New York: New York
University School of Education, 1968. ED 021 339

Bases categories on four theories: decision-making,
bureaucratic, compliance, general systems.

30.15 Gross, Neal, et. al. "Complex Organizations: The Implementation
of Major Organizational Innovations." Paper for Annual
American Sociological Association Meeting. Boston, 1968.
ED 025 827

Study of change in organization of elementary school finds
other factors besides resistance important in implementation
of innovations: (1) haw clearly nature of change is per-
ceived by members, (2) ability of members to do new tasks,
(3) availability of needed equipment, (4) fittingness of
change to state of the organization. Administrator can
facilitate bringing in favorable conditions and in rewards.
Frustration can lead to resistance.
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30.16 Guba, Egon G. "Evaluation and Change in Education."
Bloomington, Indiana: National Institute for the Study
of Educational Change, 1968. ED 027 601

Evaluation is very important to planned social change for
improving education. Meomobilistic" equals evolution to
new state vs. "homeostatic." Four evaluation: context,
input, process, product. Six evaluator roles: interpreter,
instrument specialist, data processor, information specialist,
reporter, and data collector. Six steps. Ten criteria.

30.17 . "The Basis for Educational Improvement." Bloomington,
Indiana: National Institute for the Study of Educational
Change, 1967. ED 027 600

MAjor steps in change process: research, development,
diffusion, and adoption. Influences on research: loose
organization, university base, individual direction,
theory orientation, commitment tc experiment, "psycho-
statistical tradition," part-time nature, Federal funding.
Resulting problems: non-utilization, lack of links to
practice, inadequate researcher training. Discusses
diffusion strategies and techniques.

30.18 Havelock, Rcvlid G. A Guide to Innovation in Education. Ann
Arbor: Publications Division, Institute for Social Research.
ED 054 604

30.19 . Major Works on Change in Education. Ann Arbor:
Publications Division, Institute for Social Research.

Annotated bibliography.

30.20 . Planning for Innovation. Ann Arbor: Publications
Division, Institute for Social Research.

30.21 Jones, Garth N. Planned Organizational Change: A Study in
Change Dynamics. London, England: Routledge and Kegan
Paul, Ltd., 1969. ED 034 923

Develops broad model to apply social science to planning of
change in formal and informal organizations and groups.
Discusses role of change agents, "theories and findings on
organizations as client systems, strategies and tactics of
change, problem of determining and analyzing goals."
kssesses state of art of plannint, change. Indicates problems.

30.22 Jung, Charles C., et. al. An Orientation and Strategy for
Working on Problems of Change in School Systems." Washington,
D.C.: National Training Labs, 1967. ED 012 513

Focuses upon the internal functioning of the public school
system. Higher education is mentioned in terms of: (1) inter-
university collaboration and (2) university team relationships
with selected school systems in its region. Approach might
be adaptable to planning change in higher education.
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30.23 Kessel, Vicki and Cscar Mink. The Application of Open Systems
Theory and Organization Development to Higher Education: A

Position." Durham, North Carolina: National Laboratory for
Higher Education, June 1971, 76pp. ED 053 701

Accents need for university to be adaptable to changing world.

30.24 Ladd, Dwight R. Change in Educational Policy: Self-Studies in
Selected Colleges and Universities. New York: McGraw-Hill,
1970.

30.25 Lake, Dale G., ed. COseratiVedlicationalDeVelOPTient''
Final Report. AnFA7rborganU1968=D021338

Disci'sses problems of planned change and "organizational self-
renewal." Case studies include development of inter-university
consortium conducting study.

30.26 Leithtyood, K. A. and H. H. Russell. "Planned Educational Change:
Developing an Operational Model." Paper presented at
American Educational Research Association Annual Meeting,
Chicago, April 1972. FD 060 567

Seven consecutive stages in educational change: (1) agree
to start, (2) establish organization, (3) select problems
and goals, (4) study available remedies, (5) trial balloons,
(6) decide to adopt, adapt, or reject, (7) try in field.
One or more of change elements needed for passing to next
stage: (1) change climate, (2) interaction between
theoretician and actor, (3) evaluation roles, (4) strategies
for developing program, (5) cooperation between schools,
(6) networks for communication, (7) teachers take responsi-
bility, etc.

30.27 Margulies, Newton and Anthony P. Raia. irganizational Development:
Values) Process and Technology. New York: McGraw-Hill,
1972. ED 057 350

State-of-the-art.

30.28 Mayhew, Lewis B. Innovation in Collegiate Instruction: Strategies
for Change. Atlanta: Southern Regional Education Board, 1967.
ED 022 415

Emphasizes changing teaching methods but also discusses
ways to get changes accepted: (1) faculty workshops and
orientation sessions, (2) manipulation of reward systems,
(3) invulvement of influential faculty in change process.
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30.29 Merriman, Howard O. "Evaluation of Planned Educational Change
at the Local Education Agency Level." Columbus, Ohio: Ohio
State University Evaluation Center, 1967. ED 025 042

Presents CIPP model (context, input, process) product) of
evaluating new educational programs as a way to look at
innovations and a means of decision-making. Model includes
ways to organize information, to pick out program deficiencies,
and an outline of evaluation criteria.

30.30 'idles, Matthew B. "The Development of Innovative Climates in
Educational Organizations." Menlo Park, California:
Stanford Research Institute, Educational Policy Research
Center, 1969. ED 030 971

Seven functions for planning educational improvement.
Management of change and suggestions for promoting
innovation.

30.31 Miller, Donald R. Planned Change in Education. Burlingame,
California: Operation PEP, 1968. ED 022 250

Discusses dimensions of planned change, involvement of
administrators and le%ders And teachers, "model for time-
involvement dimensions for innovations in educational
practice."

30.32 Miller, Richard I. "Directions and Processes of Educational
Change in Higher Education." Lexington, Kentucky: University
of Kentucky, 1968. ED 031 996

Indicates that direction of higher education may be toward
improvement of instruction and learning through more effect-
ive management and organization. Notes current trends.
Presents C. P. Snow's views on process of change and those
of other authors on what innovation should be, how it should
take place, and characteristics of real innovators.

30.33 Morphet, Edgar L. and Charles O. Ryan, eds. Designing Education
for the Future No. 3 Plannin and Effectin Needed Chan es
in Education. New York: Citation Press, 19 7. ED 022 7

Emphasis on primary and secondary education, but chapters
on planning, strategies, procedures) power structures,
political problems, and state planning are relevant.

30.34 Ness, Frederick U. "Academic Change and Counter-Change."
Oakland, California: Vestern College Association, March
1970, 14p. ED 046 359
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30.35 The Ontario Institute for Studies in Diucaticn. Emerging
Strate:ied Structures fozares-Chan e.

emery vitational C Iference,
Toronto, 1966. ED 030 178

Conference discussed how to develop and implement plan for
educational chance. Noted trends, rational strategies,
research and development, Eaglish curriculum reform, social
sciences and educational planning.

30.36 Palola, E. G. and William Padgett. Planning for Self-Renewal:
A New Approach to Planned Crganizational Change. Berkeley:

U'niversity of Ca ornia, Institute o Government Studies,
1971, 126pp. ED 050 7014

Study of planning and change at 80 colleges and universities.

30.37 Schultz, James and Philip Winstead. 'The Educational Development
Officer: A Catalyst for Change in Higher Education."
Durham, North Carolina: National Laboratory for Higher
Educattcn, June 1971, Opp. ED 052 766

New type of college administrator who brings about con-
structive change -- z planned change specialist.

30.38 Siber S. D. and P. F. Lazarsfeld. Reforlain6 the University:

The Role of the Research Center. lIeew or t o um
Universiry, 1971, 19pp. MTV 170

oaa --vat orenceS t2.6, 2.114, 2.18, 2.22, 2.23, 2.28, 2.35, 2.36, 2.39,
2.42, 2.43, 2.1414, 2.47, 2.53, 2.56, 2.65, 2.83, 2.814, 2.97,
3.19, 14.6, 6.1, 6.6, 7.6, 7.19, 7.33, 7.316 7.0, 8.1, 8.5,
111.17s 114.19, 16.]3, 23.16, 23.33, 25.1, 25.9, 35.2, 35.10,
35.20, 35.2 ?.

31. Inter-Institutional Coordination

31.1 Association for Higher Education. 'Coordination and Development
in Higher Education. Major Addresses at the Annual Conference
of the Association for Higher Education." Seattle,
December 2-3, 1966. ED 021. 524

Focuses on voluntary and formal nodes of institutional
coordination. itrren Dean views policy goals as "moving
targets." Logan vilean emphasises that higher education
so important to ccemanwealth that statewide coordination
needed.

31.2 Boyer* R. A. and G. B. Beard. "Inter-Institutional Cooperative
Program for College and Public School Teachers of Dis-
advantaged Youth. Final Report." University of Miss Ise
August 1970, 52pp. ED 0115 6014
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31.2 Brisbane, Robert H. "A Working Conference on Cooperative
Programs among Universities and Predominantly Negro Colleges."
Pashington, D.C.: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1965.
ED 034 016

riacusses increasing program effectivenese.

31.4 Central Naucatuck Valley, Region Education Center -- Organizing
Bociy. Hi er Education Center: The Potential for Star
Facilities among u one o er Auca on

alcut. Hartford, Connecticut: The Authors, June 1968.
ED 029 556

31.5 UashinLtan Center for Aetropolitan Studies. tiro Shape a

.,-Ietropolis. The Prospectus 1969-1972." Washington, D.C.,
1969. ED 028 752

Plan for inter university urban observatory and educational
affairs programs in Washington, D.C. Canter to coordinate
programs and develop strategies for Washington.

31.6 College Center of the Finger Lakes. Interinstitutional Cooperative
Arrangements in Higher_Education TR New York State.
Corning, New York: 1970. ED 054 71U

Chapter 1: developing arrangements, need for and problems of
cooperation; Chapter 2: regional arrangements in New York;
Chapter 3: effect of co-op arrangements on financing,
manpower development, higher education opportunity, teacher
education, junior colleies, libraries; Chapter 4: need to
extend.

31.7 Donovan, George F., ed. College and University Interinstitutional
Cooperation. 17aehington, D.C.: The Catholic University of
AmericaT1T65.

Iroceedings of June 1964 conference. Advantages and
obstacles.

31.8 Gould, Samuel B. "An Age of Academic Cooperation." ddress
delivered to Association of State Colleges and Universities,
Columbus, Chio, November 13, 1967. ED J18 005

Defines the major issues of higher education in a multi -
campus university setting.
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31.9 Grupe, Fritz H. "Tovard Fealism in Initiating Collegiate
Cooperative Centers." Chicago: Loyola University, 1570.
ED 039 838

Presents mLny of the problems faced by those attempting,
formalized cooperation: orientation toward home institution,
unreal expectations, slat starts, unwillingness or inability
of member:, to draw or share plans, no automatic financial
support. Consortiums should recognize limitations, seek
institutional change, revitalization and administrative
efficiency.

31.10 Hauard, Laurence C. "Inter-Institutional Cooperation in Higher
Education." Milwaukee: University of "isccnsin, institute
for Hunan Relations, 1967. ED 034 482

Considers inter-institutional cooperation (IC) as
strengthening tool for developing institutions of higher
education.

31.11 Paltridge, James Gilbert. Conflict and Coordination in Higher
Education. Berkeley, California: University of Crliiornia
ea71ni Pesearch and Development in Hither Education,
1963. ED 022 414

Case study of "isconsin Coordinating Committee for Higher
Education: factors making for effective coordination between
public higher education and outside world (public and
government). Tentative conclusions: (1) coordination more
effective in conflict s;tuations in public has voting
majority, (2) also if its staff independent of state and
university agencies, (3) authority 'structure in statutory
coordination can serve to protect rather than threaten
university autonomy, (4) effective coordination fostered by
clear, enforceable, changeable definitions of group roles
and functions.

*31.12 'Urban Higher Education Consortia." Berkeley:
Center ::e Research and Development in Higher Education,

1971. ED 057 747

Eight cases. Comm problems. Teaknessea. Pemedies.
Ccmmunity participation.

*31.13 Patterson, Levis D. "Consortia in American Higher Education."
'ashington, D.C.: ERIC, November 1970, 23pp. ED 043 800

Discusses rationale behind consortia and acme of the
practical problems. Annotated bibliography of 52
references on the topic.
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31.14 San Francisco Consortium. '?he San krancisco Consortium: An
Educational tasociation for Urban Affairs. Progress Report."
California: ihe Authors, 1969. ED 036 276

Consortium formed to effectively use five universities
resources on the problems of the urban environment, also
through coordination, exchange and joint ventures to
improve research and service programs of participating
institutions. Describes some of Consortium's services and
programs to community. Goal: establish multi-purpose urban
educational center.

31.15 aFT3. "Expanding
institutional
1969. 113( 030

Five cases of
organizations

Opportunities: Case Studies of Inter -

Cooperation, 1969." Atlanta: The Authors,
402

cooperation betreen formerly black and white
showing feasibility and worth of such programs.

31.16 SUF.Y. "Inventory of Selocted Interinstitutional Cooperative
Arrangements as of January 1971. Sharing Academic Resources."
Albany: Central Staff Office of Institutional Research,
1971. ED 054 750

Oineteen kinds of arrangements which extend academic
resources of institution classified.

31.17 Role of Visconein Institutions of Higher

I HEA 1965. Wadison: PiacCEWIE
02 5f39

bniversity Extension.
Education in Area
sortium Prolect.
Univers its', 1966.

Examines role of higher education in solving cammunity
problems, explores existing structures, and plans ways for
CInsortium to assist universities.

crces-references: 23.11, 23.25, 23.29, 35.46.

32. ELL.A.T141le12nill

32.1 :brahams, Louise. State Planning for Ribber Lducation.
7'ashinLton, D.C.: 'The Academy for Baucstional Development,
1969.

32.2 Aldrich, Daniel G., Jr. liaintaining Institutional Identity
and Autcmcmy in Coordinated Systems." Boulder: ?'extern
Interstate Commission for Higher Education, 1966. ED 026 943

Institutional independence is influenced by external
constraints and internal attitudes and behaviors. California
constraints came from Master Plan for Higher Education and
the Coordinating Council for Higher Education, also government
and accrediting agencies and professional groups. Sources of
autonomy are students, faculty, and staff, not the admin-
istration.
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32.3 Berdahl, Robert C. "Guidelines for Research on Stateuide Systems
of higher Education." 1967. ED 025 006

Ceps: (1) enabling legislation and current status, (2)
historical development, (3) state politics and attitudes of
legislature and executive towards higher education, (4)
interrelations among: higher education, state government,
coordinating boa.-d. Issues: (1) allocation of rcqourees,
(2) budgets, (3) planning programs and policies, (4) state
and Federal aid, (5) her does board mediate between higher
education and government.

32.4 Brumbaugh, Aaron J. "State1.7ide Planning and Co-ordination cf
Higher Education." Atlanta, Georgia: Southern Regional
Educaticn Board, 1963. ED 010 955

Argues for an independent atate agency. Suggests approaches
to long range planning and coordination of higher education
in southern states and three general types of organizations:
(1) single coordinating-governing boards, (2) liasion co-
ordinating boards, (3) voluntary coordination with no
external agency control. Seta out requirements for state
planning and coordination agency.

32.5 Chambers, M. M. 'boards Governing Two or lore State Institutions
of Higher Education." Illinois State University, February
1970, 9pp. ED 051 766

32.6 Cm:, Lanier and Lester E. Harrell. The Im
on State Plannin and Coordination
'Alanta, Georg
ED 037 176

act of Federal Provarns
ion.

uca on oars, 1969.ern ,eg

Looks at impact of Federal programs on state planning and
coordination. Gives opinions of institutfulal preaidenta
and state officials.

32.7 Friedman, Burton Dean. State Government and Education:
Management in the State Education Agency. Chicago: Public
Administration Service, 1971, 106pp.

32.8 Glenny, Lyman A. "Institutional Autonomy for Wham?" Iashington,
D.C.: The Amer3an Association for Higher Education, 1970.
ED 040 674

Considers criteria for state interference. Notes inter-
ference generally limited to major policy areas without
much loss of institutional autonomy.
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32.9 . 'Politics and Current Patterns in Coordinating
Lducation." Boulder: Western Interstate Commission

for higher Education, 1966. ED 026 942

iresents t'aree patterns of stataujde coordination: (1)

volun',ary council of public university presidents and board
,'embers, (2) single governing-coordinating board, (3) citizen
board -- no direct administration- Influences favoring
citizen boards: (1) agency leadership in policy formation,
(2) federal g,rants becaming more oriented to state than to
institution, (3) private institutions becoming involved in
public policy-making.

32.10 Clenny, Lyman P, et. al. CoordinatinO Higher Education for the
'70's. ifulticampus and-Niateuide Cul e1 ThelM.Eractice.
3,7cT7FIey: University of California Center for Research and
Develo:ment in Higher Education, 1971, 108pp. ED 057 752

Frohasizes the role of the: coordinating board as the intermediary
be'.ueen state government and institutions. Concentrates on
planning, budget review, and program approval as functians
11:-..vinL the most direct bearing on substantive developments
in hialer education.

32.11 Cove, S. 7. "Stateuide Systems of Higher Education Studies -- A
Summary." Denver: Educational Commission of the States,
22pp. ID 019 725

32.12 Leone, Lucile P. Statewide Plannin for Pursin Education.
Atlanta: Southern Regions ucat co oa . 015 146

32.13 AcCarrey, Leon R. and Lawrence B. Kobler. The Im ortance of
Coordination in Hi cr Education. Salt ace City: tali

1M7ducation, 1968. ED 024 118

Summary of status and structure of coordination of higher
education in 21 states as of 1968.

32.14 NcKean, liolanci F. "Centralization and Higher Education."
Los Lageles: University of California, 1965. ED 011 142

Suggests costa and benefita of centralized authority. Compares
policies of tiro aultiversities (coordinated state college
systems), tiro relatively independent public universitiee in
one state, and three private institutions in one state. Ile-

sults indicate: (1) the greater the degree of centralization,
the more constraints an lower level choices; (2) greater
centralization, leaser diversity in policies and practices
affecting a given number of students; (3) centralization may
cause neglect of relevant costs and gains; (4) centralization
may yield leas desirable way of resolving conflicts.
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32.15 New York State Education Department. New York State and Private
Higher Education. Feport of the Select Committee on the
Future of Private and Independent Higher Education in

New York State. January 1968, 145pp. ED 043 281

Recommends measures the state can take to preserve private
institutions without infringing on autonomy. Discusses
the role of the Regents in states de planning and coordination,
and the need for limited direct state aid to private in-
stitutions.

32.16 Palola, Ernest. "Academic Reform, a Challenge for Statewide
Planners." Berkeley: Center for Research and Development
in Higher Education, 1970. ED 041 538

Emphasizes qualitative developments and flexible governance
configurations. Discusses strengths and weaknesses of
state planning.

32.17 Paltridge, James Gilbert. "Organizational Forme IThich
Characterize Statewide Coordination of Public Higher
Education." Berkeley: Center for Research and Development
in Higher Education, 1965 ED 030 356

Taxonomy for coordinating mechanisms in 41 states and
historical development of present farms.

32.10 Perkins, Jamer A. HLherEduTItiop: laromAutnamtant2ns.
New York: InterilatiorunnrorAMIEcal-e-iiii16.pinent,
1972.

32.19 SREB. "A Unitary State System of Higher Education: A Staff
Paper, Institute for Higher Education Opportunity."
Atlanta: 1970, llpp. ED 042 870

32.20 qlew Directions in Statewide Higher Education
Planning and Coordination." Atlanta: Southern Regional
Education Board, 1970, 59pp. ED 046 133

Conference proceedings.

32.21 '!attenbarger, James L. and Melvyn Sakaguchi. "State Level
Boards for Community Junior Colleges: Patterns of Control
and Coordination." Gainesville: University of Florida,
Institute of Higher Education, 1971. ED 054 770

Four general categories: (1) 13 states: statewide board for
community colleges, (2) 5 states: university board which
controls some other institutions also controls community
colleges, (3) 14 staters: state board of education controls
community colleges usually through separate staff, (4) 11
states: board which controls all higher education also
controls community colleges.
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32.22 'Anions, Jack K. "Are State Systems of Persuasion, Cooperation,
Coordination or Control Harmonious with an Antithetical to
Institutional Autonomy?" rashington, D.C.: American
Association for Higher Education, 1970. ED 039 850

32.23 "filliams, Robert I, "Legal Bases of Coordinating Boards of
Hither Education in 39 States." Chicago: Council of
State Governments, September 1967. ED 019 726

Cross-references: 2.77, 2.82, 2.87, 2.90, 2.92, 2.94, 2.96, 3.13,
3.23, 3.32, 3.33, 23.11, 23.29, 29.17, 35.46.

33. State Planning Documents

CALIFOFKIA

33.1 California Coordinating Council for Higher Education. "California's
reeds for Additional Centers of Public Hither Education."
December 1964. ED 017 142

33.2 Coons, Arthur G. A Anster Plan for Hi. er Education in California.
Sacramento: Ca i orn a State Depar men o Fuca ion 1 O.
ED 011 193

33.3 El Plan de snI212111211r2iALiism221nSPLJAEhr
Education. tanta Barbara: Causa Pu Ica ion, January
1971, 15L pp ED 047 854

COLORADO

33.4 Association of State Institutions of Higher Education in Colorado.
Television for Higher Education in Colorado -- A Five Year Plan.
July 1964. ED 015 642

33.5 Colorado Commission on Higher Education. Plannin for the 19701s:
Higher Education in Colorado. Denver: 1 . ED 056 670

Includes discussion of hither education in metropolitan areas.

CONNECTICUT

33.6 Connecticut Commission for Higher Blucatian.
Re.rt to the Connecticut Commission for
A UMW o the Recomm ons: Ac
seven es. t o Decem

Four Task Forces
Hi er Education.

P 832

Individual reports (ED 048 833 through 836) deal with needs,
function, scope, structure, financing, and performance.

33.7 Connecticut Commission for Higher Education. Report of Task
Force IV to the Connecticut Ccmmisaion for Higher Education.
Hartford: 1970, 72pp. E5r046 8)

33.8 Connecticut Commission for Higher Education. Report of Task
Force III to the Connecticut Commission for Hi er Education.
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33.9 Connecticut Commission for Higher Educatim. Report of Task
Force II to the Connecticut Commission for Higher Education.
Hartford: 1970, 53pp. ED 048 '535

33.10 Connecticut Commission for Higher Education. Report of Task
Force I to the Connecticut Commission for Higher Education.
Hartford: 1970. ED 01413 836

Di ..A7'ARE

33.11 Bram, C. Harold. "Demographic Factors Associated with Higher
Education in Delaware and Enrollment Projections 1966-75."
Netrark: Delaware University, October 1966. ED 019 066

Two factors indicate need for expansion of the state's
higher education opportunities: birth rate, increase in
colleg,e age population.

MI IA II

33.12 Hiatt, Robert II. "An Academic Development Plan for the University
of Hawaii." Honolulu: University of Hawaii, 19614. ED 019 826

ILLINOIS

33.13 Illinois State Board of Higher Education. A Master Plan for Hi, er
Education in Illinois; Phase II -- An In >grat= 5 e tem.
Springfield, 1971. ED 056 654

Includes discussion of higher education and cormnunit;
services, social justice, urban poverty.

INDIANA

33.14 Patterson, D. Jeanne. Regional Demand for Post H:.gh School
Education. BloczningtadianiV-WisorWn on
Academic Facilities, 1969, 2114pp. ED 0143 130

MICHIGAN

33.15 Michigan State Department of Education. State Plan for Higher
Education in Michigan (Provisional). Based upon the work of
br. Harold T. Smitn. Lansing, :1968. ED 026 846

Planning framework for developing higher education in Michigan
starting trith present structure. Topics: needs far higher
education, implementation, coordination, information, criteria,
finance.
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7E' YORK

33.16 State University of Neu York. The Regents' Tentative Statewide
Plan for the Expansion and Development of Higher Education,
1964. January 1965. ED 019 577

33.17 ' . "1969 Progress Report of the Board of Resents on
the Regents' Stateuide Plan for the Expansion and Development
of Higher Education 1968." Albany: 1969. ED 039 841

NOFTH CAROLINA

33.18 North Carolina Board of Higher Education. Planning for Higher
Education in North Carolina. Raleigh: 7968, 497pp.

33.19 . Statistical Abstract of Higher Education in North
Carolina, 1969-70. Raleigh: 1970, annual. ED 040 645

33.20 North Carolina State Commission on Higher Education Facilities.
Estimate of Labcr Market Requirements in Forsyth and
ecklenberg Counties, 1975. Raleigh: The Authors, 43pp.

OHIO

33.21 Ohio Board of Regents. Ohio Master Plan for Public Policy in
Higher Education 1971. COlumbus: March 1971, 92pp.

ED 058 843

33.22 Briley, John M. Master Plan for State Policy in Higher Education.
Columbus: Ohio Board of Regents, June 1966. ED 014 273

PlITSYLVANIA

33.23 McCreery, Otis C., et. al. A Master Plan for Higher Education in
Pennsylvania. Harrisburg: Pennsylvania State Board of
Education, January 1957. ED 013 620

SOUTH CAROLLIA

33.24 South Carolina Commission on Higher Education. Goals for Higher
Education to 1980. Volume I: Discussion and Recommendations
and tummari. Columbia: 197. ED 059 67d

Tr" AS

33.25 Dyer, James S. "The Evaluation of Decision-Relevant Attributes
of a Public System of Higher Education." Paper at Institute
of Management Sciences Meeting in LW Angeles, October 1970.
Also available from RAND Corporation, 54pp. ED 046 084

Evaluates two alternatives for expanding public higher
education in Texas: (1) expansion of existing senior in-
stitutions, (2) construction of new four-year institutions.
Results indicate first alternative is cheaper but fails to
encourage low-income individual., to enroll.
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TI,ISHINGTOIq

33.26 Washington State Higher Education Facilities Commission. "Higher

Education Enrollment Projections: A Model." Olympia:

August 1970, 77pp. ED 051 739

UISCONSIN

33.27 Kohler, 1:. J. A Provisional Long Range Plan for Higher Education
in Trisconsin. tnisconsin Coordinating Committee for Higher
Education, January 1967. ED 015 636

33.28 ITisconsin Coordinating Council for Higher Education. Planning
Project for the for
liadison: 1969. ED 038 110

Cross-references: 23.13, 23.14, 23.15, 23.29, 28.49.

34. Planning_ Community Colleges

34.1 Collins, Robert I1. ',Management by Objectives: Advantages,
Problems, Implications for Community Colleges." Unpublished
seminar paper, 2Opp. ED 057 792

34.2 Cruze, Alvin M. "Long Range Planning for the North Carolina
Community College System." Paper presented at Operations
Research Society of America, National Meeting, Detroit,
October 28-30, 1970, 3911,13. ED 044 821

34.3 Davis, L. ilitchell. "Desirable Characteristics of and Criteria
for Establishing a System of Community Colleges in Kentucky."
Frankfort: Kentucky State Department of Education, 1966.
ED 011 186

34.4 Educational Facilities Laboratories, Inc. "A College in the City:
An Alternative." New York: 1969. ED 031 169

Study of how community college could change Bedford-Stuyvesant:
educating people, providing parks, recreation, cultural
facilities, housing. Designed to blend in. Open twenty-four
hours six days a week for all community people having high
school certificate or passing test.

34.5 Goodfriend, Harvey J., et. al. "Centre City Community College --
A Simulation in Comprehensive Planning." Unpublished,
June 1969, 25pp. ED 031 056

Simulation to test certain hypotheses and comprehensibility
of planning and effective methods of planning.
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34.6 Hurlburt, Allan S. State Master Plans for Community Colleges.
Uashington, D.C.: American Association of Junior Colleges,
1969. ED 032 887

Examines 19 state plans: rationale, planners, development
process, content, implementation, needed research, purposes.

34.7 Johnson, Byron Lamar. Starting a Community Junior College.
Washington, D.C.: American Association of Junior Colleges,
1964. ED 011 772

Lists steps in establishing a college. States important
problems and suggested solutions.

34.8 Kansas Advisory Committee on Junior Colleges. "Community Junior
Colleges. A Report Relating to the Role, Function,
Organization, Financing, and Supervision of Junior Colleges
on Proposal #2." Topeka: 1964. ED 037 901

34.9 Mayhew, Lewis B. and John Benyon. "Community College Planning --
Concepts, Guidelines, and Issues." Stanford University,
Community College Planning Center, 1964, 40pp. ED 015 627

34.10 Aedsker, Leland L. and George W. Clark. "State Level Governance
of California Junior Colleges." Berkeley: California State
Coordinating Council for Higher Education, 1966. ED 011 347

34.11 North Carolina Department of Community Colleges. Educational
Guide: Technical Institutes, Cammxnity Colleges. Raleigh:
The Authors, 1970, 157pp.

34.12 . Planning for the North Carolina Community College
System. 3 vols. Raleigh: State BoL 'A of Education, June 1970.

34.13 North Carolina State Board of Education. "Progress Report of the
Comprehensive Community College System of North Carolina;
First Five Years, 1963-1968." Raleigh: 1969. ED 032 035

Describes organization, function, scope of system. Covers
the "establishment (or conversion), types, duties of
trustees, staff organization and positions, financial
support and expenditures by category, community services
and programs, characteristics of students and others served."
Describes program content and purpose in detail.

34.14 Ohio Board of Regents. "A Guide to Community College Planning in
Ohio." Columbus: The Authors, 1965. ED 019 954

Defines community college district which appoints Board of
Trustees. Board prepares the plan.

34.15 Research Triangle Institute. Planning for Forsyth Technical
Institute: Plans for the 1970-80 Decade. Winston-Salem,
North Carolina: Forsyth Technical Institute, May 1971,
44p. plus appendices..
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34.16 Rowlands, Ellis 14. Procedures, Planning Guides, and Cost Data
or Community Collevs. Albany: SUNY, Office of Architecture

and Facilities, 1968. ED 021 417

Discusses required procedures for capital construction programs
in community colleges, including (1) request initiation, (2)
building requirements, (3) preliminary drawing approval,
(4) lane acquisition.

34.17 Trent, James U. 'The Circle of Evaluation in the Community Junior

College." Los Angeles: UCLA, November 1970, 22pp. ED 045 075

34.18 Vaughan, George B. "Some Philosophical and Practical Concepts
for Broadening the Base of Higher Education in Virginia."
Los Angeles: UCLA, March 1971, 107pp. ED 049 729

Record of events leading to the creation of statewide system
of publicly supported comprehensive community colleges in
Virginia.

Cross-referomes: 23.21, 29.9, 29.66.

35. 121121191122hies and Directories

35.1 American Association of School Administrator. "A Collection of
ERIC Documents Resumes on Program Budgeting and Cost
Analysis: ERIC Abstract Series #5." Washington, D.C.,
1970. ED 036 892

Fifty-one citations under key terms: cost effectiveness,
program budgeting, program cost.

35.2 Baldridge, J. Victor. "Organizational Change Process: A
Bibliography with Commentary." Stanford, California: Stanford
Center for Research and Development in Teaching, 1970.
ED 036 908

35.3 Case, C. 'larston and Stephen C. Clark. "A Bibliographic Guide
to Operations Analysis of Education." Washington, D.C.:
National Center for Educational Statistics, 1967. ED 025 851

One hundred fifty-five items: quantitative, analytic,
using OR techniques.

35.4 College of Education. The Community College. The Public Junior
College Movement. Filth Edition. Gainesville: University
of Florida, WM. ED 022 467

Bibliography of books, documents, published and unpublished
articles, microfilms, and directories relating to movement
to establish public community and junior colleges (1924-1967) .
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35.5 Center for Research and Development in Higher Education.
'Bibliography on Higher Education." Berkeley: University
of California at Berkeley, 1967. ED 018 011

Publications and mimeo reports based on, or related to,
the research conducted at the center.

35.6 Chambers, H. H. Higher Education in the Fift States. ranville,
Illinuis: The interstate Printers and Pub ishers, Inc.,
1970, 452PP-

35.7 Christiansen, Dorothy. Urban Universities and the Community:
A Bibliography. New York: Center for Urban Education,
April 1968.

35.8 Department of H] J. Education Directory, 1.971-72, Higher Education.
Uashington, D.C.: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1972.

35.9 Diener, Thomas J., ed. An Annotated Guide to Periodical
Literature: Higher Education. Athens, Georgia: Institute
of Higher Education, University of Georgia, 1969, 35pp.

35.10 Downey, Loren U. 'Planned Change -- a Selected Bibliography."
University Council for Educational Administration, 1968.
ED 020 569

One hundred fifty-four books, articles, monographs
published between 1932-68. Emphasis on the school as a
social organization and the contribution of sociological
thought in affecting organizational change. Schematic
figures included.

35.11 ERIC and IL.HE. "Current Documents in Higher Education: A
Bibliography." Fashintton, D.C., 1970, 161pp. ED 047 660

Listings from July 1969 through June 1970 issues of
Research in Education.

35.12 . "ERIC Abstracts: A Collection of ERIC Document
Resumes on Educational Planning." ERIC Abstracts Series,
?/141 January 1971, 32pp. ED 046 091

35.13 Feuer, Ronald J., comp. "Annotated Bibliography of Materials in
Urban Higher Education." Bloomington, Indiana: Center for
Urban Affairs, Indiana University, 1969, 5pp, unpublished.

35.14 Fink, Ira and Joan Cooke, romp. Campus/Community Relationships:
An Annotated Bibliography. &change Bibliography No. 203.
Monticello, Illinois: Council of Planning Librarians, 1971,
66pp.

Divided into sections on community colleges, community/campus
development, community disturbances, community economic
impae, community/Urban opportunity, community plans,
historical perspective, housing, ant urban renewal. Non-
selective, non-comprehensive. EMphasizes California, ihysical
planning, aril reacting to community.
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35.15 . Cam s/Communit Relationsh s: An Annotated
Bibliokfra 7. Vo let; Yor : ocie y or Co _ego and

University Planning, kpril 1972, 92pp.

Entries categorized as biblioaaphies, campus grovrth,
transportatian, commercial services, community involvement
and programs, ccntinuing education, environs development
and plans, housing, research parks, urban responsibilities,
zoning, in addition to categories of first bibliography.

35.1a Fischer, Cameral, ed. "An Annotated Bibliography of Institutional
Research, 1968-69." Claremont, California: Association for
Institutional Research, 1969. ED 054 534

Includes section on goals and long -range planning.

35.17 Harris, Evelyn J. 'Governance of the University: A Selected
Bibliography." Unpublished, 1971, 37pp. ED 050 691

35.18 Hiemstra, Roger P. "Community 5ducation: a Bibliography."

Lincoln, Nebraska: University of Nebraska, Department of
Adult and Continuing Education, 1971. ED 056 2814

Eighty-two items.

35.19 Hudson, Bennett 41.44i James L. 1:attenbarger. "Collsctive
Bargaining in Higher Education: A Selected, Annotated
Bibliography." Gainesville, Florida: Institute of Higher
Education, 1972. ED 060 849

35.20 Institute for the Development of Educational Activities. "A

Bibliography on the Process of Chance." Melbourne, Florida:
Information Services Division, I/D/E/AJ 19(A. ED 030 618

Eighty-two items, 1957-68.

35.21 International Institute for Diucational Planning. "Educational
Planning: A Bibliography." Paris, France, 1964. ED 035 982

Lists 11 annotated bibliographies.

35.22 Icier, Norman P. 'Planning in Higher Education. An Interpretive
Bibliography. Part Vs Financial Aspects of Higher Education
Planning." Madison: University of Wisconsin, ERIC Clearinghouse
on Educational Facilities, NoveMber 1969, 19pp. ED 032 747

Investigates: financial planning, legislative control,
allocation formulae_ unit coat approach, construction
finance for academic facilities: land acquisition; role of
physical plant.
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. 'Planning in Higher Education. An Interpretive

Bibliography. Part VI: The Community and Junior College."
'.1p.dison: University of 1:fisccalsin, ERIC Clearinghouse on

Educational Facilities, November 1969, 64pp. ED 032 748

Contains sections an: philosophical considerations,
Luidelines for planning physiral plant, financial aspects,
space requirements, site, library and study facilities,
ind:;_vidual cases.

35.24 Kademani, G. B. "Educational Planning Programming Budgeting
Systems. annotated Bibliography. Technical information
Program Series." Athens, Georgia: Georgia University
Center for 1:anagement Systems, 1971. ED 054 524

Eighty-seven it

35.25' Kelsey, Roger R. "AAHE Bibliography on Higher Education."
ilashingtons D.C.: AAHE, March 1971, 48pp. ED 051 733

35.26 Kleist Russell J. 'Bibliography on Continuing Education."
East Lansing: Michigan State University, May 1970, 45FP.
ED o53 3o

35.27 Kurland, rornan D. and Y. L. Ailler, comp. Selected and Annotated
Bibliography on the Processes of Change. 1966. ED 023 025

Emphasizes spread and practice of new methods over new
methods per se.

35.28 :iayhevr, Lewis B. De Literature, of 1.fpgiiEducationl.971.
San Francisco: essey ass, Inc.,

Annual annotated bibliography based on personal reading.
Covers trends in the literature, 1965-10, literature of
1971, governance, history, campus unrest, reflections,
institutional differences, conference proceedings, economic
analyses of basic assumptions.

35.29 McGuffey, C.17. "4 Review of Selected References Relating to
Planning of Higher Education Facilities." Tallahassee:
Florida State University, 1967. ED 018 961

Compilation of reviews of articles, books, and pamphlets in
areas of orientation to educational facilities planning,
master plan for plant expansion, plannini, the individual
school, planning the technical aspects, administering the
expansion nrocram.

35.30 Pational Center for Education Statistics. Index of Institutions
of Hi er Education by State and C. esslonal District.
as on, owe !Men 111

1971, 51pp. ED 052 759
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3,..31 OECD. systems tlysis for Educational Flanninte Selected
:annotated Bi o a . 'ashington, Publications
Cen er, 471

Categories: (1) uses of systems analysis, (2) selected
techniques, (3) applicaticn to specific problems, (4) data
processing, and information systems, (5) quantitative methodc,
(6) manpower and economic growth, (7) bibliographies, (8)
conference papers.

35.32 Cfffce fcr the .idrancement of Public Negro Colleges. Directory
of Traditional' Black Colic es and Universities in the
Un:t ates our- ear mat cans
he Authors, 1971, 92pp.

35.33 Parsons, Kermit C. and Jon T. Lang, comp. An Annotated Libliovaphy
cn University Planninkand Develolment. Neu York: Society ter
College and University Planning, 1965, 156pp.

Third edition. Sections on educational policy, university
community relations, enrollment, campus plannint, and
university architecture.

ta:

35.34 Payne, Raymond and "ilfrid C. Bailey, comp. The Community:
Classified, Annotated Bibliography. Athens, Georgia:
University of Georgia Department of Sociology and Anthro-
poloLy 1967. ED 027 1471

Petrospective bibliography of 839 items.

35.35 Phelon, FLilip S. "Campus and Facilities Planning in higher
7ducation. The Process and Personnel. An Annotated
Bibliography." Albany: New York State Department of
Education, 1968. ED 021 410

Inc ludea sources from last 10 years, not on specific cowls
or facility.

35.36 Fierce, Hilo C. "Ldminiatration and Planning in Higher
Education: A Bibliography of Books and Reports." Council
of Planning Librarians, Exchange Bibliography No. 321.
Aonticello, Illinois: CPL, September 1972.

"Introductory selectim of books and reports" to help clarify
issues of leadership and planning in higher education. Five
divisions: policy-making, legal, financial, facilities,
academic. Not annotated.

35.3? . Financini, Higier Education. A Bibliography.
FittstivrA: University of Pittsburgh, 1971, 33pp. ED 057 750

Covers materials on public support for higiier education,
federal and state aid to higher education, aid to vocational
education.
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3!-.38 Shulman, Carol H. 'Financing Higher Educatim." "ashington, D.C.:
EliIC Clearinghouse, "larch 1971, 25pp. ID 048 519

7:evic!is various soluticns: formula grants, student loans,
institutional grants, state aid, bank plans, scholarships
and tax credits, proposals for a national center for hi:,her
education. '.notated bibliography of 80 items.

35.39 Smith, Stuart C., comp. Organizaticii in Educational Administration
A Directory of Information Sources. Eugene, Oregon: ERIC

Clearinghouse on Educational TErnistration, 1968. ED 021 343

Lista 102 organizations.

35.40 Southern e.icnal Educaticn Board. Fact Pook on Higher Education
in the South, 1970. Atlanta: shEb,-1970.

35.47 Sumner, David Z. 'Urban Universities and the City -- Revior 2."
"ashin,tcn, D.C.: ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education,
1970. ID 038 556

Describes university prctrama and services initiated in
answer to urban problems. Also shows various approaches.

35.42 74ylor, 1:anErdy L. "Community Planning for Health, Education
and "eliarel An Annotated Bibliography." Washington, D.C.:
U. S. Government Printing Office, 1967. ED 018 755

Contents: general, fields of service, methods, trends, aid
bibliovaphies.

35.1.2 Terrey, John D. 'Program Budgeting and Other Newer Management
Tools in Higher Education: A Description and Annotated
Bibliography." Occasional Papet No. b. Center for Develop-
ment of Cammnity Collge Education, Vashington University,
Seattle, 190, ED 024 144

Describes: PPBS, PERT, Delphi, and systems analysis. Annotated
biblio:japny of materials an decision-making, 1963-68.

35.44 University Library Peference Dept. The Universityt Its Structure
and Purpose: A Bibliography. Santa Barbara: University of
Maifornia, 1969.

*35.45 Urban Institute. A Direct of University Urban Research Centers.
Second Edition. Tiashi aft, D.C.: The Authors, 1971.

35.46 Uattenbarger, James L., et. al. "Coordination of Higher Education:
An Annotated Bibliogii777" 0aineevi7le, Florida: University
of Florida, Institute of Higher Education, 1970. ED 040 684

Covers statewide planning, governing boards, state coordinating
agencies, state coordination and control, state financing,
state university /college relaLionships, establishment of junior
colleges, interinstitutional cooperation, educational policy.
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35.47 '7iddall, K. P. 'Selected 71eferences for Planning Higher
alucation Facilities." Columbus, Chio: Council of

Education Facility Planners, 1908. ED 020 633

Covers orientation, developing Master Plan for plant

c;:pansion, planning the individual school, planning the

technical aspects, administering the plant expansion program.

Cr^rs-references: 18.21, 18.49, 21.7, 21.17, 23.30, 25.18, 25.20, 26.20,

27.4, 27.24, 28.38, 29.14, 31.13, 31.16.
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P.L1THG:'.

".brahams, L., 2.1, 29.1, 32.1
.brain, D., 3.1
Academy for 'Educational Deve:>op-

ment, Inc., 29.2, 29.3: 29.4
Adams, D., 28.1
Adams, F. J., 16.1
'dams, F. L., 7.1
Adams R . S .2 16.2
Adelson, M., 3.2
Adkins, '!. P., 5.1
Adrian, C. R., 7.2
Advisory Commission of Inter-

governmental Relations (ACIR), 2.2
drlie House Institute on Univer-

sity Training, 16.3
olden, 29.!::
Aldrich, D. G., Jr., 32.2
Alexander, A. C., 16.14
Allen, J . E., 2.3
Allen, J. L., Jr., 4.1
Altman, R. A., 20.1
..'nerican Academy of Arts et

Sciences, 3.3
American Association of Junior

Colleges, 21.1
American Association of School

P.cirainistra'Aon, 35.1
American Association of State

Colleges and Universities, 12.11,
114.1

American Council on Education, 2.14,
6.1, 12.14, 18.1

Anderson, 1.., 28.2
Anderson, C. 19.1
.Anders an, J. G., 3.14
ArmitaLe, P., 28.3
Arnstein, G., 12.1, 20.2
kabell, B., 19.2
Issociation for Hither Education,

31.1
Association of American iledical

Colletes, 16.5, 18.2
Association of College Unions

International (AbUI) 7.3
Association of University Evening

Colleges, 25.1
Association of University Programs

in Hospital Adminiatratim, 18.3
Astir, A.71., 21.2
Actin, 2.5
Actin, H. S., 7.4, 21.3
Auburn, N. P., 7.5
ALlord, H. /1., 27.1

Bailey, S. K., 7.6
Bailyn, B., 1.1
Baker, B., 7.7
Balciridge, J. V., 3.5, 3.6, 35.2
Bane, 14., 19.3
Bard, A., 22.2
Barnes, C., 22.3
Barton, A. H., 17.1, 29.6
Baskin, S., 30.1
Battistelli, V. P., 214.1
Baxter, 29.7
Beal, R. N., 18.14
Bebout, J. E., 2.6, 23.1, 23.2
Beck, C. E., 2.7
Becker, G. S., 19.14, 19..5, 19.6, 19.7
Beckman, N., 12.2
Beeby, C. E., 28.14
Belgum, H. J., 22.14
Benet, J., 2.8
Benezet, L. T., 7.8, 30.2
Berens 10. L., 26.1
Berdahl, R. 0., 32.3
Berg, I., 19.8
Berns, R. S., 15.1
Bertrand, A. L., 30.3
Bhola, H. S., 30.14
Biddle, W. 11., 26.2
Birenbaum, 11.14., 6.2, 6.3
Bisconti, A. S., 114.2
Blair, G. E., 25.2
Blake, V., 7.9
Blaug, N., 2.9
Bliss, S. 11., 28.5
Bolin, J. G., 29.8
Bolton, D. L., 28.6
Bonner, E. R., 11.1
Boston University lietroo enter, 7.10
Bowen, H. R., 2.10
Bowen, W. G., 2.11, 2.12
Bowles, F., 16.6
Bowles, S., 28.7
Bowman, 1i. J., 2.13
Boyd, R. D., 2.114
Bayer, R. A., 31.2
Bradley, N. E., 214.2
Briley, J.14., 33.22
Brisbane, R. H., 31.3
Bromley, A., 5.2
Brooks, R. D., 28.8
Brotherton, F. P., 29.9
Broody, H. S., 30.5
Brown, C. H., 33.11
Brown, R. C., Jr., 15.2
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Brctmcll, B., 6.4
Brubachor, J. S., 1.2, 2.15, 3.7
Brubaker, C. 7!., 10.1

J., 29.10, 32.4
Bryant, H., 18.5
Buck, F. C., 26.3
117.--Al, C., 25.3

'iureau of Higher Education, U.S.,
oz-DH', 1.3

Burney, L. h., 27.2
Burns, ii. A., 16.7

J. C., 2.16

Caffre7, J. G., 4.2, 4.3, 11.2
C.11(117,211, S., 28.9
C2.lifornia State Coordinating
Council for Higher Education,
5.3, 33.1

california, University of, at
Loc AnLeles (UCLP.), 7.47

Callahan, 1;., 2.17
c-21pLell, A. K., 2.18
Camplx11, D., 6.5
Campbell, F., 6.6
Caplan, E. ::., 25.4
Crip1u:7, T., 2.19

Carey, J. 25.5

Carlson, ". S., 4.4
Carnr.%ie Commission on the Future

of K:.Lher 5.4) 14.3,
14.4, 16.3, 13.6, 18.7

Carnefie foundation for the
.".dvancoment of Teaching, 6.7

Carnej.e-::ellon University, 14.5
Carnoy, N., 2.20
Carpenter, N. B., 28.10
Carpenter, T. L., 25.6
Carter, L. F., 29.11
Cartey, !T., 21.4
Cartter, A. A., 2.21
Casasco, J. R., 29.12
Case, C. ::., 35.3
Cavanagh, J. P., n.n.
Center for Agricultural & Economic

Development, 2.22
Center for Research and Develop-
ment in Higher Education,
2.23, 35.5

Center for the Study of the City
and Its Environment, 14.6

Center for the Study of Liberal
Education for Adults, 25.7

Central NauLatuck Valley. 31.4
Centner, S. I., 29.13
Chamtierc, E. 2.24, 3.8, 29.14,

32,,5, 35.6

Chase, 17.1T., 7.11
Cheit, E., 2.25

Christensen, F. A., 21.5
Christiansen, D., 35.7
Chronister J. L., 16.9
City College of New York, 22.5
City University of New York, 18.8
Clark, B., 17.2
Clark, D. L., 30.6, 30.7
Clemens, D. J., 22.6
Cleveland Foundation Committee, 7.12
Clough, r. J., 28.11
Coady, 26.4
Coalition for Adult Education

Organizations, 25.8
Cohen, A. C., 16.10
Colberg, M. R., 2.26
Coleman, J. S., 18.9
College Center of the Finger Lakes,
31.6

College Entrance Examination Board,
2.27, 18.10, 18.11

College of Education, 35.4
Collins, C. C., 7.13, 29.15
Collins, R. IT., 34.1
Dolmen, J. G., 14.7, 14.8
Colorado Association of State

Institutions of Higher Education,

33.4
Colorado Commission Higher Education,

33.5
Columbia University; 22.7
Commager, H., 6.8
Committee on Assessing the Progress

of Education, 17.3
Commission on Higher Educational
Opportunity in the South, 18.12

Committee for Economic Development,
19.9

Committee of Social and Behavioral
Urban Research, 15.3

Ccmmittee on Urban Technology, 15.4
Committee on the University and the

City, 22.8
Campton, J, L., 27.3
Conant, J. B., 3.9
Congdon, P., 6.9
Connecticut Commission for Higher

Education, 33.6, 33.7, 33.8, 33.9,

33.10
Cannery, R. H., 7.14
Connor, D. M., 26.5
Conservation Foundation, 13.1
Cook, D. L., 28.12, 29.16
Co,ons A. G., 33.2, 33.3
Corson, J. J., 3.10
Counts, G. S., 2.28
Court, M., 26.6
Cox, E., 22.9
CCX, L., 32.6
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Crookston, B. B., 30.8
Croll, J. A., 26.7, 26.8
Cross, K. P., 3.11, 3.1
Crossland, F. E., 18.12
Crate, L., 6.10
Cruze, A. M., 34.2
Culbertoul. J. 30.9
Cummings, T., Jr., 6.11

Dada, 14.9
Dahnke, H. L., 10.2
Daigneault, G. H., 25.9
Daniere, A., 2.29
Dauualder & Associates, 19.10
Davis,L. :1., 34.3
Defines, V. P., 23.3
Dennis, L. E., 23.4
Department of Commerce, 27.4
Dept. of Health, Education and
"elfare, 2.30, 2.31, 18.39, 35.8

Deppe, D. A., 6.12
Desmond, T. J., 25.10
Devane, '% C., 1.4
Devitt, L. B 18.13, 27.5
Diener, T. J., 35.9
Disler, D. D., 22.17
LLspenzieri, A., 21.6
Distasio, P. J., 27.6
District of Columbill Center Metro

Studies, n.n.
Dobbins, C. G., 12.3
Dober, P. P., 10.3
Donaldson, J. "op 24.3
Donnelly, B., 27.7
Donovan, G. F., 1.7
Downey, L. 1%, 35.10
Drazek, S. J., 23.5
Dreeben, R., 17.4
Drew, D. R., 6.13
Driscoll, B. N., 18.14
Duhl, L. J., 6.14
Duke University, 3.12
Duncan, K., 14.10
Dunham, E. A., 2.32
Dyer, J. S., 18.1$, 29.1D, 33.25

Eastmond, J. H., 28.13
Eckland, B. K., 19.11
Eddy, E. D., 1.5
Education Commission of the States,

2.33, 5.5
Education Research Information

Center (ERIC), 35.11, 35.12
Educational Facilities Laboratories,

Inc., 34.4
Education-al Systems Research
Group, 11.3

Educational Testing Service, 18.16,
28.14

Edwards, G., 22.10
Egerton, J., 9.1, 18.17
Eiden, T. L., 30.10
Eklund, L. R., 23.6
Elam, S., 2.34
Elliott, L. H., 23.7
Ellison, P. B., 23.8
Elsner, P. A., 22.11
Etnyre, V. A., 29.19
Etziani, A., 2.35, 2.36, 18.18
Eulau, H., 2.37
Enrich, A. C., 4.5
Evans, P. I., 30.1i

Fairweather, G. U., 30.12
Farmer, M. L., 27.8
Fawley, P. C., 1.6
Federal Interagency Committee on

Education, 2.38
Feinstein, 0., 29.20
Felton, N.:, 16.11
Ferrin, B. I., 18.19
Fervor, J. C., 23.9
Festine, A. J., 25.11
Feuer, R. J., 35.13
Fischer, C., 29.21
Fink, I., 35.14, 35.15
Fischer, C., 35.16
Fisher, B. C., 3.13
Fisher, F. D., 22.12
Fitzpatrick, J. P., 2.39
Fleishman, J. L., 15.5
Florida State Department of

Education, 24.4
FOrd.Foundation, 23.10
Fox, K. A., 28.15
Franklin, R., 7.15, 26.9
Fresno City Unified School District,

28.16
Friedman, B. D., 32.7
Friedman, M., 2.40, 2.41
Friedman, N., 18.20
Frisson, J. K., 23.11

Galbraith, Jay R., 30.13
Galbraith, John K., 2.42
Garcia, S. J., 15.6
Gardner, D. E., 10.4
aardner, J.V., 6.15, 6.16
Garuge, A., 28.17
Georgia University of, 24.24
Garth, D. R., 6.17
Gettelsi JilT.,
Giammetteo, M. C., 12.5
Gintis, H., 2.43, 2.44
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Gleazer, E. J., Jr., 5.6
Glenny, L. A., 2.45, 3.14, 32.8,

32.9, 32.10
Godard, J. M., 18.21
Goldman, L. H., 27.9
Goodfriend, H. J., 34.5
Goodman, P., 3.15
Goodrich, k. L., 27.10
Gorden, E.1i., 21.7
Gordon, Ii., 25.12
Gould, M., 25.12
Gould, 3. B., 31.8
Gove, S. K., 27.11, 32.11
Governmental Research Institute,

Inc., 22.13, 22.14, 22.15
Goa, S., 22.16
Graham, J. E., 3.16
Greater Philadelphia Movement, 7
Greeley, A. H., 2.46
Green, Z., 2.47
Greibcr, C. L., 19.13
Grier, G., 14.11
Griffith, S., 23.12, 25.13
Griffiths, D. E., 30.14
Gross, E., 3.17
Gross, N., 30.15
Grupe, F. H., 31.9
Guba, E. G., 28.18, 30.16, 30.17

7'. 7., 29.22

Guthrie, R. V., 22.17
Haettenschuille, D. L., 20.3
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